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Abstract

Verification of the program PowerGrid and
establishment of reference grid for calculations

Simon Cederholm

Fortum Distribution AB uses a program called PowerGrid (PG) in its daily work. PG
is a combined Network information system and grid calculation program. The
development of this program is an ongoing process, so Fortum desired a reference
program be set up as a means of controlling the continued accuracy of PG’s
calculation results. Fortum is aware that PG has had difficulties in calculating some
grid designs. An important goal, therefore, is to verify if these problems still exist so
that Fortum if so can put increased pressure on their program developer to resolve
them.

This thesis includes work on 9 different grid set-ups that were known or thought to
cause problems in PG. They are drawn up and calculated in PG and then modeled in
Matlab where e.g. power flow and short-circuit calculations are carried out. Results
are compared, the goal being to discover problems and deviations in PG and to
understand more about how PG works.

In short, a number of problems are discovered with PG’s calculations, and most grid
set-ups that were suspected to be problematic are confirmed to be so. The largest
problems occur when alternatives to the single 2-winded main-transformer set-up are
tested. Otherwise, it is in the transitions between voltage levels that most of the
problems arise. A related observation is that having more than one medium-voltage
level or more than one low-voltage level is difficult for PG to handle.

Finally, an Excel macro is introduced – a macro that can be used to compare results
from different PG calculation engines and highlight any found differences. In short, it
can be used as a quick-check before more thorough investigations are launched.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
Fortum Distribution AB använder i sitt dagliga arbete ett kombinerat kart-, databas-, och 

elnätsberäkningsprogram vid namn PowerGrid (PG). Med ojämna mellanrum kommer 

uppdateringar av programmets beräkningskärna. Då kan det vara så att när man har rättat till 

ett problem kan det oavsiktligt påverka programmet så att ett nytt fel dyker upp någon annan 

stans. Om man inte upptäcker felet kan det leda till att man under en tid får felaktiga 

beräkningsresultat. Det kan i sin tur leda till en viss oro hos personalen när de känner att de 

inte helt kan lita på resultaten. Det finns även ett antal nätstrukturer som man vet att PG har 

eller har haft svårt att beräkna på. 

 

Målet med det här examensarbetet är att vara en kontroll och en hjälp i felsökning när ovan 

beskrivna situationer uppstår. Man vill ha ett sätt att kontrollera och undersöka de fel man vet 

eller anar finns och snabbare kunna upptäcka fel som man inte vet existerar. Lösningen på 

detta kommer till uttryck i form av ett antal program skrivna i Matlab, och utvecklingen av 

dessa kommer att vara arbetets fokus. Kontrollprogrammen är sinnsemellan relativt lika, men 

är anpassade efter de olika nätens uppbyggnad. Programmen ska användas för att upptäcka 

felaktigheter i PGs resultat och sätt att beräkna, ge en ökad förståelse för hur PG fungerar och 

vara ett alternativt sätt att beräkna de viktigaste elnätsparametrarna i olika nät. 

 

För att veta vad som skulle ingå i kontrollprogrammet krävdes en del förarbete. T.ex. behövde 

man ta reda på vilka sorters nätkonfigurationer som var intressanta att beräknas på. Efter den 

här informationsinsamlingen ritades testnäten upp i PG.  

 

Sedan började arbetet med att modellera näten i Matlab. Totalt gjordes modeller av 9 olika 

nätkonfigurationer med 2-4 Matlab-program vardera (av två typer). I Del 1 beräknas 

spänningar och effektflöden och i Del 2 beräknas impedanser, kortslutningströmmar och 

kortslutningseffekter. 

 

Det här examensarbetet har bekräftat att PG fortfarande har kvar många av de problem som 

har observerats eller anats tidigare samt upptäkt en del nya. Arbetet har även lett till ett 

medvetande om flera detaljer i PGs sätt att beräkna som kan vara bra för både utvecklaren och 

användaren av PG att vara medveten om. 

 

De största och tydligaste skillnaderna mellan svaren från PG och Matlab-modellerna inträffar 

när den vanligtvis förekommande uppställningen med en 2-lindad huvudtransformator i 

fördelningsstationen, ersätts med 2 i serie, 2 som är parallellkopplade eller med en 3-lindad 

sådan. I övrigt är många av problemen relaterade till transformatorberäkningarna. I Matlab 

har transformatorernas impedans modellerats och använts i beräkningarna enligt Tietos egen 

manual [1, p. 11]. Utifrån resultaten kan man undra om motsvarande implementering skett i 

PG. Det är i vilket fall som helst tydligt att många fel och följdfel har sin begynnelse i 

noderna runt transformatorerna – svar är ofta rätt eller mer rätt på primärsidan och oftare fel 

på sekundärsidan. Detta gäller inte minst där det finns fler än en mellanspänningsnivå eller 

fler än en lågspänningsnivå. 

 

Till sist önskade Fortum även ett verktyg för att kunna jämföra resultat från olika av PGs 

beräkningskärnor när nya uppdateringar av den kommer. Två sådana har hittats online i form 

av VBA-kod. Koden har sedan sats in i MS Excel i form av ett macro och kan användas som 

en snabbkoll efter resultatförändringar innan eventuella mer ingående efterforskningar inleds. 
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Executive Summary 
Over the years, staff at Fortum Distribution AB have discovered a number of problems with 

the PG calculation engine. This thesis is the result of a request from Fortum to investigate 

some of these problems more in-depth to see if they are still an issue. Knowing how PG 

functions and if there are problems with some calculations is important both for users of PG 

and for Fortum in relation to the program developer. 

 

The goal of this thesis is thus to be a control of PG functionality in some given circumstances. 

It was decided that calculations of a number important parameters in a separately-written 

program would be a suitable method for this. In short, nine theoretical grids are drawn up in 

PG and modeled in Matlab. The grids contain set-ups that are expected to cause problems in 

PG’s calculations. The created control programs in Matlab calculate a number of parameters 

which can be compared to PG’s answers. Conclusions are drawn from the results. 

 

The results confirm that PG still struggles to handle most of the grid structures considered in 

this project. A summary of the problems can be found in section 4.1 and 5.1. 

 

Additional problems are found simply by studying different sets of answers from PG 

calculations. These observations are described in section 4.7 Discrepancies among PG results 

. 

 

Finally, two simple VBA Excel macros are explained in section 3.6. They can be used to 

quickly compare results from two different calculation engines. Differences are highlighted. 
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Selected abbreviations and indices 
 b base value 

 B imaginary part of       

 C capacitance 

 c voltage factor for min Isc1 

 cmax voltage factor for max Isc3 

 cumul cumulatively calculated 

 D demand(ed) (power) 

 for impedance of the feeding 

network, “förimpedans” 

 Fs primary substation 

 G in index: generated (power) 

 G in equation: real part of       

 gen generator 

 HV high voltage 

 i load type or bus number 

 ind individual 

 j, k, n bus numbers 

 L Load, or index for “Lugnet” 

 LV low voltage 

 MV medium voltage 

 N total number of buses in the 

system 

 Ns secondary substation 

 Rp, Xp impedance per phase 

 par parallel 

 Pflow active power flow 

 PG PowerGrid 

 PGD net generated active power 

 ph phase 

 pu per-unit 

 PW PowerWorld 

 Qflow reactive power flow 

 QGD net generated reactive power 

 sc  used to denote short-circuit 

 sc1 single-phase short-circuit 

 sh shunt-connected component 

 T transformer 

 W annual energy consumption of 

a load 

       bus admittance matrix 

 0 zero-sequence component 

 

 

Bus name abreviations 
 BA Båtsman 

 CA Casco 

 DO Drevsta Östra 

 DR Drevsta 

 DS Drevsta Södra 

 DY Dye 

 E Eriksbol 

 FA Falla 

 HB Harberget 

 HM Hinkebo Mosse 

 HY Hybble 

 K Kiosken 

 KS Kristinehamns 

Sotningsdistrikt 

 L Lugnet 

 NH Norra Höja 

 OL Oljedepån 

 OS Östermalm 

 P Picasso 

 PR Presterud 

 SA Samhall 

 SO Södermalm 

 VV Villa Villekulla 

 WW WinWind 

 9395, 9810, etc - indices of 

impedance between the two cable 

boxes K32093 and K32095; 

K32098 and K32110, etc. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background: program and problem description 

In the company Fortum Distribution AB, more specifically the department working with 

power grids on the distribution grid level, a program called PowerGrid (PG) is used. PG is a 

network information system and grid calculation program; it is based on a Smallworld core 

(General Electric) but is further developed by Tieto. The graphical user interface includes a 

layered map containing different maps superposed over each other. A common view is where 

a landscape map, map of property boundaries, and power grid map are seen. Map information 

is retrieved from different databases. Primary and secondary substation icons can be selected 

and the basic structure of the substation, with e.g. transformers and busbars, can be viewed 

and modified. Back in the map view, power lines, load buses, etc., can be drawn, defined, and 

modified. Calculations can then be performed, finding various parameters of interest to a 

power utility company. Answers can either be viewed individually, e.g. per bus or power line 

in the map view or more systematically in tables. These tables can also be exported into MS 

Excel files.  

 

Development of PG is a continuous process, and there are still problems that need attention. 

There are a number of grid configurations that are known to be difficult for PG to handle 

when performing calculations. It has also been the case that when one problem has been 

rectified, another problem has arisen as a consequence. A part of the calculation that has been 

verified previous can suddenly stop working. This has led to a sort of uneasiness among those 

working with the program, where they sometimes feel that they cannot fully trust the results. 

1.2 Purpose 

The goal of this thesis is to be a means of meeting these challenges. Its purpose is to be a 

control of PG’s calculation engine, an aid in discovering deviant calculation results, 

troubleshooting the underlying problems, and discovering details in how PG works. When 

new updates of PG’s calculation engine are released, this thesis will be a way for Fortum to 

test if the different parts of the program are still functional or still problematic. Also, a quick 

way of comparing PG results from different calculation engines is presented. 

 

The main focus of this thesis will be two separately written Matlab programs that can 

calculate some important parameters relating to power grid calculations. These two programs 

in different forms will be used for comparisons with PG’s results and will help in evaluating 

the accuracy and reasonability of them. The programs will also help shed light on the way PG 

functions and help in figuring out what the root of certain issues may be. Having another way 

of calculating specific grid set-ups may also confirm or rebut suspicions of problems. This 

general method of creating a separate “hand-written” reference program for verification of PG 

was decided upon in discussion with the supervisor of this thesis at Fortum. The method was 

also the basis of a project description written by Fortum and which undersigned applied for. 

1.3 Method/Outline/Structure 

1.3.1 Initial proceedings 
Before work on the main part of this thesis could start, some background work needed to be 

done. Learning to use PG was, not surprisingly, the first step. The next step was to find out 

what kinds of grid configurations that would be of interest to investigate. For this, the 

program that Fortum uses to report PG-problems, was studied. Additionally, Henrik Rinnemo, 
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the supervisor for this thesis, was interviewed. He gave some ideas on grid set-ups that he 

knew had caused problems in the past. Next, Fortum’s existing grids in PG were studied in 

order find reasonable sizes of grid components such as transformers and loads. Finally, grid 

configurations were designed and drawn up in PG. 

 

A total of 9 different grid set-ups are included in this project. In PG, most of them can be 

found under the name Reference plan 1 (Referensnät 1, en “subplan”) in PG. The idea is that 

the only difference between Reference plan 1 and Reference plan 2, 3, and 4, is the main 

transformer configuration in the primary substation Dye. (A main transformer is the kind of 

transformer used in primary substations.) In Reference plan 1, there is only one main 

transformer in Dye, and it is two-winded. In Reference plan 2, the main transformer is a 3-

winded one. In Reference plan 3, there are two 2-winded main transformers, but they are 

connected in parallel. In Reference plan 4, two 2-winded main transformers are connected in 

series. Here the voltage levels go from 135 kV to 11kV and then back to 20 kV. 

 

Note the difference between Reference plans 1-4 in PG and Grids 1-9. Grids 1-2 and 6-9 use 

Reference plan 1 in PG for its calculations. Grids 3, 4 and 5 use Reference plans 3, 4, and 2, 

respectively. 

1.3.2 Method of main section 
In order to be the desired means of control towards PG, an alternative way of performing the 

calculations is developed. Fortum provided a list of parameters that they wished were 

included in the results. After briefly having considered other methods of calculation, it was 

decided that Matlab and the Newton-Raphson method would be used in power flow 

calculations to find the primary parameters. This was the method that the author of this paper 

was the most familiar with. 

 

In Chapter 2, a summary of the theory behind the calculations is presented in a generalized 

way. For a more thorough theory presentation, see Appendix A: Power system theory.  

 

In Chapter 3, the theory is applied to the specific cases of this project. The grids are modeled 

and calculated using code written in the computer program Matlab. When the terms “Matlab 

answers”, “Matlab results”, or the like are used in this report, it is the answers from these 

Matlab-coded programs that are being referred to. The answers that are found are compared to 

results from PG that come from medium-voltage (MV) calculations, low-voltage (LV) 

calculations, or combined MVLV calculations. 

 

Chapter 4 is mostly devoted to presenting the results, but the chapter also includes some 

records of additional steps taken as a consequence of the results. If PG answers were found to 

differ from answers from the Matlab-coded programs, explanations were sought after. Here, 

tests with modified Matlab code were sometimes carried out. Discoveries of details that affect 

PG’s calculations are also presented here. 

 

The results are presented, analyzed and evaluated. Are PG’s answers the same as the Matlab 

answers? If not, why? Which answers seem the most reasonable? A summary and discussion 

then takes place in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, more lessons on how PG’s calculation engine 

functions, are presented. Suggestions for continued work after this thesis are suggested in 

Chapter 7.  
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Finally, since this thesis will be used as somewhat of a manual for checking and evaluating 

PG calculation results in the future, a chapter is allocated to give practical hints and guidelines 

on things to keep in mind when using the Matlab programs. This chapter has been placed in 

Appendix E: Instruction manual / Helpful hints for Users. 

1.4 Limitations of scope 

In the Matlab programs, all the grid information, including transformer values, cable lengths, 

cable impedances, load values, etc, is defined and added manually into the code. This results 

in highly specified programs that take time to adjust if one wants to apply the code to a new or 

modified grid. 

 

The number of parameters calculated is limited, see section 2.2 and 2.3.  

 

The best case is that the answers calculated using Matlab would be equal to (apart from 

rounding differences) the answers calculated by PG. These matching answers would then be a 

verification of PG’s functionality. In a sense, the more similar the answers turned out, the 

“better” they would be. 

 

All calculations are carried out at a cable temperature of 20 degrees Celsius and with the grid 

in a static state. Velander’s equations are used to model the loads, see section 2.1.2. In this 

report, the term “Power flow” is used, but note that e.g. PG uses the other common term 

“Load flow” in the exported Excel result files. Likewise, both terms “bus” and “node” can be 

used, and a vector-bar can be placed both above and below a variable.  

 

Much of the theory and equations in their basic, simpler forms, are placed in Appendices. 

This is the case for Equation 1 and up. Cross-references for equations, figures, sections, etc., 

are by default inserted as hyperlinks for easy access. (Press “ctrl” and click on the hyperlink. 

Then use “ctrl+g” to return to where you were before using the hyperlink.) 

 

Finally, the interface for comparison between results from different PG calculation engines is 

a very simple one found online that compares two sheets in an MS Excel workbook file and 

highlights differences. 
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2 Power system Theory 

2.1 Backdrop 

In this chapter follows a brief summary of the theory that will be implemented in chapter 3. 

For a more detailed description, see Appendix A: Power system theory. The theory is applied 

to 9 grid set-ups that have been designed and drawn-up in PG. These grids can roughly be 

divided into medium-voltage systems and low-voltage systems, though all except for 1 grid 

have a high-voltage (HV) feeder point. Medium voltage (MV) is defined as ranging from 24 

kilovolts (kV) down to but not including 1 kV. The grid is considered low voltage (LV) if it is 

rated at 1 kV or below. Some of the grids considered are radial and some are meshed. Static 

analyses are carried out, i.e., the systems are in steady state during calculations. 

2.1.1 Grid model: Single-line diagram and component modeling 
The systems studied are three-phase systems, but grid components are modeled into their 

single-phase equivalents. The grids are drawn up in single-line diagrams as seen in Chapter 3, 

where e.g. transformers are modeled as impedances. The grids are made up of a number of 

buses connected by cables, over-head power lines or transformers. There are also loads, and 

one or two power sources per grid. Each bus is assigned a number, and the indices “k” and “j” 

are by default written in the order “kj”. They convey that the parameters are denoted as going 

from bus k to bus j. In other words     gives the value of the active power flow from bus k to 

bus j. If the parameter value is negative, the power flow is, in fact, flowing in the opposite 

direction, from bus j to bus k. The index i can also be used to denote which bus the parameter 

refers to. 

 

The power lines are modeled using the “π-equivalent model of a line” [2, p. 49], also called 

the pi-model in this report. (During the course of the project, however, the default model 

becomes another: see results-section 4.2.1.) In this model, the connection between two buses 

consists of an impedance and two shunt admittances, where each of the latter two are 

considered to “belong” to one or the other bus. Each of these shunt admittances is half of the 

shunt admittance for the whole line, i.e.                  , see Figure 1 [2, p. 55]. 

 

Fortum has a Microsoft Excel cable catalogue file containing the technical specifications of 

the lines and cables. In this file one can find the resistance R, reactance X, and capacitance C 

per kilometer. To find the impedance for the different lines in the grids for this project, one 

simply takes the corresponding values and multiplies them by the length of the line, L, see 

Equation 1. “Lines” will often be used in this report as a generic term including both over-

head lines and cables even though most of them actually are cables. 

Figure 1: Pi-equivalent model of a line 
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Equation 1 

                    

The shunt admittance,         is found by using the line’s capacitance, the length of the line, 

and the frequency of the system, which in this case is 50 Hz and is denoted omega,  . First, 

the line’s capacitance is found like this:                 . Then we have that          

        , which gives              . Thus, the following is true: 

Equation 2 

        
     

 
 

The transformers are also modeled as impedances, and it is their single-phase equivalent 

impedance that is found. The equations used for finding the resistance,   , and reactance,   , 

for these are found in Equation 3 [1, p. 11]. (The index “k” in this equation does not refer to a 

bus number.) 

Equation 3 

                      

      

  
 

  
 

        
     

  

       
  

 

  
 

           
where 

    and      transformer relative resistance and reactance (        and       ) 

    transformer power loss (kW) 

    transformer nominal power (MVA) 

         transformer apparent power load (MVA) 

    transformer nominal voltage (kV) (secondary winding has secondary voltage) 

    transformer power loss at transformer nominal power (kW) 

 

Unless stated differently, powers are 3-phase, U-values are line-to-line, and impedances and 

admittances are per phase quantities.  

2.1.2 Velander’s method for load addition 
The loads are modeled as constant power loads [2, p. 69]. This means that the size of the load 

remains the same despite voltage differences. In PG, the loads are added into the system by 

entering each load’s annual energy consumption, W.  

 

From the energy consumption, the maximum powers of the loads are found using Velander’s 

method. In this theory, each load is categorized as a certain predefined type of load/customer 

where each type has a specific group number. Each load type also has three constants that 

define it: the power factor (     ) and two Velander constants [3, pp. 35, 172-173]. The two 

Velander constants (k1 and k2) are, together with W, used in Velander’s equation to calculate 
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the maximum active power consumption in the load point,    [4, pp. 29-30][5, pp. 177-

178][1, p. 8]. See Equation 4. 

Equation 4: Velander’s Equation 1 

            

If there are multiple load types with various group numbers at the same point in the grid, a 

modified Velander’s equation is used: Equation 5 [4, p. 30].  

Equation 5: Velander’s Equation 2 

          

 

   

      
   

 

   

 

where n is the total number of different types of loads and i denotes each load type. 

Velander theory was developed both as a way to find realistic values of maximum power 

consumptions of individual loads or group of loads. If a utility company knows some 

characteristics of a load, it is possible to systematically classify the load into one of the group 

types and thereby know the general behavior of that type of load/customer, and by extension, 

approximately what the maximum power will be at that load point. Different load types e.g. 

have their maximum consumption at different times of the day, and can have very different 

power factors. If the power demand at one load is found without Velander, or if a number of 

loads are simply added together, the sum acquired is larger than any probable case in real life 

and may lead to unnecessarily large power lines, etc. Velander theory is therefore very useful 

for the dimensioning of grid components. The larger the number of customers below a point 

in the grid, the greater is the discrepancy between a regularly summed-up power demand and 

any probable real-life scenario, to which a Velander calculation is closer. 

 

The maximum reactive power demand (  ) is found using the power factor and Equation 6. 

The theory was acquired by email correspondence with Dag-Anders Harlin at Tieto [6]. 

Tieto’s idea is based on finding how much of a bus’s total load, that is consumed by the 

individual loads. From these parts, new power factors are found that can be used to convert 

active power into reactive power via apparent power. Using equations, this process is shown 

in Equation 6.    and    are then used in the power flow calculations. 

Equation 6 
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2.2 Power flow calculations (Part 1) 

For the power flow calculations, the Newton-Raphson iterative calculation process is used. 

The per-unit (pu) system is also used here [2, p. 46]. The bus-admittance matrix, also called 

the Y-bus matrix, is built using components in the grid modeled as impedances and shunt 

admittances. The real and imaginary parts of the Y-bus matrix are defined as G and B, 

respectively. Note that in this project, shunt admittance-values             are by default set to 

zero. See section 4.2.1 for an explanation.  

 

Each bus is modeled as a slack-bus, generator bus or load bus;    bus, PU bus and PQ-bus, 

respectively. For each bus type, there are two known parameters and two unknown 

parameters, see Table 1. At the buses with loads,    and   , are found. Demands in other 

buses are known to be zero, with the possible exception of buses on the primary sides of 

transformers where transformers idle losses can be included if desired. By default, they are 

not included.     and    , can be found for PQ buses and     for PU buses, using Equation 

32 [2, pp. 79-81]. For buses where the voltage, U, and voltage phase angle,   (theta), are 

unknown, starting estimates must be defined. A so-called “flat initial estimate” is used where 

starting values for voltages and phase angles are set to 1 pu and 0 radians, respectively. 

Table 1: Bus types for power flow calculations 

Bus model Number of Known Quantities Unknown Quantities 

   bus, Slack bus 1 U,            

PU bus, Generator bus M      U        

PQ bus, Load bus  N-M-1          U,   

Source: [2, p. 81] 

    is the net generated active power in the bus, that is, the generated power (  ) minus the 

power demand (   ) in the bus, see also Equation 32.     is the net generated reactive power. 

Unless otherwise stated in this report, bus 1 (often an HV feeder point) is the slack bus. 

 

The starting estimates for U and   are used together with the Y-bus to calculate the injected 

power into each bus, see Equation 7. This is the first step in the iterative part of Newton 

Raphson.  

Equation 7 

              

 

   

                        

              

 

   

                        

where N is the total number of buses in the system and     is the phase angle difference 

between bus k and bus j. In the first iteration,     will be zero because of the starting values. 

 

Next delta_P and delta_Q, the difference between the net production and injected power, is 

calculated using Equation 8 [2, pp. 93, 95]: 
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Equation 8 

                                 

                                          

Next in the Newton-Raphson iterations, a modification factor is found using primarily a 

matrix called the Jacobian. It is calculated using more equations with U,  , G and B. With this 

modification factor, U and   for PQ and PU-buses are updated. Then they are used again in 

Equation 7 and Equation 8 in a new iteration. In this process,    and    will approach      

and      meaning that     and     will approach zero. When     and     are close 

enough to zero, the loop terminated, meaning that U and   have reached values that are 

substantially equivalent to the true value. With the final U and  , the last step is carried out 

where power flows between the buses are calculated, Pflow and Qflow. See appendix section A.2 

for more details. 

2.3 Impedance addition and short-circuit calculations (Part 2) 

The single-phase equivalent impedances (   ) of the grid seen from the fault point are found 

for MV and LV grids. Practically,     is basically the different     -elements added together up 

to the fault point.     is then used in the equation for the 3-phase short-circuit currents and 

powers are found. This problem is quite uncommon, but is also the most dangerous, with 

large thermal and mechanical discharges. Therefore it is important for a power utility 

company to know that the values they use for these parameters are correct. 

 

To start with, the background impedance at the HV feeder point is retrieved. This is the 

impedance given for bus one and represents the impedance of the overlying grid. Its value 

was defined when the grid was drawn up in PG, along with lengths of lines and transformer 

characteristics. Impedances for lines and transformers are found in the same way as for 

section 2.1.1. Lengths are also displayed in Microsoft Excel result files that can be exported 

from PG.  

 

In the radial grids, the     are simply added “down the line”. For meshed network grids, the 

equation for two parallel impedances is used; see also Appendix Equation 43 [7]. 

 

Having found the impedance, the 3-phase short-circuit current (    ) can be calculated. The 

nominal phase-to-phase voltage – not the calculated voltage – is used. According to sources 

[1, p. 15] and [4, p. 15], a voltage factor      is used to to modify the nominal voltage      

when calculating the maximum short-circuit currents.      is hard-coded into PG at the 

moment. In other words, even if it looks like you can change the value in PG’s user interface, 

PG will continue to use the value 1.1. That being noted, Equation 9 is reached [1, p. 15]. The 

index “sc” stands for short-circuit, and    is the absolute value of    . 

Equation 9 

     
         

     

 

Finally, the three-phase short-circuit power can also be calculated, as seen in Equation 10 [5, 

p. 131]. PG, though, apparently takes an extra step compared to the textbook equation. In this 

case,      is divided by 1.1, removing the effect that the factor had on     . Since this step is 

not necessarily wrong, but is observed, this step is also carried out in the Matlab code. 
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Equation 10 

                      

A parameter that is important for another reason is the single line-to-ground fault. It is 

important to include this parameter because it is occurs so often. So for LV-grids, the 

common problem of single line-to-ground fault currents and powers are calculated. As part of 

these calculations, the so-called “1-phase short-circuit impedance” (known as “förimpedans” 

in Swedish) is also found. These three parameters are denoted          , and      . In all of 

Part 2, calculations are carried out using physical units and not per-unit as in section 2.2. 

 

For finding       and     , a standard is used that is found in Swedish Standard SS 424 14 05 

[8] and is summarized in Equation 11 and Figure 4.      is also found using a standard 

equation [5, p. 131], see Equation 48 in Appendix A for more. However, note the small detail 

that PG divides      by c before presenting the answers. The Matlab code is adjusted 

accordingly since this is not necessarily a wrong step to take, just an unexpected one. 

Equation 11 

                                        
             

 
  

or 

                                     

or 

                             

where 

                    

is the 1-phase short-circuit impedance. 

 

All the parameters are known, so       and      can just be solved for. Figure 13 shows what 

the different parameters in the equation represent [8, p. 13]. Parameters include     and     

which are the impedances of the lines:     is the impedance starting from the bus on the 

secondary side of the transformer leading up to the point where     starts.    , then, is the 

impedance of the last section of line that leads to the fault point. The indices come from the 

Swedish words for the line feeding the last line (Matande ledning) and line (Ledning). The 

indices f, g, and n stand for phase conductor (Swedish: fasledare), neutral conductor 

(Swedish: återledare), and nominal value, respectively. The transformer impedance,     
       , is as before found with Equation 3. 

Figure 2: Background for Isc1-calculations 
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When PG performs MV/LV calculations, some information from the MV-grid is carried 

through to the LV-grid. The impedance     is an example of this.     is the impedance on the 

primary side of the MV/LV transformer; that  is, the impedance of the overlying grid. Also 

note that the       presented by the Matlab programs includes the parameters labeled “L”, so 

the answer presented is calculated as thus: 

Equation 12 

                              

For this and more on      and      -theory, see appendix section A.3.2. 

 

As a consequence of the results, a second equation is tested to calculate Isc1: instead of 

Equation 11, Equation 13 may be used. It is found in the “Tieto – Network Calculation 

Engine” [1, p. 17]. 

Equation 13 

     
     

                    
 
                         

 
 

where 

             short-circuit voltage [V] where      in this case is 1 kV or 0,4 kV 

Rt   positive-sequence 1-phase short-circuit resistance (transformer + feeding network) [Ω] 

Rt0  zero-sequence 1-phase short-circuit resistance (transformer + feeding network) [Ω] 

Rl   phase conductor’s resistance [Ω/km] 

R0  resistance of neutral conductor [Ω/km] 

Xt   positive-sequence 1-phase short-circuit reactance (transformer + feeding network) [Ω] 

Xt0 zero-sequence 1-phase short-circuit reactance (transformer + feeding network) [Ω] 

Xl0 phase conductor’s zero-sequence reactance [Ω/km] 

Xl   phase conductor’s reactance [Ω/km] 

X0  is reactance of neutral conductor [Ω/km] 

L    length of conductor [km] 
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3 Procedure 

3.1 Presentation of selected grids, Calculations in two parts 

Only 4 out of the 9 grids will be presented in this chapter, as the descriptions for additional 

grids add little value to the reader’s understanding. The remaining grids are instead presented 

in Appendix B. In chapter 4, results for 5 out of the 9 grids are deemed interesting enough to 

be explained in detail while 4 are only included in the summary. Further explanations of 

results for these four grids are presented in Appendix C.  

 

Because of the calculation characteristics, calculations for each of the 9 grids are carried out 

in two different parts, denoted Part 1 and Part 2. In Part 1, power flow calculations using 

Newton-Raphson’s iterative method deliver answers for parameters U, Pflow and Qflow. The 

remaining desired parameters are found in a process called Part 2 where impedance additions 

and short-circuit calculations are carried out. The parameters found here are    , Isc3, and Ssc3. 

For grids with LV levels, Part 2 also includes Isc1, Ssc1, and      . 

3.2 Grid 1 – Hinkebo Mosse MVLV 

3.2.1 Part 1, Power flow calculations – Grid 1 
The first grid that will be considered is multi-voltage-level grid with a generator at one of the 

buses on the MV level. The single-line diagram of this 3-phase system can be seen in Figure 

3. Names and numbers assigned to each bus are also seen there. The grid consists of 8 buses. 

Indices used to refer to the primary substation (Fs) Dye and secondary substations (Ns) Norra 

Höja, Harberget, and Hinkebo Mosse will be DY, NH, HB, and HM, respectively.  

 

The main transformer in Fs Dye transforms the voltage from the HV feeder point to the 

medium-voltage level, in this case from 135 kV to 20 kV line to line. The radial power grid 

then goes via lines to three Ns where the voltage is transformed to the LV levels. The nominal 

voltages here are 0,42 kV or 0,4 kV. Loads from the underlying LV grids are summed up 

using Velander’s equations (see section 2.1.2) and placed as one load at the bus on the 

secondary side of the MV/LV transformers. On the MV level in the Ns Hinkebo Mosse, a 

large generator rated at 2 MW is placed. The reason for this particular grid set-up is to study if 

and how an MV generator affects PG’s calculation capabilities.  
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Defining the base power and base voltages of the system is the next order of business. Since 

the size of the transformers range from 0,315 MVA to 40 MVA, a base power of 1 MVA is 

chosen. For the sake of simplicity, the nominal power of the system, the transformer ratios, 

and the base powers were harmonized. The base voltages are thus chosen as Ub135 = 135, 

Ub20=20, Ub042=0,42 and Ub04=0,4 kV. From these two parameters, the base impedances are 

calculated according to Equation 30 and denoted Zb135, Zb20, Zb042, and Zb04. 

 

Before the Y-bus matrix is formed, the transformers and power lines also need to be modeled. 

The transformer impedances are found using Equation 3 and Equation 31 and are denoted as 

       ,        ,        , and        . If the transformer idle losses are chosen to be 

included, they are denoted PDYidle_pu, PNHidle_pu, PHBidle_pu, and PHMidle_pu. 

 

By combining Equation 1 and Equation 31, an equation is formed that finds the per-unit 

impedance of the line. For example, the line between Fs Dye and Ns Norra Höja, is calculated 

like this: 

Equation 14 

                             

         and          are calculated in the same manner. Similarly, from Equation 2 and 

Equation 31, the shunt admittance for the power lines are found,                      , and 

          . 

 

The set-up of the Y-bus matrix is the next order of business. Examples of diagonal elements 

for two buses are shown in Equation 15. See also appendix section A.2.2. 

  

Figure 3: Grid 1, HM MVLV 
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Equation 15 

     
 

       

 

     
 

        

            
 

        

            
 

       

 

The Y-bus matrix for the Hinkebo Mosse MVLV grid is now finalized: 

Equation 16 

     

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
  

       
      

  

       
    

  

        
     

 
  

        
    

  

       

  

        
   

  
  

       
        

  
  

        
     

  

       

  

        
 

    
  

       
      

    
  

        
     

  

       

      
  

       
     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The buses are categorized as one of three bus types (see also Table 15 in appendix section 

A.2.2). Most of the grids considered in this report will consist of one slack bus and a number 

of PQ buses. This is a consequence of known characteristics in the grids. For the PQ buses, 

the active and reactive power demand and generation is known. When there is a load, 

generator, and/or idle losses connected to the bus, these parameter(s) become non-zero.  

 

For Grid 1, Part 1, two sets of calculations are carried out. In Part 1a, buses 2-8 are PQ buses. 

In Part 1b, only buses 4, 6, and 8 are PQ buses, while buses 2, 3, 5, and 7 are PU buses. The 

PU buses are MV buses, and their voltage values are found from an MV calculation preceding 

the MVLV calculation. Coincidentally, voltage results from Grid 2, HM MV-only can be 

used. Initial values of      (pu) and      are set for the PQ buses, and      for PU 

buses. These starting values are later incrementally updated in the iteration process. 

 

Finally, before the iteration process of Newton-Raphson begins, also     and     must be 

found for the PQ buses, and     for PU buses – see Equation 32 in Appendix A and Equation 

17, where calculations for two of the buses are shown. Buses 3, 5, and 7,    and      

unless the transformer idle losses are included. For bus 2, power is neither generated nor 

consumed – it simply passes through, so          . All variables in Equation 17 are 

also converted into per-unit, but that index is not written out here: 

Equation 17 
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The Newton-Raphson Step 2 through Step final are now carried out in accordance with the 

characteristics of the Hinkebo Mosse MVLV grid. The process is outlined in Appendix 

section A.2. The results presented in the section 4.2.1 consist of a column matrix à 8 elements 

representing the voltage in each of the buses in the grid (U , and matrices à 7 elements 

representing the power flows between bus k and bus j (Pflow and Qflow). If desired,    and    

can be calculated for the slack bus if some Matlab code is changed slightly/uncommented. 

3.2.2 Part 2, Impedance addition and short-circuit calculations – Grid 1 
The procedure followed in this section is outlined in Appendix section A.3. The generator 

placed at bus 7 in Ns Hinkebo Mosse causes PG to see the grid as meshed. This means that at 

each MV bus, the impedance from the HV feeder point is in parallel with the impedance seen 

from the generator. Consequently, the impedances at each bus will be added together “from 

both ways”. Note the use of Equation 42. 

Equation 18: Impedance “forwards” 

         

                 
  

   
 
 

 

               

                 
    

  
 
 

 

               

                 
   

  
 
 

 

               

                 
   

  
 
 

 

From the other direction, the impedances will look like this: 

Equation 19: Impedance “backwards” 

              

                       

                       

                       

                 
   

  
 
 

       

where       is the impedance of the generator at HM. The parallel impedances of the meshed 

network are calculated using Equation 43 which here becomes Equation 20: 
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Equation 20: Parallel Impedances 

                                   

                                 

                       
    

  
 
 

 

                                 

                       
   

  
 
 

 

Lastly, the real, imaginary, and absolute value is taken of each       – elements in order to 

find the resistance, reactance, and impedance answers that are presented in the final answers. 

 

The ground has now been prepared for the calculations of     . This is done using Equation 

44, where the impedance is found using Equation 21. 

Equation 21 

                

The values for Unom for this grid are 135 kV, 20 kV, 0,42 kV, and 0,4 kV. See Figure 3 for 

diagram-view of the voltage areas. Similarly,      is calculated using Equation 45.  

 

For the Hinkebo Mosse MVLV grid,           and       are also found for when there is no 

generator connected. Since the grid then is no longer considered in parallel, Equation 22 is 

used to calculate    instead of Equation 19, Equation 20 and Equation 21. 

Equation 22 

            

3.3 Grid 3 - Hinkebo Mosse –2 main transformers in parallel 

This grid set-up is a variation of Grid 1, but is closer to the looks of Grid 2 since only the MV 

level is considered; compare Figure 4 and Figure 14 in appendix section B.1.1. The difference 

from Grid 2 is that instead of one main transformer in the Station Dye, there are two main 

transformers – and they are in parallel. Apart from that, the procedure for finding U, Pflow and 

Qflow,    , Isc3, and Ssc3 is the same as for Grid 2. Calculation answers are presented in section 

4.4. 
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In PG, this grid is calculated using an MV calculation in Reference plan 3. In the creation of 

Reference plan 1-4, the goal was to keep them the same with the exception of certain 

controlled differences. The only planned differences were the constellations of the main 

transformers in Dye Station. However, one additional difference has been noticed, and that is 

that PG uses one type of cable for Reference plan 1 and another type of cable for Reference 

plans 2-4. The two cables in question have the same name, but different manufacturer label in 

the cable catalogue file provided by Fortum. In Reference plan 1, PG uses the cable that has 

the same name and manufacturer label, namely BLL 241/0. In Reference plans 2-4, the cable 

with the name BLL 241/0 and manufacturer label BLL 3x241-24 is used by PG. The Matlab 

code was adjusted accordingly. 

3.4 Grid 7 – Drevsta MV 

3.4.1 Part 1, Power flow calculations for Grid 7 – Drevsta MV 
Grid number 7 called Drevsta is considered because of the presence of a loop on the medium-

voltage level. As can be seen in Figure 5, there are 9 buses in this grid. Indices used to refer to 

the Fs and Ns are the following: Dye (DY), Drevsta Södra (DS), Drevsta (DR), Södermalm 

(SO), Östermalm (OS), Drevsta Östra (DO), Samhall (SA), and Kristinehamns 

Sotningsdistrikt (KS). 

 

The main transformer in Fs Dye transforms the voltage from the HV feeder point to the 

medium-voltage level, from 135 kV to 20 kV line-to-line. The base voltages are also chosen 

as Ub135 = 135 kV and Ub20=20 kV. The only transformer in this system is rated at 40 MVA, 

so the base power for the system is chosen to be 10 MVA. From this and Equation 30, the 

base impedances can be found. They are denoted Zb135 and Zb20. 

 

The transformer impedance is denoted        . If the transformer idle losses are chosen to be 

included, they are denoted PDYidle_pu. Impedances of the lines are written as,         , 

        , etc., while the shunt admittances for the eight power lines are                        
etc. 

  

Figure 4: Grid 3, HM – 2 main transformers in parallel 
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Now the Newton-Raphson, Step 1 can be initiated, beginning with the Y-bus formation. 

Selected diagonal elements are shown in Equation 23. 

Equation 23 

     
 

       

 

     
 

        
            

 

        
            

 

        
            

 

        
            

     
 

        

            

  

Figure 5: Grid 7, Drevsta MV 
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The finalized Y-bus matrix for the Drevsta MV grid is shown below in Equation 24. 

Equation 24 

    

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
  

       
       

  

       
    

  

        
      

 
  

        
    

  

        
  

  

        
  

  
  

        
    

  

        
    

   
  

        
    

  

        
   

    
  

        
    

  

        
  

  
  

        
  

  

        
    

  

        

  

        

      
  

        
     

      
  

        
      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Bus 1 is the slack bus and buses 2-9 are PQ-buses. For the PQ-buses, the net powers in each 

bus are calculated as     and     but are not written out for this grid. There are no generators 

in the Drevsta MV grid, and buses 3-9 have loads. Lastly in this step, the starting estimates 

     (pu) and      for k = 2-9 are defined. 

 

The Newton-Raphson Step 2 through Step final are now carried out in accordance with the 

characteristics of the Drevsta MV grid. The U, Pflow- and Qflow -results are presented in section 

4.5.1. 

3.4.2 Part 2, Impedance addition and short-circuit calculations – Grid 7 
The impedances for the lines are already found in the previous section 3.4.1, so the single-

phase impedances from and including the HV feeder point to the various buses in the system 

are added together. The Drevsta MV-grid has a looped section, so Equation 43 is used for 

finding the impedances of buses 4-9. For example, the impedance in bus 4 is calculated as in 

Equation 25: 

Equation 25 

        
                                    

                                  

 

In the same way,     to     are calculated. By taking the absolute value of     to    ,    for all 

the buses are found. From this, Equation 44 and Equation 45 are used to find      and     . 

3.5 Grid 8 – Lugnet MVLVLV 

3.5.1 Part 1, Power flow calculations for Grid 8 – Lugnet MVLVLV 
The eighth grid considered is called Lugnet MVLVLV and is calculated in PG using an 

MV+LV calculation. This grid is considered in order to explore the effects of including a 1-

kV part in the grid. The single-line diagram of the grid can be seen in Figure 6. Indices used 
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for Grid 8 are either the bus numbers, the whole names of the bus, or the first letter of the 

name of the bus: Dye (D), Lugnet (L), Eriksbol (E), Picasso (P), Villa Villekulla (VV), or 

Kiosken (K). In the Matlab code, the index of the bus Sörby is Sp, for “service point”. LEP is 

also used as an index for parameters that relate to the whole or large parts of the grid as it is 

made up of the first letters of all three secondary substations. 

 

The base power is chosen at 10 MVA. Base voltages are 135 kV, 20 kV, 1 kV, and 0,4 kV. 

From this and Equation 30, the base impedances are found and denoted Zb135, Zb20, Zb1, and 

Zb04. There are four transformers in this grid which are modeled as impedances using 

Equation 3 and Equation 31 and are denoted         ,            ,              , and 

            . If the transformer idle losses are chosen to be included, they are denoted 

P_Dye_idle_pu, etc. Impedances for the lines are denoted as       ,       ,        ,       ,        , 

and       , and the shunt admittance as                                 , etc. 

 

Next, the Newton-Raphson, Step 1 continues with the formation of the Y-bus matrix. This is 

done in a similar way to the previous grids that have been considered. Bus 1 is the slack bus 

and buses 2-11 are PQ buses. There are no generators in the Lugnet grid and only three loads 

– in buses 7, 10, and 11.    and    at these three buses are found using Equation 4 and part E 

and F in Equation 6 since there is only one load and type of load at each bus. For PQ buses, 

the net powers are found with Equation 32. 

 

Lugnet MVLVLV is a radial grid with no parallel cables. From this follows that cumulative 

addition (in Swedish: “sammanlagring”) takes place when PG calculates this grid, and it will 

therefore be done in the Matlab calculations as well. Cumulative addition is a way to get a 

more realistic power flow in the different parts of the grid. The reasoning behind this is that 

the power that flows from bus 8 to 9 will be less than the sum of the powers for the loads in 

bus 10 and 11. Likewise, the power flowing from bus 3 to bus 4 will be less than sum of the 

Figure 6: Grid 8, Lugnet MVLVLV 
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three loads in the system. To fix this mismatch, these two differences in power are 

compensated at buses 9 and 4 in the form of a power generation input,     Note that these two 

“generators” are only symbolic ones, so they will not affect the impedance additions in 

section 3.5.2 as the generator does for Grid 1 in section 3.2.2. 

 

For bus 9, the first step is to add together the two loads of bus 10 and 11. The sum of the 

active loads and reactive loads are labeled       and      . Next, calculate a cumulative value 

for the two loads from bus 10 and 11 using the Velander Equation 5 and Equation 6 given in 

section 2.1.2. This sum is labeled         and        . Thirdly, the differences between the 

sum of the individual loads and the cumulative sum are found and labeled       and      . 

These latter two parameters are then placed on bus 9 as the generation-parameters     and 

   . This process is summarized in Equation 26 and is also used for bus 4. 

Equation 26: Cumulative addition at bus 9 

                        

                        

Now the net generations in all the PQ buses are found of which three are seen in Equation 27. 

Equation 27: Power mismatch equations for Grid 8, Lugnet MVLVLV 

                                     

                                              

                                  

Lastly in this step: define the starting estimates      (pu) and      for k = 2-11. The 

Newton-Raphson Step 2 through Step final are now carried out in accordance with the 

characteristics of the Lugnet MVLVLV grid. See also appendix-sections A.2.3-A.2.7. Results 

are presented in section 4.6.1. 

 

What has so far been described in this section will be called Part 1a where there are only slack 

and PQ buses. Similar to calculations for Grid 1 (see section 3.2.1 after Equation 16 and 

section 4.2.1), also a Part 1b is carried out in Matlab for Grid 8. In Part 1b, the MV buses 2 

and 3 have been changed to PU buses. The voltages for these two buses are found from an 

MV calculation consisting only of buses 1, 2, and 3. The three LV loads are here placed as 

one load at bus 3. Equation 6 and Velander’s equation, Equation 5 are used. 

3.5.2 Part 2a, Impedance addition and short-circuit calculations – Grid 8 
The procedure for finding    , Isc3, and Ssc3 (Part 2) is described in Appendix section A.3.1. 

Equation 43 is not used here since nothing is parallel in this grid. The impedances are denoted 

                    , where            . 

3.5.3 Part 2b: 1-phase earth faults – Grid 8 
For theory on this section, see the end of section 2.3 or Appendix section A.3.2. At bus 4, the 

equation for finding       is shown in Equation 28.  
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Equation 28 

               
          

 
 

            

 
 

             

 
  

 

  
 
 

 

               
          

 
 

            

 
 

                  

 
  

 

  
 
 

 

since                       at this bus, i.e., there are no cables to be considered after 

the transformer when calculating       at this bus. For bus 5 and 8,        and        are simply 

added to       : 

Equation 29 

                                            

                                            

                                                

      
              

 
  

   

 
 
 

                  
                   

 
  

   

 
 
 

 

                                                      

In the same ways,                            are found. 

 

Using Equation 46 and Equation 48, the 1-phase short-circuit current,     , and 1-phase short-

circuit power,     ,  are found.  

3.6 Result comparison interface 

Every now and then, new updates of PG’s calculation engine arrive. The desire to compare 

results from an old and a new engine created an incentive to find a comparison interface. The 

interface will help to discover desired, unwanted and unexpected changes in the results from 

the different engines. 

 

Results from PG calculations can be studied visually in the PG user interface, but in order to 

make more systematic evaluations, the PG results are exported as Microsoft Excel files. In 

order to compare two exported sets of answers, macros are put together in MS Excel using 

Visual basic code [9] [10]. 

 

Results are exported from both the old and new versions of the calculation engine. Next, both 

sets of results are copied and pasted into two sheets in the macro-enabled Excel file. The 

Visual Basic macro is then run and, any differences between the two sets of results will be 

highlighted. In other words, if changes have been made in the PG calculation engine that 

affect the results, discrepancies can be found quickly. 

 

The Visual basic code can be found in Appendix G: Visual basic code for Excel sheet 

comparisons. A description on how to integrate this code with, and use it in Excel, is found in 

appendix section E.4. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Summary 

PG handles some grid set-ups well, some poorly, and some with mixed success. The largest 

problems occur when the regular set-up with one 2-winded main transformer in the primary 

substation is altered. This can mean that there are two main transformers in series or in 

parallel, or a 3-winded transformer. A lack of voltage drops, unreasonable power flows, 

impedance additions where the background impedance is omitted, resistances that do not 

increase between the buses, and voltages that sink instead of rise are some other issues. More 

than once it was seen that wrong Isc3- and Ssc3-answers were the result of faulty impedance 

additions. Two examples of major errors in some PG answers are the PG Fs and Ns result 

files for Grid 4, where all the PG answers were simply presented as “0”. Regarding grids with 

MV generators, one PG problem is that wrong directions for active and reactive power flows 

are presented. 

 

For many of the grids, PG has problems with the transformer impedance. This can e.g. be 

seen in HM MVLV, Grid1; and Lugnet MVLVLV, Grid 8. See sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 5.2 and 

5.9. 

 

With more than one MV or LV level, PG is likely to lose its footing somewhere, probably in 

connection with the voltage transition. In Grid 8, the transformer, or the presence of two LV-

voltage levels, could be the cause for PG using the wrong voltage for 3 or 5 out of the 5 buses 

on the 0,4 kV level. This is when Ssc3 and Isc1 are being calculated. In general, problems 

increase after transformers. There is also an uncertainty as to how       is calculated by PG. 

 

For Grid 6, a very small cable change caused large new differences in results from new PG 

calculations, (see appendix section C.3.1). This grid set-up in PG is therefore not seen as 

stable. See section 4.7 for more on discrepancies among sets of PG answers. 

 

In Grid 9, an LV grid with a loop, an unexplained constant difference of about 8% is present 

in all resistances. Secondary faults follow. In this case, however, it is unclear if Matlab or PG 

is at fault. 

 

In some cases, complementary charts are added after the result tables. These will hopefully 

give a quicker overview of problems in the calculations. If the answer differences between 

Matlab and PG were negligible in the whole table, if PG answers were very poor, or if other 

factors from the result tables made a chart difficult or unsuitable to make, it was not added. 

 

 Table 2 gives an overview of PG’s performance for the different grid set-ups. For answers 

that are “good”, Matlab answers and PG answers are substantially equivalent. Rounding 

differences and such are all that can be observed. The rating “mediocre” covers a deviation of 

up to about 6%, or 8% for Grid 9, Falla LV, Part 2. Grid 7, Drevsta MV, Part 1 is placed here 

because of one grid section – the power flows between bus 1 and 2. Cases with larger 

deviations or with deviations that are significant for other reasons, are given the rating “poor.” 

For Presterud, both parts are pulled down one notch because of the newer PG answers. 
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Table 2: Grid Result Overview 

          Status of calculations 

Grid no. Grid name Good Mediocre Poor 

1 HM MVLV 2 1 
 2 HM MV only 1, 2 

  3 HM - 2 main transformers in parallel 
  

1, 2 
4 HM - 2 main transformers in series 

  
1, 2 

5 HM - 3-winded main transformer 
  

1,2 
6 Presterud MVMV 

 
2 1 

7 Drevsta MV 2 
 

1 
 8 Lugnet MVLVLV 2a 

 
1, 2b 

9 Falla LV   1, 2a, 2b   

Key:   
   1 Part 1 calculating U, Pflow & Qflow 
   2 Part 2, calculating Zk, Isc3 & Ssc3; 
     for two grids, also Zfor, Isc1 & Ssc1 
   

4.2 Grid 1 - Hinkebo Mosse MVLV 

4.2.1 Part 1, Power flow calculations for Grid 1 
Initially, a calculation was carried out where all buses except for the slack bus are PQ buses 

(Part 1a). Because of the way the answers looked, a second set of calculations were carried 

out where the MV buses were given fixed U-values from an MV-only calculation (Part 1b). 

See section 3.2.1 – after Equation 16 – for more details. Matlab’s voltage- and Qflow-answers 

from Part 1b were significantly closer to PG’s answers, see Table 3, though LV answers were 

noticeably more different than MV answers. 

 

Note first what happens regarding the inclusion or exclusion of the MV/LV transformer 

impedances,    . If they are included in Part 1a, LV voltages from Matlab are close to PG’s 

voltages, but MV voltages and power flows are different. If     is removed (or rather: set to a 

very small positive constant), LV voltages move slightly farther away while MV voltages and 

power flows become closer to PG’s ditto. 

 

In the second column of Part 1b, a test is carried out using the     values that are presented in 

the PG-Excel result files. Since these values happen to be closer to zero than to the values 

calculated by Matlab, this test can be seen as similar to the test in the second column of Part 

1a where     is set to zero. Both tests gave much worse LV voltages. Thus, all four columns 

together: (1) confirm that PG calculates MV and LV grids separately – also when performing 

an MVLV calculation, (2) show that MV calculations are carried out without the transformer 

impedances being included so that they affect the voltages, power flows and losses, (3) and 

show that    -values close to Matlab’s values are used for LV power flow calculations – that 

is – not the    -values presented in PG’s Excel result-files. 

 

Considering the previous paragraphs, there seems to be two different    -values in PG. One is 

used in the LV calculations in Part 1, and is also the value calculated by Matlab according to 

Tieto’s Equation 3. The second     is presented in the Excel result file and is used by PG in 
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Part 2. The value in the result file is (1) much smaller, and (2) happens to have the same value 

as     on the primary side of the transformer/of the feeding grid. See also section 4.2.2. 

 

A transformer reactance is much larger than its resistance. Thus it affects U and Qflow results 

more than Pflow results. This helps explain why, (1) when comparing results from Part 1a with 

those from Part 1b, Matlab’s Qflow answers change significantly while Pflow answers remain 

basically unaltered, and (2) the Matlab Qflow from Part 1a gets closer to PG’s if that which can 

be called “reactive power losses” [2, p. 92] is subtracted from the Qflow answers before being 

presented. However, this is by default not carried out for any other grid in this project since 

this more often made the answers further from PGs answers (see Grid 9, section C.4.1, 

however). In Table 3, therefore, the reactive losses are not subtracted from Qflow answers. 

 

One somewhat strange issue is that in an earlier set of answers, PG presents both the active 

and reactive power flow answers in the opposite direction as the Matlab answers do. Of the 

two alternatives, the Matlab answers are considered correct because of the generator in bus 7. 

This generator is much larger than all the loads put together, so it only makes sense that the 

excess active power, flows in the direction from bus 7 to bus 1, i.e., in a “negative” direction. 

Also, it is assumed that the generator produces its power at unity power factor, so the reactive 

power consumed in the loads must be delivered by the slack bus, bus 1. Thus, the reactive 

power flow will flow from bus 1 to the other buses in what is seen as the “positive” direction. 

This is what the Matlab answers show, and is the opposite direction from which most saved 

PG answers display (see also answers for e.g. Grid 2, section 4.3.1).  

 

Answers were saved from PG at different times during the course of the project. The answers 

displayed in Table 3 were received a few months later than the first set of answers. In these 

later PG answers, a few Qflow minus-signs have disappeared, but one is still present (taken 

from the Fs-result file), and there is still no minus-sign for the MV Pflows. Furthermore, the 

later PG answers came with a seemingly random change for the power flow over the 

transformer in Ns Harberget, between bus 5 and 6. Here, the Matlab answers and the earlier 

PG answers have Pflow and Qflow answers of 507,1 kW and 245,6 kVAr, respectively. Thus, 

the later answers shown in Table 3 are conspicuously divergent. This difference can be the 

chief explanation for the Qflow-differences that remain in Part 1b. 

 

Even though PG presents values for idle losses in its answer files, it does not seem to include 

them in a way that affects the power flows. It makes sense that they should be included there, 

but since they are not, the idle losses are by default set to zero in the Matlab code. 

 

Another discovery is that PG seems to model the lines as short lines instead of medium-long 

lines where the pi-model for a line is used. Over-head power lines up to about 100 km are 

commonly seen as short lines [2, p. 26], and all lines (including cables) of the test grids are 

shorter than that. So PG is correct when it models the over-head lines in the considered grids 

as short lines. However, the answers show that PG also models the test grid’s cables as short 

lines, and this is contrary to common practice; cables have much higher capacitance than 

over-head lines, so they are usually modeled as medium-long using the pi-model [11, p. 312]. 

The Matlab answers show this apparent PG error in that they become closer to PG’s answers 

if the shunt admittances are omitted. In the Matlab code, using the short line model instead of 

the medium-long line model simply means setting all the shunt admittances to zero – and note 

that this is now done for all the code by default. Even so, the code is prepared so that it is easy 

to include the shunt admittances should a user ever wish to do so. That way, if line lengths are 

changed or if PG is updated, the lines can easily be changed to the medium-long line model. 
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A final detail to note is that the voltages on the LV level are given in phase-to-neutral voltage 

instead of line-to-line voltage. This is done simply because PG for some unknown reason 

presents its LV-answers this way. This is not a wrong step, but seems unnecessary. 

 

After the table, Figure 7 is presented in order to give the reader a quicker idea of where the 

main problems lie. 

Table 3: Part 1, Grid 1, Hinkebo Mosse MVLV, Voltages and Power Flows 

  
Matlab 

Answers 
PG 

Answers Difference 

  Part 1a Part 1a Part 1b Part 1b   Part 1a  Part 1a Part 1b Part 1b 

    No ZT   PG's ZT     No ZT   PG's ZT 

Voltage                   

Bus 1 135000 135000 135000 135000 135000 0 0 0 0 
Bus 2 19979,6 19980,65 19980,65 19980,65 19980,8 1,2413 0,1456 0,1456 0,1456 
Bus 3 19982 19983,46 19983,46 19983,46 19983,6 1,6103 0,1432 0,1432 0,1432 
Bus 4 239,608 242,2865 239,6261 242,2214 239 -0,6082 -3,2865 -0,6261 -3,2214 

Bus 5 19986,2 19988 19988 19988 19988,1 1,9034 0,1039 0,1039 0,1039 
Bus 6 227,313 230,8015 227,3341 230,4183 228 0,687 -2,8015 0,6659 -2,4183 
Bus 7 19991,6 19993,38 19993,38 19993,38 19993,5 1,9474 0,1224 0,1224 0,1224 

Bus 8 228,615 230,8636 228,6362 230,7202 229 0,3851 -1,8636 0,3638 -1,7202 

Pflow                   

Bus 1-2 -1198,8 -1202,21 -1198,82 -1201,87 1202 3,196 -0,2093 3,1833 0,1262 
Bus 2-3 -1199,4 -1202,83 -1199,44 -1202,5 1202 2,5693 -0,8329 2,5633 -0,4971 
Bus 3-4 106,048 106,0481 106,0481 106,0481 106 -0,0481 -0,0481 -0,0481 -0,0481 
Bus 3-5 -1306,7 -1309,59 -1306,68 -1309,26 1309 2,3198 -0,5932 2,3191 -0,2647 

Bus 5-6 507,14 507,1402 507,1402 507,1402 492,3 -14,84 -14,84 -14,84 -14,84 
Bus 5-7 -1816,6 -1817,28 -1816,64 -1817,24 1817 0,3595 -0,2786 0,3594 -0,2366 

Bus 7-8 182,721 182,7214 182,7214 182,7214 182,7 -0,0214 -0,0214 -0,0214 -0,0214 

Qflow                   

Bus 1-2 408,017 388,0028 387,9044 387,9931 -385,6 22,4174 2,4028 2,3044 2,3931 
Bus 2-3 403,65 383,6563 382,1102 383,5011 382,2 -21,45 -1,4563 0,0898 -1,3011 
Bus 3-4 53,3335 51,3614 53,3332 51,4183 51,36 -1,9735 -0,0014 -1,9732 -0,0583 
Bus 3-5 348,935 330,9199 329,597 330,7715 331,3 -17,635 0,3801 1,703 0,5285 
Bus 5-6 260,341 245,6192 260,3387 247,1741 214,6 -45,741 -31,019 -45,739 -32,574 
Bus 5-7 87,0186 83,7304 83,443 83,7136 85,45 -1,5686 1,7196 2,007 1,7364 

Bus 7-8 85,8172 82,5285 85,8165 82,7381 84,64 -1,1772 2,1115 -1,1765 1,9019 

Key:                   

Part 1b All MV buses besides the slack bus defined as PU buses with a fixed U from an MV calculation. 
  Different from the regular set-up (e.g. Part 1a.) with only slack and PQ buses.  
No ZT MVLV-transformer impedances set to approximately zero (small positive constant). 

PG's ZT MVLV-transformer impedances set to PG's value presented in the transformer result file. 
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Figure 7: Parameter differences between Matlab and PG. Magnitudes from the last column in the preceding table (V, 

kW & kVAr) 

4.2.2 Part 2, Zk, Isc3, & Ssc3 for Grid 1 – Hinkebo Mosse MVLV 
Answers with impedances calculated in parallel are presented in Table 4 with the column 

heading “With gen (parallel)”. When there is no generator, the impedances are instead added 

radially, “down the line”, and the results are presented in the column with the heading “No 

gen”. The general procedure is described in section 3.2.2. Made from the last column in Table 

4, Figure 8 is presented as a quick overview of the results. 

 

Answers from the calculations of this section are almost satisfactory. Matlab answers are 

generally very close to PG’s answers, granting both programs a high degree of validity. 

Especially the answers from calculations without the generator are very close to PG’s 

answers; when rounded, the MV answers are almost identical. As can be seen in Table 4 

however, answers for the LV buses were not saved for calculations without the generator. 

 

When the generator is connected, MV-impedances are close to PG’s answers, but impedances 

on the LV level stray slightly from PG’s impedances. The noted differences are not large, but 

because the impedances’ magnitudes are so small, even a small variation can cause a large 

deviation percentage-wise. Note that the error in the impedances on the LV-side almost 

entirely is from the transformer reactance. 

 

Since the impedances are part of the equations used to find the Isc3 and Ssc3, these parameters 

will suffer as a result of the impedance discrepancies. Therefore this problem is mainly 

limited to the three LV buses (4, 6, and 8).  

 

A test was performed where the values that PG presented in the answer files for     were used 

in the calculations. This led to Isc3 and Ssc3-results like PG’s. The conclusion from this is that 

PG’s Isc3 and Ssc3-calculations are functional, but that PG either has wrong values for     or 

difficulties handling voltage transitions. It seems like PG uses one     in Part 1, and a different 

one here in Part 2. It is unclear where the     in Part 2 comes from, how PG calculates it, and 

why this is the value presented for     in the transformer result file. See section 4.2.1 for more. 
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Table 4: Part 2 for Grid 1, Hinkebo Mosse MVLV 

    

From 
Matlab 
No gen 
 

From 
PG 
No gen 
 

From 
Matlab 
With gen 
(parallel) 

From  
PG 
With gen 
(parallel) 

More than 
one 
answer in PG: 

Diff 
With gen 
 

Diff % 
With gen 
 

Rp Bus 1 2,1 2,1 2,0814 2,081   -0,0004 -0,01922 
(ohm) Bus 2 0,074116 0,07412 0,07395 0,07395 

 
0 0 

  Bus 3 0,23045 0,2305 0,21909 0,2191 
 

1E-05 0,004564 
  Bus 4 0,0061461 * 0,006141 0,00613 

 
-1,1E-05 -0,18108 

  Bus 5 0,3865 0,3865 0,35939 0,3594 
 

1E-05 0,002782 
  Bus 6 0,0012653 * 0,001255 0,00126 

 
5,5E-06 0,436508 

  Bus 7 0,45235 0,4523 0,41723 0,4173 
 

7E-05 0,016775 

  Bus 8 0,0026698 * 0,002656 0,00266   4,2E-06 0,157895 

Xp Bus 1 12,3 12,3 12,2216 12,22 
 

-0,0016 -0,01309 
(ohm) Bus 2 1,3596 1,36 1,3159 1,316 

 
1E-04 0,007599 

  Bus 3 1,7043 1,704 1,6355 1,636 
 

0,0005 0,030562 
  Bus 4 0,025216 * 0,025186 0,02481 

 
-0,00038 -1,51552 

  Bus 5 2,0483 2,048 1,9496 1,95 
 

0,0004 0,020513 
  Bus 6 0,0080067 * 0,007967 0,00765 

 
-0,00032 -4,14641 

  Bus 7 2,1935 2,193 2,0806 2,081 
 

0,0004 0,019222 

  Bus 8 0,013705 * 0,01366 0,01334   -0,00032 -2,3988 

Zk Bus 1 12,478 12,48 12,3976 12,4 
 

0,0024 0,019355 
(ohm) Bus 2 1,3616 1,362 1,318 1,318 

 
0 0 

  Bus 3 1,7198 1,72 1,6501 1,65 
 

-1E-04 -0,00606 
  Bus 4 0,025954 * 0,025923 0,02556 

 
-0,00036 -1,42019 

  Bus 5 2,0845 2,084 1,9824 1,982 
 

-0,0004 -0,02018 

  Bus 6 0,0081061 * 0,008065 0,00775 
 

-0,00032 -4,06968 
  Bus 7 2,2397 2,24 2,122 2,122 

 
0 0 

  Bus 8 0,013962 * 0,013915 0,0136   -0,00032 -2,31618 

Isc3 Bus 1 6871,0249 6871 6915,572 6915,7 
 

0,128 0,001851 
(A) Bus 2 9328,3975 9328,4 9637,273 9637,6 

 
0,3275 0,003398 

  Bus 3 7385,6195 7385,6 7697,495 7697,6 
 

0,1055 0,001371 
  Bus 4 10277,193 * 10289,35 10437 

 
147,654 1,414717 

  Bus 5 6093,5241 6093,6 6407,213 6407,2 
 

-0,013 -0,0002 
  Bus 6 31338,637 * 31496,82 32770 (or 10 others) 1273,183 3,885209 
  Bus 7 5671,2884 5671,3 5985,647 5985,6 5987,2 -0,0471 -0,00079 

  Bus 8 18194,068 * 18255,53 18680   424,471 2,272329 

Ssc3 Bus 1 1606,6302 1607 1617,047 1617 
 

-0,0465 -0,00288 

(MVA) Bus 2 323,1452 323 333,8449 334 
 

0,1551 0,046437 
  Bus 3 255,8454 256 266,649 267 

 
0,351 0,131461 

  Bus 4 7,4763 * 7,4851 7,592 
 

0,1069 1,408061 
  Bus 5 211,0859 211 221,9524 222 

 
0,0476 0,021441 

  Bus 6 21,712 * 21,8216 22,71 (or 10 others) 0,8884 3,911933 
  Bus 7 196,4592 196 207,3489 207 

 
-0,3489 -0,16855 

  Bus 8 12,6052 * 12,6478 12,942   0,2942 2,273219 
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Key: * Answers not saved from PG 
     

 

Figure 8: Differences in percent between Matlab and PG answers, found in the last column of the preceding 

table 
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4.3 Grid 2 - Hinkebo Mosse – MV only 

4.3.1 Part 1, Power flow calculations, Grid 2 
Answers for Grid 2 are found by using an MV calculation in PG and the grid’s single-line 

diagram can be seen in Figure 14 in appendix section B.1.1. The answers acquired from 

Matlab are among the best of the all the different grids considered. The voltages are nearly an 

exact match to PG’s voltages, and the powers only differ by at most 1,07%. 

 

If Grid 1 and Grid 2 are compared, it can again be seen that it is the voltage shift between MV 

and LV that is the major cause of trouble. Before this investigation started, it was thought that 

the presence of the generator would cause problems. The good results achieved for Grid 2, 

though – which also has a large connected generator – show that PG does seem to be able to 

handle MV generators – at least if only an MV calculation is made. However, glancing at a set 

of answers from a calculation where the generator is disconnected, a problem was found also 

here. It was seen there that there was no voltage drop over the main transformer. See also 

section 4.7. 

 

Again, PG presents both the active and reactive the power flow answers in the opposite 

direction as the Matlab answers do. And for the same reason described in section 4.2.1, the 

power flow direction showed by Matlab makes the most sense and is considered correct. 

Table 5: Part 1 for Grid 2, Hinkebo Mosse MV only 

    MATLAB answers PG answers Diff Diff % 
    w/o idle   

 
  

    No Ysh   
 

  
    No Ploss       
Voltage (U) Bus 1 135 135 0 0 
kV Bus 2 19,9807 19,9805 -0,0002 -0,001 
  Bus 3 19,9835 19,9833 -0,0002 -0,001 
  Bus 4 19,988 19,9878 -0,0002 -0,001 
  Bus 5 19,9934 19,9932 -0,0002 -0,001 
Pflow (kW) Bus 1-2 -1202,2093 1202 -0,2093 -0,01741 

 
Bus 2-3 -1202,8329 1203 0,1671 0,01389 

  Bus 3-4 -1309,5932 1310 0,4068 0,031053 
  Bus 4-5 -1817,2786 1817 -0,2786 -0,01533 
Qflow (kVAr) Bus 1-2 388,0028 -390,1 -2,0972 0,537606 

 
Bus 2-3 383,6563 -384,4 -0,7437 0,19347 

  Bus 3-4 330,9199 -331,5 -0,5801 0,174992 
  Bus 4-5 83,7304 -84,64 -0,9096 1,074669 

Key:         

w/o idle Idle losses in the transformers not included   
No Ysh Short line model for the line is used, not the pi-model. 

  I.e., shunt admittances of the lines are not included. 

No Ploss Active losses are subtracted from active power flow. 

4.3.2 Part 2, Zk, Isc3, & Ssc3 for Grid 2 – Hinkebo Mosse MV only 
Answers for Part 2 for Grid 2 can be seen in Table 6. Calculations in this section were carried 

out with and without the generator. In both cases the answers calculated in Matlab were very 

close to PG’s answers, differing only a fraction of a percent. 
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Table 6: Part 2 for Grid 2, Hinkebo Mosse MV only 

    

From 
Matlab 
With gen 

From  
PG 
With gen 

Diff Diff % 
From 
Matlab 
No gen 

From 
PG 
No gen 

Diff Diff % 

Rp Bus 1 2,0814 2,081 -0,0004 -0,01922 2,1 2,1 0 0 
(Ω) Bus 2 0,07395 0,07396 1E-05 0,013521 0,074116 0,07412 4E-06 0,005397 
  Bus 3 0,21909 0,2191 1E-05 0,004564 0,23045 0,2305 5E-05 0,021692 
  Bus 4 0,35939 0,3594 1E-05 0,002782 0,3865 0,3865 0 0 

  Bus 5 0,41723 0,4172 -3E-05 -0,00719 0,45235 0,4523 -5E-05 0,011055 

Xp Bus 1 12,2216 12,22 -0,0016 -0,01309 12,3 12,3 0 0 
(Ω) Bus 2 1,3159 1,316 1E-04 0,007599 1,3596 1,36 0,0004 0,029412 
  Bus 3 1,6355 1,636 0,0005 0,030562 1,7043 1,704 -0,0003 0,017606 
  Bus 4 1,9496 1,95 0,0004 0,020513 2,0483 2,048 -0,0003 0,014648 

  Bus 5 2,0806 2,081 0,0004 0,019222 2,1935 2,193 -0,0005 0,0228 

Zk Bus 1 12,3976 12,4 0,0024 0,019355 12,478 12,48 0,002 0,016026 
(Ω) Bus 2 1,318 1,318 0 0 1,3616 1,362 0,0004 0,029369 
  Bus 3 1,6501 1,65 -1E-04 -0,00606 1,7198 1,72 0,0002 0,011628 
  Bus 4 1,9824 1,982 -0,0004 -0,02018 2,0845 2,084 -0,0005 0,023992 

  Bus 5 2,122 2,122 0 0 2,2397 2,24 0,0003 0,013393 

Isc3 Bus 1 6915,572 6915,7 0,128 0,001851 6871,025 6871 -0,0249 0,000362 
(A) Bus 2 9637,273 9637,6 0,3275 0,003398 9328,398 9328,4 0,0025 2,68E-05 
  Bus 3 7697,495 7697,6 0,1055 0,001371 7385,62 7385,6 -0,0195 0,000264 
  Bus 4 6407,213 6407,2 -0,013 -0,0002 6093,524 6093,6 0,0759 0,001246 

  Bus 5 5985,647 5985,6 -0,0471 -0,00079 5671,288 5671,3 0,0116 0,000205 

Ssc3 Bus 1 1617,047 1617 -0,0465 -0,00288 1606,63 1607 0,3698 0,023012 
(MVA) Bus 2 333,8449 334 0,1551 0,046437 323,1452 323 -0,1452 0,044954 

  Bus 3 266,649 267 0,351 0,131461 255,8454 256 0,1546 0,060391 
  Bus 4 221,9524 222 0,0476 0,021441 211,0859 211 -0,0859 0,040711 

  Bus 5 207,3489 207 -0,3489 -0,16855 196,4592 196 -0,4592 0,234286 

4.4 Grid 3 - Hinkebo Mosse – 2 main transformers in parallel 

4.4.1 Part 1, Power flow calculations for Grid 3 
The method for building up the grid and performing the calculations for this section is found 

in section 3.3, and the results are presented in Table 7. PG does not seem to be able to handle 

the design of this grid with its 2 parallel main transformers, as problems arise both in Part 1 

and Part 2, see also section 4.4.2.  

 

The main noticeable problem from the calculations in this section is that the voltages at buses 

3-5 are off. As shown by the Matlab answers for Grids 1-5 and PG answers for Grids 1 and 2, 

the MV voltages should increase towards the generator bus. For Grid 3, the PG voltages 

instead decrease. So PG neglects the effect that the large power source has on the voltage. 

 

Again, PG’s active and reactive powers flow in the wrong direction – opposite compared to 

the Matlab answers. Besides this, the power flow answers look fairly ok. The magnitude of 

PG’s power flow answers are close to those from Matlab, as long as the active power loss 

subtraction is carried out, which is done for all grids. 
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Two cells in Table 7 are shaded in order to show that these values are taken from print-

screens instead of the usual PG-Excel result files. This is done because the Excel result file 

rounds both values to 1204 kW, and showing a difference is preferable. After the table, Figure 

9 is presented for a quick overview of the results. 

Table 7: Part 1 for Grid 3, HM – 2 main transformers in parallel 

  Matlab PG Diff Diff % 

  No Ploss       

Voltages (V)         

Bus 1 135000 135000 0 0 
Bus 2 19984,01 19983,9 -0,1087 -0,00054 
Bus 3 19986,88 19976,1 -10,7759 -0,05394 
Bus 4 19991,76 19969,3 -22,4596 -0,11247 

Bus 5 19997,83 19968,6 -29,2322 -0,14639 

Pflow (kW)         

Bus 1-2 -1201,96 1203,81 1,8516 0,153812 
Bus 2-3 -1202,67 1204,07 1,4048 0,116671 

Bus 3-4 -1309,52 1310 0,4795 0,036603 

Bus 4-5 -1817,28 1817 -0,2786 -0,01533 

Qflow (kVAr)         

Bus 1-2 388,3764 -390,5 -2,1236 0,543816 
Bus 2-3 384,3949 -384,9 -0,5051 0,131229 
Bus 3-4 331,4136 -331,7 -0,2864 0,086343 

Bus 4-5 83,9444 -84,64 -0,6956 0,821834 

 

Figure 9: Differences between Matlab and PG answers, Parameter values taken from the column labeled “Diff” in the 

preceding table, (Units: V, kW & kVAr) 

4.4.2 Part 2, Zk, Isc3, & Ssc3 for Grid 3 
For Grid 3, problems also exist in PG’s handling of the impedance additions and short-circuit 

calculations. To start with, PG does not recognize that there is a non-zero value for the 

background impedance at the HV feeder point. From this, secondary faults follow and the 

impedances become wrong at all buses. Since the short-circuit calculations are based on the 

impedances, the results from those will be faulty as well. The greatest difficulty that PG 

seems to have for this grid is with Ssc3 – here PG simply displays the answers as being zero. In 

short, PG’s answers for Grid 3 are deemed clearly in the wrong. 
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As with the previous grids, results in Table 8 are from calculations both with and without the 

generator at Ns Hinkebo Mosse. As a consequence of the way PG’s answers looked, test-

attempts were made to perform the calculations without the background impedance (    ) of 

the HV feeder point in Fs Dye; also here with and without the generator. The result was not a 

success, and the differences between PG’s answers and the Matlab answers were still very 

large. Note that since the impedance is in the denominator of the expression for the     , the 

PG     - and     -answers for bus 1 are irrelevant. 

Table 8: Part 2 for Grid 3, HM – 2 main transformers in parallel 

  

From 
Matlab 
No Gen 
 

No Gen 
No ZDY 

with Gen 
 

with Gen 
No ZDY 

From 
PG 
with gen 
 Diff Diff Diff Diff 

Rp Bus 1 2,1 0 2,0814 0 0 -2,1 0 -2,0814 0 

(Ω) Bus 2 0,060103 0,014012 0,059464 0,014405 0,08046 0,020357 0,066448 0,020996 0,066055 

  Bus 3 0,23737 0,19128 0,2273 0,18483 0,1197 -0,11767 -0,07158 -0,1076 -0,06513 

  Bus 4 0,4143 0,36821 0,38871 0,34877 0,1534 -0,2609 -0,21481 -0,23531 -0,19537 

  Bus 5 0,48896 0,44287 0,45499 0,4161 0,1571 -0,33186 -0,28577 -0,29789 -0,259 

Xp Bus 1 12,3 0 12,2209 0 0 -12,3 0 -12,2209 0 

(Ω) Bus 2 0,81478 0,54482 0,79891 0,53772 0,08046 -0,73432 -0,46436 -0,71845 -0,45726 

  Bus 3 1,221 0,95105 1,1856 0,92946 0,1197 -1,1013 -0,83135 -1,0659 -0,80976 

  Bus 4 1,6265 1,3565 1,5645 1,3134 0,1534 -1,4731 -1,2031 -1,4111 -1,16 

  Bus 5 1,7976 1,5276 1,7223 1,4733 0,1571 -1,6405 -1,3705 -1,5652 -1,3162 

Zk Bus 1 12,478 0 12,3968 0 0 -12,478 0 -12,3968 0 

(Ω) Bus 2 0,81699 0,545 0,80112 0,53791 0,08046 -0,73653 -0,46454 -0,72066 -0,45745 

  Bus 3 1,2439 0,97009 1,2072 0,94766 0,1197 -1,1242 -0,85039 -1,0875 -0,82796 

  Bus 4 1,6784 1,4056 1,6121 1,3589 0,1534 -1,525 -1,2522 -1,4587 -1,2055 

  Bus 5 1,8629 1,5905 1,7814 1,5309 0,1571 -1,7058 -1,4334 -1,6243 -1,3738 

Isc3 Bus 1 6871,025 Inf 6915,993 Inf 390,5 -6480,52 
 

-6525,49   

(A) Bus 2 15546,91 23305,88 15854,87 23613 -386,5 -15933,4 -23692,4 -16241,4 -23999,5 

  Bus 3 10211,47 13093,27 10521,63 13403,25 -333,5 -10545 -13426,8 -10855,1 -13736,8 

  Bus 4 7567,674 9036,466 7878,933 9346,963 -331,7 -7899,37 -9368,17 -8210,63 -9678,66 

  Bus 5 6818,244 7985,845 7130,062 8296,763 84,6 -6733,64 -7901,25 -7045,46 -8212,16 

Ssc3 Bus 1 1606,63 NaN 1617,145 NaN 0 
   

  

(MVA) Bus 2 538,5607 807,3394 549,2287 817,9782 0 
   

  

  Bus 3 353,7355 453,5643 364,4801 464,3023 0 
   

  

  Bus 4 262,1519 313,0323 272,9342 323,7883 0 
   

  

  Bus 5 236,1909 276,6378 246,9926 287,4083 0         

4.5 Grid 7 – Drevsta MV 

4.5.1 Part 1, Power flow calculations for Grid 7 – Drevsta MV 
The results from Grid 7 – Drevsta MV are relatively satisfactory. The answers from PG are 

very close to the Matlab answers, with two significant exceptions. Generally, PG seems to 

have few problems when calculating MV grids in loop. As usual, Matlab answers are 

presented with the active power losses subtracted from the active power flows. Answers can 

be seen in Table 9. For a quick overview of these results, see Figure 10. 

 

Three discrepancies are observed. One is that the reactive power flows are not quite as close 

as the active powers, but they are still not far off. Two larger discrepancies are the power 

flows between bus 1 and 2. In the result-file for the main transformer, the PG values for the 

active and reactive power flow are found. These values, however, harmonize neither with the 
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values that Matlab calculates, nor with the magnitude of the other power flows presented by 

PG itself. They are thus considered wrong, and the Matlab answers are seen as correct. 

Table 9: Part 1 for Grid 7, Drevsta MV 

  Matlab PG Diff Diff % 

Voltages (V) No Ploss       

Bus 1 135000 135000 0 0 
Bus 2 19950,47 19950 -0,4734 -0,00237 
Bus 3 19771,37 19770,7 -0,6696 -0,00339 
Bus 4 19764,79 19764,1 -0,6865 -0,00347 
Bus 7 19760,21 19759,5 -0,7131 -0,00361 
Bus 8 19760,13 19759,4 -0,7272 -0,00368 
Bus 9 19760,1 19759,3 -0,8014 -0,00406 
Bus 5 19756,61 19755,9 -0,7125 -0,00361 

Bus 6 19755,27 19754,5 -0,7743 -0,00392 

Pflow (kW)         

Bus 1-2 1967,422 1744 -223,4216 -12,8109 
Bus 2-3 1948,95 1949 0,0497 0,00255 
Bus 3-7 716,8994 716,9 0,0006 8,37E-05 
Bus 7-8 29 29 0 0 
Bus 7-9 20,7139 20,71 -0,0039 -0,01883 
Bus 7-6 615,178 615,2 0,022 0,003576 
Bus 3-4 983,6459 983,7 0,0541 0,0055 
Bus 4-5 666,3248 666,3 -0,0248 -0,00372 

Bus 5-6 177,1858 177,2 0,0142 0,008014 

Qflow (kVAr)         

Bus 1-2 863,6042 748,7 -114,9042 -15,3472 
Bus 2-3 851,0248 854 2,9752 0,348384 
Bus 3-7 305,7423 307 1,2577 0,409674 
Bus 7-8 9,5319 9,532 1E-04 0,001049 
Bus 7-9 6,8083 6,808 -0,0003 -0,00441 
Bus 7-6 264,1597 265,5 1,3403 0,504821 
Bus 3-4 439,7676 441 1,2324 0,279456 
Bus 4-5 286,1136 287,4 1,2864 0,447599 

Bus 5-6 56,9479 57,72 0,7721 1,337665 
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Figure 10: Difference in percent between Matlab and PG answers, from the last column in the preceding table 

4.5.2 Part 2, Zk, Isc3, & Ssc3 for Grid 7 – Drevsta MV 
PG’s answers are all very close to the Matlab answers for Part 2. Very small rounding 

differences are all that can be seen. The order in which the buses are presented in Table 10 

might look jumbled, but they were displayed that way in order to harmonize with the order 

that the saved PG answers were presented in. Only later was it considered that PG may not 

present the answer rows in the same order after every calculation. 

Table 10: Part 2 for Grid 7, Drevsta MV 

    
From 

Matlab 
From 

PG Diff 

Rp Bus 1 2,1 2,1 0 
(Ω) Bus 2 0,074116 0,07412 4E-06 

 
Bus 3 1,6741 1,674 -1E-04 

 
Bus 4 1,7748 1,775 0,0002 

 
Bus 7 1,8615 1,861 -0,0005 

 
Bus 8 1,9177 1,918 0,0003 

 
Bus 9 1,9638 1,964 0,0002 

 
Bus 5 1,8798 1,88 0,0002 

  Bus 6 1,8924 1,892 -0,0004 

Xp Bus 1 12,3 12,3 0 
(Ω) Bus 2 1,3596 1,36 0,0004 

 
Bus 3 1,8596 1,86 0,0004 

 
Bus 4 1,8911 1,891 -1E-04 

 
Bus 7 1,9181 1,918 -1E-04 

 
Bus 8 1,9252 1,925 -0,0002 

 
Bus 9 1,931 1,931 0 

 
Bus 5 1,9239 1,924 1E-04 

  Bus 6 1,9278 1,928 0,0002 

Zk Bus 1 12,478 12,48 0,002 
(Ω) Bus 2 1,3616 1,362 0,0004 

 
Bus 3 2,5022 2,502 -0,0002 

 
Bus 4 2,5935 2,593 -0,0005 
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Bus 7 2,6729 2,673 0,0001 

 
Bus 8 2,7173 2,717 -0,0003 

 
Bus 9 2,7541 2,754 -0,0001 

 
Bus 5 2,6898 2,69 0,0002 

  Bus 6 2,7014 2,701 -0,0004 

Isc3 Bus 1 6871 6871 0 
(A) Bus 2 9328,4 9328,4 0 

 
Bus 3 5076,3 5076,3 0 

 
Bus 4 4897,6 4897,5 -0,1 

 
Bus 7 4752 4752 0 

 
Bus 8 4674,3 4674,2 -0,1 

 
Bus 9 4611,9 4611,9 0 

 
Bus 5 4722,2 4722,1 -0,1 

  Bus 6 4701,8 4701,8 0 

Ssc3 Bus 1 1606,6 1607 0,4 
(MVA) Bus 2 323,1 323 -0,1 

 
Bus 3 175,8 176 0,2 

 
Bus 4 169,7 170 0,3 

 
Bus 7 164,6 165 0,4 

 
Bus 8 161,9 162 0,1 

 
Bus 9 159,8 160 0,2 

 
Bus 5 163,6 164 0,4 

  Bus 6 162,9 163 0,1 

4.6 Grid 8 – Lugnet MVLVLV 

4.6.1 Part 1, Power flow calculations for Grid 8 – Lugnet MVLVLV 
PG’s answers for Grid 8, Part 1a, irregularly differ from the Matlab answers. This is seen in 

Table 11 and in the adjacent chart, Figure 11. The first problem seen in the PG results is the 

fact that there is no voltage drop over the main transformer. This behavior from PG has been 

so common, that users have thought it to be intentional. However, most of the other 

calculations carried out by PG in the context of this project display answers where there are 

voltage drops here. If there has been no voltage drop, e.g. in one of the calculations at 

Presterud (see Table 21), there have also been other problems. In grids where PG answers 

have agreed the most with Matlab answers, there have been voltage drops over the main 

transformer. See section 4.7 for more on this. 

 

Voltages and active powers differ the most at and between buses 8-11 and to a slightly lesser 

extent, buses 6 and 7. Voltage differences after the LV/LV transformers are significantly 

greater than before them. 

 

Not including the transformer idle losses in the calculations brought the PG and Matlab 

answers ever so slightly closer together, but the main reason for still omitting them is that they 

have been left out of the other grids as well. In those grids, not including the idle losses 

caused larger “positive” effects. In reality, though, they are part of the demand in the grid and 

should be included somewhere. 
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Finally, a test in the form of Part 1b was carried out in Matlab where buses 2 and 3 were 

defined as PU buses with constant voltages of 20 kV. This brought Matlab answers for Bus 1-

3 slightly closer to PG’s, but most buses remained very different. So problems were not 

solved with this approach, even though it was of great help for Grid 1 (see section 4.2.1). This 

is not so surprising though, since the MV buses in Grid 8 are concentrated to one end of the 

grid. In Part 1b, Qflow was the only parameter to move notably closer to PG’s answers. See 

also the last paragraph in section 3.5.1. 
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Table 11: Part 1 for Grid 8, Lugnet MVLVLV 

  Matlab PG Diff % Diff % 

Voltages (V) 
Part 1a 
Original 

Part 1b 
w/ PU bus   Original w/ PU bus 

Bus 1 135000 135000 135000 0 0 
Bus 2 19997,63 19997,859 20000 0,011867 0,0107045 

Bus 3 19993,75 19994,112 19995,1 0,006744 0,0049407 
Bus 4 561,045 561,0559 557 -0,72621 -0,728169 
Bus 5 556,6599 556,6709 552 -0,84418 -0,846178 
Bus 6 216,8592 216,8637 222 2,315676 2,3136486 
Bus 7 216,1658 216,1703 221 2,187421 2,1853846 
Bus 8 538,2048 538,2163 534 -0,78742 -0,789569 
Bus 9 205,1714 205,1763 215 4,571442 4,5691628 
Bus 10 190,4824 190,4878 201 5,232637 5,2299502 

Bus 11 188,1932 188,1987 199 5,430553 5,4277889 

Pflow (kW)           

Bus 1-2 76,2316 76,2304 76,99 0,985063 0,9866216 
Bus 2-3 76,2197 76,219 77,01 1,02623 1,0271393 
Bus 3-4 74,862 74,8613 76,99 2,763995 2,7649045 
Bus 4-5 36,7056 36,7056 36,94 0,634543 0,6345425 
Bus 5-6 36,1344 36,1344 36 -0,37333 -0,373333 
Bus 6-7 36 36 36,13 0,359812 0,3598118 
Bus 4-8 63,5004 63,4999 65,55 3,126773 3,1275362 
Bus 8-9 61,6971 61,6967 54,94 -12,2991 -12,29833 
Bus 9-10 33,6845 33,6845 36,46 7,612452 7,612452 

Bus 9-11 35,1398 35,1398 38,44 8,585328 8,5853278 

Qflow (kVAr)           

Bus 1-2 41,6104 37,3427 37,29 -11,5859 -0,141325 
Bus 2-3 41,5899 37,9886 36,04 -15,3993 -5,40677 
Bus 3-4 41,5765 41,5759 37,29 -11,495 -11,49343 
Bus 4-5 18,7601 18,76 17,86 -5,03975 -5,039194 
Bus 5-6 18,7173 18,7172 17,44 -7,32397 -7,323394 
Bus 6-7 17,4524 17,4524 17,45 -0,01375 -0,013754 
Bus 4-8 33,6859 33,6855 32,72 -2,95202 -2,950795 
Bus 8-9 31,2646 31,2644 26,61 -17,4919 -17,49117 
Bus 9-10 16,5201 16,5201 16,5 -0,12182 -0,121818 

Bus 9-11 17,4781 17,4781 17,43 -0,27596 -0,275961 

Key:           

w/ PU MV buses (besides slack bus) defined as PU buses 
  with set voltages from an MV calculation. Different 

  from the original set-up with only slack and PQ buses. 
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Figure 11: Difference between PG and Matlab results, parameter results from the last column in the preceding table 

4.6.2 Part 2a, Zk, Isc3, & Ssc3 for Grid 8 – Lugnet MVLVLV 
For this section, PG does well, save for an error in the Ssc3-calculations. In Table 12, all the 

answers look correct, but this came at a cost. The cost is an adjustment to PG even though this 

is known to be wrong. The discovery has been made that for Ssc3 (and Isc1, see the end of 

section 4.6.3), PG uses 1 kV as the nominal calculation voltage, even in the 0,4 kV-part of the 

grid. So the Matlab answers for Ssc3 are also calculated using 1 kV, even in the parts where 

0,4 kV should be used. Note though, that it is only in Equation 45: Ssc3, where this is done. In 

the use of Equation 44: Isc3 (from which the answer then is used in Equation 45), and when 

calculating    , the correct voltage of 0,4 kV is still used. 

Table 12: Part 2a: Zk, Isc3 & Ssc3 for Grid 8, Lugnet MVLVLV 

    From Matlab From PG Diff   

Rp Bus 1 2,1 2,1 0 
 (Ω) Bus 2 0,074116 0,07412 4E-06 
 

 
Bus 3 0,70317 0,7032 3E-05 

 
 

Bus 4 0,18176 0,18176 0 
 

 
Bus 5 0,36921 0,36919 -2E-05 

 
 

Bus 6 0,10912 0,10912 0 
 

 
Bus 7 0,1209 0,1209 0 

 
 

Bus 8 0,55376 0,55376 0 
 

 
Bus 9 0,13865 0,13865 0 

 
 

Bus 10 0,37865 0,37865 0 
   Bus 11 0,39465 0,39465 0   

Xp Bus 1 12,3 12,3 0 
 (Ω) Bus 2 1,3596 1,36 0,0004 
 

 
Bus 3 2,0698 2,07 0,0002 

 

 
Bus 4 0,35115 0,35115 0 

 

 
Bus 5 0,37458 0,37458 0 

 

 
Bus 6 0,17076 0,17076 0 

 

 
Bus 7 0,17223 0,17223 0 

 
 

Bus 8 0,77115 0,77115 0 
 

 
Bus 9 0,23421 0,23421 0 
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Bus 10 0,25021 0,25021 0 

   Bus 11 0,26621 0,26621 0   

Zk Bus 1 12,478 12,48 0,002 
 (Ω) Bus 2 1,3616 1,362 0,0004 
 

 
Bus 3 2,186 2,186 0 

 
 

Bus 4 0,3954 0,3954 0 
 

 
Bus 5 0,52596 0,52594 -2E-05 

 
 

Bus 6 0,20265 0,20264 -1E-05 
 

 
Bus 7 0,21043 0,21043 0 

 
 

Bus 8 0,94938 0,94938 0 
 

 
Bus 9 0,27217 0,27217 0 

 
 

Bus 10 0,45385 0,45385 0 
   Bus 11 0,47604 0,47604 0   

Isc3 Bus 1 6871 6871 0 
 (A) Bus 2 9328,4 9328,4 0 
 

 
Bus 3 5810,5 5810,5 0 

 
 

Bus 4 1606,2 1606 -0,2 
 

 
Bus 5 1207,5 1208 0,5 

 

 
Bus 6 1253,6 1254 0,4 

 
 

Bus 7 1207,2 1207 -0,2 
 

 
Bus 8 668,9 669 0,1 

 
 

Bus 9 933,4 933 -0,4 
 

 
Bus 10 559,7 560 0,3 

   Bus 11 533,6 534 0,4   

Ssc3 Bus 1 1606,6302 1607 0,3698 
 (MVA) Bus 2 323,1452 323 -0,1452 
 

 
Bus 3 201,2809 201 -0,2809 

 Ssc3 Bus 4 2781,9742 2782 0,0258 
 (kVA) Bus 5 2091,4224 2092 0,5776 
 

 
Bus 6 2171,2735 2171 -0,2735 

 
 

Bus 7 2090,9984 2091 0,0016 
 

 
Bus 8 1158,6509 1159 0,3491 

 
 

Bus 9 1616,6347 1617 0,3653 
 

 
Bus 10 969,4853 969 -0,4853 

   Bus 11 924,2915 924 -0,2915   

4.6.3 Part 2b, Zfor, Isc1, & Ssc1 for Grid 8 – Lugnet MVLVLV 
As described in section 3.5.3, the 1-phase short-circuit impedance and single-phase earth 

faults are calculated for the two LV levels of this grid. In the first column labeled “Diff %” in 

Table 13, it can be seen that the PG answers to very varying degrees are at odds with the 

Matlab answers. This is also seen in Figure 12, immediately following the table. The answers 

for bus 4 and 5 can be considered close to PG’s answers, but for the rest of the buses, the 

differences run riot. The impedances being dealt with are small, so even small differences in 

ohm become large differences in percent. It is also curious why Xfor(5) is correct, while 

Xfor(8) is so off. This could indicate an error in the cable catalogue file, unless it is PG that 

makes assumptions because of the nature of the cable information. Note also that even though 

the PG result for Bus 7 looks far off, this is only the case because of the transformer 
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impedance error between bus 5 and 6. This is shown by the fact that the PG difference 

between Bus 6 and 7 is the same as the ditto difference in the Matlab results. 

Table 13: Part 2b: Zfor, Isc1 & Ssc1 for Grid 8, Lugnet MVLVLV 

    

 From 
Matlab 
 

From 
Matlab 
Tieto's Isc1 

From 
PG Diff Diff % Diff % 

Rfor Bus 4 0,18117 
 

0,18117 0 0 
 (Ω) Bus 5 0,55608 

 
0,55603 -5E-05 -0,00899 

 
 

Bus 6 0,089431 
 

0,10565 0,016219 15,35163 
 

 
Bus 7 0,11298 

 
0,12921 0,01623 12,56095 

 
 

Bus 8 0,55317 
 

0,55317 0 0 
 

 
Bus 9 0,10912 

 
0,10519 -0,00393 -3,7361 

 
 

Bus 10 0,58912 
 

0,58519 -0,00393 -0,67158 
   Bus 11 0,84512   0,84119 -0,00393 -0,4672   

Xfor Bus 4 0,34366 
 

0,34366 0 0 
 (Ω) Bus 5 0,39052 

 
0,39052 0 0 

 

 
Bus 6 0,14893 

 
0,09942 -0,04951 -49,7988 

 
 

Bus 7 0,15188 
 

0,10237 -0,04951 -48,3638 
 

 
Bus 8 0,76366 

 
0,62366 -0,14 -22,4481 

 
 

Bus 9 0,19123 
 

0,13673 -0,0545 -39,8596 
 

 
Bus 10 0,22323 

 
0,16873 -0,0545 -32,3001 

   Bus 11 0,25523   0,20073 -0,0545 -27,1509   

Zfor Bus 4 0,38849 
 

0,38849 0 0 
 (Ω) Bus 5 0,67951 

 
0,67947 -4E-05 -0,00589 

 
 

Bus 6 0,17372 
 

0,14508 -0,02864 -19,7408 
 

 
Bus 7 0,18929 

 
0,16485 -0,02444 -14,8256 

 
 

Bus 8 0,94296 
 

0,83364 -0,10932 -13,1136 
 

 
Bus 9 0,22017 

 
0,17251 -0,04766 -27,6274 

 
 

Bus 10 0,62999 
 

0,60903 -0,02096 -3,44154 
   Bus 11 0,88282   0,86481 -0,01801 -2,08254   

Isc1 Bus 4 1337,52 1337,5201 1338 0,4799 0,035867 0,035867 
(A) Bus 5 764,6872 764,6872 765 0,3128 0,040889 0,040889 

 
Bus 6 1196,446 1339,1202 1433 236,554 16,50761 6,551277 

 
Bus 7 1037,02 1253,7895 1261 223,9805 17,76213 0,571808 

 
Bus 8 551,0461 623,3108 623 71,9539 11,54958 -0,04989 

 
Bus 9 944,0146 1203,9483 1205 260,9854 21,65854 0,087278 

 
Bus 10 311,5899 311,5899 322 10,4101 3,23295 3,23295 

  Bus 11 222,3557 222,3557 227 4,6443 2,045947 2,045947 

Ssc1 Bus 4 2316,653 2316,6528 PG 
   (kVA) Bus 5 1324,477 1324,477 answers 
   

 
Bus 6 828,9221 1038,4047 not 

   
 

Bus 7 718,4682 1050,2265 presented 
  

 
Bus 8 954,4399 1221,1866 

    
 

Bus 9 654,0325 1063,794 
    

 
Bus 10 215,8758 215,8758 

      Bus 11 154,0525 154,0525         
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Figure 12: Difference in percent between PG and Matlab answers, from the first column labeled “Diff %” 

Using Equation 13 turned out to be a good idea for Isc1. The four answers that were farthest 

from PG’s answers were brought much closer to them. This can be seen in the column labeled 

“Tieto’s Isc1” and the second of the two columns labeled “Diff %” in Table 13. This discovery 

calls into question the way that       is calculated. PG and Tieto might not define       in the 

same way as outlined in the Swedish Standard SS 424 14 05. In this context, note how Xl0 is 

explicitly included in Equation 13 but not in Equation 46.  

 

As mentioned earlier for Xfor(8), problems may also lie in how different values in the cable 

catalogue file are implemented. If a cable is “not in use” anymore (”inte använd” in Swedish), 

if information is incomplete for a cable, or if there are more than one cable with the same 

name, perhaps PG makes presumptions that are only known to the program developers at best. 

 

Worth noting here is that Equation 13 and Equation 46  produce identical answers when used 

on Grid 9 (answers presented in appendix section C.4.3). This fact, however, might just be a 

fluke caused by the fact that only one cable-type is used there, and its characteristics. 

 

An eye-catching problem is found regarding the two different LV voltage levels, 1 kV and 0,4 

kV. Buses 6, 7, and 9 make up 3 of the 5 buses located after LV/LV transformers. 0,4 kV 

should be the voltage used when calculating Isc1 for these 3 buses. Instead, PG uses 1 kV. The 

strange part of this discovery consists of three parts: (1) The voltage used for the other two of 

these 5 buses (buses 10 and 11), is the correct 0,4 kV. (2) Even though 1 kV is used as the 

voltage for calculating Isc1, the resistances and reactances used in the same equation are still 

calculated using the correct voltage change at the transformer, 0,4 kV. (3) Compare this with 

the calculations for Ssc3 in section 4.6.2 where the wrong 1 kV is used for all of the 5 buses, 

but where the correct 0,4 kV is used when calculating Isc3 and    . 

4.7 Discrepancies among PG results 

Most of the answers for this project were initially calculated in the English version of PG. 

Later, because of a couple of changes in the grids and the desire for some supplementary 

information, new answers for some grids were received that had been calculated in the 

Swedish version of PG. In total for the 9 grids, 22 sets of answers were found earlier from the 

English version of PG, and 9 sets were received later from the Swedish version of PG. In most 

cases, the earlier answers are better, but a few exceptions exist. Side note: The only difference 
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between the Swedish and English versions of PG should, of course, be language-related, but 

pointing out that answers came from the different language versions is mentioned anyway 

because of a noted strange negative correlation between the Swedish version and worse 

answers. 

 

The main positive aspect of the earlier answers (15 out of 22 cases) is the voltage drops over 

main transformers in primary substations. In only 1 of the 9 later sets is there a voltage drop 

over the main transformer. In cases without a voltage drop over the main transformer, there 

are still usually voltage drops outside of the Fs. An observation common among these cases is 

that there sometimes are two different answers for the impedance for bus 1 – the bus on the 

primary side of the transformer. One of these answers is the same as the impedance for bus 2. 

 

Among later answers for Grid 5, it is curious how 1 of the 3 different Isc3-answers for each bus 

has the same value as one other bus. Some grids display cases where X only starts changing 

outside/after of the Fs, and while R is stagnant. An odd detail is how the later answers for 

Grid 6, Presterud MVMV, start out with the seemingly arbitrary values for R and X of 2,103 

and 12,31 ohm, respectively, instead of the correct and defined 2,1 and 12,3 ohm. 

 

For Grid 6, a very small change in the cable definition and lengths of two parallel cables 

caused large negative effects on the PG results. These results came from three new 

calculations in two different calculation engines. See the results section for Grid 6 in the 

appendix section C.3.1 for more on this. 

 

Looking through the answer sets, one can also see how the file for the main transformer and 

the file for the Fs always have different power flows. Sometimes they are close, but never the 

same, and the Fs-file always has the more correct answers of the two – though it too can be 

wrong. Similar to this is the relationship between the transformer-file and the Ns-file. Here 

the transformer result files are always better. In fact, all saved Ns-files consistently prove to 

be useless as the values displayed most often are zero, and otherwise are wrong in other ways. 

 

Choosing which value to use from the Excel answer files is not always very straight-forward, 

since there are often many rows of answers to choose from with different answers.  

 

For all the grids, the label in the result files for the idle losses of the transformers seems to 

have the wrong order of magnitude. Spelling errors also exist among some labels/headings. 

 

A final observation is how the values for Ssc3 and Isc3 for the HV feeder point-row often differ 

from the other rows “belonging” to the same bus. The values are often 0 or in a different order 

of magnitude than in the other rows – despite the fact that e.g. U and Zk-values are correct.  
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4.8 Validation in PowerWorld 

An attempt is made to validate the findings described earlier in this chapter. Four of the nine 

grids are drawn up in an external program called PowerWord (PW) and power flow 

calculations are carried out. This is done for Grid 3, Grid 6, Grid 7 and Grid 9. To view 

screenshots of PowerWorld results and single-line diagrams and result tables for some cases, 

see appendix section C.5. 

 

For Grid 3, Hinkebo Mosse MV with parallel main transformers, the main detail of 

interest is that PW also displays a voltage increase from bus 2 to bus 5. This is in agreement 

with Matlab results and underlines PG’s error in this matter. However, in contrast to both 

Matlab’s and PG’s results for this grid and Grid 2, PW presents a much smaller voltage drop 

over the parallel main transformers, between bus 1 and 2. This is the only voltage problem for 

PW for this grid, though, because compared to the Matlab results, PW shows a constant 

difference of approximately 8 volts (0,04%) for buses 2-5.  

 

In PW, the active power flow into the overlying grid is shown as negative and the reactive 

power flow from the overlying grid as positive – as in the Matlab answers. For the grid 

components, the active power flows are not given a direction, but for the reactive power 

flows, the direction is given in a direction in agreement with the Matlab results. 

 

Power flow answers saved from PW into the result table in appendix section C.5.2 show 

values from the sending end of the line, Pflow(kj) and Qflow(kj). That is, no losses have been 

subtracted (losses are found by adding the sending-end value with the receiving-end value). 

Because of the way the PG answers have looked in this project, Pflow answers where the losses 

have been subtracted (jk values) have been presented by default. To compare Matlab with 

PW, however, the kj value is taken for both the Pflow and Qflow answers. In doing so, the 

Matlab Pflow and Qflow answers are seen to be very close to PW’s answers.  

 

In other words, if only the correct value is retrieved from the answer matrix, Matlab’s and 

PW’s answers are very close for the parameters Pflow, and Qflow. Note, however, that this is not 

true for the power flows over the parallel main transformers, between buses 1 and 2. Here, the 

difference between PW and Matlab increases slightly if Pflow(12) is taken instead of Pflow(21). 

Furthermore, Qflow(12) is further off than Qflow for the other grid sections. So both the power 

flow results and the voltage results show that the main transformers in parallel cause strange 

things to happen to the results in both PW and PG. Note also that Matlab’s value for Qflow(12) 

is in between PG’s and PW’s. 

 

For Grid 6, Presterud MVMV, the results from PW were in clear favor of the Matlab 

answers over PG results. This is true of both the older and newer saved results from PG. In 

the result table in appendix section C.5.4, power flow answers for PW and Matlab are 

compared in both directions and their answers are very similar. This can be compared to the 

results section C.3.1 where PG and Matlab answers are compared and where differences are 

significant and varied. Thus, PW verifies that Matlab calculates this grid correctly. 
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For Grid 7, Drevsta MV, three conclusions or observations are drawn from looking at the 

PW answers. (1) PG, PW, and Matlab, all find similar voltages and thus validate each other 

for this parameter. (2) The major eyesores from PG’s answers for this grid, the power flows 

between buses 1 and 2, are in PW much closer to Matlab’s values. This verifies that PG’s 

power flow results for bus 1-2 are wrong. (3) Generally for the rest of the buses, the power 

flows presented by PW are marginally further from Matlab’s results than PG’s results are. 

 

For Grid 9, Falla LV, no conclusions are drawn. PW’s answers are randomly at odds with 

both PG’s and Matlab’s answers. 
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5 Discussion/Summary/PG observations 
5.1 Summary table 

Table 14: Summary table over troubles in PG 

Problem description Grids involved Motivation 

Problem w/ MVLV-ZT, primarily w/ XT, Grid 1, Ref. plan 1 PG result files where ZT = Zk on 
 and/or MVLV voltage transitions   primary side of trafo. Part 2-results 

    worse after trafo. 

Divergent error, Sflow between bus 5 & 6 Grid 1, Ref. plan 1 New error from newer calculations 

Sflows presented in the wrong directions Grid 1, Ref. plan 1 Directions displayed in result files for  
  Grid 2, Ref. plan 1 Grids 2, 3, & 5. Unreasonable b/c 
  Grid 3, Ref. plan 3 of large generator in Ns HM. 

  Grid 5, Ref. plan 2   

Large voltage deviation Grid 3, Ref. plan 3 Voltage decreases when it should be  

    increasing. B/c of large gen in Ns HM. 

Impedance addition and sc calc problems Grid 3, Ref. plan 3 No background impedance retrieved, 

    and serious secondary faults follow. 

No voltage drop at all Grid 4, Ref. plan 4  Besides transformer winding ratio. 

Sflows with unreasonable magnitudes. Grid 4, Ref. plan 4 Also some values presented as zero. 

More wrong values in result files Grid 4, Ref. plan 4 e.g. values in Fs, Ns and main trafo = 0 

R that don't change after bus 3; Grid 4, Ref. plan 4 In Part 2-calc w/o gen. Only Z-addition 
secondary faults among sc-calc follow.   is a problem here, b/c  w/ 

    PG's Zk-values,  Isc3 and Ssc3 = ok! 

Impedance addition values gone wild lead Grid 4, Ref. plan 4 Among Part 2 calculations w/ gen 

to serious secondary faults among sc-calc.     

Significant voltage deviation Grid 5, Ref. plan 2 Voltage decreases when it should be  

    increasing  b/c of large gen in Ns HM. 

Impedance addition problems lead to Grid 5, Ref. plan 2 PG apparently unable to retrieve the 

secondary faults among sc calc.   backgr. impedance of HV feeder point 

Unstable grid set-up Grid 6, Ref. plan 1 One insignificant change caused large 

    differences between 3 different calc. 

Short line model for lines used also for 
cables 
 

Grid 6, Ref. plan 1 
 
 

Since cables have significantly higher 
capacitance than over-head lines, this 
is considered an incorrect practice. 

Inconsistent voltage drops 
 
 

Grid 6, Ref. plan 1 
 
 

It is extra strange that there is no 
voltage drop to bus 6 & 7, while 
there is one to bus 5, 8 & 9. 

For Part 2, only some answers changed Grid 6, Ref. plan 1 After the small change: From a later 

 
  calc using the current calc engine: 

  
Xp and Isc3-answers changed while 

 
  Rp, Zk, and Ssc3-answers did not. 

Problems with Sflow 
 

Grid 6, Ref. plan 1 
 

In the other grids, Matlab ans were 
closer to PG’s when the active 

  
power losses were subtracted. Here, 

 
  keeping them made the ans closer. 
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Many problems w/ more than 1 MV level Grid 6, Ref. plan 1 
 or more than 1 LV level Grid 8, Ref. plan 1 
 Sflow-error between bus 1 and 2 Grid 7, Ref. plan 1 Sflow(1-2) should be > Sflow(2-3). 

No voltage drop over main trafo Grid 8, Ref. plan 1 In grids without or with fewer  

  and other grids problems, there is a voltage drop. 

Many & irregular differences among ans Grid 8, Ref. plan 1 Voltage differences are significantly 
    greater after LV/LV transformers. 

    Qflows differ more nearer bus 1. 

Wrong voltage used for Ssc3 and Isc1-calc Grid 8, Ref. plan 1 1 kV used for 3 or 5  

    out of the 5 0,4 kV-buses. 

Zfor and Isc1 - calc answers run riot Grid 8, Ref. plan 1 PG perhaps uses a different standard 

    

than SS 424 14 05 to calculate      , or 

includes parameters from the cable 
catalogue file differently or that are 

not included in Equation 46 and 24. 

Isc1 calculated using a different Grid 8, Ref. plan 1 PG uses Equation 13 instead of  

equation/standard (perhaps ok)   Equation 46 to calculate Isc1. 

Zfor errors at the LV/LV- trafos Grid 8, Ref. plan 1 
 Error in the use of an outdated power line Grid 8, Ref. plan 1 See the 4th paragraph of section 5.9. 

between bus 4 and bus 8.     

Constant resistance errors of  Grid 9, Ref. plan 1 After bus 2 which has an approximate 
approximately 8% and an imprecise ZT.   error of about 2% instead. Secondary 

    faults follow for Zk, Isc3, Ssc3, Zfor, & Isc1 

Faults found by just looking at sets of PG 
results. 

Multiple grids 
 

See section 4.7. 
 

Key:   

ans answers 
b/c Because 

trafo Transformer 
gen Generator 
Ref. plan Reference plan / Referensnät 
calc Calculations 

w/ With 
w/o Without 

sc short-circuit 

5.2 Grid 1 - Hinkebo Mosse MVLV 

The calculations surrounding this grid set-up clarify some issues surrounding the way PG 

calculates, but also raises some questions. 

 

The developers of PG have made the choice of always performing calculations on MV and 

LV grids separately, even during MVLV calculations, see section 4.2.1. In one sense, 

therefore, the effects of not letting the     affect the MV results are correct since they are 

intentional. However, the results would have been closer to reality if the     had been more 

thoroughly included in the calculations. Matlab answers from the column labeled “Part 1a” in 

Table 3 are thus deemed better than those from the columns labeled “Part 1b” and from PG.  
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Looking at the results from Part 2 in section 4.2.2, it is mainly the MV/LV transformer 

reactances (because these are much larger than the resistances) that spook the results. Why is 

it that the differences between PG’s     and Matlab’s     are so large – especially since the 

Equation 3 used in Matlab is taken from Tieto’s own Network Calculation Engine document? 

Why does PG seem to use two different    ? I.e., why does PG present one    -value in the 

result files (and only maybe use it in the power flow calculations), but use a different value in 

the impedance additions and short-circuit calculations? This would explain two things: (1) 

why results in Part 2 can be correct even though results around the transformers in Part 1 are 

faulty, and (2) why the value for     in the transformer result file equals the value of     on the 

primary side of the transformer. In other words, perhaps PG defines     wrongly, calculates it 

wrongly, and/or presents the wrong value for it in the results. See also sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 

and 5.9. 

 

Additionally for Part 2, the Matlab answers are calculated using nominal (“default”) values. It 

is unclear if PG actually does this too, or uses calculated voltages for the voltage transitions in 

the impedance additions and for the short-circuit calculations. The Tieto manual says: “If the 

calculation voltage is not available, a default value is used (MV 20 kV and LV 0,4 kV)” [1, p. 

15]. To the reader, however, it is unclear when the calculation voltage is available or not. 

 

In Grid 1, 2, 3, and 5 which all have power flow answers of reasonable magnitudes, PG 

displays the active and reactive power flows as flowing in the opposite direction compared to 

what Matlab presents. As reasoned in section 4.2.1, the Matlab answers are correct in this 

regard. If PG always presents the absolute-value of Pflow, why is the direction of Qflow 

defined? In short, it is unknown why PG presents the power flow directions the way it does, 

and this matter should be investigated and/or clarified by the program developer Tieto. 

 

Finally, PG presents LV voltage answers in line-to-neutral voltage. Even though this extra 

calculation step is not wrong, it seems somewhat unnecessary. 

5.3 Grid 2 - Hinkebo Mosse MV only 

The discovery from working with this grid is the fact that PG can handle the presence of a 

MV generator – at least if only an MV calculation is carried out. More surprising is a late 

observation that there was no voltage drop over the main transformer when the generator was 

disconnected. This is unexpected because one would expect fewer problems when the 

generator was disconnected, not more. 

5.4 Grid 3 - Hinkebo Mosse – 2 main transformers in parallel 

In this grid set-up, PG seems to ignore the presence of the MV generator with regards to the 

voltage. As can be seen in Table 7, the PG voltages fall as the bus number increases; whereas 

in Grids 1 and 2 for PG, and among Matlab’s answers, the MV voltages increase. 

 

Somehow, PG’s voltage and power flow calculations seem to be less interconnected than in 

the Matlab calculations. This is seen by the fact that PG still acknowledges the power from 

the generator in the power flow magnitudes. So why does PG let the voltages remain 

unaffected by this large power source when the power flows clearly show the presence of it? 

 

As answers for Part 2 show, the extra transformer causes PG to somehow loose contact with 

the HV-feeding point as it is unable to retrieve the background impedance. 
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5.5 Grid 4 - Hinkebo Mosse – 2 main transformers in series 

The PG U and Sflow answers for this grid are so unreasonable, that any attempt to find and 

explain reasons for the problems only feels like speculation. 

 

Looking at the results from Part 2, it seems like PG is close to being able to handle this grid 

set-up with two main transformers in series – if there is no generator connected. Note that the 

resistances are still wrong here though. With the connection of a generator, PG loses its grip 

altogether, see both Table 16 and Table 17. 

5.6 Grid 5 - Hinkebo Mosse – 3-winded main transformer 

This grid set-up also struggles with the two problems found in grids 3 and 4: falling voltages 

despite the large generator, and power flows going in the wrong direction. Furthermore, there 

are also small Qflow-differences of less than 1%. Explanations for these latter differences have 

not been found, but can of course be related to the voltage differences. 

 

Looking at the impedance additions and short-circuit calculations, it can be seen that this is 

another grid where PG is unable to find the background impedance of the HV feeder point. 

Secondary faults follow. Both with and without the generator,    -addition problems exist. 

5.7 Grid 6 – Presterud MVMV 

Before a small, seemingly insignificant cable definition and length change, PG’s voltage 

answers were only OK if the shunt admittances were removed. This should not be done, 

however, since the lines in this grid are cables, and therefore the pi-equivalent model should 

be used. PG does not seem to do this however, as has been the case for all the grids 

considered in this report. The secondary question is if PG always models both over-head 

power lines and cables using the short-line model or if it does so only when the lines are 

shorter than a certain length. However, even when using the short-line model, unexplained 

problems exist for Pflow answers between low bus numbers, and Qflow answers between high 

bus numbers.  

 

It was also interesting that Matlab’s answers in total went further from PG’s answers if the 

active power losses were subtracted from the active power flows. This is the opposite of what 

happened for the other grids. However, (1) it is still assumed that PG subtracts Ploss from Pflow 

since it does so for the other grids, and (2) Matlab calculations also subtract Ploss by default, 

even for this grid. 

 

PG calculations with the small cable change implemented and in two different calculation 

engines led to large problems with the results. The large mystery in this context is why the 

removal of a section of two parallel cables (and an insignificant length change) made PG 

confused and why it affected the results in the many strange ways that it did. 

 

In general, PG seems to have problems when there are two different voltage levels in the same 

voltage level category. Problems have occurred where there are two different MV voltages, as 

shown in this case, and where there are two different LV voltages, as shown with Grid 8. 

 

Again, as written in the answers for Grid 6 in appendix section C.3.2, PG’s answers for Part 2 

were quite close to Matlab’s answers before the small cable change of the PR-HY cables. This 

is the main positive note from the results of Grid 6. Though why only the Isc3-results go bad 

after the change while Zk and Ssc3 remain stable, is also a mystery. 
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5.8 Grid 7 – Drevsta MV 

PG’s answers generally match the Matlab answers well for this grid. The main exceptions are 

PG’s active and reactive power flows between bus 1 and 2. These values should of course be 

(slightly) higher than the flow between bus 2 and 3, but instead significantly lower values are 

wrongly presented. The reason for this is unknown. 

5.9 Grid 8 – Lugnet MVLV 

Reasons for the varying PG errors in Part 1 are not easy to find. However, it is plausible that 

problems also here can be derived from PG’s difficulty in handling many voltage transitions 

or from the ways the transformer impedances are calculated or used. Since results in Table 12 

(Part 2a) were very satisfactory, it is suggested that PG uses one     in Part 2, and one     in 

Part 1 which had significant problems. Either that or PG ignores     altogether in Part 1. 

Problems may also arise from the power lines being very lightly loaded as the loads are small 

and the power lines large. 

 

The seemingly strangest of the issues for Grid 8 is found in Part 2, and is described in the last 

paragraph of section 4.6.3. In short, why does PG use 1 kV for buses 6, 7, and 9 when it uses 

the correct voltage of 0,4 kV for buses 10 and 11? 

 

In the search for the 1-phase short-circuit impedance and single-phase earth faults, not many 

PG answers were found that were close to Matlab’s. With the help of Equation 13 in section 

4.6.3, it was discovered that the main reason for the differences is that PG calculates       in a 

different way than the Swedish Standard SS 424 14 05. Either that or PG somehow takes the 

grid information and uses it/applies it in Equation 46 in a non-apparent way. 

 

Upon further study of the 1-phase short-circuit reactances, it can be seen that the problems in 

the reactance addition occur in three places – at the two LV/LV transformers and the power 

line between bus 4 and 8. This may (1) further support the explanations given in the previous 

paragraph; (2) indicate transformer impedance calculation mistakes – the many different parts 

of these calculations are easy to get mixed up, including the how the zero-sequence should be 

included; and/or (3) point to the fact that the power line used between bus 4 and 8 (ALMGSI 

99/99) is an old power line that is not in use anymore. The information for this cable in the 

cable catalogue file is somewhat incomplete and this might either cause trouble in the PG 

calculations or make PG presume values in ways they are not presumed in the Matlab code. 

 

Regarding a possible source of error in the Matlab code, one should mention the way the 

cumulative addition is carried out. Especially regarding the calculation of P4net and Q4net, the 

uncertainty is significant. E.g., should P9net and Q9net be subtracted from P4net and Q4net, or 

not? It seems like it should be subtracted, because if cumulative addition is carried out 

normally at bus 4, it is assumed that the full load of bus 10 and 11 flows from bus 4 towards 

bus 8 and not just the lower cumulative load found flowing out from bus 9. However, 

subtracting P9net and Q9net makes the Matlab answers pull away further from PG’s answers, so 

this step is not carried out.  

 

Cables exist in Grid 8 (Lugnet) and Grid 9 (Falla) but the pi-equivalent model for these cables 

(and for the lines if they are longer) cannot be implemented in the Matlab code since the cable 

catalogue file presents the capacitance for these lines as zero. It is thought that PG does not 

use the pi-equivalent model here either. For Grids 1-5, the lines are all of the over-head type 

and with short lengths, so the short-line model is used. For Grid 6 (Presterud), Matlab answers 
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become further from PG’s if the pi-equivalent model is used. For Grid 7 (Drevsta), the Matlab 

answers are close to PG’s answers using the short line model, so it seems like PG does not use 

the pi-equivalent model here either – perhaps it never does? 

5.10 Grid 9 – Falla LV 

PG’s answers for this grid are generally close to the Matlab answers, especially the voltages, 

but there are errors that are interestingly uniform in character. Looking at the active power 

flow answers in Table 24, for example, they all show an offset of about 2-3%. The resistances 

in Table 25, all show a difference of about 8%. The fact that the errors are quite similar in 

percent is still interpreted positively because it suggests that the error lies in a missing 

constant somewhere and is therefore easy to fix.  

5.11 Discussion on validation using PowerWorld 

PowerWorld (PW) results from Grid 3 show that Matlab results for Grids 1-5, and PG results 

for Grids 1-2 are correct in presenting a voltage increase from bus on the secondary side of 

the main transformer(s) to the 2MW generator at the other end of the grid. 

 

The calculations of Grid 3 and Grid 7 in PW again show that PG often has problems around 

the transformers. Especially for Grid 3, it is assumed that the problem lies within PW and PG, 

since the Matlab code is not changed in any significant way when the extra transformer is 

connected in parallel. The only change in the transformer impedance equation in Matlab is the 

factor “/2”, and this very minor change should not cause a problem of the observed kind. 

 

This process of comparing Matlab (and to some extent PG results) with PW results, has 

actualized the Matlab default procedure of retrieving the jk-value for the Pflows. This default 

procedure is motivated by the fact that it brings the Matlab answer much closer to PG’s 

answers and shows that this is the way that PG performs its calculations. It is important to be 

aware of this when retrieving PW answers and comparing them with Matlab’s answers. The 

default procedure in Matlab might then need to be changed to accommodate the PW-results.  

 

Awareness of this fact also brought about the discovery that Matlab and PW find very similar 

answers for Grid 6, validating that PG has difficulties in handling this grid, even before the 

small cable change that wreaked havoc on most PG results for Grid 6.  

 

The PW-results support the power flow directions that the Matlab answers present, and not 

the directions the PG presents. 
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6 Additional lessons learned about how PG functions 
 The voltage factor used for calculating Isc3 is hard-coded into PG with a value of 1.1. 

Results did not change even if this value was changed in the user interface. See 

Equation 44: Isc3. 

 Also, when PG calculates Ssc3 and Ssc1, it divides the answer with the voltage factor 

before presenting it. It seems unclear why PG does this since the factor “/cmax” or “/c” 

is not included in the textbook equations. See section 2.3 and/or Appendix A.3.1. 

 An interesting lesson learned is the way the reactive power demands were calculated 

in PG and it is summarized in Equation 6 in Appendix A. This procedure is presented 

neither the Tieto manual nor the ABB manual [1][4]. 

 Since cumulative addition is not carried out if the grid is meshed, and since a grid is 

considered meshed on the voltage level with a connected generator, no cumulative 

addition is carried out in cases with a generator. 

 An apparent discrepancy was found between how PG works and how theory is 

presented in the ABB Calculation engine compendium [4, p. 23]. The latter says, “In 

meshed calculation algorithm, nominal from transformer winding is used.” This seems 

to not be the case, and can e.g. be seen among the results for Grid 7, section 4.5.1, 

where the voltage is less than 20 kV on the secondary side of the transformer. In other 

words, the voltage value that PG presents is calculated and is not the nominal voltage.  

 Also and in general, for the grids where the answers have looked the best and have 

been the closest to the Matlab answers, there have been voltage drops over the 

transformers. Why would PG want to perform power flow calculations without a 

voltage drop over the transformers? (I.e. and e.g.: over the main transformer(s) in MV 

or MVLV calculations, over the transformer(s) in MVLV calculations, or if there are 

more than one low-voltage level in an LV calculation.) The only case where a voltage 

drop may not be needed is when an LV calculation is carried out where there is only 

one voltage level and the calculations start on the secondary side of the MVLV 

transformer. 

 An observation is that PG does not present a value for the transformer impedance of 

the main transformers – in neither the Fs result file nor the main transformer result 

file. This is curious since values (given: wrong ones) are presented for other 

transformers in the transformer result file (i.e. MVLV- and LVLV-   ). 

 Regarding Grid 9, Falla LV: One lesson learned from work with this grid is the way 

the loads are used in the calculation. Because of the loop, no cumulative addition takes 

place on this voltage level. This seems to be true except in the case where there is 

more than one customer in the same service point. In that case, the loads in that 

service point and that service point only, are added cumulatively. This was discovered 

for the Sp Gatan 2 which contains two consumers. These two loads were added 

together cumulatively in a first step. Next, this value was added together with the load 

in Sp Gatan 1 in order to make up the load in bus 6. 

 When the grids were drawn up in PG, it was thought to be a good idea to label the 

outgoing and incoming branches in the substations and cable boxes. However, this 

probably just leads to more confusion as it makes the result files harder to read. Better 

would have been to leave the outputs with their default integer settings. 
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7 Future development ideas 
 A good grid set-up for testing should be one from which problems in PG are either 

discovered or confirmed. If this is the goal, the following thoughts can be useful if 

new attempts are initiated in the future. 

o One idea is to start out with a more limited amount of components in the grid. 

The PG grids that were calculated in this project often have very many 

components, making it difficult to stay in control and to have an overview of 

the grid and what one is working with. As it is now, it is e.g. difficult to know 

how the large amounts of grid on the LV-sides of the transformers in PG affect 

the calculations. For example: instead of numerous small loads, one could have 

a smaller number of larger loads as well as fewer but longer power lines. The 2 

main benefits of this approach are to: 

 more clearly see differences between the buses 

 make it easier to draw conclusions from the results 

 achieve more stable calculations 

o Starting out with a limited grid, one could in later steps enlarge the grid with 

more components – with specific components or grid set-ups that one wants to 

see if PG can handle. PG may be able to handle two difficulties separately, but 

not together. Thus, the set-ups should be tested individually as well as together. 

Testing multiple factors at the same time can lead to uncertainty as to what is 

causing a problem. However, considering the method used in this project with 

e.g. the manual set-up of the Y-bus matrix, this approach can be seen as quite 

time-consuming. 

 The validation process could be expanded, either by using PowerWorld or other 

programs. Continue with e.g. the pi-model. 

 The cable catalogue file needs to be updated. Until it is, it is recommended that only 

lines labeled “Använd” (“Used”) should be present in test grids. It is also important to 

know of any presumptions that PG makes if a value in the catalogue file is missing or 

set to zero. This is for example often the case for the column labeled “Driftkapacitans 

μF/km”. (Especially important if users want to include the shunt admittances in the 

calculations.) If the goal is to be able to use all of the power lines in the catalogue file, 

then it needs to be assured that PG can handle also the old lines, and how it 

implements their data. It must be clear that PG can see the difference between cables 

with the same name, but different manufacturer labels (see section 3.3). 

 The comparison interface described in section 3.6 can be expanded, e.g. by letting the 

macro only highlight the difference if the deviation is greater than a certain factor or 

percent. 

 Investigate how the shunt admittances are calculated and how and which capacitance 

is used. Further investigate how the 3-winding transformer impedance, 1-phase short-

circuit impedance, and cumulative addition calculations are performed. 
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A. Appendix A: Power system theory 

A.1  Backdrop 

The goal of this chapter is to present the method of calculating a number of power grid 

parameters which later will be implemented in the 9 grid set-ups. The power systems can be 

divided into medium-voltage systems and low-voltage systems; though all except for 1 grid 

have a high-voltage (HV) feeder point. Medium voltage (MV) is defined as ranging from 24 

kilovolts (kV) down to but not including 1 kV. The grid is considered low voltage (LV) if it is 

rated at 1 kV or below. Some of the grids considered are radial and some are meshed. Static 

analyses are carried out, i.e., the systems are in steady state during calculations. 

A.2 Part 1: Power flow and voltage calculations 

A.2.1 Per-unit 
Since the analyzed grids have different voltage levels, the per-unit (pu) system is 

implemented in the power flow and voltage calculations. The pu value is found by taking the 

real value and dividing it by the base value [2, p. 46]. 

 

The four parameters that are usually of interest when working with power grids are power, 

voltage, current and impedance. Defining the base values for two of them allows for the 

calculation of the other two [11, p. 39]. The size of the base power is optional, but an order of 

magnitude similar to that of the rated power of the grid components is common practice [2, p. 

50]. Note that the base power is a parameter that stretches over the whole grid, i.e. across all 

the voltage levels of a specific grid. The transformers considered in this project range from 

0,05 MVA to 40 MVA, so appropriate base powers range from 0,1 MVA to 10 MVA. 

 

Base voltages are defined according to the nominal voltages in the different voltage areas 

separated by the transformers. In creating the grids in the first place, the nominal voltages of 

the systems and the winding ratios of the transformers were chosen to match. E.g., for one of 

the grids there are four different voltage levels: 135kV, 20kV, 1kV, and 0,4kV. The 

transformers were given conversion ratios of 135/20, 20/1, and 1/0,4.  Hence, there are four 

voltage areas, and they will have base voltages of 135kV, 20kV, 1kV, and 0,4 kV. 

 

From this, the base impedance is calculated using the following equation [2, p. 46]: 

Equation 30: Base impedance 

   
  

 

  
 

where 

   is the base impedance, 

   is the base voltage, 

   is the base power, 

and the index b denotes that it is a base value. 

 

With the base values in place, the per-unit values for impedances, voltages, powers and shunt 

admittances respectively, can be found: 
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Equation 31: Per-unit calculations 

               ,              ,            ,         ,         ,         , 

                      

where the numerators and         represent the real values for the grids considered. The latter 

of the seven equations in Equation 31 can be written like this since dividing by the base 

admittance is equivalent to multiplying by the base impedance. Note that in this project, all 

          -values are by default set to zero. See section 4.2.1 for an explanation. 

A.2.2 Newton-Raphson, Step 1 
Finding the values for lines and transformers in sections 2.1.1 and A.2.1 can be seen as 

belonging to Step 1, since these components are the building blocks of the Y-bus matrix that 

is put together here. This matrix is also known as the bus admittance matrix [2, pp. 32, 94]. 

The diagonal elements in this matrix,     , are found by adding together all admittances that 

are in direct contact with the bus. The non-diagonal elements,     , are defined by taking the 

negative value of the admittance that is in direct contact with both buses. In other words: 

looking once more at Figure 1, the impedance is in contact with both buses, but the        -

elements are only in direct contact with one of the two buses since the impedance “blocks” 

the connection to the other bus. Next, by extracting the real and imaginary parts of the Y-bus 

matrix, two new matrices are found,   and B, respectively. These matrices will be used in the 

later equations. In equation form,         [2, p. 92]. 

 

The next thing to do is to classify each bus in one of three categories. In theory used here they 

are called slack bus (or    bus), PU bus (or generator bus), and PQ bus (or load bus) [2, p. 

81]. For each type of bus, there are two unknown parameters and two known ones. The main 

idea here is that power transmitted between two buses can be found with the help of the 

voltages and phase angle-differences between the buses. Thus, the goal is to find the unknown 

quantities. The bus-type information is summarized in the following table: 

Table 15: Bus types for power flow calculations 

Bus model Number of Known Quantities Unknown Quantities 

   bus, Slack bus 1 U,            

PU bus, Generator bus M      U        

PQ bus, Load bus  N-M-1          U,   

Source: [2, p. 81] 

where     is the net generated active power in the bus, that is, the generated power (  ) 

minus the power demand (   ) in the bus, see Equation 32.     is the net generated reactive 

power.   (theta) is the voltage phase angle of the bus relative to the slack bus, and U is the 

voltage. Unless otherwise stated in this report, bus 1 (usually an HV feeder point) is the slack 

bus. 

 

At the buses with loads, the active and reactive power demands,    and   , are found with 

the help of Velander’s method and Equation 6; see section 2.1.2. Demands in other buses are 

known to be zero, with the possible exception of buses on the primary sides of transformers 

where idle losses can be included if desired. By default, they are not included.     and     

can be found for PQ buses and     for PU buses, using Equation 32 [2, pp. 79-81]. 
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Equation 32: Net generated power 

                 

                 

  ,   ,   , and   , are all first converted into per-unit with Equation 31. Thus,     and     

are also in pu. 

 

The final part in Step 1 is to set starting values for U and theta for the buses where they are 

unknown. An often-used procedure is to set U and theta equal to the voltage and phase angle 

in the slack bus. The idea is that this gives starting estimates that are fairly close to the correct 

values, and considering the format of the grids, large voltage drops or phase shifts are not 

expected. A different procedure is to use a so-called “flat initial estimate”. Here U is simply 

set to 1 pu and   to 0 [2, p. 94]. Since the grids are fictive and since the voltage and phase 

angle therefore are not known in the slack bus, the values here are set to 1 pu and 0 degrees as 

well. Thus the two procedures mentioned above coincide in this project. U and   are then 

incrementally updated in the iteration process in Steps 2-5. 

A.2.3 Newton-Raphson, Step 2 
From Equation 33, the active and reactive power injected into each bus is found [2, p. 92]. In 

the first iteration, starting values for U and   from Step 1 are used. 

Equation 33: Power injected into each bus 

              

 

   

                        

              

 

   

                        

where N is the total number of buses in the system and     is the phase angle difference 

between bus k and bus j.  

 

Next delta_P and delta_Q, the difference between the net production and injected power, is 

calculated using Equation 34 [2, pp. 93, 95]: 

Equation 34: delta_P & delta_Q 

                               

                                        

The final part in Step 2 is optional, but not included in this thesis work. This part includes 

seeing if all of the elements in     and     are smaller than a certain chosen value. If they 

are, one can jump to Step Final. If not, one goes on to Step 3. Instead of doing this, the 

iteration process is instead run a pre-defined number of times. 
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A.2.4 Newton-Raphson, Step 3 
By applying Equation 35 and Equation 36 in a number of nested loops, the Jacobian for the 

power system is found [2, pp. 94-95]. 

Equation 35: Jacobian elements, part I 

For     the following is valid: 

                                      

                                      

                                       

                                      

Equation 36: Jacobian elements, part II 

For     the following are used instead: 

              
  

             
  

             
  

             
  

k and j are both varied from 1 to N. The H, N, J, and N-matrices are then cropped in order to 

fit into the Jacobian matrix in the form shown in Equation 37 [2, p. 93]:  

Equation 37: Jacobian 

     
  
  

  

A.2.5 Newton-Raphson, Step 4 
This step simply includes using Equation 34 and Equation 37 in order to find the modification 

factors,     
  

 
 
 

. This is done in Equation 38 [2, p. 93]: 

Equation 38: Modification factors 

 
  
  

 

   
  
  

 
  

 
  
  

  

A.2.6 Newton-Raphson, Step 5 
Using the results from Equation 38, the voltages and phase angles are modified using 

Equation 39 [2, p. 94] (U and   for PQ buses and   for PU buses). The parameters are thus 

bumped one step closer to the correct answer. 

Equation 39: Updated voltages and angles 

           

        
   

  
  

This is the last step in the long while-loop starting with Step 2 above. 
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A.2.7 Newton-Raphson, Step Final 
Once the while-loop has completed its work, correct voltages and voltage angles are assumed 

to have been found. These values are used to calculate the power flows and power losses [2, 

p. 95].  

 

It is also possible to activate lines of Matlab code that find the generated powers    and    in 

the slack bus. For this, Equation 33 and Equation 40 are used [2, p. 92]. The Matlab files also 

include code that allows for calculation of the power losses. 

Equation 40: Finding PG and QG 

          

          

At last the climax of the power flow calculations is reached: the implementation of the power 

flow equations, Equation 41 [2, p. 91]. 

Equation 41: Power flow equations 

          
                                   

      
                                                

where                , called the susceptance matrix;      ; and      ; see section 

A.2.2 and again Figure 1 in section 2.1.1.         is found by taking the shunt admittances of 

the lines and placing them in an N*N matrix where the elements are half of the shunt 

admittance of the line between bus k and bus j and where k   j. This matrix is a zero-matrix 

unless the shunt admittances are included (i.e., if the pi-model for line is used). Also, only the 

elements where there is a connection between bus k and bus j are non-zero. 

 

Finally, all answers are restored back from the pu-system to volts, watts, and volt-amperes 

before being presented. This is done simply by multiplying the per-unit values with their 

corresponding base values. Thus, the parameters U, Pflow and Qflow are reached. 

A.3  Part 2: Impedance addition and short-circuit calculations  

A.3.1 Part 2a: Calculations for MV and LV-grids 
Impedance additions and 3-phase short-circuit calculations are carried out on MV and LV 

grids. In all of section A.3, calculations are carried out using physical units and not per-unit as 

in section A.2. 

 

To start with, the background impedance at the HV feeder point is retrieved. This is the 

impedance given for bus one and represents the impedance of the overlying grid. Its value 

was defined when the grid was drawn up in PG, along with lengths of lines and transformer 

ratings. Impedances for lines and transformers are found in the same way as in section 2.1.1. 

Lengths are also displayed in Microsoft Excel result files that can be exported from PG.  

 

To find the impedance on the secondary side of transformers, Equation 42 is used [12, p. 

4_4]. 
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Equation 42: Impedance conversion over transformer 

                    
    

     
 

 

 

where the indices “prim” refers to the primary side of the transformer and “sec” refers to the 

secondary side. The impedance of the transformer     is modeled using Equation 3. 

 

In the radial grids, the impedances are simply added “down the line” and denoted    . For 

meshed network grids, Equation 43 is used for adding together parallel impedances [7]. 

Equation 43: Two parallel impedances 

      
      

       
 

where the index par stands for parallel. 

 

Having found the impedance, the 3-phase short-circuit current (    ) can be calculated. The 

nominal phase-to-phase voltage – not the calculated voltage – is used. According to sources 

[1, p. 15] and [4, p. 15], a voltage factor      is used to to modify the nominal voltage      

when calculating the maximum short-circuit currents.      is hard-coded into PG at the 

moment. In other words, even if the value is changed in the user interface, PG will continue to 

use the value 1.1. That being noted, Equation 44 is reached [1, p. 15]. The index “sc” stands 

for short-circuit, and    is the absolute value of    . 

Equation 44: Isc3 

     
         

     

 

Finally, the three-phase short-circuit power can also be calculated, as seen in Equation 45 [5, 

p. 131]. PG, though, apparently takes an extra step compared to the textbook equation. In this 

case,      is divided by 1.1, removing the effect the factor had on     . The Matlab code is 

adjusted accordingly even though it is unknown if this is correct; this extra step should be 

noted by Fortum and the program developer. 

Equation 45: Ssc3 

                      

A.3.2 Part 2b: Further Calculations for LV-grids only 
For low-voltage grids, it was also desired that the single-phase earth fault current and power 

(     and     ) be found, along with the 1-phase short-circuit impedance,      . (The terms 1-

phase short-circuit current and power are also used [1, p. 16].) The starting point for finding 

these parameters is Equation 46, an equation found in Swedish Standard SS 424 14 05 [8, p. 

13].  
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Equation 46: Isc1 and       for LV grids 

                                        
             

 
  

or 

                                     

or 

                             

where 

                    

is the 1-phase short-circuit impedance. 

 

All the parameters are known, so       and      can just be solved for. Figure 13 shows what 

the different parameters in the equation represent [8, p. 13]. Parameters include     and     

which are the impedances of the lines:     is the impedance starting from the bus on the 

secondary side of the transformer leading up to the point where     starts.    , then, is the 

impedance of the last section of line that leads to the fault point. The indices come from the 

Swedish words for the line feeding the last line (Matande ledning) and line (Ledning). The 

indices f, g, and n stand for phase conductor (Swedish: fasledare), neutral conductor 

(Swedish: återledare), and nominal value, respectively. The transformer impedance,     

       , is as before found with Equation 3. 

 

When PG performs MV/LV calculations, some information from the MV-grid is carried 

through to the LV-grid. The impedance     is an example of this.     is the impedance on the 

primary side of the MV/LV transformer; that  is, the impedance of the overlying grid. Also 

note that the       presented by the Matlab programs includes the parameters labeled “L”, so 

the answer presented is calculated as thus: 

Equation 47 

                              

One parameter that requires a bit more of an explanation is the zero-sequence impedance    . 

Theory behind this parameter can be found in chapters on symmetrical components. Two 

sources on Power System theory containing such chapters are found in the bibliography [2] 

[13]. This theory enables analysis of unbalanced systems characterized by unsymmetrical 

currents caused by unsymmetrical loads or faults. A combination of three unsymmetrical 

Figure 13: Background for Isc1-calculations 
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phases can be divided up into three sets of symmetrical components called positive-sequence, 

negative sequence, and zero-sequence components. One can also say that the unbalanced 

system is separated into three decoupled and less complicated systems. After the analysis has 

been carried out, the “results can be superposed to obtain three-phase network results.” [13, p. 

420]. All these calculations are not needed here, however, since only finding     is the goal. 

 

Symmetrical components are e.g. found for transformers [2, pp. 131-133]. The zero-sequence 

equivalent circuit will look different depending on how the transformer is winded and if it is 

grounded or not. If the primary or secondary windings are delta-connected (where there is no 

connection to earth), no zero-sequence current will flow through. The transformers considered 

in this project are all Dyn-connected transformers where the primary side of the transformer is 

delta-connected, and the secondary side is Yn-connected. On the secondary side, the neutral-

point is connected to ground. Because of the delta-connection, the only zero-sequence 

impedance that needs to be considered is from the transformer and “below it” – not from the 

zero-sequence impedance from the overlying grid.  

 

In the model displayed in Figure 13, the only term that is written out as belonging to the zero-

sequence is the zero-sequence impedance of the transformer,    . Depending on the 

transformer type,     is approximated in different ways. For Dyn-transformers, it is assumed 

that      , and that             [1, p. 11]. The voltage factor,  , is 0,9 for over-head 

lines and 0,85 for cables and is used for calculating the minimum short-circuit current [8, pp. 

7-8]. Also, note that     is the phase-to-neutral voltage, so a line-to-line voltage must first be  

divided by the square root of 3 in order to get    . The single-phase earth fault current,     , 

can now be found using Equation 46 [8, p. 13]. 

 

With       and      found, the single-phase-to-earth short-circuit apparent power,     , can 

also be found using Equation 48 [5, p. 131]. These equations were added to the Matlab code 

before it was realized that PG does not calculate     , but were left in case PG developers 

were to add the equations at a later time. As with Equation 45, PG wants to divide the right-

hand side by the power factor c before the answer is presented. 

Equation 48 

                
    

where 
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B. Appendix B: Procedure for additional grid set-ups 

B.1  Grid 2 - Hinkebo Mosse – MV only 

B.1.1 Part 1, Power flow calculations for Grid 2 
The grid considered in this chapter is similar to Grids 1 (see Figure 3) with the difference that 

only the MV-part of the grid is considered here. Hence, the number of buses is reduced to 5, 

and the new single-line diagram of the grid can be seen in Figure 14. The MV/LV 

transformers are out of the picture. This grid set-up is included as a control against the other 

four variations of the Hinkebo Mosse-branch from Dye, Grids 1, and 3-5. Results are 

compared to answers from an MV calculation in PG. 

The diagonal elements of the Y-bus matrix are found in Equation 49, 

Equation 49: Diagonal elements of Y-bus matrix for Grid 2, HM – MV only 

     
 

       

 

     
 

       

 
 

        

            

     
 

        

            
 

        

            

     
 

        

            
 

        

            

     
 

        

            

and the whole Y-bus matrix in Equation 50. 

  

Figure 14: Grid 2, HM – MV only 
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Equation 50: Y-bus matrix for Grid 2, HM – MV only 

     

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

     
 

       
   

 
 

       
     

 

        
  

  
 

        
     

 

        
 

   
 

        
     

 

        

    
 

        
     

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Again,              , and              . Bus 1 is the slack bus. Buses 2-5 are 

considered PQ buses since we know the active and reactive power demand and generation in 

these buses. The PGD- and QGD – equations: 

Equation 51: Power mismatch equations of Grid 2, HM – MV only 

               

               

                  

                  

                  

                  

                 

                 

As with all the grids considered in this report, a flat initial estimate of the voltages and voltage 

angles of PQ and PU buses is implemented. So      (pu) and      for k = 2-5 [2, p. 94].  

 

Step 2 through Step Final in the Newton-Raphson process described above are executed, 

resulting in the answers U, Pflow and Qflow. 

B.1.2 Part 2, Impedance addition and short-circuit calculations – Grid 2 
As with Grid 1, Isc3 and Ssc3 for Grid 2 are calculated for two cases: one with a generator and 

one without. The procedure explained in section 3.2.2 is also used here. The difference will be 

the numbering of the buses and the absence of MV/LV transformers. For example, the 

impedances                         of the buses in the Grid 2 are identical with impedances 

                       , respectively, in Equation 18 from Grid 1. The same thing is true for 

the        -parameters from Equation 20. 

B.2  Grid 4 - Hinkebo Mosse – 2 main transformers in series 

This grid is similar to Grid 2 and 3. The difference is the presence of a second main 

transformer in the primary substation Dye that is connected in series with the first main 

transformer. The single-line diagram of Grid 4 can be seen in Figure 15. Because of the extra 

transformer, this grid will have 6 buses. 
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The different voltage levels in Grid 4 will also be the base voltages in the calculations: 135 

kV, 11 kV, and 20 kV. The winding ratios of the two main transformers coincide with these 

numbers. The first transformer is rated at 135/11 kV, and the second transformer is rated at 

11/20 kV. The transformers’ single-line impedance equivalents are denoted        and       . 

 

Apart from the now given information, the procedure for executing power flow calculations 

and finding the    ,     , and      is the same as for Grid 2. Differences of course, include 

having 5 PQ buses instead of 4, having a 6x6 Y-bus matrix instead of a 5x5 one, and having 

result vectors that are one element larger. In PG, this grid is calculated using an MV-

calculation in Reference plan 4. 

B.3  Grid 5 – Hinkebo Mosse – 3-winded main transformer 

The difference between this grid and Grid 2 seen above, is the transformer impedance of the 

main transformer in Dye Station. The main transformer for this grid is a 3-winded 

transformer, and the transformer impedance is found using a combination of Equation 3, 

Equation 31, and Equation 52 [4, p. 8], [1, p. 12]. The single-line diagram of the grid can be 

seen in Figure 16. In PG, this grid is calculated using an MV calculation in Reference plan 2. 

 

  

Figure 15: Grid 4, HM – 2 main transformers in series 

Figure 16: Grid 5, HM – 3-winded main transformer 
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Equation 52: Impedances for a 3-winded transformer 

    
              

 
 

    
              

 
 

    
              

 
 

             

where 

        are impedances of each star-connected winding and  

     is the impedance between two windings and is calculated relative to nominal power and 

where n and m are 1, 2 or 3. 

B.4  Grid 6 – Presterud MVMV 

B.4.1 Part 1, Power flow calculations for Grid 6 – Presterud MVMV 
The goal of this grid set-up is to explore if PG can handle the calculation of a multi-medium-

voltage-level grid where there is an MV/MV transformer out in the grid. A second main 

transformer is placed in a second primary substation called Presterud. The single-line diagram 

can be seen in Figure 17. 

Seeing as the two transformers in the system are rated at 40 and 16 MVA, the base power is 

chosen as 10 MVA. The base voltages amount to 135 kV, 20 kV, and 11 kV. With the help of 

the power and voltage, the base impedances,      ,     , and      are found using Equation 

30. 

 

The per-unit transformer impedances are denoted         and         and are located in the 

primary substations Dye and Presterud, respectively. Other indices referring to buses in this 

Figure 17: Grid 6, Presterud MVMV 
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grid system are BA, CA, HY, OL, and WW, denoting buses Båtsman, Casco, Hybble, 

Oljedepån, and WinWind.  

 

From Equation 1 and Equation 31, the impedances of the lines are found and denoted as 

        ,         ,         ,         ,         , and         . Similarly, from Equation 2 

and Equation 31, the shunt admittance for the six power lines are found,                      , 

          ,           ,            and           . Worth noting is the presence of parallel lines in 

several locations in this grid: between buses 2-3, 4-6, and 4-7 – i.e., lines DYPR, PRCA, and 

PRHY. This means that the impedance of e.g. line DYPR is one third of the impedance of one 

of the three parallel cables, since they are of the same type. Regarding the calculation of the  

shunt admittance, see Figure 18. It is an example of a single-line diagram of two parallel lines. 

Since there are two shunt admittances “in direct contact” with each bus, the value for            

is twice the size as it would be if there had only been one line (or equal to the shunt 

admittance for one whole line,        ). For three parallel lines, the            is tripled, and so 

on. This information is applied in the Y-bus matrix set-up, see Equation 53. 

 

In line with Step 1 of the Newton-Raphson process mentioned above, the diagonal elements 

of the Y-bus matrix are put together: 

Equation 53: Y-bus diagonal elements, Grid 6, Presterud MVMV 

     
 

       

 

     
 

       

 
 

        

            

     
 

        

            
 

       

 

     
 

       

 
 

        

            
 

        

            
 

        

            

     
 

        

            

Figure 18: Single-line diagram for 2 parallel lines/cables 
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The Y-bus matrix is then formed: 

Equation 54: Y-bus, Grid 6, Presterud MVMV 

    

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
  

       
       

  

       
    

  

        
      

 
  

        
    

  

       
     

  
  

       
    

  

        

  

        

  

        
  

   
  

        
        

   
  

        
        

   
  

        
      

  

        
 

      
  

        
    

  

        

       
  

        
     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Bus 1 is again the slack bus, and buses 2-9 are PQ buses. The buses are classified with the 

help of Table 15. A flat initial estimate of the voltages and voltage angles at the PQ buses is 

implemented.    for all the PQ buses equal zero since there are no generators in the grid.    

will be non-zero for buses 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 where there are loads connected and for bus 1 and 

4 if the idle losses of transformers are included. With this information and with Equation 32 

and Equation 31,       and       are found. Because of the presence of parallel lines, PG 

considers the grid as being meshed. Therefore there is no cumulative addition of the loads on 

the MV level. Note that some of the loads that are connected to the MV load buses are a 

cumulative summation of the loads on the LV levels. Equation 5 and Equation 31 are used for 

these loads. 

 

The Newton-Raphson Step 2 through Step final are now carried out in accordance with the 

characteristics of the Presterud MVMV grid. The process is outlined in sections A.2.3-A.2.7. 

The results from the power flow calculations are presented in section C.3.1. 

B.4.2 Part 2, Impedance addition and short-circuit calculations – Grid 6 
The procedure for the impedance additions is described in section A.3.1. The theory is fairly 

straight-forward where one starts with the background impedance at the HV feeder point and 

simply adds the impedances of the components between the buses. For the transition between 
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voltage levels, Equation 42 is used. Finally, the 3-phase short-circuit current and 3-phase 

short-circuit apparent power is calculated using Equation 44 and Equation 45. 

B.5  Grid 9 – Falla LV 

B.5.1 Part 1, Power flow calculations for Grid 9 – Falla LV 
The last grid that will be considered is a low-voltage grid with a loop. There have been some 

problems with PG calculations of meshed grids, and that is why this grid is considered here. 

The single-line diagram of the Falla LV grid and its 8 buses can be seen in Figure 19. Most of 

the buses in this grid are cable boxes in PG, which influences the indices used: Falla (FA), 

K32093 (93), K32095 (95), K32096 (96), K32097 (97), K32098 (98), and K32110 (10). The 

bus referred to only as Falla in the Matlab code is called Falla 2 in Figure 19. Answers for 

Falla 1 are not presented since it does not belong to the LV grid. 

 

The only transformer in this grid is rated at 0,5 MVA. This, together with the sizes of the 

loads, makes for a fitting base power of 0,1 MVA. Base voltages are 20 kV and 0,4 kV. The 

base impedances Zb20, Zb1, and Zb04, are found with this information and Equation 30.  

 

The transformer impedance is found using Equation 3 and Equation 31 and is denoted        . 

If the idle losses of the transformer is chosen to be included, they are denoted: PFAidle_pu. 

Finally, the line impedances are also found using a combination of Equation 1 and Equation 

Figure 19: Grid 9, Falla LV 
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31, and the shunt admittance is found using Equation 2 and Equation 31. These parameters are 

denoted                                                      , and         ; and            

                                                       and           . 

 

The diagonal elements of the Y-bus matrix are set up in this way: 

Equation 55: Selected Y-bus diagonal elements of Grid 9, Falla LV 

     
 

       

 

     
 

       

 
 

        

            
 

        

            

     
 

        

            
 

        

            

     
 

        

            
 

        

            

The Y-bus matrix will then look like this: 

Equation 56: Y-bus matrix of Grid 9, Falla LV 

     

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
  

       
      

  

       
    

  

        
    

  

        

 
  

        
    

  

        
    

  
  

        
    

  

        
   

   
  

        
    

  

        
  

    
  

        
    

  

        
 

     
  

        
    

  

        

 
  

        
    

  

        
     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

With the help of Table 15, bus 1 is classified as a slack bus, and buses 2-8 as PQ buses. 

Hence,     and     are found for buses 2-8, see Equation 32 in section A.2.2 and Equation 

57. For bus 1,    and      unless the transformer idle losses is included. For bus 2, 

         . Parameters in Equation 57 are in per-unit even though the index is not 

written out. 

Equation 57: Selected Power mismatch equations, Grid 9, Falla LV 

                                              

                                    

                                    
 

The last part of Newton-Raphson Step 1 is setting the flat initial estimate so      (pu) and 

    , where k = 2-8 [2, p. 94].  
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The Newton-Raphson Step 2 through Step final are now carried out in accordance with the 

characteristics of the Falla LV grid. The process is outlined in sections A.2.3-A.2.7. The 

results are presented in appendix section C.4.1. Note that the voltages for low voltage grids 

are given in phase-to-neutral voltages instead of line-to-line voltages as for the MV level. 

B.5.2 Part 2a, Calculations for MV and LV sections of Grid 9 
The procedure followed in this section is outlined in A.3.1. Since only an LV calculation is 

carried out in PG, no information from the above-lying grid is imported into the LV-grid. This 

means that the impedance of bus 2 only equals the impedance from the transformer in Ns 

Falla. The procedure for finding     for the rest of the grid is basically the same as the 

procedure for the meshed grid Drevsta MV, see section 3.4.2.     for buses 2, 3, and 8 are 

found in Equation 58. The impedances for buses 4-7 are found in the same way. 

Equation 58: Impedance additions at Grid 9, Falla LV 

           
   

  
 
 

 

        
                                                  

                                                

 

        
                                                  

                                                

 

Using the nominal voltage of 0,4 kV, Equation 22, and Equation 44, Isc3 is calculated. Ssc3 is 

found with Equation 45. 

B.5.3 A Falla LV design issue 
It is worth noting a simplification in the model that is calculated with Matlab and which can 

be seen in Figure 19. According to this model, the loads are placed directly on the buses. In 

the grid drawn up in PG, however, there are power lines between the buses (in reality cable 

boxes) and the service points that contain the loads. This means that PG’s calculations will 

include the losses in these lines, but since they are not included in the Matlab model, these 

losses will not exist here. This is a source of error to be aware of. 

B.5.4 Part 2b, Calculations for only LV sections of Grid 9 
The procedure in this section is similar to that of section 3.5.3, but there are two notable 

differences: Falla LV only contains one low-voltage level, and it is a meshed grid. As a first 

step,      , the 1-phase short-circuit impedance, must be found. At bus 2 it is calculated in the 

following way (note: not pu): 

Equation 59: 1-phase short-circuit impedance – Grid 9, Falla LV, bus 2 

               
       

 
 

         
 

 
                                        

 
  

   

  
 
 

 

Note that the zero-sequence reactance is found by multiplying the positive sequence reactance 

by 0,95. This is done since the transformer is defined as a “Dyn” (Dyn11) [1, p. 11]. 
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For buses 3-8 the situation becomes slightly more tricky, even though the calculations 

themselves end up being very simple. Looking again at Equation 47,           is the 

impedance up to the fault point from bus 2. This value has already been found in Equation 58.  

 

The parameters      and      are the impedances of the neutral conductors of the lines. The 

values for these per kilometer can be found in the cable catalogue file and the lengths of the 

lines are known from when the grids were drawn up in PG, and from Excel result files. Only 

one type of line is used for Falla LV. The resistance and reactance values for the neutral 

conductor for this line type happens to be the same as for the phase leader, so to find      

              , one can simply add the     -values from bus 2 to bus j and multiply by 2. 

The calculations for bus 3 and 4 are seen in Equation 60, and the equations for bus 5-8 will 

look similar. 

Equation 60: 1-phase short-circuit impedance - Falla LV, for buses 3-8 

                          

                          

Lastly,       can be inserted into Equation 46, Equation 47 and Equation 48 for the finding of 

Isc1 and Ssc1. 
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C. Appendix C: Results for additional grid set-ups and 
from PowerWorld 

C.1  Grid 4 - Hinkebo Mosse – 2 main transformers in series 

C.1.1 Part 1, Power flow calculations for Grid 4 
This grid set-up proved difficult for PG to handle, and the answers presented are nowhere 

near correct. So far off were they, that columns for comparing the Matlab answers with PG’s 

answers are omitted in Table 16. To start with, there is no voltage drop at all – PG’s voltage 

answers are simply presented according to the winding ratios of the transformers. The power 

flows are not in the same order of magnitude as what would be expected from the dimensions 

of the components in the grid or from the other grids with similar set-ups. All values in the 

result-files for the Fs and for the Ns were 0. Still more strange results were power flows of 0 

kW and 0 kVAr, and currents and powers that don’t add up in any of the Ns. 

 

The Matlab answers – on the other hand – are deemed reasonable. As with the other grids, the 

shunt admittances are set to zero, the active losses are subtracted from the active power flow 

before the answers are presented, and the transformer idle losses are not included. 

 

Since there are no reasonable PG answers to compare to, there is room for Matlab results from 

a test-case where the idle losses for the two main transformers have been included. Since the 

idle losses of the first main transformer are placed as a load on bus 1, and since this added 

“load” does not affect the flow between the considered buses, this loss will not affect the 

results. The losses of the second main transformer whose idle losses are placed on bus 2 will 

affect the results. Since some of the surplus power from the generator now is consumed here; 

less power will continue from bus 2 to bus 1 and back into feeding network. 
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Table 16: U, Pflow, & Qflow of Grid 4, HM - 2 main transformers in series 

    Matlab Answers PG answers 

  
 

w/o idle w/ idle   
  

 
  at main   

  
 

  trafos   

    No Ploss No Ploss   

Voltage Bus 1 135000 135000 135000 

kV Bus 2 10989,21 10989,19 11000 
  Bus 3 19960,97 19960,94 20000 
  Bus 4 19963,84 19963,81 20000 
  Bus 5 19968,73 19968,7 20000 

  Bus 6 19974,81 19974,78 20000 

Pflow Bus 1-2 -1201,84 -1181,24 * 

kW Bus 2-3 -1201,95 -1201,95 * 
  Bus 3-4 -1202,66 -1202,66 38,6 
  Bus 3-5 -1309,52 -1309,52 70,58 

  Bus 5-6 -1817,28 -1817,28 590,4 

Qflow Bus 1-2 393,1161 392,9822 * 

kVAr Bus 2-3 388,7611 388,7612 * 
  Bus 3-4 384,4061 384,4062 16,62 
  Bus 3-5 331,4211 331,4211 30,53 

  Bus 5-6 83,9477 83,9477 255,9 

Key:             

* Answers not presented in PGs result-file for Main Transformer  
No Ploss MATLAB answers presented without active power losses   

w/o idle Idle transformer losses not included in calculations   
w/ idle Idle losses included for the two main transformers in Fs Dye 
at main   

    
  

trafos             

C.1.2 Part 2, Zk, Isc3, & Ssc3 for Grid 4, HM – 2 main transformers in series 
Also for this grid, calculations in this section are carried out both with and without the MV 

generator. The results can be seen in Table 17. 

 

For the case without the generator, the impedances start out well in PG, but from bus 3 and 

onward, the resistance does not change. This also has negative consequences for the short-

circuit calculations. For example, Isc3-answers start out nicely, but then start to diverge from 

the Matlab answers. PG’s answers are considered incorrect since it does not make sense that 

the impedances do not change. 

 

On a positive note, it is only the resistance that runs riot for PG, while the program seems to 

be able to handle the reactance additions. Also, the resistances are small compared to the 

reactances, so the effects on the short-circuit results are relatively limited. 

 

For the case with the generator connected, both the resistance and reactance have received 

unreasonable values from the start, and again, the resistance is virtually unchanged from bus 3 
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to bus 6. PG’s error can therefore lie in the impedance addition process, or it can stem from an 

error in reading the value for bus 1, allowing the error to propagate from there. For the short-

circuit power values, the same and wrong value is displayed for all the buses. Because of the 

poor results from this case, comparison columns are left out. 

 

A test was carried out in calculations with the generator, where PG’s values for Zk at buses 4-

6 were used in the short-circuit calculations. With these values, the same Isc3 and Ssc3 as PG 

presents were found by Matlab. This shows that the short-circuit calculations in both 

programs are most likely correct and that the error lies with PG’s impedances. 

Table 17: Part 2, Grid 4, Hinkebo Mosse - 2 main transformers in series, Zk, Isc3 & Ssc3 

    

From 
Matlab 
No gen 

From 
PG 
No gen 

From 
Matlab 
With gen 

From 
PG 
With 
gen 

Diff 
No gen 

Diff % 
No gen 

Rp Bus 1 2,1 2,1 2,0942 182,3 0 0 
(Ω) Bus 2 0,02242 0,02242 0,022356 1,215 0 0 
  Bus 3 0,10214 0,1021 0,10497 4,007 -4E-05 -0,03918 
  Bus 4 0,2794 0,1021 0,26225 4,003 -0,1773 -173,653 
  Bus 5 0,45634 0,1021 0,41332 4,001 -0,35424 -346,954 

  Bus 6 0,531 0,1021 0,4753 4 -0,4289 -420,078 

Xp Bus 1 12,3 12,3 12,2756 1,82E+03 0 0 
(Ω) Bus 2 0,41128 0,4113 0,39844 12,32 2E-05 0,004863 
  Bus 3 2,4492 2,449 2,3117 40,74 -0,0002 -0,00817 
  Bus 4 2,8555 2,855 2,6677 40,56 -0,0005 -0,01751 
  Bus 5 3,2609 3,261 3,0164 40,28 0,0001 0,003067 

  Bus 6 3,432 3,432 3,1615 40 0 0 

Zk Bus 1 12,478 12,48 12,4529 1,83E+03 0,002 0,016026 

(Ω) Bus 2 0,41189 0,4119 0,39906 12,38 1E-05 0,002428 
  Bus 3 2,4514 2,451 2,314 40,93 -0,0004 -0,01632 
  Bus 4 2,8691 2,857 2,6806 40,75 -0,0121 -0,42352 
  Bus 5 3,2927 3,263 3,0446 40,47 -0,0297 -0,91021 

  Bus 6 3,4729 3,434 3,1971 40,2 -0,0389 -1,13279 

Isc3 Bus 1 6871,025 6871 6884,836 46,8 -0,0249 -0,00036 
(A) Bus 2 16960,72 16960,7 17505,89 564,3 -0,0228 -0,00013 
  Bus 3 5181,479 5181,5 5488,98 310,3 0,0214 0,000413 
  Bus 4 4427,062 4445,4 4738,381 311,7 18,3385 0,412528 
  Bus 5 3857,518 3893,2 4171,885 313,8 35,6818 0,916516 

  Bus 6 3657,399 3699,3 3972,945 316 41,9007 1,132666 

Ssc3 Bus 1 1606,63 1607 1609,86 11 0,3698 0,023012 

(MVA) Bus 2 323,1452 323 333,532 11 -0,1452 -0,04495 
  Bus 3 179,4917 179 190,1438 11 -0,4917 -0,27469 
  Bus 4 153,3579 154 164,1423 11 0,6421 0,416948 
  Bus 5 133,6284 135 144,5183 11 1,3716 1,016 

  Bus 6 126,696 128 137,6268 11 1,304 1,01875 
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C.2  Grid 5 - Hinkebo Mosse – 3-winded transformer 

C.2.1 Part 1, Power flow calculations, Grid 5, HM – 3-winded main 
transformer 

Before the Matlab answers of this section are taken seriously, it is worth noting that the 

method used to calculate the impedance of the 3-winded transformer is somewhat uncertain. 

With that said, and looking at the answers presented in Table 18, a couple of things can be 

said. The first thing is that the PG voltages and the direction of the power flows are wrong. 

The thought behind that conclusion is again the presence of the large generator in bus 5 – 

voltages should be increasing, not decreasing and the direction of the power flows should be 

in the direction presented by the Matlab answers. In the chart below Table 18, one can see 

how the voltage gap grows as the two answer sets move in different directions. Note, however 

that in percent, the deviation remains small. 

 

While working with this grid, strange differences were observed between two Excel result-

files exported from PG: the file for the main transformer (a), and the file for the Fs Dye (b). 

Only in file (b) is the answer for the power flow of reasonable size. This discrepancy can call 

into question the accuracy of the PG answers for the power flows between bus 1 and 2. See 

also section 4.7.  

 

For a quick overview of the results, see the figure immediately following Table 18 which is 

based on the column labeled “Diff” and thus has the units V, kW, and kVAr for the Y-axis; 

not in percent. 

Table 18: Part 1: U, Pflow & Qflow for Grid 5, HM - 3-winded main transformer 

    
Matlab 
answers 

PG 
answers Diff Diff % 

Voltage Bus 1 135000 135000 0 0 

V Bus 2 19976,4158 19973,7 -2,7158 -0,0136 
  Bus 3 19979,284 19965,9 -13,384 -0,06703 
  Bus 4 19984,1695 19959,1 -25,0695 -0,1256 

  Bus 5 19990,2444 19958,4 -31,8444 -0,15955 

Pflow Bus 1-2 -1201,9567 1204 2,0433 0,169709 

kW Bus 2-3 -1202,6641 1204,063 1,3989 0,116182 
  Bus 3-4 -1309,5201 1310 0,4799 0,036634 

  Bus 3-5 -1817,2786 1817 -0,2786 -0,01533 

Qflow Bus 1-2 389,4264 -392,1 -2,6736 0,681867 

kVAr Bus 2-3 384,3986 -384,9 -0,5014 0,130268 
  Bus 3-4 331,4161 -331,7 -0,2839 0,085589 

  Bus 3-5 83,9455 -84,64 -0,6945 0,820534 
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Figure based on Table 18 

C.2.2 Part 2, Zk, Isc3, & Ssc3 for Grid 5, HM – 3-winded main transformer 
PG results with the generator for this grid are found to be wrong in a way similar to the 

answers from Grid 3 in section 4.4.2. PG is not able to find the background impedance of the 

HV feeder point. Consequences follow in the form of secondary faults among the impedances 

of the rest of the buses, and the 3-phase short-circuit currents that are based on them. For the 

3-phase short-circuit power, PG simply displays “0” as the answer for all buses. The Matlab 

answers are most likely correct, possibly with the exception of the impedance across the main 

transformer, for which some parameter definitions are somewhat uncertain. 

 

PG answers for the case with no generator are also considered faulty. Even though answers 

now start out correctly, the resistance does not change, and the reactance only starts changing 

at bus 3. PG and Matlab answers are found in Table 19. 

 

In a similar way as for Grid 3, an attempt was made to do the calculations for this section with 

the background impedance set to zero. This was to no avail, however, since PG’s answers are 

far from these answers as well. 
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Table 19: Part 2 for Grid 5, HM - 3-winded main transformer 

    From Matlab From PG 

    
No gen 
 

No gen 
No ZDY 

With gen 
 

With gen 
No ZDY 

With gen 
 

No gen 
140602 

Rp Bus 1 2,1 0 2,0815 0 0 2,1 
(ohm) Bus 2 0,059466 0,013375 0,060973 0,016494 0,1314 2,1 
  Bus 3 0,23673 0,19064 0,22447 0,18251 0,1706 2,1 
  Bus 4 0,41366 0,36757 0,38164 0,34215 0,2044 2,1 

  Bus 5 0,48833 0,44224 0,44616 0,40769 0,208 2,1 

Xp Bus 1 12,3 0 12,2222 0 0 12,3 
(ohm) Bus 2 1,5299 1,2599 1,4751 1,2227 0,1314 12,3 
  Bus 3 1,9361 1,6662 1,848 1,6004 0,1706 12,71 
  Bus 4 2,3416 2,0716 2,2133 1,9706 0,2044 13,11 

  Bus 5 2,5127 2,2427 2,3653 2,1247 0,208 13,28 

Zk Bus 1 12,478 0 12,3982 0 0 12,48 
(ohm) Bus 2 1,531 1,26 1,4763 1,2228 0,1314 12,48 

  Bus 3 1,9505 1,677 1,8616 1,6108 0,1706 12,88 
  Bus 4 2,3778 2,104 2,2459 2 0,2044 13,28 

  Bus 5 2,5597 2,2859 2,407 2,1634 0,208 13,45 

Isc3 Bus 1 6871,025 Inf 6915,235 Inf 392,1 12492,5 
(A) Bus 2 8296,113 10080,72 8603,543 10387,45 386,5 12492,5 
  Bus 3 6511,903 7573,93 6823,185 7885,242 -384,9 12103,9 
  Bus 4 5341,684 6036,971 5655,452 6350,717 -331,7 11739,1 

  Bus 5 4962,174 5556,495 5276,877 5871,113 -84,6 11591,6 

Ssc3 Bus 1 1606,63 NaN 1616,968 NaN 0 2921 
(MVA) Bus 2 287,3858 349,2063 298,0355 359,8317 0 433 

  Bus 3 225,5789 262,3686 236,3621 273,1528 0 419 
  Bus 4 185,0414 209,1268 195,9106 219,9953 0 407 

  Bus 5 171,8948 192,4826 182,7964 203,3813 0 402 

Key:             

No ZDY Background impedance at HV feeder point is set to zero (test). 
With gen Large MV generator at Ns Hinkebo Mosse is connected. 
No gen The generator is disconnected. 

 
  

140602 Answers received on that date from the Swedish version of PG 
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C.3  Grid 6 – Presterud MVMV 

C.3.1 Part 1, Power flow calculations for Grid 6 – Presterud MVMV 
The answers for this section are presented in Table 20, and a figure is presented immediately 

following it for a faster general view. Data for this figure is taken from the two column 

labeled “Diff” and the units for the Y-axis include V,  kW, and kVAr. 

 

As will be described shortly, 4 different MV calculations of this grid were performed in PG, 

and the results differed significantly each time. For one of the sets of PG calculations, the first 

one made, the bulk of the answers are close to Matlab’s answers (it is mainly the Sflows that are 

off, seen in kW and kVAr). These answers are displayed in Table 20. The PG Pflow answers 

differed more from Matlab answers between busses with lower numbers, but the Qflow 

answers differed more between busses with higher numbers. The reason for this is unknown. 

Numerically, the divergence looks significant, but in percent, the differences are still small. 

An observation was made regarding the Pflow-answers if a test is carried out in Matlab where 

active losses are not subtracted from the Pflow answers. In this case, Matlab Pflow answers 

between buses 4-9 do get slightly further from PG’s answers, but between buses 1-4, Matlab 

answers become much closer to PG’s. However, since the active losses by default are 

subtracted from all the grids, this will remain the case also for this grid, even though this will 

result in a greater deviation between Matlab’s and PG’s answers. 

 

Note again PG seems to consistently use the short line model for the lines, also for cables – 

even though it is deemed wrong for cables (see section 4.2.1, 3 paragraphs above Table 3). 

This is shown by the fact that the Matlab answers are much closer to PG’s answers if the 

shunt admittances are set to zero. In Table 20, Matlab answers from both the short line model 

and the pi-equivalent model for medium-long lines are presented to show the difference. 
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Table 20: Part 1 for Grid 6, Presterud MVMV, Original PG answers 

  Matlab: PG: Diff % error Diff % error 

  

w/o Ysh 
w/o idle 
No Ploss 

PR-HY_old 

w/ Ysh 
w/o idle 
No Ploss 

PR-HY_old 

old calc 
core 
PR-HY_old 

w/o Ysh 
 
 
 

w/o Ysh 
 
 
 

w/ Ysh 
 
 
 

w/ Ysh 
 
 
 

Voltages (V)               

Bus 1 135000 135000 135000 0 0 0 0 
Bus 2 19698,5119 19704,1052 19698,3 -0,2119 -0,001076 -5,8052 -0,0294706 
Bus 3 19578,9644 19585,2055 19578,7 -0,2644 -0,00135 -6,5055 -0,0332274 
Bus 4 10546,4055 10554,0805 10546,1 -0,3055 -0,002897 -7,9805 -0,0756725 
Bus 5 10543,9881 10551,6649 10543,7 -0,2881 -0,002732 -7,9649 -0,0755418 
Bus 6 10537,1927 10544,8745 10536,9 -0,2927 -0,002778 -7,9745 -0,0756817 
Bus 7 10502,3417 10510,5153 10502 -0,3417 -0,003254 -8,5153 -0,0810827 

Bus 8 10444,9545 10453,4414 10444,6 -0,3545 -0,003394 -8,8414 -0,0846504 

Bus 9 10383,8809 10392,5185 10383,5 -0,3809 -0,003668 -9,0185 -0,0868541 

Pflow (kW)               

Bus 1-2 12537,875 12536,8806 12550 12,125 0,0966135 13,1194 0,10453705 
Bus 2-3 12472,0074 12471,4111 12471 -1,0074 -0,008078 -0,4111 -0,0032964 

Bus 3-4 12431,8431 12431,4895 12470 38,1569 0,3059896 38,5105 0,30882518 
Bus 4-5 245,2271 245,2271 245,2 -0,0271 -0,011052 -0,0271 -0,0110522 
Bus 4-6 7988,3666 7988,3666 7988 -0,3666 -0,004589 -0,3666 -0,0045894 
Bus 4-7 4176,5982 4176,4205 4180 3,4018 0,0813828 3,5795 0,08563397 
Bus 7-8 4137,7609 4137,6974 4138 0,2391 0,0057782 0,3026 0,00731271 

Bus 8-9 3995,9161 3995,9161 3996 0,0839 0,0020996 0,0839 0,0020996 

Qflow (kVAr)               

Bus 1-2 5424,0063 5321,3639 5428 3,9937 0,0735759 106,6361 1,96455601 
Bus 2-3 4914,7447 4815,1802 4863 -51,7447 -1,064049 47,8198 0,9833395 

Bus 3-4 4858,7573 4759,5312 4863 4,2427 0,0872445 103,4688 2,12767428 
Bus 4-5 117,9702 117,9701 118,2 0,2298 0,1944162 0,2299 0,19450085 
Bus 4-6 2629,6102 2629,6044 2625,6 -4,0102 -0,152735 -4,0044 -0,1525137 
Bus 4-7 1411,2781 1316,2879 1405,05 -6,2281 -0,443265 88,7621 6,31736237 
Bus 7-8 1392,0894 1353,7329 1379 -13,0894 -0,949195 25,2671 1,83227701 

Bus 8-9 1330,6872 1310,7438 1313 -17,6872 -1,347083 2,2562 0,17183549 

Key:                   

w/o Ysh Ysh variables set to zero. Can be changed to other values if desired. 
w/ Ysh Ysh included (pi-equivalent model for medium-long lines). 
w/o idle Idle losses are set to zero. I.e., they are not added as loads on the  

  primary side of the transformers.  Can be changed to other values if desired. 
No Ploss Active power losses subtracted from answers before they are presented. 
PR-HY_old The parallel cables between Fs Presterud and Ns Hybble consisted of two stretches, 
  one part defined as land cable and one part defined as sea cable. Results for 4 lines were 
  thus given in PG’s result files. Lkj=1,7245km. This was before the “small cable change.” 

old calc core A version of PG's calculation core that has been in use for a while is used here. 
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Figure based on Table 20 

 

At one point in time during the work on this project, a small change was made in how the 

parallel power lines between bus 4 and 8 were defined. After having consisted of a land cable 

distance and a sea cable distance, together covering 1,7245 km, the two parallel cables were 

changed to only consist of a land cable distance, and the distance changed to 1,75 km (in 

Matlab, only the cables’ lengths needed to be changed). Three new and different calculations 

were carried out and the results are presented in Table 21. One of the calculations was carried 

out using a calculation engine that at the time was still in the testing phase and not 

implemented yet. PG calculations from before the change are kept for comparison. The small 

cable change wreaked havoc on many of the results, including how the results for e.g. parallel 

cables were displayed in the Excel result files. If no new version of the calculation engine 

were implemented between March and November 2013, then the only other difference besides 

the small cable change was that the newer calculations were carried out in the Swedish 

version of PG. This difference is certainly not expected to cause a calculation difference, but 

it is a coincidence strange enough to mention. See also section 4.7. 

 

One problem with PG’s answers is that it is often not straight-forward which answers one 

should choose to represent PG’s answers. This difficulty was significant when putting 

together Table 21. For example, for bus 3 in the second column of PG answers, PG gives 8 

answers that are without voltage drops and two different answers with voltage drop. For bus 

4, this ratio is 22:2. One of the answers for bus 2 amounts to 20,0045 kV, and Pflow,47 = 0 kW 

(!). It is also unclear why there is a voltage drop at bus 5, but not buses 6 and 7, and why a 

drop starts again at bus 8.  

 

For the fourth column of PG, the answers displayed for some of the parallel lines are difficult 

to interpret. In other answer sets, the power flows are either distributed evenly across the 

number of parallel lines, or the whole power flow was put on one of the lines while the other 

parallel lines were given the value zero (this variation is in itself worrisome). In this fourth 

calculation, however, a power flow is unevenly and seemingly randomly “distributed” across 

3 parallel lines, and for one of the lines, the Qflow answer is in the opposite direction than the 

other two lines. In this case, instead of the values 12390 and 3944, one could also write 

12604,86 and 3876,96 if also the “negative value” is added for the power flow sum for one 

case with 3 parallel lines. The values in question here are given in bold font. 
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Table 21: Part 1 for Grid 6, Presterud MVMV, newer PG answers 

  Matlab: PG answers: 

  

w/o Ysh 
w/o idle 

PR-HY_new 
No Ploss 

old calc core 
PR-HY_old 
English v. 

131106 
old calc core 
PR-HY_new 
Swedish v. 

140110 
new calc core 
PR-HY_new 
Swedish v. 

140605 
old calc core 
PR-HY_new 
Swedish v. 

Voltages (V)           

Bus 1 135000 135000 135000 
 

135000 
Bus 2 19698,4981 19698,3 20000 

 
20000 

Bus 3 19578,9473 19578,7 20000 
 

20000 
Bus 4 10546,3862 10546,1 11000 (Answers) 11000 
Bus 5 10543,9688 10543,7 10997,7 (not saved) 10997,7 
Bus 6 10537,1734 10536,9 11000 

 
11000 

Bus 7 10501,6677 10502 11000 
 

11000 

Bus 8 10444,2768 10444,6 10945,6 
 

10945,9 

Bus 9 10383,1991 10383,5 10887,7   10888 

Pflow (kW)           

Bus 1-2 12538,1115 12550 12320   12600 
Bus 2-3 12472,2408 12471 12370 12381 12390 
Bus 3-4 12432,0746 12470 12320 

 
12390 

Bus 4-5 245,2271 245,2 245,3 245,3 245,3 

Bus 4-6 7988,3666 7988 7988 7995 7988 
Bus 4-7 4176,6035 4180 0 4164 4512 
Bus 7-8 4137,7635 4138 4149 4125 4148 

Bus 8-9 3995,9161 3996 4014 4002 4014 

Qflow (kVAr)           

Bus 1-2 5424,2621 5428 4092   4325 
Bus 2-3 4914,9768 4863 3936 3699 3944 
Bus 3-4 4858,9868 4863 4092 

 
4143 

Bus 4-5 117,9702 118,2 111,7 111,7 111,7 
Bus 4-6 2629,6102 2625,6 2623 2620 2623 
Bus 4-7 1411,4749 1405,05 1358,2 1272,8 1358 
Bus 7-8 1392,0938 1379 1359 1338 1358 

Bus 8-9 1330,6894 1313 1318 1308 1318 

Key:             

w/o Ysh Ysh variables set to zero. Can be changed to other values if desired. 
w/o idle Idle losses are set to zero. I.e., they are not added as loads on the  
  primary side of the transformers.  Can be changed to other values if desired. 

PR-HY_old The parallel cables between Fs Presterud and Ns Hybble consisted of two stretches, 
  one part defined as land cable and one part defined as sea cable. 
  This resulted in 4 lines in the result files. Also Lkj=1,7245km. 
PR-HY_new The grid was supposed to be simplified by removing the sea-cable sections of 
  the cables and making the cables consist only of two land cables 

  covering the whole distance Presterud-Hybble. Also Lkj=1,75km. 

old calc core A version of PG's calculation core that has been in use for a while is used here. 
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new calc core A new version of PG's calculation core that is still in the testing-phase is used here. 

English v. Calculations carried out in the English version of PG. 
Swedish v. Calculations carried out in the Swedish version of PG. 
Dates Calculations carried out on these dates. 

 
  

Bold answers Answers for parallel cables given in a confusing manner in PG’s Excel answer files. 
 

C.3.2 Part 2, Zk, Isc3, & Ssc3 for Grid 6 – Presterud MVMV  
As a beautiful contrast to the messiness of the answers above, the Matlab results of this 

section harmonize well with the answers from PG – at least when both PG and Matlab 

answers are from before the small alteration of the cable distance PR-HY. See Table 22. 

 

Two sets of answers from after the small cable alteration (explained in the previous section), 

are displayed in Table 23 and the chart following it. To start with, a seemingly random change 

of the impedances’ starting values has occurred. Also, some of the PG answers for Isc3 

changed significantly (though the difference is still less than 0.5%). The fact that only the Isc3 

and element Ssc3(2) changed significantly while Zk and Ssc3 did not, again points to PG’s 

instability when faced with this grid set-up. Note that these new answers were received later 

and from PG’s Swedish version. Also, the first PG column is from before the small alteration 

but is still included to make it easier to see how the PG answers have changed. Thus, the first 

“Diff”-column in Table 23 is not fully accurate since it compares PG answers from before the 

change with Matlab answers from after. This fact thus explains away the Isc3-differences for 

buses 7-9 in this column. 

Table 22: Part 2 for Grid 6, Presterud MVMV, original PG answers 

    
From 
Matlab 

From 
PG Diff Diff % 

Rp Bus 1 2,1 2,1 0 0 

(ohm) Bus 2 0,074116 0,07412 4E-06 0,005397 
  Bus 3 0,21505 0,2151 5E-05 0,023245 
  Bus 4 0,091048 0,09105 2E-06 0,002197 
  Bus 7 0,16483 0,1648 -3E-05 -0,0182 
  Bus 8 0,10116 0,1012 4E-05 0,039526 
  Bus 9 0,17727 0,1773 3E-05 0,01692 
  Bus 5 0,29017 0,2902 3E-05 0,010338 

  Bus 6 0,41416 0,4142 4E-05 0,009657 

Xp Bus 1 12,3 12,3 0 0 
(ohm) Bus 2 1,3596 1,36 0,0004 0,029412 
  Bus 3 1,4794 1,479 -0,0004 -0,02705 
  Bus 4 0,90052 0,9005 -2E-05 -0,00222 

  Bus 7 0,96323 0,9632 -3E-05 -0,00311 
  Bus 8 0,90674 0,9067 -4E-05 -0,00441 
  Bus 9 0,97381 0,9738 -1E-05 -0,00103 
  Bus 5 1,0698 1,07 0,0002 0,018692 

  Bus 6 1,1752 1,175 -0,0002 -0,01702 

Zk Bus 1 12,478 12,48 0,002 0,016026 
(ohm) Bus 2 1,3616 1,362 0,0004 0,029369 
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  Bus 3 1,4949 1,495 0,0001 0,006689 

  Bus 4 0,90511 0,9051 -1E-05 -0,0011 
  Bus 7 0,97723 0,9772 -3E-05 -0,00307 
  Bus 8 0,91237 0,9124 3E-05 0,003288 
  Bus 9 0,98982 0,9898 -2E-05 -0,00202 
  Bus 5 1,1084 1,108 -0,0004 -0,0361 

  Bus 6 1,246 1,246 0 0 

Isc3 Bus 1 6871 6871 0 0 
(A) Bus 2 9328,4 9328,4 0 0 
  Bus 3 8496,5 8496,4 -0,1 -0,00118 
  Bus 4 7718,3 7718,3 0 0 
  Bus 7 7148,7 7148,6 -0,1 -0,0014 
  Bus 8 7656,9 7656,9 0 0 
  Bus 9 7057,8 7057,7 -0,1 -0,00142 

  Bus 5 6302,5 6302,4 -0,1 -0,00159 

  Bus 6 5606,6 5606,5 -0,1 -0,00178 

Ssc3 Bus 1 1606,6 1607 0,4 0,024891 

(MVA) Bus 2 323,1 323 -0,1 -0,03096 
  Bus 3 294,3 294 -0,3 -0,10204 
  Bus 4 147,1 147 -0,1 -0,06803 
  Bus 7 136,2 136 -0,2 -0,14706 
  Bus 8 145,9 146 0,1 0,068493 
  Bus 9 134,5 134 -0,5 -0,37313 
  Bus 5 120,1 120 -0,1 -0,08333 

  Bus 6 106,8 107 0,2 0,186916 
 

Table 23: Part 2 for Grid 6, Presterud MVMV, newer PG answers 

    

From 
Matlab 
 

From 
PG 
 

From 
PG 
131106 

From 
PG 
140604 

Diff 
 
 

Diff 
 
 

Diff 
 
 

Rp Bus 1 2,1 2,1 2,103 2,103 0 0,003 0,003 
(ohm) Bus 2 0,074116 0,07412 0,07457 0,07457 4E-06 0,000454 0,000454 
  Bus 3 0,21505 0,2151 0,2161 0,2161 5E-05 0,00105 0,00105 
  Bus 4 0,091048 0,09105 0,09148 0,09148 2E-06 0,000432 0,000432 
  Bus 5 0,16483 0,1648 0,1653 0,1653 -3E-05 0,00047 0,00047 
  Bus 6 0,10116 0,1012 0,1016 0,1016 4E-05 0,00044 0,00044 
  Bus 7 0,17855 0,1773 0,1791 0,1791 -0,00125 0,00055 0,00055 
  Bus 8 0,29145 0,2902 0,2921 0,2921 -0,00125 0,00065 0,00065 

  Bus 9 0,41544 0,4142 0,4161 0,4161 -0,00124 0,00066 0,00066 

Xp Bus 1 12,3 12,3 12,31 12,31 0 0,01 0,01 
(ohm) Bus 2 1,3596 1,36 1,364 1,364 0,0004 0,0044 0,0044 
  Bus 3 1,4794 1,479 1,484 1,484 -0,0004 0,0046 0,0046 
  Bus 4 0,90052 0,9005 0,9026 0,9026 -2E-05 0,00208 0,00208 
  Bus 5 0,96323 0,9632 0,9653 0,9653 -3E-05 0,00207 0,00207 
  Bus 6 0,90674 0,9067 0,9088 0,9088 -4E-05 0,00206 0,00206 
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  Bus 7 0,9749 0,9738 0,977 0,977 -0,0011 0,0021 0,0021 

  Bus 8 1,0709 1,07 1,073 1,073 -0,0009 0,0021 0,0021 

  Bus 9 1,1763 1,175 1,178 1,178 -0,0013 0,0017 0,0017 

Zk Bus 1 12,478 12,48 12,49 12,49 0,002 0,012 0,012 
(ohm) Bus 2 1,3616 1,362 1,366 1,366 0,0004 0,0044 0,0044 
  Bus 3 1,4949 1,495 1,5 1,5 0,0001 0,0051 0,0051 
  Bus 4 0,90511 0,9051 0,9072 0,9072 -1E-05 0,00209 0,00209 
  Bus 5 0,97723 0,9772 0,9793 0,9793 -3E-05 0,00207 0,00207 
  Bus 6 0,91237 0,9124 0,9145 0,9145 3E-05 0,00213 0,00213 
  Bus 7 0,99111 0,9898 0,9933 0,9933 -0,00131 0,00219 0,00219 
  Bus 8 1,1098 1,108 1,112 1,112 -0,0018 0,0022 0,0022 

  Bus 9 1,2475 1,246 1,25 1,25 -0,0015 0,0025 0,0025 

Isc3 Bus 1 6871,025 6871 6871 6871 -0,0249 -0,0249 -0,0249 
(A) Bus 2 9328,398 9328,4 9314,9 9304,2 0,0025 -13,4975 -24,1975 

  Bus 3 8496,464 8496,4 8474,8 8474,4 -0,0641 -21,6641 -22,0641 
  Bus 4 7718,315 7718,3 7713,3 7700,5 -0,0151 -5,0151 -17,8151 
  Bus 5 7148,68 7148,6 7133,7 7133,2 -0,0802 -14,9802 -15,4802 

  Bus 6 7656,949 7656,9 7639,6 7639,5 -0,0492 -17,3492 -17,4492 
  Bus 7 7048,592 7057,7 7037,9 7033,9 9,1076 -10,6924 -14,6924 
  Bus 8 6294,699 6302,4 6284,4 6282,5 7,7015 -10,2985 -12,1985 

  Bus 9 5600,127 5606,5 5590,5 5590,5 6,3734 -9,6266 -9,6266 

Ssc3 Bus 1 1606,63 1607 1607 1607 0,3698 0,3698 0,3698 
(MVA) Bus 2 323,1452 323 323 322 -0,1452 -0,1452 -1,1452 
  Bus 3 294,3262 294 294 294 -0,3262 -0,3262 -0,3262 
  Bus 4 147,0537 147 147 147 -0,0537 -0,0537 -0,0537 
  Bus 5 136,2007 136 136 136 -0,2007 -0,2007 -0,2007 

  Bus 6 145,8845 146 146 146 0,1155 0,1155 0,1155 
  Bus 7 134,2937 134 134 134 -0,2937 -0,2937 -0,2937 
  Bus 8 119,9301 120 120 120 0,0699 0,0699 0,0699 

  Bus 9 106,6967 107 107 107 0,3033 0,3033 0,3033 

Key: 
      

  
 131106 Answers received on that date from the Swedish version of PG. 
 140604 Answers received on that date from the Swedish version of PG. 
  

Table 23 can also be summarized in chart-form, but simply placing the three difference-

columns in the same chart can be misleading since the different variable are in different order 

of magnitudes. A more expressive chart would instead be the following one, where the 

percentage difference between PG’s and Matlab’s answers are shown. In this chart, one can 

see that the PG answers move farther away from Matlab’s answers for each new calculation. 
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Figure based on Table 23 

C.4 Grid 9 – Falla LV  

C.4.1 Part1, Power flow calculations for Grid 9 – Falla LV 
The answers from PG and Matlab for this section are presented in Table 24. PG, of course, 

pays no attention to how the buses are numbered in Figure 19: Grid 9, Falla LV; the buses in 

the result table are therefore ordered according to the direction of the power flow. Following 

Table 24, a figure is presented to give a quick over-view of the results. Data is based on the 

last column in Table 24 (U and Pflow percentages are equal to the other column labeled “Diff 

%”). 

 

The usual procedure in the Matlab code is to subtract the active losses from the active power 

flows, but not subtract anything from the reactive power flows. For Grid 9, however, the 

Matlab Qflow answers become significantly better when also the reactive losses are subtracted 

from the reactive power flows. This seems to be what PG is doing too, but it is unclear why 

PG does so only for this LV grid in loop and not for the other grids (given: some answers 

became better when this was done for Grid 1 as well, see section 4.2.1). 

 

Even though the Matlab and PG voltages are quite similar, small differences can be observed 

and the power flows differ by a few percent. One observation regarding these errors is that the 

differences for the voltages and Pflows are somewhat constant. It is probable that these 

differences are related to the differences observed for the resistance in the section below, 

where there is a constant resistance deviation of about 8%. This also produces secondary 

faults among impedance addition and short-circuit results.  

 

Remember also the source of error explained above regarding this grid, where the power lines 

from the grid buses (here: cable boxes) to the load buses (service points) are not included in 

the Matlab calculations. These lines are very short, however, so these effects are deemed 

negligible and should at least not cause errors as uniform as the ones observed. Finally, note 

that even though only an LV calculation is carried out, there is still a voltage drop (from 

              to        ) over the transformer seen at the first LV bus, bus 2, on the 

secondary side of the MV/LV transformer. That is why bus 1 is included in the Matlab 

calculations. However, results for it are still omitted since PG only presents LV answers. 
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Table 24: Part 1 for Grid 9, Falla LV 

  Matlab PG Diff Diff % Diff Diff % 

  Load flow order:   No Ploss 
 

No Ploss   

  bus 28765   No Qloss 
 

only   

  and bus 2345     
 

(default)   

  
No Ploss 
No Qloss 

No Ploss 
only           

Voltages (V)               

Bus 2 227,3526 
 

227 -0,3526 -0,15533 
 

  
Bus 8 204,8194 

 
204 -0,8194 -0,40167 

 
  

Bus 7 188,9346 
 

188 -0,9346 -0,49713 
 

  
Bus 6 183,5785 

 
183 -0,5785 -0,31612 

 
  

Bus 5 180,1039 
 

179 -1,1039 -0,6167 
 

  

Bus 3 213,8799 
 

214 0,1201 0,056121 
 

  

Bus 4 188,2166   187 -1,2166 -0,65059     

Pflow (kW)               

Bus 8-2 103,9098 
 

106,7 2,7902 2,614995 
 

  
Bus 7-8 69,3469 

 
71,16 1,8131 2,54792 

 
  

Bus 6-7 41,0037 
 

42,07 1,0663 2,534585 
 

  
Bus 5-6 16,5373 

 
17,17 0,6327 3,684916 

 
  

Bus 2-3 142,2921 
 

145,4 3,1079 2,137483 
 

  

Bus 3-4 74,0768 
 

76,32 2,2432 2,939203 
 

  

Bus 4-5 21,989   22,63 0,641 2,832523     

Qflow (kVAr)               

Bus 8-2 48,2612 51,3685 46,35 -1,9112 -4,12341 -5,0185 -10,8274 

Bus 7-8 33,0169 34,6122 31,94 -1,0769 -3,37163 -2,6722 -8,36631 
Bus 6-7 19,597 19,925 19,37 -0,227 -1,17192 -0,555 -2,86526 
Bus 5-6 7,8292 7,9165 7,787 -0,0422 -0,54193 -0,1295 -1,66303 
Bus 2-3 62,2169 64,6211 60,93 -1,2869 -2,1121 -3,6911 -6,05794 
Bus 3-4 35,8007 38,5726 33,93 -1,8707 -5,51341 -4,6426 -13,6829 

Bus 4-5 10,8299 11,1036 10,61 -0,2199 -2,07257 -0,4936 -4,65221 

 

Figure based on the last column in Table 24 
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C.4.2 Part 2a, Zk, Isc3, & Ssc3 for Grid 9 – Falla LV  
Results for this section are displayed in Table 25 and summarized in the figure immediately 

following it. As mentioned above, there is an error in the resistance. This is a significant 

discrepancy, but the fact that the error is more or less constant – around 8% – can be seen as a 

mitigating circumstance. Values that differ with the same percentage can all be fixed by a 

single constant or equation modification. The challenge then, is to find the constant, missing 

parameter or other factor that causes the problem. This should be an easier task than if values 

had varied by different amounts. Finally, and even though the difference in ohm is very small, 

it is curious why there is a difference at all for the resistance for bus 2. This    -problem 

differs from others in that this time it is R that has a larger percentage error than X. 

 

A test calculation was carried out where the 3-phase short-circuit currents and powers were 

calculated using impedances from PG’s results. The test produced results that are nearly 

identical with PG’s results. This shows that the equations used for the short-circuit 

calculations are correct while it is the impedance additions that cause trouble. 
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Table 25: Zk, Isc3 & Ssc3 for Grid 9, Falla LV 

    
From 

Matlab 
From 

PG Diff Diff % 

Rp Bus 2 0,00288 0,00292 4E-05 1,369863 
(Ω) Bus 8 0,10445 0,09636 -0,00809 -8,3956 

 
Bus 7 0,16944 0,15609 -0,01335 -8,55276 

 
Bus 6 0,19113 0,17607 -0,01506 -8,55342 

 
Bus 5 0,20457 0,18845 -0,01612 -8,55399 

 
Bus 3 0,053889 0,04985 -0,004039 -8,10231 

  Bus 4 0,1668 0,15372 -0,01308 -8,50898 

Xp Bus 2 0,014109 0,01415 4,1E-05 0,289753 
(Ω) Bus 8 0,039501 0,03954 3,9E-05 0,098634 

 
Bus 7 0,055748 0,05578 3,2E-05 0,057368 

 
Bus 6 0,061172 0,06121 3,8E-05 0,062081 

 
Bus 5 0,064533 0,06458 4,7E-05 0,072778 

 
Bus 3 0,026861 0,02691 4,9E-05 0,182088 

  Bus 4 0,055088 0,05514 5,2E-05 0,094305 

Zk Bus 2 0,0144 0,01445 5E-05 0,346021 
(Ω) Bus 8 0,11167 0,10415 -0,00752 -7,22036 

 
Bus 7 0,17837 0,16576 -0,01261 -7,60738 

 
Bus 6 0,20068 0,1864 -0,01428 -7,66094 

 
Bus 5 0,21451 0,19921 -0,0153 -7,68034 

 
Bus 3 0,060212 0,05665 -0,003562 -6,28773 

  Bus 4 0,17566 0,16331 -0,01235 -7,5623 

Isc3 Bus 2 17641 17582 -59 -0,33557 
(A) Bus 8 2275 2439 164 6,724067 

 
Bus 7 1424 1533 109 7,110241 

 
Bus 6 1266 1363 97 7,116654 

 
Bus 5 1184 1275 91 7,137255 

 
Bus 3 4219 4484 265 5,909902 

  Bus 4 1446 1556 110 7,069409 

Ssc3 Bus 2 12222 12181 -41 -0,33659 
(kVA) Bus 8 1576 1690 114 6,745562 

 
Bus 7 987 1062 75 7,062147 

 
Bus 6 877 944 67 7,097458 

 
Bus 5 820 883 63 7,134768 

 
Bus 3 2923 3107 184 5,922111 

  Bus 4 1002 1078 76 7,050093 
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Figure based on the last column in Table 25 

C.4.3 Part 2b, Zfor, Isc1, & Ssc1 for Grid 9 – Falla LV 
Similarly to Xp and Rp in the previous section, PG’s and Matlab’s Xfor for this section are very 

similar, but there is a large, constant difference for Rfor. This can be seen in Table 26. From 

this follow secondary faults of about 7-8% in Zfor and Isc1. The exception to this error is Bus 2, 

where the resistance only differs about 1% and where the reactance, impedance, fault 

currents, and fault powers are close to Matlab’s values.  

 

Similar to Grid 8, supplementary Isc1-calculations for Grid 9 are carried out using Equation 13 

instead of Equation 46 (see also section 4.6.3). In this case, however, the same Matlab 

answers were found using the two different equations. This could suggest that Tieto perhaps 

does follow the Swedish standard 424 14 05 after all, and only uses an equation in a different 

form. However, see also the result analysis for Grid 8 located after Table 13. 

 

PG does not present the answers to the single-phase short-circuit powers, so no comparison 

between the Matlab answers and the PG answers can be made there.  

 

For a summary of the results, see the table following Table 26. Data is based on the last 

column which is labeled “Diff %”. The Y-axis is thus given in percent. 
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Table 26: Zfor, Isc1 & Ssc1 for Grid 9, Falla LV 

  
From Matlab From PG Diff Diff % 

Rfor Bus 2 0,00288 0,00291 3E-05 1,030928 
(Ω) Bus 8 0,20601 0,18977 -0,01624 -8,55773 

 
Bus 7 0,33599 0,30924 -0,02675 -8,65024 

 
Bus 6 0,37939 0,34919 -0,0302 -8,64859 

 
Bus 5 0,40627 0,37396 -0,03231 -8,63996 

 
Bus 3 0,1049 0,09677 -0,00813 -8,40136 

  Bus 4 0,33071 0,3045 -0,02621 -8,60755 

Xfor Bus 2 0,013874 0,0139 0,000026 0,18705 
(Ω) Bus 8 0,064657 0,06468 2,3E-05 0,03556 

 
Bus 7 0,097152 0,09715 -2E-06 -0,00206 

 
Bus 6 0,108 0,10801 1E-05 0,009258 

 
Bus 5 0,11472 0,11474 2E-05 0,017431 

 
Bus 3 0,039378 0,03941 3,2E-05 0,081198 

  Bus 4 0,095832 0,09586 2,8E-05 0,029209 

Zfor Bus 2 0,01417 0,0142 3E-05 0,211268 
(Ω) Bus 8 0,21592 0,20049 -0,01543 -7,69614 

 
Bus 7 0,34975 0,32414 -0,02561 -7,90091 

 
Bus 6 0,39446 0,36551 -0,02895 -7,92044 

 
Bus 5 0,42216 0,39117 -0,03099 -7,92239 

 
Bus 3 0,11205 0,10448 -0,00757 -7,24541 

  Bus 4 0,34432 0,31923 -0,02509 -7,85954 

Isc1 Bus 2 14668,3712 14635 -33,3712 -0,22802 
(A) Bus 8 962,6004 1037 74,3996 7,174503 

 
Bus 7 594,2632 641 46,7368 7,291232 

 
Bus 6 526,915 569 42,085 7,396309 

 
Bus 5 492,3436 531 38,6564 7,279925 

 
Bus 3 1855,0188 1989 133,9812 6,736109 

  Bus 4 603,6475 651 47,3525 7,27381 

Ssc1 Bus 2 10162,5456 No answers 
  (kVA) Bus 8 666,9092 presented 
  

 
Bus 7 411,7176 in PG's 

  
 

Bus 6 365,0574 Excel files 
  

 
Bus 5 341,1056 

   
 

Bus 3 1285,1947 
     Bus 4 418,2193       
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Figure based on Table 26 
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C.5 Results from PowerWorld 

C.5.1 Figure of Grid 3 from PowerWorld  

 

Left half of the grid zoomed in slightly: 

Right side of the grid zoomed in: 
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C.5.2 Table of results for Grid 3 from Matlab, PowerGrid and PowerWorld 
Grid 3, Hinkebo Mosse - 2 main transformers in parallel 

  Matlab PG PW Diff Diff Matlab Diff 
PW-
PG 

  
No Ploss 
(Pjk)     PG+Matl PW-Matl 

w/ Ploss 
(Pkj) Matl.+PW   

Voltages (V)                 

Bus 1 135000 135000 135000 0 0     0 
Bus 2 19984,01 19983,9 19992,039 -0,1087 8,0303     8,139 
Bus 3 19986,88 19976,1 19994,905 -10,7759 8,0291     18,805 
Bus 4 19991,76 19969,3 19999,779 -22,4596 8,0194     30,479 

Bus 5 19997,83 19968,6 20005,86 -29,2322 8,0278     37,26 

Pflow (kW)                 

Bus 1-2 -1201,96 1203,81 1202 1,8516 0,0416 -1201,739 0,261 -1,81 
Bus 2-3 -1202,67 1204,07 1202,1 1,4048 -0,5652 -1201,9584 0,1416 -1,97 
Bus 3-4 -1309,52 1310 1308,7 0,4795 -0,8205 -1308,7133 -0,0133 -1,3 

Bus 4-5 -1817,28 1817 1816,7 -0,2786 -0,5786 -1816,6608 0,0392 -0,3 

Qflow (kVAr)                 

Bus 1-2 388,3764 -390,5 386 -2,1236 -2,3764     -4,5 
Bus 2-3 384,3949 -384,9 384,1 -0,5051 -0,2949     -0,8 
Bus 3-4 331,4136 -331,7 331,2 -0,2864 -0,2136     -0,5 

Bus 4-5 83,9444 -84,64 83,9 -0,6956 -0,0444     -0,74 
 

C.5.3 Figure of Grid 6 from PowerWorld 
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Left half of the grid zoomed in slightly: 

Right half of the grid zoomed in slightly: 
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C.5.4 Table for Grid 6, comparing Matlab and PowerWorld answers 
  Matlab: PW: Diff Diff 

  
w/o losses 
PR-HY_old 

w/ losses 
PR-HY_old 

PR-HY_old 
w/ losses 

w/o losses 
PR-HY_old 

PW 
w/ losses 
-Matlab 
w/ losses 

PW 
w/o losses 
-Matlab 
 w/o losses 

Voltages (V)             

Bus 1 135000   135000 
 

0 0 
Bus 2 19698,5119   19698,6 

 
0,0881 0,0881 

Bus 3 19578,9644   19579 
 

0,0356 0,0356 
Bus 4 10546,4055   10546,5 

 
0,0945 0,0945 

Bus 5 10543,9881   10544 
 

0,0119 0,0119 
Bus 6 10537,1927   10537,3 

 
0,1073 0,1073 

Bus 7 10502,3417   10502,4 
 

0,0583 0,0583 
Bus 8 10444,9545   10445 

 
0,0455 0,0455 

Bus 9 10383,8809   10384   0,1191 0,1191 

Pflow (kW)             

Bus 1-2 12537,875 12550,9729 12549 12535,9 -1,9729 -1,975 
Bus 2-3 12472,0074 12537,875 12535,9 12470,1 -1,975 -1,9074 
Bus 3-4 12431,8431 12472,0074 12470,1 12429,9 -1,9074 -1,9431 
Bus 4-5 245,2271 245,2763 245,2 245,2 -0,0763 -0,0271 
Bus 4-6 7988,3666 7994,8033 7993,8 7987,4 -1,0033 -0,9666 
Bus 4-7 4176,5982 4191,7635 4190,8 4175,7 -0,9635 -0,8982 
Bus 7-8 4137,7609 4157,4363 4156,5 4136,8 -0,9363 -0,9609 

Bus 8-9 3995,9161 4016,2608 4015,4 3995 -0,8608 -0,9161 

Qflow (kVAr)           0 

Bus 1-2 4914,7447 5424,0063 5423,2 4914,1 -0,8063 -0,6447 
Bus 2-3 4858,7573 4914,7447 4914,1 4858,1 -0,6447 -0,6573 
Bus 3-4 4158,8584 4858,7573 4858,1 4158,5 -0,6573 -0,3584 
Bus 4-5 117,9284 117,9702 118 117,9 0,0298 -0,0284 
Bus 4-6 2625,6491 2629,6102 2629,5 2625,5 -0,1102 -0,1491 
Bus 4-7 1398,3876 1411,2781 1411 1398,1 -0,2781 -0,2876 
Bus 7-8 1375,3652 1392,0894 1398,1 1375,1 6,0106 -0,2652 

Bus 8-9 1313,3941 1330,6872 1330,4 1313,1 -0,2872 -0,2941 
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C.5.5 Table for Grid 6, comparing Matlab and PowerGrid answers, with 
and without power flow losses 

  Matlab: PG: Diff Diff 

  

w/o Ysh 
w/o idle 

w/o losses 
PR-HY_old 

w/o Ysh 
w/o idle 
w/ losses 

PR-HY_old 
old calc core 
PR-HY_old 

PG-Matlab 
w/o losses 

PG-Matlab 
w/ losses 

Voltages (V)           

Bus 1 135000   135000 0   

Bus 2 19698,5119   19698,3 -0,2119   

Bus 3 19578,9644   19578,7 -0,2644   

Bus 4 10546,4055   10546,1 -0,3055   

Bus 5 10543,9881   10543,7 -0,2881   

Bus 6 10537,1927   10536,9 -0,2927   

Bus 7 10502,3417   10502 -0,3417   

Bus 8 10444,9545   10444,6 -0,3545   

Bus 9 10383,8809   10383,5 -0,3809   

Pflow (kW)           

Bus 1-2 12537,875 12550,9729 12550 12,125 -0,9729 

Bus 2-3 12472,0074 12537,875 12471 -1,0074 -66,875 

Bus 3-4 12431,8431 12472,0074 12470 38,1569 -2,0074 

Bus 4-5 245,2271 245,2763 245,2 -0,0271 -0,0763 

Bus 4-6 7988,3666 7994,8033 7988 -0,3666 -6,8033 

Bus 4-7 4176,5982 4191,7635 4180 3,4018 -11,7635 

Bus 7-8 4137,7609 4157,4363 4138 0,2391 -19,4363 

Bus 8-9 3995,9161 4016,2608 3996 0,0839 -20,2608 

Qflow (kVAr)           

Bus 1-2 4914,7447 5424,0063 5428 513,2553 3,9937 

Bus 2-3 4858,7573 4914,7447 4863 4,2427 -51,7447 

Bus 3-4 4158,8584 4858,7573 4863 704,1416 4,2427 

Bus 4-5 117,9284 117,9702 118,2 0,2716 0,2298 

Bus 4-6 2625,6491 2629,6102 2625,6 -0,0491 -4,0102 

Bus 4-7 1398,3876 1411,2781 1405,05 6,6624 -6,2281 

Bus 7-8 1375,3652 1392,0894 1379 3,6348 -13,0894 

Bus 8-9 1313,3941 1330,6872 1313 -0,3941 -17,6872 
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C.5.6 Figure of Grid 7 from PowerWorld 
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C.5.7 Table for Grid 7, comparing PowerWorld and Matlab answers 
  Matlab PW Diff Diff % 

  w/ losses w/ losses 
 

  
  w/o Ysh w/o Ysh 

 
  

Voltages (V)         

Bus 1 135000 135000 0 0 
Bus 2 19950,47 19950,4 -0,0734 -0,00037 
Bus 3 19771,37 19772 0,6304 0,003188 
Bus 4 19764,79 19765,4 0,6135 0,003104 
Bus 7 19760,21 19760,9 0,6869 0,003476 
Bus 8 19760,13 19760,8 0,6728 0,003405 
Bus 9 19760,1 19760,7 0,5986 0,003029 
Bus 5 19756,61 19757,2 0,5875 0,002974 

Bus 6 19755,27 19757,9 2,6257 0,013289 

Pflow (kW)         

Bus 1-2 1967,745 1959,4 -8,3452 -0,42591 

Bus 2-3 1967,422 1959,1 -8,3216 -0,42477 
Bus 3-7 717,3215 713,1 -4,2215 -0,59199 
Bus 7-8 29,0001 28,6 -0,4001 -1,39895 
Bus 7-9 20,714 20,7 -0,014 -0,06763 
Bus 7-6 615,3386 615,5 0,1614 0,026223 
Bus 3-4 983,9908 985,1 1,1092 0,112598 
Bus 4-5 666,6127 664,2 -2,4127 -0,36325 

Bus 5-6 177,1978 175 -2,1978 -1,25589 

Qflow (kVAr)         

Bus 1-2 863,6042 864,5 0,8958 0,103621 
Bus 2-3 851,0248 852 0,9752 0,11446 
Bus 3-7 305,7423 310,1 4,3577 1,405256 

Bus 7-8 9,5319 9,9 0,3681 3,718182 
Bus 7-9 6,8083 6,8 -0,0083 -0,12206 
Bus 7-6 264,1597 262,6 -1,5597 -0,59395 
Bus 3-4 439,7676 442,2 2,4324 0,550068 
Bus 4-5 286,1136 288,1 1,9864 0,689483 

Bus 5-6 56,9479 59 2,0521 3,478136 
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C.5.8 Figure of Grid 9 from PowerWorld 
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D. Appendix D: Detailed options for further investigations 
 Today, the way in which the PG results are pruned down to the desired results and 

then copied into an Excel sheet together with the Matlab results for comparison, is 

somewhat long-winded. A more professional and automated way of putting the Matlab 

results and PG results side by side is desirable. This task was deemed 

unproportionately large for the scope of this project, however - especially considering 

how messy the PG results are presented. It also might presume that the buses are 

presented in the same order after every calculation. 

 For a number of the grids, PG presents the idle losses for the transformer in Fs Dye as 

0.0206 kW, when the actual value is 20.6 kW. Is this only an error in the label in the 

result file, or does PG perform calculations with the wrong value for the idle losses? 

 The effects that LV generators have on the calculations would be interesting to 

investigate. An LV generator is e.g. located in a cable box on the LV side of the Ns 

Båtsman, on the Presterud-branch of the grid, in Reference plan 1. The following 

unconfirmed error may have been observed: If an MV calculation was made, there 

seemed to be no difference whether or not the LV generator was connected. Also, does 

the LV generator make a difference in an MVLV calculation or does it only make a 

difference an LV calculation? 

 Perform calculations with longer lines to see if the length of the lines is what makes 

PG not use the pi-model for the lines. 

 It has been found that the voltage factor “1,1” (    ) in Equation 44 and 22 is hard-

coded into PG. It remains uninvestigated if also the voltage factor   in Equation 46 is 

set to some unchangeable value (e.g. 0.9). 

 In PG, the grid is considered meshed if (1) there is an actual visual loop of connected 

cables, (2) if there are parallel cables, and (3) if there is a generator connected. One 

could investigate if meshed grids more frequently than radial grids have voltage drops 

over the main transformer. A cursory observation among collected sets of answers 

suggests this, though conclusions are hard to draw due to the many other factors that 

could have affected the results. 

 As an additional test, it would be interesting to make a Matlab Part 1 and Part 2 

calculation of the Lugnet MVLVLV-grid (Grid 8) using the transformer impedances 

presented in the PG result files to see if PG always uses these values. As seen in 

section 4.2.2 of Grid 1, these impedances wrongly seem to be the       at the primary 

side of the transformer, and not the impedance for the transformer itself. 

 Right now, Part 1 for Grid 1 is calculated with a generator. It would be interesting to 

perform a MVLV power flow calculation without the generator and compare the PG 

answers with the Matlab answers. Since the MV-part of the grid without the generator 

is not considered meshed/in loop anymore, cumulative addition will be needed. 

 Investigate more why the minor change in Grid 6 – Presterud made such a difference. 

 Is PG able to do an MVLV calculation in Reference plan 2 (with a 3-winded 

transformer)? At least once, this error message was displayed: “Convergence failure in 

iterative solver. Load flow calculation canceled.” 
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E. Appendix E: Instruction manual / Helpful hints for Users 

E.1  Set-up in PG 

“Reference plan” = “Referensnät.” In PG, they are found as sub-plans under the plan named 

“47700 Referensnät”. Most of the grids considered in this report are found in Reference plan 

1 in PG. Grids 3, 4, and 5 are not found there; they are found in Reference plan 3, 4 and 2, 

respectively. Calculating Grid 1 is done by performing an MVLV calculation on the Hinkebo 

Mosse branch from Fs Dye in Reference plan 1. The calculation for Grid 2 is similar to the 

one for Grid 1 with the difference that only an MV calculation is carried out. For the rest of 

the grids, the calculations will be carried out as follows: 

 Grid 3 – MV calculation of Hinkebo Mosse-branch from Dye – Reference plan 3 

 Grid 4 – MV calculation of Hinkebo Mosse-branch from Dye – Reference plan 4 

 Grid 5 – MV calculation of Hinkebo Mosse-branch from Dye – Reference plan 2 

 Grid 6 – MV calculation of Presterud-branch from Dye – Reference plan 1 

 Grid 7 – MV calculation of Drevsta-branch from Dye – Reference plan 1 

 Grid 8 – MVLV calculation of Lugnet-branch from Dye – Reference plan 1 

 Grid 9 – LV calculation of Ns Falla (LV-grid only) – Reference plan 1 

E.2  Pointers regarding the Matlab code 

E.2.1 General things to observe in the Matlab code 
The Matlab files are designed to be opened in Matlab and run using the keyboard short-cut 

“F5” or by pressing an icon depicting a paper with an arrow pointing down beside it. Answers 

are displayed in the Matlab command prompt. The code is extensively commented and 

sourced with the goal of facilitating understanding.  

 

For each grid there is a minimum of 3 Matlab m-files. In one of them, calculations for Part 1 

are carried out where voltage and power flow (or: load flow) answers are found. Another file 

is used for Part 2 where impedance additions and 3-phase short-circuit current and power 

calculations take place. A third file which contains load type information is also present in 

each folder. This file is called “velanderkonstanter.m”. 

 

A list follows here, of aspects that are quickly changed if the user desires to do so. 

 Include the shunt admittances and model the lines using the pi-model of the line? 

 Find the section in the code for Part 1 with the heading “Line impedance and 

admittances”. There you will find the parameter “ysh,jk,pu” which by default is set to 

zero. Simply remove the 3 characters “0”, “;”, and “%”. If there is no commented 

information after the semi-colon, then this specific cable’s value is zero in the cable 

catalogue file. 

 Applicable for the Power-flow calculation files only, “Part 1”. 

 This should be done with caution for Grids 3-5 (which use Reference plans 3, 4 and 2, 

respectively) since the cable catalogue lists the capacitance for the BLL 241/0-cable 

with the name BLL 3x241-24 as being zero. 

 Include the transformer idle losses in the calculations? 

 Early in the code, find the section with the heading “Transformers modeled as 

impedances”. Simply uncomment the parameter with the letters “idle” in the index and 

remove the “0” and the “;”.  

 Include the active losses in the final answers?  
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 Go to the Answers-section of the code and find the section labeled “Power flow” or 

“Load flow”. Here there are two options for finding the final answer for the parameter 

Plf. Comment and uncomment as you wish the answers to be presented. 

 By default in the Matlab-code and in PG, the active losses are subtracted from the 

final answers; that is, they are not included. 

 Ctrl+r and Ctrl+t are useful short-cuts to comment or uncomment Matlab code – 

whichever line the cursor is on or the lines with highlighted text are affected. 

E.2.2 Specific details for some grids 
 Grids 1-5: For these grids a fourth file is always present where answers for Part 2 are 

calculated without the generator in Ns HM connected.  

 Grids 8-9: Here a fourth file is present where Tieto’s equation instead of the equation 

from SS 424 14 05 is used to calculate Isc1. See Equation 13 verses Equation 46. 

 Two changes have been made for Grid 6 and Grid 9. These grids are both calculated in 

Reference plan 1 in PG, so the changes are not implemented in Reference plans 2-4. 

o For Grid 6, the change is described in section 4.1 (the fourth paragraph) 

o For Grid 9, the change consisted of changing all the cables in the loop to one 

type of cable and disconnecting any parallel cables. 

E.3 Suggestions for putting PG and Matlab results in tables 

As already mentioned, the results from running the Matlab code can be found in the Matlab 

command prompt. These answers are simply copy-pasted into a column in an Excel file. This 

Excel file may be prepared with a first column with bus numbers. This can be seen in all the 

tables in Chapter 4 Results. 

 

Putting together the PG answers to match this format is trickier, however. The Excel result-

files from PG calculations that are of interest, are the following: 

 MV nodes (where  , Rp, Xp,     , Isc3, and Ssc3 are found) 

 LV nodes  (where  , Rp, Xp,     , Isc3, Ssc3, Rfor, Xfor, Zfor, and Isc1 are found) 

 Short topological report (where Pflow and Qflow for the lines are found) 

 Transformers (where Pflow and Qflow for the MV/LV transformers are found along with 

other information that may or may not be used such as idle losses and the impedances 

(where the latter are probably wrong). 

 Primary substation/Fördelningsstation (Pflow and Qflow information) 

 Main transformer (Pflow and Qflow information) 

 The difference between the latter two points is difficult to understand, and although 

both seem to present the power flows for the main transformer, the values don’t 

match, so if they are referring to the sought-after power flows, both cannot be correct. 

 

The four result files for the last five points in the list are quite short, and copy-pasting the 

results is quick and easy. The two result files for the first two points in the list are much larger 

and require some extra attention. For these, answers are extracted like this: 

1. Hold down the Ctrl-button and click on the letters of the columns that contain 

information you are interested in. The column for distance may be of assistance in the 

later steps. 

a. Suggested columns are: Objekt typ; Objekt beteckning; Schema beteckning; U 

(V); Sk3 (kVA) Kortslutningseffekt; Ik3 (A) Trefasig kortslutningsström; Ik1 

Jordslutningsström (A); Rför (Ohm) Jordslutningsresistans; Xför (Ohm) 
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Jordslutningsreaktans; Zför (Ohm) Jordslutningsimpedans; Rp (ohm); Xp 

(ohm); Zp (ohm); Avstånd (m). 

2. Press Ctrl+c to copy. 

3. Press Ctrl+n to open a new workbook. 

4. Press Ctrl+v to paste the copied columns into the new workbook. 

5. If you included the column with “Distance”, click on the letter of that column to 

highlight the whole column. Under the Home tab and Editing group, click on “Sort & 

Filter” (in Excel 2007) and choose “Sort Smallest to Largest”. Choose “Expand the 

selection” in the pop-up window.  

6. More importantly, sort the rows using the Voltage (U) column. Choose the option 

“Sort Largest to Smallest.” 

7. If desired, one can also perform an alphabetical sorting of the “Internals 

Identification”-column (“Schema Beteckning”-kolumnen). 

8. Delete redundant/repeating rows by pressing and dragging the mouse on the numbers 

of the rows in order to highlight the rows you are interested in. Then right-click and 

choose the option “delete”.  

a. As you can see, there are many rows with the same information since PG 

presents results for every bus-bar segment. Using your best judgment, delete 

the rows that are redundant and/or contain cells with unreasonable answers. 

One general guideline could be to keep the row with the shortest distance, but 

sometimes a different row with a closer answer was chosen for the answers 

presented in Chapter 4. 

9. Sometimes, e.g. with Drevsta results (section 4.5), rows of PG results may need to be 

shuffled to match the order presented by Matlab. In this case, the Matlab answers were 

placed in this order in order to match the order of one specific PG calculation, 

assuming that PG always presented its answers in the same order. This assumption, 

however, may be false. 

 

E.4 Using the Visual Basic macro in Excel for result comparisons 

E.4.1 Goal 
The goal of section 8.4 is to describe how to use a Visual Basic (VBA) macro in MS Excel to 

compare two Excel sheets with results from two versions of PG’s calculation engine. Two 

alternative macros have been put together and can be found in the macro-enabled MS Excel 

files named “CompareTwoExcelSheets.xlsm” and 

“CompareTwoExcelSheets_alternative.xlsm”. These alternatives are explained in sections 

E.4.2 and E.4.3. If these files are misplaced, the Visual Basic code can be found in Appendix 

G: Visual basic code for Excel sheet comparisons and can be added into a new workbook. 

How to do this is described in section E.4.4. For instruction videos on VBA, one can search 

the words “Excel VBA Introduction” on YouTube. 

E.4.2 Macro option no.1 
1. Prepare Excel for using macros 

a. By default, the Developer tab is not visible in Excel, but it is handy to have it 

available when working with macros. Finding it only needs to be done once. 

i. In Excel 2007, go to the Office-button in the top left corner of the 

screen and then choose “Excel Options”. Click on the tab “Popular”, 

check the box “Show Developer tab in the Ribbon”, and click OK. The 

Developer tab should now be visible in Excel’s Ribbon. If you click on 
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the tab, the options for VBA and macros become visible to the left. 

Clicking on the “Visual Basic” button takes you to the VBA editor if 

you want to go there. To switch back to Excel, click on the small Excel 

icon to the left (icon on the toolbar), or simply find Excel from the task 

bar at the bottom of your screen. The short-cut “Alt+F11 can also be 

used to open the VBA editor. 

ii. To activate the developer tab in Excel 2010 or 2013, right-click on any 

existing tab in the Ribbon and choose “Customize the Ribbon”. Then, 

in the dialog box which appears, find the unchecked box next to the 

word “Developer”, check it, and then click OK. 

2. Open the file “CompareTwoExcelSheets.xlsm” 

a. Note that this is a macro-“enabled” Excel-file. 

b. When the file is opened, a warning will be displayed saying macros have been 

disabled.  

i. For Excel 2007, click on the “Options” button in the warning message, 

choose the option “Enable this content” and then click OK. 

ii. For Excel 2010 and 2013, simply click “Enable Macros” to again 

enable the macro in this file and to be able to open the file properly. If 

you open the file with VBA already open, a different warning dialog 

box will appear. Also in this case, click “Enable Macros”.  

3. If you want to keep the original file “clean”, go to “Save As”, and save the file as a 

new macro-enabled workbook. (The original file can just as well be used, however, 

since one can just delete the content in the sheets once the comparison is complete.) 

4. Copy and paste results of your choice from one calculation engine into Sheet1 and the 

corresponding results from a second calculation engine into Sheet2. Convenient hot-

keys are “Ctrl+a” (to highlight all), “Ctrl+c” (copy), and “Ctrl+v” (paste). 

5. Run the macro and study the results that now are highlighted in Sheet2. 

a. This can be done in at least 4 different ways. 

i. Click on the “Macros” button under the “Developer” tab. Choose the 

macro you want to run (in this case the macro “Compare2Sheets”). 

ii. Go to VBA by clicking on the “Visual Basic”-button under the 

“Developer” tab or pressing Alt + F11. Then click on “Run” in the 

menu and then click “Run Sub”. 

iii. In VBA, click the button with the little green triangle pointing left. 

iv. In VBA, press F5. 

6. Study the results that now are visible in one of the sheets. If there are any differences, 

they are highlighted there. 

E.4.3 Macro option no.2 
1. A second macro has been found that performs the task in a slightly different way. The 

difference between the previous macro and this macro is that this macro does not 

highlight the possible differences in one of the existing sheets. Instead – if there are 

any differences – the values from both corresponding cells are copied into a new 

workbook. The values are placed a cell with the same coordinates as they had in the 

original sheets, and the cell is highlighted. A pop-up window also appears stating the 

number of differences found. 

2. For this second macro, Steps 1-3 in section E.4.2 above are followed with the 

exception of the file name, which in this case is 

“CompareTwoExcelSheets_alternative.xlsm”. 
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3. This macro is then run simply by clicking on the button that is hovering over the cells 

in Sheet 1. Despite the presence of this button, information from the PG-Excel result 

files can be copied and pasted into this sheet as usual. 

4. If you want to move (translate) the button to a different place on the screen, go to the 

Developer tab and there click on “Design mode”. Once you have moved the button to 

the place of your choice, exit the design mode by clicking on “Design mode” again. 

E.4.4 Inserting Visual basic code into an Excel file to make a macro 
1. Open a blank MS Excel workbook and save it as a macro-enabled workbook (*.xlsm). 

2. Do step 1 in section E.4.2. 

3. Open the Visual basic editor by clicking on the Visual Basic icon or pressing  

Alt + F11. 

4. Click on Insert from the menu bar and choose Module. One can also right-click in the 

Project – VBAProject space/window on the left, choose insert, and then Module. 

5. Now you can just paste the VBA-code from the appendix into the large white 

space/window in front of you. 

6. Save immediately by clicking on the save-icon in the menu-bar. 
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F. Appendix F: Single-line diagrams of all 9 grids 

Figure F1: Grid 1, HM MVLV 

 

 

Figure F2: Grid 2, HM – MV only 
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Figure F3: Grid 3, HM – 2 main transformers in parallel 

 

Figure F4, Grid 4, HM 2 main transformers in parallel 
 

 

Figure F5: HM – 3-winded main transformer 
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Figure F6: Grid 6, Presterud MV 

 

Figure F7: Grid 7, Drevsta MV 
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Figure F8: Grid 8, Lugnet MVLVLV 

 

Figure F9: Grid 9, Falla LV 
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G. Appendix G: Visual basic code for Excel sheet 
comparisons 

G.1 Option #1 from the file “CompareTwoExcelSheets.xlsm”[9] 

Sub RunCompare() 

 

Call compareSheets("Sheet1", "Sheet2") 

 

End Sub 

 

 

Sub compareSheets(shtSheet1 As String, shtSheet2 As String) 

 

Dim mycell As Range 

Dim mydiffs As Integer 

 

'For each cell in sheet2 that is not the same in Sheet1, color it yellow 

For Each mycell In ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets(shtSheet2).UsedRange 

    If Not mycell.Value = ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets(shtSheet1).Cells(mycell.Row, 

mycell.Column).Value Then 

         

        mycell.Interior.Color = vbYellow 

        mydiffs = mydiffs + 1 

         

    End If 

Next 

 

'Display a message box to demonstrate the differences 

MsgBox mydiffs & " differences found", vbInformation 

 

ActiveWorkbook.Sheets(shtSheet2).Select 

 

End Sub 

G.2 Option #2 from 
“CompareTwoExcelSheets_alternative.xlsm”[10] 

Sub Compare2WorkSheets(ws1 As Worksheet, ws2 As Worksheet) 

Dim ws1row As Long, ws2row As Long, ws1col As Integer, ws2col As Integer 

Dim maxrow As Long, maxcol As Integer, colval1 As String, colval2 As String 

Dim report As Workbook, difference As Long 

Dim row As Long, col As Integer 

Set report = Workbooks.Add 

 

With ws1.UsedRange 

    ws1row = .Rows.Count 

    ws1col = .Columns.Count 

End With 

With ws2.UsedRange 

    ws2row = .Rows.Count 
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    ws2col = .Columns.Count 

End With 

 

maxrow = ws1row 

maxcol = ws1col 

 

If maxrow < ws2row Then maxrow = ws2row 

If maxcol < ws2col Then maxcol = ws2col 

 

difference = 0 

 

For col = 1 To maxcol 

    For row = 1 To maxrow 

        colval1 = "" 

        colval2 = "" 

        colval1 = ws1.Cells(row, col).Formula 

        colval2 = ws2.Cells(row, col).Formula 

    If colval1 <> colval2 Then 

        difference = difference + 1 

        Cells(row, col).Formula = colval1 & "<> " & colval2 

        Cells(row, col).Interior.Color = 255 

        Cells(row, col).Font.ColorIndex = 2 

        Cells(row, col).Font.Bold = True 

    End If 

Next row 

Next col 

 

Columns("A:AZ").ColumnWidth = 25 

report.Saved = True 

 

If difference = 0 Then 

report.Close False 

End If 

Set report = Nothing 

MsgBox difference & " cells contain different data! ", vbInformation, "Comparing Two 

Worksheets" 

End Sub 
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H. Appendix H: Matlab code 

File with Velander’s constants, valid for all grids 

[velanderkonstanter.m] 

 
function [velander]=velanderkonstanter() 
    velander=[100   0.9 0.00033 0.05 
                110 0.95    0.0003  0.025 
                111 0.9 0.0003  0.025 
                118 0.9 0.0003  0.025 
                119 0.9 0.0003  0.025 
                120 0.95    0.0003  0.025 
                121 0.95    0.00028 0.025 
                122 0.95    0.0003  0.025 
                123 0.95    0.00028 0.025 
                130 0.95    0.0003  0.025 
                131 0.95    0.00033 0.05 
                132 0.95    0.0003  0.025 
                133 0.9 0.00023 0.063 
                200 0.9 0.00023 0.063 
                201 0.9 0.00023 0.063 
                210 0.95    0.00028 0.025 
                211 0.95    0.00028 0.025 
                250 0.9 0.00023 0.063 
                251 0.9 0.00023 0.063 
                300 0.95    0.00024 0.025 
                309 0.95    0.00024 0.025 
                310 0.95    0.00024 0.025 
                319 0.95    0.00024 0.025 
                400 0.9 0.00019 0.063 
                401 0.9 0.00019 0.063 
                410 0.9 0.00019 0.063 
                411 0.9 0.00019 0.063 
                420 0.9 0.00019 0.063 
                421 0.9 0.00019 0.063 
                430 0.9 0.00019 0.063 
                431 0.9 0.00019 0.063 
                440 0.9 0.00019 0.063 
                450 0.9 0.00019 0.063 
                460 0.9 0.00019 0.063 
                500 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                510 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                520 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                530 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                600 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                605 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                610 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                611 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                620 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                622 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                624 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                626 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                630 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                631 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                635 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                636 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                650 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                651 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                700 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                710 0.9 0.00015 0.15 
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                720 0.9 0.00015 0.15 
                721 0.9 0.0003  0.025 
                722 0.9 0.0003  0.025 
                901 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                904 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                921 0.95    0.00023 0.025 
                922 0.95    0.00023 0.025 
                923 0.95    0.000114    0.001 
                924 0.9 0.00015 0.15 
                925 0.9 0.00015 0.063 
                941 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                961 0.9 0.00023 0.11 
                962 0.9 0.00023 0.063 
                963 0.9 0.00028 0.025 
                990 0.95    0.000114    0.001 
                998 1   0.000114    0.001 
                999 0.9 0.00023 0.11]; 
end 
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Grid 1, HM MVLV 

Grid 1, Part 1a, Voltage and power flow calculations 
[HinkeboMosse_PowerFlow.m] 
% HINKEBO MOSSE - MVLV CALCULATIONS WITH PRODUCTION, Grid 1, Ref. plan 1 
% Background impedance at HV feeder point is not included in power flow 
% calulations. I.e., there is no voltage drop before the feeder point 
% so the voltage is a fixed 135 kV. 
% The generator's internal impedance is not included either, and the 
% generator is placed so that the power is injected directly into bus 7 
% which is the primary side of the transformer in the 
% secondary substation (Ns) Hinkebo Mosse. NUMBER OF BUSES: 8 
% The loads have been added cumulatively to the secondary side of 
% each MVLV-transformer, but not "upwards in the grid" because of the  
% generator on the MV-level in Ns Hinkebo Mosse.  
% Because of this generator, PG considers the grid as being meshed/in loop. 
% Tieto's way of calculating the reactive powers is implemented. 
% The index "b" stands for the "base value". 

  
% Info that can be changed by uncommenting some code: 
% Idle losses can be included. By default, they are not,  
% since they make the answers farther from PG's answers.  
% MVLV-transformer impedances can be removed by setting the value to a 
% very small positive constant. 
% An option for presenting the power flow answers without the losses is 
% available in the answers-section at the end of the file. 

  
% Most of the theory can be found in the course-book "Static 
% Analysis of Power Systems" (SAPS), printed in August 2010 by KTH and  
% authored by Lennart Söder and Merhdad Ghandhari. 

  
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%% Setting up the Y-bus matrix and per unit calculations %%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Begin by defining the base values: 
% Base Power for the different voltage levels in the system: 
Sb=1; %Base power (MVA) for the system 

  
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  %Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    %Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub04=0.4;   %Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub042=0.42; %Rated base voltage (kV) 
% Base impedences 
Zb135=(Ub135^2)/Sb; Zb20=(Ub20^2)/Sb;  

  
%Create a vector consisting of the base voltages for the system's buses: 
UbHM=[Ub135 Ub20 Ub20 Ub042 Ub20 Ub04 Ub20 Ub04]; 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%Transformation into per unit (pu)%% 
%%pu value= true value/base value  %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Transformers modeled as impedances. Here calculated into per unit values 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
%Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
STDY=40;         %Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;        %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;    %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);                 %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);               %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);              %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);               %transformer reactance 
ZTDYpu=(R+i*X)/Zb135;               %transformer impedance in per unit 
PDYidle_pu=0;%20.6*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  %idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
%Norra Höja (NH) MV/LV Substation 
STNH=0.315;     %Rated power (MVA) of transformer at Norra Höja 
Pk=3.4;         %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=4.5/100;    %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STNH*1000);              %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STNH);             %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);           %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STNH);             %transformer reactance 
ZTNHpu=(R+i*X)/Zb20;             %transformer impedance in per unit 
% ZTNHpu=(0.2191+i*1.636)/Zb20;  %transformer impedance in per unit with  
                                 %values taken from PG result file, a test 
% ZTNHpu=0.00000001;             %for if transformer impedance is "removed" 
PNHidle_pu=0;%0.52*10^3/(Sb*10^6);%idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
%Harberget (HB) MV/LV Substation 
STHB=1.1;     %Rated power (MVA) of transformer at Harberget 
Pk=8.4;       %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=5/100;    %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STHB*1000);             %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STHB);            %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);          %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STHB);            %transformer reactance 
ZTHBpu=(R+i*X)/Zb20;            %transformer impedance in per unit 
% ZTHBpu=(0.3594+i*1.95)/Zb20;  %transformer impedance in per unit with  
                                %values taken from PG result file, a test 
% ZTHBpu=0.00000001;            %for if transformer impedance is "removed" 
PHBidle_pu=0;%1.2*10^3/(Sb*10^6);%idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
%Hinkebo Mosse (HM) Substation 
STHM=0.6;     %Rated power (MVA) of transformer at Hinkebo Mosse 
Pk=5.6;         %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=4.9/100;    %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STHM*1000);              %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STHM);             %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);           %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STHM);             %transformer reactance 
ZTHMpu=(R+i*X)/Zb20;             %transformer impedance in per unit 
% ZTHMpu=(0.4173+i*2.081)/Zb20;  %transformer impedance in per unit with  
                                 %values taken from PG result file, a test 
% ZTHMpu=0.00000001;             %for if transformer impedance is "removed" 
PHMidle_pu=0;%0.78*10^3/(Sb*10^6);%idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Line impedance and admittance %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - NORRA HÖJA(NH) (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% Z_DYNHpu=impedance for the line in per unit 
% Z_DYNHpu=(resistance+i*reactance)*km/Zb 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km 
ZDYNHpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.231/Zb20; 

  
% Finding the shunt admittance: 
% The line capacitance is given in micro-fahrad per km, uF/km in the cable 
% catalogue file. 
% admittance for the line=i*omega*capacitancPerKm in micro-F*km/2*Zb20 
% Divided by 2 because the pi-model of a line divides the admittance for 
% the whole line into two equal parts "belonging" to the respective buses. 
% Then, multiplying by the base impedance is the same thing as dividing by 
% the base admittance. 

  
% Ysh is only used when the lines are modelled as medium-long lines (pi- 
% model), but here the lines are so short that they are  
% modelled as short lines. Because of this, and because it seems like PG  
% does not include Ysh either, it is simply set to zero. 

  
% If the lines, dispite their short lengths, had been modelled as  
% medium-long lines, the calculations could have been carried out in the 
% following three steps: 
% Ysh_DYNH=i*0.0120000001043*1.231 %from cable with beteckning "BLL 241/0" 
% ysh_DYNH=Ysh_DYNH/2 
% ysh_DYNHpu = ysh_DYNH/Yb20 = ysh_DYNH*Zb20,  
% Or all in one step: 
% yshDYNHpu=i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*1.231/2*Zb20; 
yshDYNHpu=0; 

  
%%%%%%Line NORRA HÖJA - HARBERGET (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZNHHBpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.2287/Zb20; 
% yshNHHBpu=i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*1.2287/2*Zb20; 
yshNHHBpu=0; 

  
%%%%%%Line HARBERGET - HINKEBO MOSSE (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZHBHMpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*0.5185/Zb20; 
% yshHBHMpu=i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*0.5185/2*Zb20; 
yshHBHMpu=0; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Y-bus matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Putting the Y-bus matrix together, the loads are accounted for later. 
% The diagonal elements of the Y-bus matrix consist of capacitances and 
% impedances of lines and transformer impedances converted into admittances 
% I.e., the sum of all admittances connected to bus k. 
% The Y-bus matrix is set up for using the pi-model 
% for the lines, but since the ysh-values are set to 0, the short-line 
% model is in reality being used. 

  
Y11=1/ZTDYpu; % transformer (trafo) at Dye primary substation 
Y22=1/ZTDYpu+1/ZDYNHpu+yshDYNHpu; %transformer at Dye & line Dye-Norra Höja 
Y33=1/ZTNHpu+1/ZDYNHpu+yshDYNHpu+1/ZNHHBpu+yshNHHBpu; 
Y44=1/ZTNHpu; % trafo Norra Höja secondary substation 
Y55=1/ZTHBpu+1/ZNHHBpu+yshNHHBpu+1/ZHBHMpu+yshHBHMpu; 
Y66=1/ZTHBpu; 
Y77=1/ZHBHMpu+yshHBHMpu+1/ZTHMpu; %Line HB-HM, and impedance of trafo @HM 
Y88=1/ZTHMpu;  
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% Y-bus for the Norra Höja, Harberget & Hinkebo Mosse - branch from Dye. 
% For the non-diagonal elements, "components" in direct contact with 
% both buses are included. That is, the negative value of the admittance 
% between the two buses, the negative admittance between bus j and k. 
% There are 8 buses altogether. 
Ybus=[Y11 -1/ZTDYpu 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
      -1/ZTDYpu Y22 -1/ZDYNHpu 0 0 0 0 0; 
      0 -1/ZDYNHpu Y33 -1/ZTNHpu -1/ZNHHBpu 0 0 0; 
      0 0 -1/ZTNHpu Y44 0 0 0 0; 
      0 0 -1/ZNHHBpu 0 Y55 -1/ZTHBpu -1/ZHBHMpu 0; 
      0 0 0 0 -1/ZTHBpu Y66 0 0; 
      0 0 0 0 -1/ZHBHMpu 0 Y77 -1/ZTHMpu; 
      0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/ZTHMpu Y88]; 

   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Summation, power of the loads %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 1)Norra Höja (NH), 2)Harberget (HB), and 3)Hinkebo Mosse (HM) 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1) NORRA HÖJA %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Retrieves, from the file velanderkonstanter.m, a 71*4 matrix with columns 
% containing the following and stores it under the name "velander":  
% Column 1: the group number 
% Column 2: cos(phi) 
% Column 3: k1 
% Column 4: k2 
[velander]=velanderkonstanter(); 

  
% Load information is found by right-klicking on the substation or 
% service point in PG and clicking on "Energy Usage Information, sum...". 
Hoeja_kod=[100 200 710 460 636];% group code numbers for loads under NH 
Hoeja_W=[40 45 70 40 55]*1000;  % Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 

  
% Into the matrix "pos", the following is collected: 
% the power factor, velander constants for the different groups/types of  
% loads, and a value stating on which row in the file/matrix  
% "velanderkonstanter.m" this information can be found. 
pos=zeros(5,4); 
for v=1:5 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == Hoeja_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 

  
% Velander's equation, peak active powers for load 1, in kW. 
% Theory: ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29, version 1.15. 
for v=1:5 
    P1NH(v)=pos(v,3)*Hoeja_W(v); 
    P2NH(v)=pos(v,4)^2*Hoeja_W(v); 
end; clear v; 
PNHtot=sum(P1NH)+sqrt(sum(P2NH)); % Active power from all LV loads under  
                                  % Ns Norra Höja added cumulatively 

  
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus, from all the  
% loads on the LV-side of the trafo. Theory received by email from Tieto. 
% The idea is to find out how big of a part (e.g. "phiNH(v)") each load 
% will play out of the total reactive load ("Pk1NH") and find a combined 
% power factor that can be used to find the cumulative reactive power load. 
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Pk1NH=sum(P1NH); 
phiNH=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1:5 
    phiNH(v)=pos(v,2)*P1NH(v)/Pk1NH; 
end; clear v; 
phiNH_tot=sum(phiNH);        % Combined power factor 
SNH=PNHtot/phiNH_tot; 
QNHtot=sqrt(SNH^2-PNHtot^2); % Reactive power in NH 

  
% % Old code for calculating the reactive power in Norra Höja: 
% % In order to find the reactive power according to Velander's eq. for 
% % multiple types of loads, one must find the reactive energy (Wr) 
% % for each group first. This is then used for cumulative addition of the 
% % loads at the load buses. 
% % For this, I use Velander's formula "backwards". v = number of loads,PNH 
% for v=1:5 
%     PNH(v)=pos(v,3)*Hoeja_W(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(Hoeja_W(v)); % Active power 
%     SNH(v)=PNH(v)/pos(v,2); % Apparent power for each load type 
%     QNH(v)=sqrt(SNH(v)^2-PNH(v)^2); % Reactive power for each load type 
% %   To find the reactive energy: 
% %   

http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=p%3D%28k_1%29*w%2B%28k_2%29*sqrt%28w%2

9 
%     WrNH(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QNH(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QNH(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2);%reactive energy, MVArh 
% end; clear v; 
%  
% for v=1:5 
%     Q1NH(v)=pos(v,3)*WrNH(v); 
%     Q2NH(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrNH(v);  
% end; clear v; 
% QNHtot=sum(Q1NH)+sqrt(sum(Q2NH)); %React. powers added cumulatively in NH 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 2) HARBERGET %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Harberget_kod=624;      % group code numbers for the load under Harberget 
Harberget_W=1600*1000;  % Annual energy consumption, 1600 MWh*1000=kWh 
clear pos; 
pos=zeros(1,4); 
pos(1)=find(velander == Harberget_kod); 
pos(2)=velander(pos(1),2); 
pos(3)=velander(pos(1),3); 
pos(4)=velander(pos(1),4); 
pos; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for the load, in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29 
% A more simple procedure than NH and HM since only one load 
PHBtot=pos(3)*Harberget_W+pos(4)*sqrt(Harberget_W); % Active power 
SHBtot=PHBtot/pos(2); 
QHBtot=sqrt(SHBtot^2-PHBtot^2); % Reactive power of the load under HB 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3) HINKEBO MOSSE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Group code numbers for loads under Hinkebo Mosse: 
Hinkebo_kod=[630 309 990 600 924 635 961 622 941 710 626]; 
% Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh. W = energi, HM = Hinkebo Mosse 
WHM=[78.2 8 200 56 30 27 14 55 60 40 30]*1000; 
pos=zeros(11,4); 
for v=1:11 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == Hinkebo_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
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end; clear v; 
pos; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29-30.  
for v=1:11 
    P1HM(v)=pos(v,3)*WHM(v); 
    P2HM(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WHM(v); 
end; clear v; 
% Active powers from all loads of the LV grid under Ns Hinkebo Mosse added  
% cumulatively up to bus 8: 
PHMtot=sum(P1HM)+sqrt(sum(P2HM));  

  
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus 
Pk1HM=sum(P1HM); 
phiHM=zeros(1,11); 
for v=1:11 
    phiHM(v)=pos(v,2)*P1HM(v)/Pk1HM; 
end; clear v; 
phiHM; 
phiHM_tot=sum(phiHM);        % Combined power factor 
SHM=PHMtot/phiHM_tot; 
QHMtot=sqrt(SHM^2-PHMtot^2); % Reactive power at Ns HM 

  
% % Old code for calculating the reactive power in Hinkebo Mosse: 
% % Velander backwards to get the reactive energy. 
% for v=1:11 
%     PHM(v)=pos(v,3)*WHM(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(WHM(v)); % Active power 
%     SHM(v)=PHM(v)/pos(v,2);  % Apparent power for each load type 
%     QHM(v)=sqrt(SHM(v)^2-PHM(v)^2); % Reactive power for each load type 
%     WrHM(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QHM(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QHM(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2); %Reactive energy, HM 
% end; clear v; 
% % Velander forward (regular use) to get the reactive power 
% for v=1:11 
%     Q1HM(v)=pos(v,3)*WrHM(v); 
%     Q2HM(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrHM(v);  
% end; clear v; 
% QHMtot=sum(Q1HM)+sqrt(sum(Q2HM)); % Reactive powers from all loads under  
%                                   % Hinkebo Mosse added cumulatively 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Net production in each bus %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%Given constants calculated in p.u. 
% 1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
U1=135/Ub135; 
theta1=0;                   % Chosen angle 
PD1=PDYidle_pu;             % Idle power loss in trafo seen as load/demand 
QD1=0;                      % No reactive power demand in this bus 
%2 Dye (PQ-bus) 
PG2=0; PD2=0; QG2=0; QD2=0; % No load or generation 
%3 Norra Höja 1 (PQ-bus) 
PG3=0; 
PD3=PNHidle_pu;             % Idle power loss in trafo, seen as load/demand 
QG3=0; 
QD3=0;  
%4 Norra Höja 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG4=0;                      % No power generation 
PD4=PNHtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  % Per unit power demand of the load 
QG4=0;                      % No power generation 
QD4=QNHtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  % Per unit reactive power demand of the load 
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%5 Harberget 1 (PQ-bus) 
PG5=0; 
PD5=PHBidle_pu;             % Idle power loss in trafo, seen as load/demand 
QG5=0; 
QD5=0; 
%6 Harberget 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG6=0; 
PD6=PHBtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG6=0; 
QD6=QHBtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
%7 Hinkebo Mosse 1 (PQ-bus) 
%Power from generator - 998, Kraftstationer, 2MWprod/1MWbasevalue-->2 p.u. 
PG7=2/Sb;   
PD7=PHMidle_pu;             % Idle power loss in trafo, seen as load/demand 
QG7=0; 
QD7=0; 
%8 Hinkebo Mosse 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG8=0; 
PD8=PHMtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG8=0; 
QD8=QHMtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 

  
%Calculate net productions 
%1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
%2 Dye 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD2=PG2-PD2; 
QGD2=QG2-QD2; 
%3 Norra Höja 1 (PQ-bus) 
PGD3=PG3-PD3; 
QGD3=QG3-QD3; 
%4 Norra Höja 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD4=PG4-PD4; 
QGD4=QG4-QD4; 
%5 Harberget 1 (PQ-bus) 
PGD5=PG5-PD5; 
QGD5=QG5-QD5; 
%6 Harberget 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD6=PG6-PD6; 
QGD6=QG6-QD6; 
%7 Hinkebo Mosse 1 (PQ-bus) 
PGD7=PG7-PD7; 
QGD7=QG7-QD7; 
%8 Hinkebo Mosse 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD8=PG8-PD8; 
QGD8=QG8-QD8; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Power flow set-up and execution %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Initial estimates 
theta2=0; U2=1; 
theta3=0; U3=1; 
theta4=0; U4=1; 
theta5=0; U5=1; 
theta6=0; U6=1; 
theta7=0; U7=1; 
theta8=0; U8=1; 

  
% tole=0.002; % Not used. The idea is that once abs(delta_P)<tole 
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              % then the while-loop below is terminated. Tis not used since 
              % the loop already gives an difference smaller than this. 
nbus=8;       % number of buses 
n_pq_pu=7;    % Number of PQ and PU buses (in this case, all are PQ) 
bus1=1;bus2=2;bus3=3;bus4=4;bus5=5;bus6=6;bus7=7;bus8=8; 
iter=0; 
VOLT=[U1;U2;U3;U4;U5;U6;U7;U8]; 
Ang=[theta1;theta2;theta3;theta4;theta5;theta6;theta7;theta8]; 

  
% Conductance and susceptance extracted to be used after the while-loop: 
G=real(Ybus); 
B=imag(Ybus); 
% starts a while-loop that will iterate three times after which sufficient 
% accuracy is reached. More iterations did not improve the answer. 
while iter < 4 
    % disp(['Iteration no.: ' num2str(iter + 1)]); 
    % Step 2a (SAPS, eq. 8.43): 
    for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
    end 
    end 
    PP; 
    QQ; 
    P=sum(PP'); % Injected power into each bus 
    Q=sum(QQ'); 

  
    %Step 2b: Calculating the difference between the net production and  
    %the injected power for each bus. SAPS, eq (8.46) 
    PGD=[PGD2;PGD3;PGD4;PGD5;PGD6;PGD7;PGD8]; 
    QGD=[QGD2;QGD3;QGD4;QGD5;QGD6;QGD7;QGD8]; 
    deltaP=PGD-P([2 3 4 5 6 7 8])'; %not for slack-bus 
    deltaQ=QGD-Q([2 3 4 5 6 7 8])'; %not for PU-buses and slack-bus 

  
    % Step 3: Calculating the jacobian. SAPS, eq (8.50-8.51) 
    for m=1:nbus 
         for n=1:nbus 
             if m==n, 
                 H(m,m)=-Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 N(m,m)=P(m)+G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 J(m,m)=P(m)-G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 L(m,m)=Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
             else 
                 H(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 N(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 J(m,n)=-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 L(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
             end 
         end 
     end 

  
     %Delete unwanted variables in order to make the jacobian fit together 
     H(bus1,:)=[]; H(:,bus1)=[]; %remove row and column  
                                 %refering to the slack bus 
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     N(bus1,:)=[];  %remove row refering to the slack bus 
     N(:,bus1)=[];  %remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(bus1,:)=[];  %remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(:,bus1)=[];  %remove row refering to the slack bus 
     L(bus1,:)=[]; L(:,bus1)=[]; %remove row and column refering to the  
                                 %slack bus and PU-bus 

  
     %The jacobian matrix can now be put together: 
     JAC=[H N; J L]; 

  
     % Step 4: Calculate [delta_theta delta_U/U]-transposed,SAPS, eq (8.52) 
     DX = inv(JAC)*[deltaP;deltaQ]; 
     delta_theta=DX(1:n_pq_pu);          
     delta_U=DX(n_pq_pu+1:length(DX)); 

  
     % Step 5: Update U and theta, SAPS, eq (8.53) 
     iter=iter+1; 
     %voltage angles at all buses except the slack bus are updated: 
     Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8])=... 
         Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8])+delta_theta; 
     %voltages at all PQ buses are updated: 
     VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8])=... 
         VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8]).*(1+delta_U); 

  
end %ends the while-loop 

  
% Step FINAL: Calculate the generated power in the slack bus and the  
% PU-buses with the latest voltages and angles. 
for m=1:nbus 
     for n=1:nbus    
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
     end 
end 
P=sum(PP'); 
Q=sum(QQ'); 
% Find the power generation in slack and PU-busses, eq. 8.44: 
PG1=P(bus1)+PD1; 
QG1=Q(bus1)+QD1; 

  
% disp('Answers, power production in bus 1 [kW & kVAr]: '); 
P1prod=PG1*Sb*10^3; 
Q1prod=QG1*Sb*10^3; 

  
% Convert the answer from p.u. to nominal values and into the right unit. 
Vnom=VOLT.*UbHM'*10^3; 
% The following line of code is because PG displays LV-answers in phase 
% voltage: 
for v=[4,6,8] Vnom(v)=Vnom(v)/sqrt(3); end, clear v; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Step FINAL, cont'd, Calculate the POWER FLOWS, eq. 8.38-8.39 in SAPS. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Begin with creating the B_not matrix, which is a matrix consiting of 
% the admittances between the buses. =0 when short line model is used. 
Bo=zeros(8,8); 
Bo(2,3)=yshDYNHpu/j; 
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Bo(3,2)=Bo(2,3); 
Bo(3,5)=yshNHHBpu/j; 
Bo(5,3)=Bo(3,5); 
Bo(5,7)=yshHBHMpu/j; 
Bo(7,5)=Bo(5,7); 

  
%POWER FLOW CALCULATIONS 
for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        if m==n 
            Pflow(m,m)=0; 
            Qflow(m,m)=0; 
        else 
            Pflow(m,n)=-G(m,n)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
            Qflow(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)*(B(m,n)-Bo(m,n))-(VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))+B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n)))); 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
% Back to nominal values from per unit 
Pflow_nom=Pflow*Sb*10^3; % from MW into kW 
Qflow_nom=Qflow*Sb*10^3; % from MW into kW 

  
% Power flow from bus k to bus j. 
P12=Pflow_nom(1,2); 
P23=Pflow_nom(2,3); 
P34=Pflow_nom(3,4); 
P35=Pflow_nom(3,5); 
P56=Pflow_nom(5,6); 
P57=Pflow_nom(5,7); 
P78=Pflow_nom(7,8); 

  
Q12=Qflow_nom(1,2); 
Q23=Qflow_nom(2,3); 
Q34=Qflow_nom(3,4); 
Q35=Qflow_nom(3,5); 
Q56=Qflow_nom(5,6); 
Q57=Qflow_nom(5,7); 
Q78=Qflow_nom(7,8); 

  
% Active Power losses, SAPS, eq. 8.41. 
Ploss12=Pflow(1,2)+Pflow(2,1); %Losses in main transformer Dye 
Ploss23=Pflow(2,3)+Pflow(3,2); 
Ploss34=Pflow(3,4)+Pflow(4,3); 
Ploss35=Pflow(3,5)+Pflow(5,3); 
Ploss56=Pflow(5,6)+Pflow(6,5); 
Ploss57=Pflow(5,7)+Pflow(7,5); 
Ploss78=Pflow(7,8)+Pflow(8,7); 
% Back to nominal values, kW 
Ploss=[Ploss12 Ploss23 Ploss34 Ploss35 Ploss56 Ploss57 Ploss78]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
%Reactive power losses, SAPS, eq. 8.42. 
Qloss12=Qflow(1,2)+Qflow(2,1); 
Qloss23=Qflow(2,3)+Qflow(3,2); 
Qloss34=Qflow(3,4)+Qflow(4,3); 
Qloss35=Qflow(3,5)+Qflow(5,3); 
Qloss56=Qflow(5,6)+Qflow(6,5); 
Qloss57=Qflow(5,7)+Qflow(7,5); 
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Qloss78=Qflow(7,8)+Qflow(8,7); 
% Back to nominal values, kVAr 
Qloss=[Qloss12 Qloss23 Qloss34 Qloss35 Qloss56 Qloss57 Qloss78]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
% Losses, apparent power in kW 
Sloss12=sqrt(Ploss12^2+Qloss12^2)*Sb*10^3; 
Sloss23=sqrt(Ploss23^2+Qloss23^2)*Sb*10^3; 
Sloss34=sqrt(Ploss34^2+Qloss34^2)*Sb*10^3; 
Sloss35=sqrt(Ploss35^2+Qloss35^2)*Sb*10^3; 
Sloss56=sqrt(Ploss56^2+Qloss56^2)*Sb*10^3; 
Sloss57=sqrt(Ploss57^2+Qloss57^2)*Sb*10^3; 
Sloss78=sqrt(Ploss78^2+Qloss78^2)*Sb*10^3; 
Sloss=[Sloss12 Sloss23 Sloss34 Sloss35 Sloss56 Sloss57 Sloss78]'*Sb*10^3; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Answers %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
%Voltages in kV at the buses and power flows per distance between the buses 
%Since it is unclear what Qloss actually is, subtracting Qloss below is 
%probably wrong so the first of the two lines for Qlf is probably 
%more correct. 
Vnom_kW=Vnom; 
% Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P35 P56 P57 P78]'; 
Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P35 P56 P57 P78]'-Ploss; 
Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q35 Q56 Q57 Q78]'; 
% Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q35 Q56 Q57 Q78]'-Qloss; 

  
% Answers chosen to be displayed in this way: 
disp(['Voltage [V]:']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Vnom(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Active power flow [kW]:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Plf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Reactive power flow [kVAr]:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Qlf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% Other answers that might be of interest 
% Angles of the voltages at the buses 
deg=Ang*(180/pi); 
% Total losses in the system 
Ptotallosses=sum(sum(Pflow)')*Sb*10^6; 
Qtotallosses=sum(sum(Qflow)')*Sb*10^6; 
% Losses per distance/between the buses 
Sloss=([Sloss12 Sloss23 Sloss34 Sloss35 Sloss56 Sloss57 Sloss78]')*Sb*10^6; 
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Grid 1, Part 1b, Voltage and power flow calculations with PU-

buses 
[HinkeboMosse_PowerFlow_PUnodes.m] 
% HINKEBO MOSSE - MVLV CALCULATIONS WITH PRODUCTION, Grid 1, Ref. plan 1 
% Voltage at HV feeding point is a fixed 135 kV. 
% The generator is placed so that the power is injected directly into bus 7 
% which also is the primary side of the transformer in the 
% secondary substation (Ns) Hinkebo Mosse.  
% NUMBER OF BUSES: 8 
% Voltage results are taken from an MV-only calculation and placed as fixed 
% values for buses 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7. These buses thus become PU-buses. 
% Tieto's way of calculating the reactive powers is implemented. 
% The index "b" stands for the "base value". 

  
% Info that can be changed by uncommenting some code: 
% Idle losses can be included. By default, they are not,  
% since they make the answers farther from PG's answers.  
% MVLV-transformer impedances can be removed by setting the value to a 
% very small positive constant. 
% An option for presenting the power flow answers without the losses is 
% available in the answers-section at the end of the file. 

  
% Most of the theory can be found in the course-book "Static 
% Analysis of Power Systems" (SAPS), printed in August 2010 by KTH and  
% authored by Lennart Söder and Merhdad Ghandhari. 

  
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%% Setting up the Y-bus matrix and per unit calculations %%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Begin by defining the base values: 
% Base Power for the different voltage levels in the system: 
Sb=1; %Base power (MVA) for the system 

  
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  %Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    %Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub04=0.4;   %Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub042=0.42; %Rated base voltage (kV) 
% Base impedences 
Zb135=(Ub135^2)/Sb; Zb20=(Ub20^2)/Sb;  

  
%Create a vector consisting of the base voltages for the system's buses: 
UbHM=[Ub135 Ub20 Ub20 Ub042 Ub20 Ub04 Ub20 Ub04]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%Transformation into per unit (pu)%% 
%%pu value= true value/base value  %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Transformers modeled as impedances. Here calculated into per unit values 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
%Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
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STDY=40;         %Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;        %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;    %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);                 %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);               %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);              %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);               %transformer reactance 
ZTDYpu=(R+i*X)/Zb135;               %transformer impedance in per unit 
PDYidle_pu=0;%20.6*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  %idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
%Norra Höja (NH) MV/LV Substation 
STNH=0.315;     %Rated power (MVA) of transformer at Norra Höja 
Pk=3.4;         %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=4.5/100;    %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STNH*1000);              %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STNH);             %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);           %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STNH);             %transformer reactance 
ZTNHpu=(R+i*X)/Zb20;             %transformer impedance in per unit 
% ZTNHpu=(0.2191+i*1.636)/Zb20;  %transformer impedance in per unit with  
                                 %values taken from PG result file - a test 
% ZTNHpu=0.00000001;             %for if transformer impedance is "removed" 
PNHidle_pu=0;%0.52*10^3/(Sb*10^6);%idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
%Harberget (HB) MV/LV Substation 
STHB=1.1;     %Rated power (MVA) of transformer at Harberget 
Pk=8.4;       %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=5/100;    %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STHB*1000);             %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STHB);            %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);          %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STHB);            %transformer reactance 
ZTHBpu=(R+i*X)/Zb20;            %transformer impedance in per unit 
% ZTHBpu=(0.3594+i*1.95)/Zb20;  %transformer impedance in per unit with  
                                %values taken from PG result file, a test 
% ZTHBpu=0.00000001;            %for if transformer impedance is "removed" 
PHBidle_pu=0;%1.2*10^3/(Sb*10^6);%idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
%Hinkebo Mosse (HM) Substation 
STHM=0.6;     %Rated power (MVA) of transformer at Hinkebo Mosse 
Pk=5.6;         %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=4.9/100;    %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STHM*1000);              %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STHM);             %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);           %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STHM);             %transformer reactance 
ZTHMpu=(R+i*X)/Zb20;             %transformer impedance in per unit 
% ZTHMpu=(0.4173+i*2.081)/Zb20;  %transformer impedance in per unit with  
                                 %values taken from PG result file, a test 
% ZTHMpu=0.00000001;             %for if transformer impedance is "removed" 
PHMidle_pu=0;%0.78*10^3/(Sb*10^6);%idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Line impedance and admittance %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - NORRA HÖJA(NH) (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% Z_DYNHpu=impedance for the line in per unit 
% Z_DYNHpu=(resistance+i*reactance)*km/Zb 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km 
ZDYNHpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.231/Zb20; 
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% Finding the shunt admittance: 
% The line capacitance is given in micro-fahrad per km, uF/km in the cable 
% catalogue file. 
% admittance for the line=i*omega*capacitancPerKm in micro-F*km/2*Zb20 
% Divided by 2 because the pi-model of a line divides the admittance for 
% the whole line into two equal parts "belonging" to the respective buses. 
% Then, multiplying by the base impedance is the same thing as dividing by 
% the base admittance. 

  
% Ysh is only used when the lines are modelled as medium-long lines (pi- 
% model), but here the lines are so short that they are  
% modelled as short lines. Because of this, and because it seems like PG  
% does not include Ysh either, it is simply set to zero. 

  
% If the lines, dispite their short lengths, had been modelled as  
% medium-long lines, the calculations could have been carried out in the 
% following three steps: 
% Ysh_DYNH=i*0.0120000001043*1.231 % from cable with beteckning "BLL 241/0" 
% ysh_DYNH=Ysh_DYNH/2 
% ysh_DYNHpu = ysh_DYNH/Yb20 = ysh_DYNH*Zb20,  
% Or all in one step: 
% yshDYNHpu=i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*1.231/2*Zb20; 
yshDYNHpu=0; 

  
%%%%%%Line NORRA HÖJA - HARBERGET (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZNHHBpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.2287/Zb20; 
% yshNHHBpu=i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*1.2287/2*Zb20; 
yshNHHBpu=0; 

  
%%%%%%Line HARBERGET - HINKEBO MOSSE (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZHBHMpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*0.5185/Zb20; 
% yshHBHMpu=i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*0.5185/2*Zb20; 
yshHBHMpu=0; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Y-bus matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Putting the Y-bus matrix together, the loads are accounted for later. 
% The diagonal elements of the Y-bus matrix consist of capacitances and 
% impedances of lines and transformer impedances converted into admittances 
% I.e., the sum of all admittances connected to bus k. 
% The Y-bus matrix is set up for using the pi-model 
% for the lines, but since the ysh-values are set to 0, the short-line 
% model is in reality being used. 

  
Y11=1/ZTDYpu; % transformer (trafo) at Dye primary substation 
Y22=1/ZTDYpu+1/ZDYNHpu+yshDYNHpu; %transformer at Dye & line Dye-Norra Höja 
Y33=1/ZTNHpu+1/ZDYNHpu+yshDYNHpu+1/ZNHHBpu+yshNHHBpu; 
Y44=1/ZTNHpu; % trafo Norra Höja secondary substation 
Y55=1/ZTHBpu+1/ZNHHBpu+yshNHHBpu+1/ZHBHMpu+yshHBHMpu; 
Y66=1/ZTHBpu; 
Y77=1/ZHBHMpu+yshHBHMpu+1/ZTHMpu; %Line HB-HM, and impedance of trafo @HM 
Y88=1/ZTHMpu;  

  
% Y-bus for the Norra Höja, Harberget & Hinkebo Mosse - branch from Dye. 
% For the non-diagonal elements, "components" in direct contact with 
% both buses are included. That is, the negative value of the admittance 
% between the two buses, the negative admittance between bus j and k. 
Ybus=[Y11 -1/ZTDYpu 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
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      -1/ZTDYpu Y22 -1/ZDYNHpu 0 0 0 0 0; 
      0 -1/ZDYNHpu Y33 -1/ZTNHpu -1/ZNHHBpu 0 0 0; 
      0 0 -1/ZTNHpu Y44 0 0 0 0; 
      0 0 -1/ZNHHBpu 0 Y55 -1/ZTHBpu -1/ZHBHMpu 0; 
      0 0 0 0 -1/ZTHBpu Y66 0 0; 
      0 0 0 0 -1/ZHBHMpu 0 Y77 -1/ZTHMpu; 
      0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/ZTHMpu Y88]; 

   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Summation, power of the loads %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 1)Norra Höja (NH), 2)Harberget (HB), and 3)Hinkebo Mosse (HM) 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1) NORRA HÖJA %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Retrieves, from the file velanderkonstanter.m, a 71*4 matrix with columns 
% containing the following and stores it under the name "velander":  
% Column 1: the group number 
% Column 2: cos(phi) 
% Column 3: k1 
% Column 4: k2 
[velander]=velanderkonstanter(); 

  
% Load information is found by right-klicking on the substation or 
% service point in PG and clicking on "Energy Usage Information, sum...". 
Hoeja_kod=[100 200 710 460 636];% group code numbers for loads under NH 
Hoeja_W=[40 45 70 40 55]*1000;  % Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 

  
% The following is collected and placed the matrix "pos": 
% the power factor, velander constants for the different groups/types of  
% loads, and a value stating on which row in the file/matrix  
% "velanderkonstanter.m" this information can be found. 
pos=zeros(5,4); 
for v=1:5 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == Hoeja_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 

  
% Velander's equation, peak active powers for load 1, in kW. 
% Theory: ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29, version 1.15. 
for v=1:5 
    P1NH(v)=pos(v,3)*Hoeja_W(v); 
    P2NH(v)=pos(v,4)^2*Hoeja_W(v); 
end; clear v; 
PNHtot=sum(P1NH)+sqrt(sum(P2NH)); % Active power from all LV loads under  
                                  % Ns Norra Höja added cumulatively 

  
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus, from all the  
% loads on the LV-side of the trafo. Theory received by email from Tieto. 
% The idea is to find out how big of a part (e.g. "phiNH(v)") each load 
% will play out of the total reactive load ("Pk1NH") and find a combined 
% power factor that can be used to find the cumulative reactive power load. 
Pk1NH=sum(P1NH); 
phiNH=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1:5 
    phiNH(v)=pos(v,2)*P1NH(v)/Pk1NH; 
end; clear v; 
phiNH_tot=sum(phiNH);        % Combined power factor 
SNH=PNHtot/phiNH_tot; 
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QNHtot=sqrt(SNH^2-PNHtot^2); % Reactive power in NH 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 2) HARBERGET %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Harberget_kod=624;      % group code numbers for the load under Harberget 
Harberget_W=1600*1000;  % Annual energy consumption, 1600 MWh*1000=kWh 
clear pos; 
pos=zeros(1,4); 
pos(1)=find(velander == Harberget_kod); 
pos(2)=velander(pos(1),2); 
pos(3)=velander(pos(1),3); 
pos(4)=velander(pos(1),4); 
pos; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for the load, in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29 
% A more simple procedure than NH and HM since only one load 
PHBtot=pos(3)*Harberget_W+pos(4)*sqrt(Harberget_W); % Active power 
SHBtot=PHBtot/pos(2); 
QHBtot=sqrt(SHBtot^2-PHBtot^2); % Reactive power of the load under HB 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3) HINKEBO MOSSE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% group code numbers for loads under Hinkebo Mosse: 
Hinkebo_kod=[630 309 990 600 924 635 961 622 941 710 626]; 
% Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh. W = energi, HM = Hinkebo Mosse 
WHM=[78.2 8 200 56 30 27 14 55 60 40 30]*1000; 
pos=zeros(11,4); 
for v=1:11 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == Hinkebo_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
pos; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29-30.  
for v=1:11 
    P1HM(v)=pos(v,3)*WHM(v); 
    P2HM(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WHM(v); 
end; clear v; 
% Active powers from all loads of the LV grid under Ns Hinkebo Mosse added  
% cumulatively up to bus 8: 
PHMtot=sum(P1HM)+sqrt(sum(P2HM));  

  
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus 
Pk1HM=sum(P1HM); 
phiHM=zeros(1,11); 
for v=1:11 
    phiHM(v)=pos(v,2)*P1HM(v)/Pk1HM; 
end; clear v; 
phiHM; 
phiHM_tot=sum(phiHM);        % Combined power factor 
SHM=PHMtot/phiHM_tot; 
QHMtot=sqrt(SHM^2-PHMtot^2); % Reactive power at Ns HM 

  
% % Old code for calculating the reactive power in Hinkebo Mosse: 
% % Velander backwards to get the reactive energy. 
% for v=1:11 
%     PHM(v)=pos(v,3)*WHM(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(WHM(v)); % Active power 
%     SHM(v)=PHM(v)/pos(v,2);  % Apparent power for each load type 
%     QHM(v)=sqrt(SHM(v)^2-PHM(v)^2); % Reactive power for each load type 
%     WrHM(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QHM(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QHM(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2); %Reactive energy, HM 
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% end; clear v; 
% % Velander forward (regular use) to get the reactive power 
% for v=1:11 
%     Q1HM(v)=pos(v,3)*WrHM(v); 
%     Q2HM(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrHM(v);  
% end; clear v; 
% QHMtot=sum(Q1HM)+sqrt(sum(Q2HM)); % Reactive powers from all loads under  
%                                   % Hinkebo Mosse added cumulatively 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Net production in each bus %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% First find the Power generation and demands in the buses. 
% Given constants calculated in p.u. 
% 1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
U1=135/Ub135; 
theta1=0;                   % Chosen angle 
PD1=PDYidle_pu;             % Idle power loss in trafo seen as load/demand 
QD1=0;                      % No reactive power demand in this bus 
%2 Dye (PU-bus) 
U2=19.9806544/Ub20; 
PG2=0; PD2=0; QD2=0; % QG2=0; % No load or generation 
%3 Norra Höja 1 (PU-bus) 
U3=19.9834568/Ub20; 
PG3=0; 
PD3=PNHidle_pu;             % Idle power loss in trafo, seen as load/demand 
% QG3=0; 
QD3=0;  
%4 Norra Höja 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG4=0;                      % No power generation 
PD4=PNHtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  % Per unit power demand of the load 
QG4=0;                      % No power generation 
QD4=QNHtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  % Per unit reactive power demand of the load 
%5 Harberget 1 (PU-bus) 
U5=19.9879961/Ub20; 
PG5=0; 
PD5=PHBidle_pu;             % Idle power loss in trafo, seen as load/demand 
% QG5=0; 
QD5=0; 
%6 Harberget 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG6=0; 
PD6=PHBtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG6=0; 
QD6=QHBtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
%7 Hinkebo Mosse 1 (PU-bus) 
U7=19.9933776/Ub20; 
%Power from generator - 998, Kraftstationer, 2MWprod/1MWbasevalue-->2 p.u. 
PG7=2/Sb;   
PD7=PHMidle_pu;             % Idle power loss in trafo, seen as load/demand 
% QG7=0; 
QD7=0; 
%8 Hinkebo Mosse 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG8=0; 
PD8=PHMtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG8=0; 
QD8=QHMtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 

  
%Now calculate the net productions where possible depending on bus type: 
%1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
%2 Dye 2 (PU-bus) 
PGD2=PG2-PD2; 
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% QGD2=QG2-QD2; % Not included since this is a PU bus now 
%3 Norra Höja 1 (PU-bus) 
PGD3=PG3-PD3; 
% QGD3=QG3-QD3; 
%4 Norra Höja 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD4=PG4-PD4; 
QGD4=QG4-QD4; 
%5 Harberget 1 (PU-bus) 
PGD5=PG5-PD5; 
% QGD5=QG5-QD5; 
%6 Harberget 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD6=PG6-PD6; 
QGD6=QG6-QD6; 
%7 Hinkebo Mosse 1 (PU-bus) 
PGD7=PG7-PD7; 
% QGD7=QG7-QD7; 
%8 Hinkebo Mosse 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD8=PG8-PD8; 
QGD8=QG8-QD8; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Power flow set-up and execution 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Initial estimates for PQ and PU buses (U only for PQ-buses) 
% Flat initial estimate 
theta2=0;  
theta3=0;  
theta4=0; U4=1; 
theta5=0;  
theta6=0; U6=1; 
theta7=0;  
theta8=0; U8=1; 

  
% tole=0.002; % Not used. The idea is that once abs(delta_P)<tole 
              % then the while-loop below is terminated. Tis not used since 
              % the loop already gives an difference smaller than this. 
nbus=8;       % number of buses 
n_pq_pu=7;    % Number of PQ and PU buses 
bus1=1;bus2=2;bus3=3;bus4=4;bus5=5;bus6=6;bus7=7;bus8=8; 
iter=0; 
VOLT=[U1;U2;U3;U4;U5;U6;U7;U8]; 
Ang=[theta1;theta2;theta3;theta4;theta5;theta6;theta7;theta8]; 

  
% Conductance and susceptance extracted to be used after the while-loop: 
G=real(Ybus); 
B=imag(Ybus); 
% starts a while-loop that will iterate three times after which sufficient 
% accuracy is reached. More iterations did not improve the answer. 
while iter < 5 
    % disp(['Iteration no.: ' num2str(iter + 1)]); 
    % Step 2a (SAPS, eq. 8.43): 
    for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
    end 
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    end 
    PP; 
    QQ; 
    P=sum(PP'); % Injected power into each bus 
    Q=sum(QQ'); 

  
    %Step 2b: Calculating the difference between the net production and  
    %the injected power for each bus. SAPS, eq (8.46) 
    PGD=[PGD2;PGD3;PGD4;PGD5;PGD6;PGD7;PGD8]; 
    QGD=[QGD4;QGD6;QGD8]; 
    deltaP=PGD-P([2 3 4 5 6 7 8])'; %not for slack-bus 
    deltaQ=QGD-Q([4 6 8])'; %not for PU-buses and slack-bus 

  
    % Step 3: Calculating the jacobian. SAPS, eq (8.50-8.51) 
    for m=1:nbus 
         for n=1:nbus 
             if m==n, 
                 H(m,m)=-Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 N(m,m)=P(m)+G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 J(m,m)=P(m)-G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 L(m,m)=Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
             else 
                 H(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 N(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 J(m,n)=-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 L(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
             end 
         end 
     end 

  
     %Delete unwanted variables in order to make the jacobian fit together 
     H(bus1,:)=[]; H(:,bus1)=[]; %remove row and column  
                                 %refering to the slack bus 
     N(bus1,:)=[];  %remove row refering to the slack bus 
     N(:,[bus1 bus2 bus3 bus5 bus7])=[];%remove column refering to the  
                                        %slack bus and PU-bus 
     J([bus1 bus2 bus3 bus5 bus7],:)=[];%remove column refering to the  
                                        %slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(:,bus1)=[];  %remove row refering to the slack bus 
     L([bus1 bus2 bus3 bus5 bus7],:)=[];%remove row and column refering to 
                                        %slack bus and PU-bus 
     L(:,[bus1 bus2 bus3 bus5 bus7])=[];%remove row and column refering to 
                                        %slack bus and PU-bus 

  
     %The jacobian matrix can now be put together: 
     JAC=[H N; J L]; 

  
     % Step 4: Calculate [delta_theta delta_U/U]-transposed,SAPS, eq (8.52) 
     DX = inv(JAC)*[deltaP;deltaQ]; 
     delta_theta=DX(1:n_pq_pu);          
     delta_U=DX(n_pq_pu+1:length(DX)); 

  
     % Step 5: Update U and theta, SAPS, eq (8.53) 
     iter=iter+1; 
     %voltage angles at all buses except the slack bus are updated: 
     Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8])=... 
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         Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8])+delta_theta; 
     %voltages at PQ buses are updated: 
     VOLT([bus4 bus6 bus8])=... 
         VOLT([bus4 bus6 bus8]).*(1+delta_U); 

  
end %ends the while-loop 

  
% Step FINAL: Calculate the generated power in the slack bus and the  
% PU-buses with the latest voltages and angles. 
for m=1:nbus 
     for n=1:nbus    
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
     end 
end 
P=sum(PP'); 
Q=sum(QQ'); 
% Find the power generation in slack and PU-busses, eq. 8.44: 
PG1=P(bus1)+PD1; 
QG1=Q(bus1)+QD1; 
PG2=P(bus2)+PD2; 
QG2=Q(bus2)+QD2; 
PG3=P(bus3)+PD3; 
QG3=Q(bus3)+QD3; 
PG5=P(bus5)+PD5; 
QG5=Q(bus5)+QD5; 
PG7=P(bus7)+PD7; 
QG7=Q(bus7)+QD7; 

  
% disp('Answers, power production in buses 1,2,3,5,7 [kW & kVAr]: '); 
P1prod=PG1*Sb*10^3; 
Q1prod=QG1*Sb*10^3; 
P2prod=PG2*Sb*10^3; 
Q2prod=QG2*Sb*10^3; 
P3prod=PG3*Sb*10^3; 
Q3prod=QG3*Sb*10^3; 
P5prod=PG5*Sb*10^3; 
Q5prod=QG5*Sb*10^3; 
P7prod=PG7*Sb*10^3; 
Q7prod=QG7*Sb*10^3; 

  
% Convert the answer from p.u. to nominal values and into the right unit. 
Vnom=VOLT.*UbHM'*10^3; 
% The following line of code is because PG displays LV-answers in phase 
% voltage: 
for v=[4,6,8] Vnom(v)=Vnom(v)/sqrt(3); end, clear v; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Step FINAL, cont'd, Calculate the POWER FLOWS, eq. 8.38-8.39 in SAPS. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Begin with creating the B_not matrix, which is a matrix consiting of 
% the admittances between the buses. =0 when short line model is used. 
Bo=zeros(8,8); 
Bo(2,3)=yshDYNHpu/j; 
Bo(3,2)=Bo(2,3); 
Bo(3,5)=yshNHHBpu/j; 
Bo(5,3)=Bo(3,5); 
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Bo(5,7)=yshHBHMpu/j; 
Bo(7,5)=Bo(5,7); 

  
%POWER FLOW CALCULATIONS 
for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        if m==n 
            Pflow(m,m)=0; 
            Qflow(m,m)=0; 
        else 
            Pflow(m,n)=-G(m,n)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
            Qflow(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)*(B(m,n)-Bo(m,n))-(VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))+B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n)))); 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
% Back to nominal values from per unit 
Pflow_nom=Pflow*Sb*10^3; % from MW into kW 
Qflow_nom=Qflow*Sb*10^3; % from MW into kW 

  
% Power flow from bus k to bus j. 
P12=Pflow_nom(1,2); 
P23=Pflow_nom(2,3); 
P34=Pflow_nom(3,4); 
P35=Pflow_nom(3,5); 
P56=Pflow_nom(5,6); 
P57=Pflow_nom(5,7); 
P78=Pflow_nom(7,8); 

  
Q12=Qflow_nom(1,2); 
Q23=Qflow_nom(2,3); 
Q34=Qflow_nom(3,4); 
Q35=Qflow_nom(3,5); 
Q56=Qflow_nom(5,6); 
Q57=Qflow_nom(5,7); 
Q78=Qflow_nom(7,8); 

  
% Active Power losses, SAPS, eq. 8.41. 
Ploss12=Pflow(1,2)+Pflow(2,1); %Losses in main transformer Dye 
Ploss23=Pflow(2,3)+Pflow(3,2); 
Ploss34=Pflow(3,4)+Pflow(4,3); 
Ploss35=Pflow(3,5)+Pflow(5,3); 
Ploss56=Pflow(5,6)+Pflow(6,5); 
Ploss57=Pflow(5,7)+Pflow(7,5); 
Ploss78=Pflow(7,8)+Pflow(8,7); 
% Back to nominal values, kW 
Ploss=[Ploss12 Ploss23 Ploss34 Ploss35 Ploss56 Ploss57 Ploss78]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
%Reactive power losses, SAPS, eq. 8.42. 
Qloss12=Qflow(1,2)+Qflow(2,1); 
Qloss23=Qflow(2,3)+Qflow(3,2); 
Qloss34=Qflow(3,4)+Qflow(4,3); 
Qloss35=Qflow(3,5)+Qflow(5,3); 
Qloss56=Qflow(5,6)+Qflow(6,5); 
Qloss57=Qflow(5,7)+Qflow(7,5); 
Qloss78=Qflow(7,8)+Qflow(8,7); 
% Back to nominal values, kVAr 
Qloss=[Qloss12 Qloss23 Qloss34 Qloss35 Qloss56 Qloss57 Qloss78]'*Sb*10^3; 
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% Losses, apparent power in kW 
Sloss12=sqrt(Ploss12^2+Qloss12^2)*Sb*10^3; 
Sloss23=sqrt(Ploss23^2+Qloss23^2)*Sb*10^3; 
Sloss34=sqrt(Ploss34^2+Qloss34^2)*Sb*10^3; 
Sloss35=sqrt(Ploss35^2+Qloss35^2)*Sb*10^3; 
Sloss56=sqrt(Ploss56^2+Qloss56^2)*Sb*10^3; 
Sloss57=sqrt(Ploss57^2+Qloss57^2)*Sb*10^3; 
Sloss78=sqrt(Ploss78^2+Qloss78^2)*Sb*10^3; 
Sloss=[Sloss12 Sloss23 Sloss34 Sloss35 Sloss56 Sloss57 Sloss78]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Answers %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Voltages in kV at the buses and power flows per distance between the buses 
%Since it is unclear what Qloss actually is, subtracting Qloss below is 
%probably wrong so the first of the two lines for Qlf is probably 
%more correct. 
Vnom_kW=Vnom; 
% Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P35 P56 P57 P78]'; 
Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P35 P56 P57 P78]'-Ploss; 
Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q35 Q56 Q57 Q78]'; 
% Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q35 Q56 Q57 Q78]'-Qloss; 

  
% Answers chosen to be displayed in this way: 
disp(['Voltage [V]:']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Vnom(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Active power flow [kW]:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Plf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Reactive power flow [kVAr]:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Qlf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% Other answers that might be of interest 
% Angles of the voltages at the buses in degrees 
deg=Ang*(180/pi); 
% Total losses in the system 
Ptotallosses=sum(sum(Pflow)')*Sb*10^6; 
Qtotallosses=sum(sum(Qflow)')*Sb*10^6; 
% Losses per distance/between the buses 
Sloss=([Sloss12 Sloss23 Sloss34 Sloss35 Sloss56 Sloss57 Sloss78]')*Sb*10^6; 

 

Grid 1, Part 2, Zk, Pflow and Qflow WITH gen 

[HinkeboMosse_Isc3_withGen.m] 
% Hinkebo Mosse - MV with generator, Grid 1, Reference plan 1, 8 buses.  
% Impedance and 3-phase short-circuit current and power calculations. 
% Index "par" stands for parallel. The grid is seen as meshed, i.e., the 
% impedances are seen as being in parallel since there is a generator 
% connected in the system. 
clc; 
clear all; 
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w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% Introduction - define voltages and impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Begin by defining the base values: 
% Base Power for the different voltage levels in the system 
Sb=1; %Base power (MVA) for the system 

  
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  %Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    %Rated base voltage (kV) 

  
% Background impedance on the 135 kV-side of the main transformer. 
ZDY=2.1+i*12.3; % in ohm 
% Background impedance of the generator at Hinkebo Mosse. 
ZGHM=4+i*40;    % in ohm 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Transformers modelled as impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
%Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
STDY=40;          %Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;         %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;           %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);     %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer reactance 
ZTDY=R+i*X;             %transformer impedance 

  
%Norra Höja (NH) MV/LV Substation 
STNH=0.315;       %Rated power (MVA) of transformer at Norra Höja 
Pk=3.4;           %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=4.5/100;             %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STNH*1000);      %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STNH);     %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);   %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STNH);     %transformer reactance 
ZTNH=R+i*X;              %transformer impedance 
% ZTNH=0.3594+i*1.95;    %transformer impedance with impedance 
% values taken from PG result files. Just for testing. 

  
%Harberget (HB) MV/LV Substation 
STHB=1.1;         %Rated power (MVA) of transformer at Harberget 
Pk=8.4;           %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=5/100;               %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STHB*1000);      %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STHB);     %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);   %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STHB);     %transformer reactance 
ZTHB=R+i*X;              %transformer impedance 
% ZTHB=0.4173+i*2.081;   %transformer impedance with impedance 
% values taken from PG result files. Just for testing. 

  
%Hinkebo Mosse (HM) Substation 
STHM=0.6;         %Rated power (MVA) of transformer at Hinkebo Mosse 
Pk=5.6;           %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=4.9/100;             %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
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Rkr=Pk/(STHM*1000);      %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STHM);     %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);   %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STHM);     %transformer reactance 
ZTHM=R+i*X;              %transformer impedance 
% ZTHM=0.2191+i*1.636;   %transformer impedance with impedance 
% values taken from PG result files. Just for testing. 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Line impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - NORRA HÖJA(NH) (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km, so here I multiply 
% by the length of the line/cable. 
ZDYNH=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.231; % in ohm 

  
%%%%%%Line NORRA HÖJA - HARBERGET (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZNHHB=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.2287;% in ohm 

  
%%%%%%Line HARBERGET - HINKEBO MOSSE (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZHBHM=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*0.5185;% in ohm 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCES FROM THE TOP %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Z1=ZDY; 
Z2=(ZDY+ZTDY)*(20/135)^2; 
Z3=Z2+ZDYNH; 
Z4=(Z3+ZTNH)*(0.42/20)^2; %note voltage level at Norra Höje. 
Z5=Z3+ZNHHB; 
Z6=(Z5+ZTHB)*(0.4/20)^2; 
Z7=Z5+ZHBHM; 
Z8=(Z7+ZTHM)*(0.4/20)^2; 
Zp=[Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Z7 Z8]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCES FROM THE BOTTOM %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% "back" for "backwards" 
Zback8=0; %N/A 
Zback7=ZGHM; 
Zback6=0; %N/A 
Zback5=Zback7+ZHBHM; 
Zback4=0; %N/A 
Zback3=Zback5+ZNHHB; 
Zback2=Zback3+ZDYNH; 
Zback1=Zback2*(135/20)^2+ZTDY; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% PARALLEL IMPEDANCE CALCULATIONS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% "par" stands for impedances in parallel 
Z1par=ZDY*Zback1/(ZDY+Zback1); 
Z2par=Z2*Zback2/(Z2+Zback2); 
Z3par=Z3*Zback3/(Z3+Zback3); 
Z4par=(Z3par+ZTNH)*(0.42/20)^2; %note voltage at Norra Höje. 
Z5par=Z5*Zback5/(Z5+Zback5); 
Z6par=(Z5par+ZTHB)*(0.4/20)^2; 
Z7par=Z7*Zback7/(Z7+Zback7); 
Z8par=(Z7par+ZTHM)*(0.4/20)^2; 

  
Zpar=[Z1par Z2par Z3par Z4par Z5par Z6par Z7par Z8par]; 
Rpar=real(Zpar); 
Xpar=imag(Zpar); 
Zpar_abs=abs(Zpar); 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 15-16. 
% "1.1" is the voltage factor used for calculating the maximum Isc. 
Isc3=zeros(1,8); 
for v=1 Isc3(v)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zpar_abs(v)); end 
for v=[2:3,5,7] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zpar_abs(v)); end 
for v=4 Isc3(v)=1.1*0.42*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zpar_abs(v)); end 
for v=[6,8] Isc3(v)=1.1*0.4*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zpar_abs(v)); end 

  
% In order to confirm that it is the impedances additions (that cause a 
% difference between Matlab and PG) and not the calculations for  
% Isc3 and Ssc3, an attempt was made to use the values for the impedances  
% that PG presents in it's answer files. 
% Z_3ph=[12.4 1.318 1.65 0.02556 1.982 0.00775 2.122 0.0136]; 
% Isc3=zeros(1,8); 
% for v=1 Isc3(v)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
% for v=[2:3,5,7] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
% for v=4 Isc3(v)=1.1*0.42*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
% for v=[6,8] Isc3(v)=1.1*0.4*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
% Ssc3=zeros(1,8); 
% for v=1:8 
%     Ssc3(v)=3*Z_3ph(v)*Isc3(v)^2/1.1;  
% end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: the book Elkraftsystem 2, Liber, 1997, page 131 (equations for UC 
% and Sk) state that Ssc1=sqrt(3)*ULL*Isc1. 
% This can then be written to equal sqrt(3)*sqrt(3)*Z*Isc1*Isc1=3*Z*Isc1^2 
% which is equal to the equation below for Ssc3. 
% Divided by 10^6 to get answers in MVA like PG. 
% Divided by 1.1 to get the answers like PGs or, one can say, to remove  
% the effect of squaring it when squaring the Isc1. 
Ssc3=zeros(1,8); 
for v=1:8 
    Ssc3(v)=3*Zpar_abs(v)*Isc3(v)^2/1.1/10^6; 
end 

  
% % Using the equation from Elkraftsystem 2 more directly produces the same 
% % answer.  Can be used instead of the equation above if desired. 
% for v=1 Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*135*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^6; end 
% for v=[2:3,5,7:8] Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*20*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^6; end 
% for v=4 Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*0.42*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^6; end 
% for v=[6,8] Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*0.4*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^6; end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Answers  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% % Answers in a format with fewer significant numbers: 
% R=Rp' 
% X=Xp' 
% Z=Z_3ph' 

  
disp(['Resistance:']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Rpar(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Reactance:']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Xpar(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
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disp(['Impedance:']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Zpar_abs(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% % Answers in a format with fewer significant numbers: 
% Isc3=Isc3'  
% Otherwise, the following can be used: 
disp(['Short-circuit current, Isc3, [A]:']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Isc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% % Answers in a format with fewer significant numbers: 
% Ssc3_ans=Ssc3', disp(['[MVA]']) 
% Otherwise, the following can be used: 
disp(['Short-circuit power, Ssc3, [MVA]:']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

 

Grid 1, Part 2, Zk, Isc3 and Ssc3 without gen 
[HinkeboMosse_Isc3_withoutGen.m] 
% Hinkebo Mosse - MV without generator, Grid 1, Reference plan 1, 8 bus. 
% Impedance and 3-phase short-circuit current  and power calculations. 
% This file is calculated with the generator in bus 7 DISCONNECTED. 
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% Introduction - define voltages and impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Begin by defining the base values: 
% Base Power for the different voltage levels in the system 
Sb=1; %Base power (MVA) for the system 

  
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  %Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    %Rated base voltage (kV) 

  
% Background impedance on the 135 kV-side of the main transformer. 
ZDY=2.1+i*12.3; % in ohm 
% Background impedance of the generator at Hinkebo Mosse. 
ZGHM=4+i*40;    % in ohm 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Transformers modelled as impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
%Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
STDY=40;          %Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;         %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;           %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);     %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer reactance 
ZTDY=R+i*X;             %transformer impedance 
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%Norra Höja (NH) MV/LV Substation 
STNH=0.315;       %Rated power (MVA) of transformer at Norra Höja 
Pk=3.4;           %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=4.5/100;             %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STNH*1000);      %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STNH);     %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);   %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STNH);     %transformer reactance 
ZTNH=R+i*X;              %transformer impedance 
% ZTNHpu=(0.3594+i*1.95);      %transformer impedance with 
% impedance values taken from PG result files. Just for testing. 

  
%Harberget (HB) MV/LV Substation 
STHB=1.1;         %Rated power (MVA) of transformer at Harberget 
Pk=8.4;           %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=5/100;               %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STHB*1000);      %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STHB);     %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);   %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STHB);     %transformer reactance 
ZTHB=R+i*X;              %transformer impedance 
% ZTHBpu=(0.4173+i*2.081);     %transformer impedance with 
% impedance values taken from PG result files. Just for testing. 

  
%Hinkebo Mosse (HM) Substation 
STHM=0.6;         %Rated power (MVA) of transformer at Hinkebo Mosse 
Pk=5.6;           %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=4.9/100;             %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STHM*1000);      %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STHM);     %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);   %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STHM);     %transformer reactance 
ZTHM=R+i*X;              %transformer impedance 
% ZTHMpu=(0.2191+i*1.636);     %transformer impedance with 
% impedance values taken from PG result files. Just for testing. 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Line impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - NORRA HÖJA(NH) (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km, so I multiply 
% by the length of the line/cable to get the values in ohm. 
ZDYNH=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.231; % in ohm 

  
%%%%%%Line NORRA HÖJA - HARBERGET (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZNHHB=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.2287; % in ohm 

  
%%%%%%Line HARBERGET - HINKEBO MOSSE (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZHBHM=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*0.5185; % in ohm 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCES FROM THE TOP %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Z1=ZDY; 
Z2=(ZDY+ZTDY)*(20/135)^2; 
Z3=Z2+ZDYNH; 
Z4=(Z3+ZTNH)*(0.42/20)^2; %note voltage at Norra Höje. 
Z5=Z3+ZNHHB; 
Z6=(Z5+ZTHB)*(0.4/20)^2; 
Z7=Z5+ZHBHM; 
Z8=(Z7+ZTHM)*(0.4/20)^2; 
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Zp=[Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Z7 Z8]; 
Rp=real(Zp); 
Xp=imag(Zp); 

  
Z_3ph=zeros(1,8); 
for v=1:8 
        Z_3ph(v)=abs(Zp(v)); 
end, clear v; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 15-16. 
% The 1.1 is the voltage factor used for calculating the maximum Isc. 
Isc3=zeros(1,8); 
for v=1 Isc3(v)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
for v=[2:3,5,7] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
for v=4 Isc3(v)=1.1*0.42*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
for v=[6,8] Isc3(v)=1.1*0.4*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: the book Elkraftsystem 2, Liber, 1997, page 131 (equations for UC 
% and Sk) state that Ssc1=sqrt(3)*ULL*Isc1. 
% This can then be written to equal sqrt(3)*sqrt(3)*Z*Isc1*Isc1=3*Z*Isc1^2 
% which is equal to the equation below for Ssc3. 
% Divided by 10^6 to get answers in MVA like PG. 
% Divided by 1.1 to get the answers like PGs or, one can say, to remove  
% the effect of squaring it when squaring the Isc1. 
Ssc3=zeros(1,8); 
% Divided by 10^6 to get answers in MVA like PG. 
% Divided by 1.1 to get the answers like PG's or, one can say, to remove  
% the effect of squaring it when squaring the Isc1. 
for v=1:8 
    Ssc3(v)=3*Z_3ph(v)*Isc3(v)^2/1.1/10^6; 
end 

  
% % Using the equation from Elkraftsystem 2 more directly produces the same 
% % answer. Can be used instead of the equation above if desired. 
% for v=1 Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*135*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^6; end 
% for v=[2:3,5,7:8] Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*20*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^6; end 
% % In the two lines below, the "*10^3/10*3" is obviously unnecessary, 
% % but is kept for reasons of clarity. 
% for v=4 Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*0.42*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^6; end 
% for v=[6,8] Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*0.4*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^6; end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANSWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% % Answers in a format with fewer significant numbers: 
% R=Rp' 
% X=Xp' 
% Z=Z_3ph' 

  
disp(['Resistance:']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Rp(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Reactance:']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Xp(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
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disp(['Impedance:']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Z_3ph(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% Answers in a format with fewer significant numbers: 
% Isc3=Isc3'  
% Otherwise, the following is used: 
disp(['Short-circuit current, Isc3, [A]:']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Isc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% Answers in a format with fewer significant numbers: 
% Ssc3_ans=Ssc3', disp(['[MVA]']) 
% Otherwise, the following can be used: 
disp(['Short-circuit power, Ssc3, [MVA]:']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
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Grid 2, HM MV only 

Grid 2, Part 1, Voltage and power flow calculations  
[HinkeboMosse_PowerFlow_5nodes_MVonly.m] 
% Hinkebo Mosse - MV only 
% Grid 2, Reference plan 1, Number of buses: 5 
% MV power flow and voltage calculations with production 
% Background impedance at HV feeder point is not included in power flow 
% calulations. I.e., there is no voltage drop before the feeder point 
% so the voltage is a fixed 135 kV. 
% The generated power is seen as being injected directly into bus 5. 
% The loads have been added cumulatively up to the MV/LV transformer, 
% but not "upwards in the grid" because of the MV gen. They are placed as 
% loads on the primary side of the transformers (i.e., the 
% MV/LV transformers are not part of the calculations). 

  
% Default settings: 
% Idle losses of MVLV transformers not included and perhaps never should be 
% since this program only calculates the MV-level. (Idle losses for HVMV 
% trafo do not affect the particular answers that this program finds). 
% NOTE: the idle loss is defined as 20.6 kW here and in PG. In PG's 
% result-file, however, it seems 0.0206 kW is presented. 
% Tietos way of calculating the reactive powers implemented. 
% Ysh of lines not included, since short line model is used. 
% To include or not to include the power flow losses in the answers can be 
% chosen in the answers section below. See the parameters Plf and Qlf. 

  
% Most of the theory can be found in the course-book "Static 
% Analysis of Power Systems" (SAPS), printed in August 2010 by KTH and  
% authored by Lennart Söder and Merhdad Ghandhari. 

  
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%% Setting up the Y-bus matrix and per unit calculations %%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Begin by defining the base values: 
% Base Power for the different voltage levels in the system 
Sb=1; %Base power (MVA) for the system 
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  %Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    %Rated base voltage (kV) 
% Base impedences 
Zb135=(Ub135^2)/Sb; Zb20=(Ub20^2)/Sb; 
%Create a vector consisting of the base voltages for the system's buses: 
UbHM=[Ub135 Ub20 Ub20 Ub20 Ub20]; 
%Create a vector consisting of the base impedances: 
ZbHM=[Zb135 Zb20 Zb20 Zb20 Zb20]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%Transformation into per unit (pu)%% 
%%pu value= true value/base value  %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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% Transformers modelled as impedances. Here calculated into per unit 

values. 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
%Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
STDY=40;         %Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;        %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;    %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);                 %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);               %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);              %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);               %transformer reactance 
ZTDYpu=(R+i*X)/Zb135;               %transformer impedance in per unit 
PDYidle_pu=20.6*10^3/(Sb*10^6);     %idle Ploss in trafo in pu, 20.6 kW 

  
%Norra Höja (NH) MV/LV Substation 
PNHidle_pu=0;%0.52*10^3/(Sb*10^6); %idle power losses in trafo in pu 
%Harberget (HB) MV/LV Substation 
PHBidle_pu=0;%1.2*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  %idle power losses in trafo in pu 
%Hinkebo Mosse (HM) Substation 
PHMidle_pu=0;%0.78*10^3/(Sb*10^6); %idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Line impedance and admittance %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - NORRA HÖJA(NH) (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% Z_DYNHpu=impedance for the line in per unit 
% Z_DYNHpu=(resistance+i*w*reactance)*km/Zb 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km 
ZDYNHpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.231/Zb20; 

  
% The line capacitance is given in micro-fahrad per km, uF/km. 
% admittance for the line=i*omega*capacitancPerKm in micro-F*km/2*Zb20 
% Divided by 2 because the pi-model of a line divides the admittance for 
% the whole line into two equal parts "belonging" to the respective buses. 
% Multiplying by the base impedance is the same thing as dividing by the  
% base admittance. 

  
% Ysh is only used when the lines are modelled as  
% medium-long lines, and here the lines are so short so they are  
% modelled as short lines. Because of this and because it seems like PG  
% does not either include Ysh (my answers become more wrong),  
% Ysh is simply set to zero. 

  
% If the lines, dispite their short lengths, had been modelled as  
% medium-long lines, the calculations could have been carried out in the 
% following three steps: 
% Ysh_DYNH=i*0.0120000001043*1.231 %from cable with beteckning "BLL 241/0" 
% ysh_DYNH=Ysh_DYNH/2  % Part of model where only half belongs to each bus 
% ysh_DYNHpu = ysh_DYNH/Yb20 = ysh_DYNH*Zb20,  
% Or all in one step: 
yshDYNHpu=0;%i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*1.231/2*Zb20; 

  
%%%%%%Line NORRA HÖJA - HARBERGET (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZNHHBpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.2287/Zb20; 
yshNHHBpu=0;%i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*1.2287/2*Zb20; 

  
%%%%%%Line HARBERGET - HINKEBO MOSSE (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZHBHMpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*0.5185/Zb20; 
yshHBHMpu=0;%i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*0.5185/2*Zb20; 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Y-bus matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Now the Y-bus matrix is put together. The loads are not included since 
% they are accounted for later. The diagonal elements of Y-bus matrix  
% consist of capacitances and impedances of lines and transformer 
% impedances converted into admittances. I.e. the sum of all admittances  
% connected to bus k. The pi-model is used for the lines. 
Y11=1/ZTDYpu; 
Y22=1/ZTDYpu+1/ZDYNHpu+yshDYNHpu; %transformer at Dye & line Dye-Norra Höja 
Y33=1/ZDYNHpu+yshDYNHpu+1/ZNHHBpu+yshNHHBpu; 
Y44=1/ZNHHBpu+yshNHHBpu+1/ZHBHMpu+yshHBHMpu; 
Y55=1/ZHBHMpu+yshHBHMpu; 

  
% Y-bus for the Norra Höja, Harberget & Hinkebo Mosse - branch from Dye, 
% only MV level. In the non-diagonal elements of the matrix, the value 
% inserted is the negative admittance between bus j and k. Only the 
% component in direct contact with both bus is used. 
% There are 5 buses altogether. 
Ybus=[Y11 -1/ZTDYpu 0 0 0; 
      -1/ZTDYpu Y22 -1/ZDYNHpu 0 0; 
      0 -1/ZDYNHpu Y33 -1/ZNHHBpu 0; 
      0 0 -1/ZNHHBpu Y44 -1/ZHBHMpu; 
      0 0 0 -1/ZHBHMpu Y55]; 

   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Summation, power of the loads %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% (1) Norra Höja (NH), (2) Harberget (HB) och (3) Hinkebo Mosse (HM) 
% No cumulative addition on the MV-level since there is a generator in HM. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1) NORRA HÖJA %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[velander]=velanderkonstanter(); 
% Retrieves, from the file velanderkonstanter.m, a 71*4 matrix containing  
% the following and stores it under the namne "velander":  
% Column 1: the group number 
% Column 2: cos(phi) 
% Column 3: k1 
% Column 4: k2 

  
Hoeja_kod=[100 200 710 460 636]; % group code numbers for loads under NH 
Hoeja_W=[40 45 70 40 55]*1000;   % Annual energy consumption in MWh 
% Information on the load is found by right-klicking on the substation or 
% service point and clicking om "Energy Usage Information, sum..." in PG. 
% pos (below) is a matrix containing the power factor, velander  
% constants for the different groups/types of loads, and info on which row 
% in the file/matrix "velanderkonstanter.m" this information can be found. 
pos=zeros(5,4); 
for v=1:5 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == Hoeja_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
pos; 

  
% Velander's equation, peak active powers for load 1 in kW. 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29.  
for v=1:5 
    P1NH(v)=pos(v,3)*Hoeja_W(v); 
    P2NH(v)=pos(v,4)^2*Hoeja_W(v); 
end; clear v; 
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PNHtot=sum(P1NH)+sqrt(sum(P2NH)); % Active power 

  
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus, from all the  
% loads on the LV-side of the trafo. Theory received by email from Tieto. 
% The idea is to find out how big of a part (e.g. "phiNH(v)") each load 
% will play out of the total reactive load ("Pk1NH") and find a combined 
% power factor that is used to find the cumulative reactive power load. 
Pk1NH=sum(P1NH); 
Pk2NH=sum(P2NH); 
phiNH=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1:5 
    phiNH(v)=pos(v,2)*P1NH(v)/Pk1NH; 
end; clear v; 
pos; 
phiNH_tot=sum(phiNH);        % Combined power factor 
SNH=PNHtot/phiNH_tot; 
QNHtot=sqrt(SNH^2-PNHtot^2); % Reactive power in NH 

  
% % In order to find the reactive power according to Velander's equations 
% % for multiple types of loads, one must find the reactive energy (Wr) 
% % for each group first. This is then used for cumulative addition of the 
% % loads as we "go up the grid". 
% % For this, I use Velander's formula "backwards". v = number of loads,PNH 
% for v=1:5 
%     PNH(v)=pos(v,3)*Hoeja_W(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(Hoeja_W(v)); % Active power 
%     SNH(v)=PNH(v)/pos(v,2); % Apparent power for each load type 
%     QNH(v)=sqrt(SNH(v)^2-PNH(v)^2); % Reactive power for each load type 
% %   To find the reactive energy: 
% %   

http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=p%3D%28k_1%29*w%2B%28k_2%29*sqrt%28w%2

9 
%     WrNH(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QNH(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QNH(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2);%reactive energy, MVArh 
% end; clear v; 
%  
% for v=1:5 
%     Q1NH(v)=pos(v,3)*WrNH(v); 
%     Q2NH(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrNH(v);  
% end; clear v; 
% QNHtot=sum(Q1NH)+sqrt(sum(Q2NH));%Reactive power added cumulatively in NH 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 2) HARBERGET %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Harberget_kod=624;  % group code numbers for the load under Harberget 
Harberget_W=1600*1000;   % Annual energy consumption, 1600 MWh 
clear pos; 
pos=zeros(1,4); 
pos(1)=find(velander == Harberget_kod); 
pos(2)=velander(pos(1),2); 
pos(3)=velander(pos(1),3); 
pos(4)=velander(pos(1),4); 
pos; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load 1 in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29 
% A more simple procedure than NH and HM since only one load 
PHB=pos(3)*Harberget_W+pos(4)*sqrt(Harberget_W); 
SHB=PHB/pos(2); 
QHB=sqrt(SHB^2-PHB^2); 
PHBtot=PHB; 
QHBtot=QHB; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3) HINKEBO MOSSE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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% group code numbers for loads under Hinkebo Mosse: 
Hinkebo_kod=[630 309 990 600 924 635 961 622 941 710 626]; 
% Annual energy consumption in MWh. W = energi, HM = Hinkebo Mosse 
WHM=[78.2 8 200 56 30 27 14 55 60 40 30]*1000; 
pos=zeros(11,4); 
for v=1:11 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == Hinkebo_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
pos; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29-30.  
for v=1:11 
    P1HM(v)=pos(v,3)*WHM(v); % Active power 
    P2HM(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WHM(v); % Active power 
end; clear v; 
PHMtot=sum(P1HM)+sqrt(sum(P2HM)); 

  
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus, i.e. 
% all the loads "downstream" the bus added cumulatively up to this point. 
% Theory received by email from Tieto. 
Pk1HM=sum(P1HM); 
Pk2HM=sum(P2HM); 
phiHM=zeros(1,11); 
for v=1:11 
    phiHM(v)=pos(v,2)*P1HM(v)/Pk1HM; 
end; clear v; 
phiHM_tot=sum(phiHM); 
SHM=PHMtot/phiHM_tot; 
QHMtot=sqrt(SHM^2-PHMtot^2); 

  
% % Old code for calculating the reactive power in Hinkebo Mosse: 
% % Velander backwards to get the reactive energy. 
% for v=1:11 
%     PHM(v)=pos(v,3)*WHM(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(WHM(v)); % Active power 
%     SHM(v)=PHM(v)/pos(v,2);  % Apparent power for each load type 
%     QHM(v)=sqrt(SHM(v)^2-PHM(v)^2); % Reactive power for each load type 
%     WrHM(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QHM(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QHM(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2); %Reactive energy, HM 
% end; clear v; 
% % Velander forward (regular) to get the reactive power 
% for v=1:11 
%     Q1HM(v)=pos(v,3)*WrHM(v); 
%     Q2HM(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrHM(v); 
% end; clear v; 
% QHMtot=sum(Q1HM)+sqrt(sum(Q2HM)); 
%  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Net production in each bus %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%(Given constants first converted to in p.u.) 
%1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
U1=135/Ub135; 
theta1=0; %Chosen angle 
PD1=PDYidle_pu;  % Idle power loss in trafo seen as load/demand if included 
QD1=0;           % No reactive power demand in this bus 
%2 Dye (PQ-bus) 
PG2=0; PD2=0; QG2=0; QD2=0; % No power demand or generation in this bus 
%3 Norra Höja (PQ-bus) 
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PG3=0;                                   % No power generation 
PD3=PNHtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6)+PNHidle_pu;    % P.u. power demand of the load 
QG3=0; %No power generation              % and idle power loss in trafo 
QD3=QNHtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); %Per unit reactive power demand of the load 
%4 Harberget (PQ-bus) 
PG4=0;                                   % No power generation 
PD4=PHBtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6)+PHBidle_pu;    % P.u. power demand of the load 
QG4=0; %No power generation              % and idle power loss in trafo 
QD4=QHBtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6);   
%5 Hinkebo Mosse (PQ-bus) 
%Power from generator - 998, Kraftstationer, 2MWprod/1MWbasevalue-->2 p.u. 
PG5=2/Sb; 
PD5=PHMtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6)+PHMidle_pu;    % P.u. power demand of the load 
QG5=0; %No power generation              % and idle power loss in trafo 
QD5=QHMtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 

  
%Calculate net productions 
%1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
%2 Dye 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD2=PG2-PD2; 
QGD2=QG2-QD2; 
%3 Norra Höja (PQ-bus) 
PGD3=PG3-PD3; 
QGD3=QG3-QD3; 
%4 Harberget (PQ-bus) 
PGD4=PG4-PD4; 
QGD4=QG4-QD4; 
%5 Hinkebo Mosse (PQ-bus) 
PGD5=PG5-PD5; 
QGD5=QG5-QD5; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Power flow set-up and execution %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Initial estimates 
theta2=0; U2=1; 
theta3=0; U3=1; 
theta4=0; U4=1; 
theta5=0; U5=1; 

  
% tole=0.002; % Not used. The idea is that once abs(delta_P)<tole 
              % then the while-loop below is terminated. Tis not used since 
              % the loop already gives an accuracy of greater than this. 
nbus=5;       % number of buses 
n_pq_pu=4;    % Number of PQ and PU buses (in this case, all are PQ) 
bus1=1;bus2=2;bus3=3;bus4=4;bus5=5; 
iter=0; 
VOLT=[U1;U2;U3;U4;U5]; 
Ang=[theta1;theta2;theta3;theta4;theta5]; 

  
% Conductance and susceptance extracted and to be used later. 
G=real(Ybus); 
B=imag(Ybus); 
%starts a while-loop that will iterate three times 
while iter < 4 
    % disp(['Iteration no.: ' num2str(iter + 1)]); 
    % Step 2a (SAPS, eq. 8.43): 
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    for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
    end 
    end 
    PP; 
    QQ; 
    P=sum(PP'); % Injected power into each bus 
    Q=sum(QQ'); 

  
    %Step 2b: Calculating the difference between the net production and  
    %the injected power for each bus. SAPS, eq (8.46) 
    PGD=[PGD2;PGD3;PGD4;PGD5]; 
    QGD=[QGD2;QGD3;QGD4;QGD5]; 
    deltaP=PGD-P([2 3 4 5])'; %not for slack-bus 
    deltaQ=QGD-Q([2 3 4 5])'; %not for PU-buses and slack-bus 

  
    % Step 3: Calculating the jacobian. SAPS, eq (8.50-8.51) 
    for m=1:nbus 
         for n=1:nbus 
             if m==n, 
                 H(m,m)=-Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 N(m,m)=P(m)+G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 J(m,m)=P(m)-G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 L(m,m)=Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
             else 
                 H(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 N(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 J(m,n)=-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 L(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
             end 
         end 
     end 

  
     %Delete unwanted variables to make the jacobian matrix fit together 
     H(bus1,:)=[]; H(:,bus1)=[]; %remove row and column of the slack bus 
     N(bus1,:)=[];  %remove row refering to the slack bus 
     N(:,bus1)=[];  %remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(bus1,:)=[];  %remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(:,bus1)=[];  %remove row refering to the slack bus 
     L(bus1,:)=[]; L(:,bus1)=[]; %remove row and column refering to the  
                                 %slack bus and PU-bus 

  
     %The jacobian matrix can now be put together: 
     JAC=[H N; J L]; 

  
     % Step 4: Calculate [delta_theta delta_U/U]-transposed,SAPS, eq (8.52) 
     DX = inv(JAC)*[deltaP;deltaQ]; 
     delta_theta=DX(1:n_pq_pu);          
     delta_U=DX(n_pq_pu+1:length(DX)); 

  
     % Step 5: Update U and theta, SAPS, eq (8.53) 
     iter=iter+1; 
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     %The voltage angles at all buses except bus 1 are updated: 
     Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5])=... 
         Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5])+delta_theta; 
      %The voltages at all bus except bus 1 are updated: 
     VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5])=... 
         VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5]).*(1+delta_U); 

  
end %ends the while-loop 

  
% Step FINAL: Calculate the generated power in the slack bus and the  
% PU-buses with the latest voltages and angles. 
for m=1:nbus 
     for n=1:nbus    
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
     end 
end 
P=sum(PP'); 
Q=sum(QQ'); 
% Find the power generation in slack and PU-busses, eq. 8.44: 
PG1=P(bus1)+PD1; 
QG1=Q(bus1)+QD1; 

  
% disp('Answers, power production in bus 1 [kW & kVAr]: '); 
P1prod=PG1*Sb*10^3; 
Q1prod=QG1*Sb*10^3; 

  
Vnom=VOLT.*UbHM'*10^3; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Step FINAL, cont'd, Calculate the POWER FLOWS, eq. 8.38-8.39 in SAPS. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Begin with creating the B_not matrix, which is a matrix consiting of 
% the admittances between the buses. =0 since short line model is used. 
Bo=zeros(5,5); 
Bo(2,3)=yshDYNHpu/j; 
Bo(3,2)=Bo(2,3); 
Bo(3,4)=yshNHHBpu/j; 
Bo(4,3)=Bo(3,4); 
Bo(4,5)=yshHBHMpu/j; 
Bo(5,4)=Bo(4,5); 

  
%POWER FLOW CALCULATIONS 
for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        if m==n 
            Pflow(m,m)=0; 
            Qflow(m,m)=0; 
        else 
            Pflow(m,n)=-G(m,n)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
            Qflow(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)*(B(m,n)-Bo(m,n))-(VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))+B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n)))); 
        end 
    end 
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end 

  
% Active Power losses, SAPS, eq. 8.41. 
Ploss12=Pflow(1,2)+Pflow(2,1); %Losses in main transformer Dye 
Ploss23=Pflow(2,3)+Pflow(3,2); %Losses on power line betw. Dye & Norra Höja 
Ploss34=Pflow(3,4)+Pflow(4,3); 
Ploss45=Pflow(4,5)+Pflow(5,4); 
Ploss=[Ploss12 Ploss23 Ploss34 Ploss45]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
%Reactive power losses 
Qloss12=Qflow(1,2)+Qflow(2,1); 
Qloss23=Qflow(2,3)+Qflow(3,2); 
Qloss34=Qflow(3,4)+Qflow(4,3); 
Qloss45=Qflow(4,5)+Qflow(5,4); 
Qloss=[Qloss12 Qloss23 Qloss34 Qloss45]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
Ptotallosses=sum(sum(Pflow)')*Sb*10^3; % in kW 
Qtotallosses=sum(sum(Qflow)')*Sb*10^3; % in kVAr 

  
Pflow_nom=Pflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 
Qflow_nom=Qflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 

  
P12=Pflow_nom(1,2); 
P23=Pflow_nom(2,3); 
P34=Pflow_nom(3,4); 
P45=Pflow_nom(4,5); 

  
Q12=Qflow_nom(1,2); 
Q23=Qflow_nom(2,3); 
Q34=Qflow_nom(3,4); 
Q45=Qflow_nom(4,5); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Answers %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Voltages 
% for v=1:5 
%     disp(['Voltage at bus ' num2str(v) ': ' num2str(Vnom(v)) ' V']); 
% end, clear v; 
% deg=Ang*(180/pi); 

  
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 1 to 2: ' num2str(P12) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 2 to 3: ' num2str(P23) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 3 to 4: ' num2str(P34) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 4 to 5: ' num2str(P45) ' kW']); 
%  
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 1 to 2:   ' num2str(Q12) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 2 to 3:   ' num2str(Q23) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 3 to 4:   ' num2str(Q34) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 4 to 5:    ' num2str(Q45) ' kVAr']); 

  
% Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P45]'; 
Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P45]'-Ploss; 
Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q45]'; 
% Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q45]'-Qloss; 

  
% Alternative way of displaying answers 
disp(['Voltage [V]:']); 
for v=1:5 
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    disp([num2str(Vnom(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Active power flow [kW]:']); 
for v=1:4 
    disp([num2str(Plf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Reactive power flow [kVAr]:']); 
for v=1:4 
    disp([num2str(Qlf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

 

Grid 2, Part 2, Zk, Isc3 and Ssc3 WITH gen 
[HinkeboMosse_Isc3_MV5nodes_withGen.m] 
% Hinkebo Mosse - MV ONLY with generator, Grid 2, Reference plan 1 
% Impedance additions and 3-phase short-circuit current calculations. 
% Number of buses:5 
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% Introduction - define voltages and impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ub135=135;  % Base voltage (kV) 
% Background impedance on the 135 kV-side of the main transformer: 
ZDY=2.1+i*12.3; % in ohm 
% Background impedance of the generator at Hinkebo Mosse. 
ZGHM=4+i*40; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Transformers modelled as impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
%Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
STDY=40;          %Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;         %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;           %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);     %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer reactance 
ZTDY=R+i*X;             %transformer impedance 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%Line impedance and admittances%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - NORRA HÖJA(NH) (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km, so here I multiply 
% by the length of the line/cable. 
ZDYNH=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.231; 

  
%%%%%%Line NORRA HÖJA - HARBERGET (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZNHHB=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.2287; 

  
%%%%%%Line HARBERGET - HINKEBO MOSSE (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZHBHM=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*0.5185; 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCES FROM TOP %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Z1=ZDY; 
Z2=(ZDY+ZTDY)*(20/135)^2; 
Z3=Z2+ZDYNH; 
Z4=Z3+ZNHHB; 
Z5=Z4+ZHBHM; 
Zp=[Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCES FROM BOTTOM %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% "back" for "backwards" 
Zback5=ZGHM; 
Zback4=Zback5+ZHBHM; 
Zback3=Zback4+ZNHHB; 
Zback2=Zback3+ZDYNH; 
Zback1=(Zback2*(135/20)^2+ZTDY); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% PARALLEL IMPEDANCE CALCULATIONS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% "par" stands for impedances in parallel 
Z1par=Z1*Zback1/(Z1+Zback1); 
Z2par=Z2*Zback2/(Z2+Zback2); 
Z3par=Z3*Zback3/(Z3+Zback3); 
Z4par=Z4*Zback4/(Z4+Zback4); 
Z5par=Z5*Zback5/(Z5+Zback5); 

  
Zpar=[Z1par Z2par Z3par Z4par Z5par]; 
Rpar=real(Zpar); 
Xpar=imag(Zpar); 
Zpar_abs=abs(Zpar); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 15-16. 
% The 1.1 is the voltage factor used for calculating the maximum Isc. 
Isc3=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1 Isc3(v)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zpar_abs(v)); end 
for v=[2:5] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zpar_abs(v)); end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: the book Elkraftsystem 2, Liber, 1997, page 131 (equations for UC 
% and Sk) state that Ssc1=sqrt(3)*ULL*Isc1. 
% This can then be written to equal sqrt(3)*sqrt(3)*Z*Isc1*Isc1=3*Z*Isc1^2 
Ssc3=zeros(1,5); 
% Divided by 10^6 to get answers in MVA like PG. 
% Divided by 1.1 to get the answers like PGs or, one can say, to remove  
% the effect of squaring it when squaring the Isc1. 
for v=1:5 
    Ssc3(v)=3*Zpar_abs(v)*Isc3(v)^2/1.1/10^6; 
end 

  
% Using the equation from Elkraftsystem 2 more directly produces the same 
% answer. 
% for v=1 Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*135*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^6; end 
% for v=2:5 Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*20*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^6; end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANSWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% in a format that's easier to copy to Excel: 
% Impedance, % Short-circuit current and % Short-circuit apparent power 
% Rpar_ans=Rpar'; 
% Xpar_ans=Xpar'; 
% Zpar_ans=Zpar_abs'; 
% Isc3_ans=Isc3'; 
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% Ssc3_ans=Ssc3'; 

  
% Alternative way of displaying answers 
disp(['Resistance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Rpar(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Reactance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Xpar(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Impedance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Zpar_abs(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Short-circuit current, Isc3, [A]:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Isc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Short-circuit power, Ssc3, [MVA]:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

 

Grid 2, Part 2, Zk, Isc3 and Ssc3 without gen  
[HinkeboMosse_Isc3_MV5nodes_withoutGen.m] 
% Hinkebo Mosse - MV ONLY with generator, Grid 2, Reference plan 1 
% Impedance and 3-phase short-circuit current calculations. 
% Number of buses:5 
% No generator, so impedances between HM and Dye NOT in parallel 
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% Introduction - define voltages and impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub135=135; 
% Background impedance on the 135 kV-side of the main transformer. 
ZDY=2.1+i*12.3; %in ohm 
% Background impedance of the generator at Hinkebo Mosse. 
ZGHM=4+i*40; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Transformers modelled as impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
%Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
STDY=40;          %Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;         %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;           %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);     %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer reactance 
ZTDY=R+i*X;             %transformer impedance 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%Line impedance and admittances%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - NORRA HÖJA(NH) (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km, so here I multiply 
% by the length of the line/cable. 
ZDYNH=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.231; 

  
%%%%%%Line NORRA HÖJA - HARBERGET (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZNHHB=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.2287; 

  
%%%%%%Line HARBERGET - HINKEBO MOSSE (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZHBHM=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*0.5185; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCE ADDITION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Z1=ZDY; 
Z2=(ZDY+ZTDY)*(20/135)^2; 
Z3=Z2+ZDYNH; 
Z4=Z3+ZNHHB; 
Z5=Z4+ZHBHM; 
Zp=[Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5]; 

  
Rp=real(Zp); 
Xp=imag(Zp); 
Zp_abs=abs(Zp); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 15-16. 
% The 1.1 is the voltage factor used for calculating the maximum Isc. 
Isc3=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1 Isc3(v)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zp_abs(v)); end 
for v=[2:5] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zp_abs(v)); end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: the book Elkraftsystem 2, Liber, 1997, page 131 (equations for UC 
% and Sk) state that Ssc1=sqrt(3)*ULL*Isc1. 
% This can then be written to equal sqrt(3)*sqrt(3)*Z*Isc1*Isc1=3*Z*Isc1^2 
Ssc3=zeros(1,5); 
% Divided by 10^6 to get answers in MVA like PG. 
% Divided by 1.1 to get the answers like PGs or, one can say, to remove  
% the effect of squaring it when squaring the Isc1. 
for v=1:5 
    Ssc3(v)=3*Zp_abs(v)*Isc3(v)^2/1.1/10^6; 
end 

  
% Using the equation from Elkraftsystem 2 more directly produces the same 
% answer. 
% for v=1 Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*135*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^6; end 
% for v=2:5 Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*20*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^6; end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANSWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% in a format that's easier to copy to Excel: 
% Impedance, % Short-circuit current and % Short-circuit apparent power 
% Rpar_ans=Rpar'; 
% Xpar_ans=Xpar'; 
% Zpar_ans=Zpar_abs'; 
% Isc3_ans=Isc3'; 
% Ssc3_ans=Ssc3'; 

  
% Alternative way of displaying answers 
disp(['Resistance:']); 
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for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Rp(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Reactance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Xp(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Impedance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Zp_abs(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Short-circuit current [A]:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Isc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Short-circuit power [MVA]:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
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Grid 3, HM – 2 main transformers in parallel 

Grid 3, Part 1, Voltage and power flow calculations 
[HinkeboMosse_PowerFlow_ParTrafo_5nodes.m] 
% Hinkebo Mosse - Parallel main transformers in Fs DYE 
% MV power flow and voltage calculations with production (generator),  
% Grid 3, Reference plan 3, number of buses: 5 
% Background impedance at HV feeder point is not included in power flow 
% calulations. I.e., there is no voltage drop before the feeder point 
% so the voltage is a fixed 135 kV. 
% The generator is placed so that power is injected directly into bus 5. 
% The loads have been added cumulatively to the primary side of 
% each MV/LV transformer, but not "upwards in the grid" because of the gen. 
% Default settings: 
% Idle losses of MVLV transformers not included and perhaps never should be 
% since this program only calculates the MV-level. (Idle losses for HVMV 
% trafo do not affect the particular answers that this program finds). 
% Tietos way of calculating the reactive powers implemented. 
% Ysh of lines set to zero (but can be included if wanted). 
% To include or not to include the power flow losses in the answers can be 
% chosen in the answers section below. See the parameters Plf and Qlf. 

  
% Most of the theory can be found in the course-book "Static 
% Analysis of Power Systems" (SAPS), printed in August 2010 by KTH and  
% authored by Lennart Söder and Merhdad Ghandhari. 

  
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%% Setting up the Y-bus matrix and per unit calculations %%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Begin by defining the base values: 
% Base Power for the different voltage levels in the system 
Sb=1; %Base power (MVA) for the system 
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  %Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    %Rated base voltage (kV) 
% Base impedences 
Zb135=(Ub135^2)/Sb; Zb20=(Ub20^2)/Sb; 
% Create a vector consisting of the base voltages for the system's buses: 
UbHM=[Ub135 Ub20 Ub20 Ub20 Ub20]; 
% Create a vector consisting of the base impedances: 
ZbHM=[Zb135 Zb20 Zb20 Zb20 Zb20]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%Transformation into per unit (pu)%% 
%%pu value= true value/base value  %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Transformers modelled as impedances. Then calculated into pu values. 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
% NOTE: Here in Grid 3 and Reference plan 3, the two parallel main 
% transformers each have half the rated power compared to Reference plan 1 
% which only has one main transformer in Dye. I.e., these two transformers 
% have a rated power of 20 MVA each instead of 40 MVA. 
% Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
STDY=20;          % Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
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Pk=110;           % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power 

[kW] 
Zkr=10/100;       % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);                 % transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);               % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);              % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);               % transformer reactance 
ZTDYpu=(R+i*X)/Zb135/2;             % transformer impedance in per unit, 
% divided by two because of parallel transformers 
PDYidle_pu=20.6*10^3/(Sb*10^6);     % idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
% Norra Höja (NH) MV/LV Substation 
PNHidle_pu=0;%0.52*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  % idle power losses in trafo in pu 
% Harberget (HB) MV/LV Substation 
PHBidle_pu=0;%1.2*10^3/(Sb*10^6);   % idle power losses in trafo in pu 
% Hinkebo Mosse (HM) Substation 
PHMidle_pu=0;%0.78*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  % idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Line impedance and admittance %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - NORRA HÖJA(NH) (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% Z_DYNHpu=impedance for the line in per unit 
% Z_DYNHpu=(resistance+i*w*reactance)*km/Zb 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km 
% Note: There are two cables with the same "Name" but different 
% "beteckning", see the cable catalogue file.  
% In Reference plan 2-4, the cable with beteckning BLL 3x241-24 is used by 
% PG and therefore here too. 
% The uncommented impedance is from the cable with beteckning BLL 3x241-24. 
% The commented impedance is from the cable with beteckning BLL 241/0.  
ZDYNHpu=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.231/Zb20; 
% ZDYNHpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.231/Zb20; 

  
% The line capacitance is given in micro-fahrad per km, uF/km. 
% admittance for the line=i*omega*capacitancPerKm in micro-F*km/2*Zb20 
% Divided by 2 because the pi-model of a line divides the admittance for 
% the whole line into two equal parts "belonging" to the respective buses. 
% Multiplying by the base impedance is the same thing as dividing by the  
% base admittance. 

  
% The cable with beteckning "BLL 3x241-24" has no value for Ysh. 
% Regardless of that, Ysh is only included when the lines are modelled as  
% medium-long lines (where pi-model is used), and here the lines are so 
% short so they are modelled as short lines. Furthermore, it seems like 
% PG does not include Ysh, so Ysh is simply set to zero. 

  
% If the lines, dispite their short lengths, had been modelled as  
% medium-long lines, the calculations could have been carried out in the 
% following three steps, IF there is a value for the capacitance in the 
% cable catalogue file: 
% Ysh_DYNH=i*0.0120000001043*1.231 %from cable with beteckning "BLL 241/0" 
% ysh_DYNH=Ysh_DYNH/2  % Part of model where only half belongs to each bus 
% ysh_DYNHpu = ysh_DYNH/Yb20 = ysh_DYNH*Zb20,  
% Or all in one step: 
yshDYNHpu=0;%i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*1.231/2*Zb20; 

  
%%%%%%Line NORRA HÖJA - HARBERGET (BLL 3x241-24/BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZNHHBpu=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.2287/Zb20; 
% ZNHHBpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.2287/Zb20; 
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%Non-zero Ysh-value from cable with beteckning "BLL 241/0": 
yshNHHBpu=0;%i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*1.2287/2*Zb20; 

  
%%%%%%Line HARBERGET - HINKEBO MOSSE (BLL 3x241-24/BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZHBHMpu=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*0.5185/Zb20; 
% ZHBHMpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*0.5185/Zb20; 
%Non-zero Ysh-value from cable with beteckning "BLL 241/0": 
yshHBHMpu=0;%i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*0.5185/2*Zb20; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Y-bus matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Now the Y-bus matrix is put together. The loads are not included since 
% they are accounted for later. The diagonal elements of Y-bus matrix 
% consist of capacitances and impedances of lines and transformer 
% impedances converted into admittances. I.e. the sum of all admittances  
% connected to bus k. Code is prepared for the pi-model by including Ysh, 
% but it does not affect the calulations since it is set to zero earlier. 
Y11=1/ZTDYpu; 
Y22=1/ZTDYpu+1/ZDYNHpu+yshDYNHpu; %transformer at Dye & line Dye-Norra Höja 
Y33=1/ZDYNHpu+yshDYNHpu+1/ZNHHBpu+yshNHHBpu; 
Y44=1/ZNHHBpu+yshNHHBpu+1/ZHBHMpu+yshHBHMpu; 
Y55=1/ZHBHMpu+yshHBHMpu; 

  
% Y-bus for the Norra Höja, Harberget & Hinkebo Mosse - branch from Dye, 
% only MV level. In the non-diagonal elements of the matrix, the value 
% inserted is the negative admittance between bus j and k.  
% There are 10 buses altogether. 
Ybus=[Y11 -1/ZTDYpu 0 0 0; 
      -1/ZTDYpu Y22 -1/ZDYNHpu 0 0; 
      0 -1/ZDYNHpu Y33 -1/ZNHHBpu 0; 
      0 0 -1/ZNHHBpu Y44 -1/ZHBHMpu; 
      0 0 0 -1/ZHBHMpu Y55]; 

   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Summation, power of the loads %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 1)Norra Höja (NH), 2)Harberget (HB) and 3)Hinkebo Mosse (HM) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1) NORRA HÖJA %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[velander]=velanderkonstanter(); 
% Retrieves, from the file velanderkonstanter.m, a 71*4 matrix containing  
% the following and stores it under the namne "velander":  
% Column 1: the group number 
% Column 2: cos(phi) 
% Column 3: k1 
% Column 4: k2 

  
Hoeja_kod=[100 200 710 460 636]; % group code numbers for loads under NH 
Hoeja_W=[40 45 70 40 55]*1000; % Annual energy consumption in MWh 
% Information on the load is found by right-klicking on the substation or 
% service point and clicking om "Energy Usage Information, sum..." in PG. 
%  
% pos (below) is just a matrix containing the power factor and velander  
% constants for the different groups/types of loads and on which row in the 
% file/matrix "velanderkonstanter.m" this information can be found. 
pos=zeros(5,4); 
for v=1:5 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == Hoeja_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
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    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
pos; 

  
% Velander's equation, peak active powers for load 1 in kW. 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29.  
for v=1:5 
    P1NH(v)=pos(v,3)*Hoeja_W(v); 
    P2NH(v)=pos(v,4)^2*Hoeja_W(v); 
end; clear v; 
PNHtot=sum(P1NH)+sqrt(sum(P2NH)); % Active power 

  
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus, i.e. all the  
% loads on the LV-side of the trafo. Theory received by email from Tieto. 
Pk1NH=sum(P1NH); 
Pk2NH=sum(P2NH); 
phiNH=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1:5 
    phiNH(v)=pos(v,2)*P1NH(v)/Pk1NH; 
end; clear v; 
pos; 
phiNH_tot=sum(phiNH); 
SNH=PNHtot/phiNH_tot; 
QNHtot=sqrt(SNH^2-PNHtot^2); %Reactive power in NH 

  
% In order to find the reactive power according to Velander's equations for 
% multiple types of loads, one must find the reactive energy (Wr) 
% for each group first. This is then used for cumulative addition of the 
% loads as we "go up the grid". 
% For this, I use Velander's formula "backwards". v = number of loads, PNH 
% for v=1:5 
%     PNH(v)=pos(v,3)*Hoeja_W(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(Hoeja_W(v)); % Active power 
%     SNH(v)=PNH(v)/pos(v,2); % Apparent power for each load type 
%     QNH(v)=sqrt(SNH(v)^2-PNH(v)^2); % Reactive power for each load type 
% %   To find the reactive energy: 
% %   

http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=p%3D%28k_1%29*w%2B%28k_2%29*sqrt%28w%2

9 
%     WrNH(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QNH(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QNH(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2);%reactive energy, MVArh 
% end; clear v; 
%  
% for v=1:5 
%     Q1NH(v)=pos(v,3)*WrNH(v); 
%     Q2NH(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrNH(v);  
% end; clear v; 
% QNHtot=sum(Q1NH)+sqrt(sum(Q2NH));%Reactive power added cumulatively in NH 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 2) HARBERGET %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Harberget_kod=624;  % group code numbers for the load under Harberget 
Harberget_W=1600*1000;   % Annual energy consumption, 1600 MWh 
clear pos; 
pos=zeros(1,4); 
pos(1)=find(velander == Harberget_kod); 
pos(2)=velander(pos(1),2); 
pos(3)=velander(pos(1),3); 
pos(4)=velander(pos(1),4); 
pos; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load 1 in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29 
PHB=pos(3)*Harberget_W+pos(4)*sqrt(Harberget_W); 
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SHB=PHB/pos(2); 
QHB=sqrt(SHB^2-PHB^2); 
PHBtot=PHB; 
QHBtot=QHB; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3) HINKEBO MOSSE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% group code numbers for loads under Hinkebo Mosse: 
Hinkebo_kod=[630 309 990 600 924 635 961 622 941 710 626]; 
% Annual energy consumption in MWh: W = energi, HM = Hinkebo Mosse 
WHM=[78.2 8 200 56 30 27 14 55 60 40 30]*1000; 
pos=zeros(11,4); 
for v=1:11 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == Hinkebo_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
pos; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29-30.  
for v=1:11 
    P1HM(v)=pos(v,3)*WHM(v); 
    P2HM(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WHM(v); 
end; clear v; 
PHMtot=sum(P1HM)+sqrt(sum(P2HM)); % Total active power at HM 

  
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus, i.e. 
% all the loads "downstream" the bus added cumulatively up to this point. 
% Theory received by email from Tieto. 
Pk1HM=sum(P1HM); 
Pk2HM=sum(P2HM); 
phiHM=zeros(1,11); 
for v=1:11 
    phiHM(v)=pos(v,2)*P1HM(v)/Pk1HM; 
end; clear v; 
phiHM_tot=sum(phiHM); 
SHM=PHMtot/phiHM_tot; 
QHMtot=sqrt(SHM^2-PHMtot^2); % Total reactive power at HM 

  
% % Old approach to find the reactive power: 
% % Velander backwards to get the reactive energy. 
% for v=1:11 
%     PHM(v)=pos(v,3)*WHM(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(WHM(v)); % Active power 
%     SHM(v)=PHM(v)/pos(v,2);  % Apparent power for each load type 
%     QHM(v)=sqrt(SHM(v)^2-PHM(v)^2); % Reactive power for each load type 
%     WrHM(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QHM(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QHM(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2); %Reactive energy, HM 
% end; clear v; 
% % Velander forward (regular) to get the reactive power 
% for v=1:11 
%     Q1HM(v)=pos(v,3)*WrHM(v); 
%     Q2HM(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrHM(v); % Reactive power 
% end; clear v; 
% QHMtot=sum(Q1HM)+sqrt(sum(Q2HM)); 
%  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Net production in each bus %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%Given constants calculated in p.u. 
% 1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
U1=135/Ub135; 
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theta1=0; %Chosen angle 
PD1=PDYidle_pu;             % Idle power loss in trafo seen as load/demand 
QD1=0;                      % No power demand in this bus 
%2 Dye (PQ-bus) 
PG2=0; PD2=0; QG2=0; QD2=0;  
%3 Norra Höja (PQ-bus) 
PG3=0;                                  % No power generation 
PD3=PNHtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6)+PNHidle_pu;   % P.u. power demand of the load 
QG3=0;                                  % No power generation 
QD3=QNHtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); % Per unit reactive power demand of the load 
%4 Harberget (PQ-bus) 
PG4=0;                                  % No power generation 
PD4=PHBtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6)+PHBidle_pu;   % P.u. power demand of the load 
QG4=0;                                  % No power generation 
QD4=QHBtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); % Per unit reactive power demand of the load   
%5 Hinkebo Mosse (PQ-bus) 
%Power from generator - 998, Kraftstationer, 2MWprod/1MWbasevalue-->2 p.u. 
PG5=2/Sb; 
PD5=PHMtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6)+PHMidle_pu;   % P.u. power demand of the load 
QG5=0;                                  % No power generation 
QD5=QHMtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); % Per unit reactive power demand of the load 

  
%Calculate net productions 
%1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
%2 Dye 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD2=PG2-PD2; 
QGD2=QG2-QD2; 
%3 Norra Höja (PQ-bus) 
PGD3=PG3-PD3; 
QGD3=QG3-QD3; 
%4 Harberget (PQ-bus) 
PGD4=PG4-PD4; 
QGD4=QG4-QD4; 
%5 Hinkebo Mosse (PQ-bus) 
PGD5=PG5-PD5; 
QGD5=QG5-QD5; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Power flow set-up and execution 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Initial estimates 
theta2=0; U2=1; 
theta3=0; U3=1; 
theta4=0; U4=1; 
theta5=0; U5=1; 

  
% tole=0.002; % Not used. The idea is that once abs(delta_P)<tole 
              % then the while-loop below is terminated. Tis not used since 
              % the loop already gives an accuracy of greater than this. 
nbus=5;       % number of buses 
n_pq_pu=4;    % Number of PQ and PU buses (in this case, all are PQ) 
bus1=1;bus2=2;bus3=3;bus4=4;bus5=5; 
iter=0; 
VOLT=[U1;U2;U3;U4;U5]; 
Ang=[theta1;theta2;theta3;theta4;theta5]; 
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% Conductance and susceptance extracted and to be used later. 
G=real(Ybus); 
B=imag(Ybus); 
% Starts a while-loop that will iterate four times 
while iter < 4 
    % disp(['Iteration no.: ' num2str(iter + 1)]); 
    % Step 2a (SAPS, eq. 8.43): 
    for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
    end 
    end 
    PP; 
    QQ; 
    P=sum(PP'); % Injected active power into each bus 
    Q=sum(QQ'); % Injected reactive power into each bus 

  
    % Step 2b: Calculating the difference between the net production and  
    % the injected power for each bus. SAPS, eq (8.46) 
    PGD=[PGD2;PGD3;PGD4;PGD5]; 
    QGD=[QGD2;QGD3;QGD4;QGD5]; 
    deltaP=PGD-P([2 3 4 5])'; % not for slack-bus 
    deltaQ=QGD-Q([2 3 4 5])'; % not for PU-buses and slack-bus 

  
    % Step 3: Calculating the jacobian. SAPS, eq (8.50-8.51) 
    for m=1:nbus 
         for n=1:nbus 
             if m==n, 
                 H(m,m)=-Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 N(m,m)=P(m)+G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 J(m,m)=P(m)-G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 L(m,m)=Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
             else 
                 H(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 N(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 J(m,n)=-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 L(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
             end 
         end 
     end 

  
     % delete unwanted variables in order to make the jacobian matrix fit 

together 
     H(bus1,:)=[]; H(:,bus1)=[]; % remove row and column refering to the 

slack bus 
     N(bus1,:)=[];  % remove row refering to the slack bus 
     N(:,bus1)=[];  % remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(bus1,:)=[];  % remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(:,bus1)=[];  % remove row refering to the slack bus 
     L(bus1,:)=[]; L(:,bus1)=[]; % remove row and column refering to the  
                                 % slack bus and PU-bus 

  
     % The jacobian matrix can now be put together: 
     JAC=[H N; J L]; 
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     % Step 4: Calculate [delta_theta delta_U/U]-transposed,SAPS, eq (8.52) 
     DX = inv(JAC)*[deltaP;deltaQ]; 
     delta_theta=DX(1:n_pq_pu);          
     delta_U=DX(n_pq_pu+1:length(DX)); 

  
     % Step 5: Update U and theta, SAPS, eq (8.53) 
     iter=iter+1; 
     % the voltage angles at all buses except bus 1 are updated: 
     Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5])=... 
         Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5])+delta_theta; 
     % the voltages at all buses except bus 1 are updated: 
     VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5])=... 
         VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5]).*(1+delta_U); 

  
end % ends the while-loop 

  
% Step FINAL: Calculate the generated power in the slack bus and the  
% PU-buses with the latest voltages and angles. 
for m=1:nbus 
     for n=1:nbus    
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
     end 
end 
%  
P=sum(PP'); 
Q=sum(QQ'); 
% Find the power generation in slack and PU-busses, eq. 8.44 in SAPS. 
PG1=P(bus1)+PD1; 
QG1=Q(bus1)+QD1; 

  
% disp('Answers, power production in bus 1 [kW & kVArs]: '); 
P1prod=PG1*Sb*10^3; 
Q1prod=QG1*Sb*10^3; 

  
Vnom=VOLT.*UbHM'*10^3; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Step FINAL, cont'd, Calculate the POWER FLOWS, eq. 8.38-8.39 in SAPS. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Begin with creating the B_not matrix, which is a matrix consiting of the 
% admittances between the buses (set to zero by default in this grid). 
Bo=zeros(5,5); 
Bo(2,3)=yshDYNHpu/j; 
Bo(3,2)=Bo(2,3); 
Bo(3,4)=yshNHHBpu/j; 
Bo(4,3)=Bo(3,4); 
Bo(4,5)=yshHBHMpu/j; 
Bo(5,4)=Bo(4,5); 

  
% POWER FLOW CALCULATIONS 
for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        if m==n 
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            Pflow(m,m)=0; 
            Qflow(m,m)=0; 
        else 
            Pflow(m,n)=-G(m,n)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
            Qflow(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)*(B(m,n)-Bo(m,n))-(VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))+B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n)))); 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
% Active Power losses, SAPS, eq. 8.41. 
Ploss12=Pflow(1,2)+Pflow(2,1); % Losses in main transformer Dye 
Ploss23=Pflow(2,3)+Pflow(3,2); 
Ploss34=Pflow(3,4)+Pflow(4,3); 
Ploss45=Pflow(4,5)+Pflow(5,4); 
Ploss=[Ploss12 Ploss23 Ploss34 Ploss45]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
% Reactive power losses 
Qloss12=Qflow(1,2)+Qflow(2,1); 
Qloss23=Qflow(2,3)+Qflow(3,2); 
Qloss34=Qflow(3,4)+Qflow(4,3); 
Qloss45=Qflow(4,5)+Qflow(5,4); 
Qloss=[Qloss12 Qloss23 Qloss34 Qloss45]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Undisplayed answers %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Voltages 
% for v=1:5 
%     disp(['Voltage at bus ' num2str(v) ': ' num2str(Vnom(v)) ' kV']); 
% end, clear v; 
% deg=Ang*(180/pi); 

  
Ptotallosses=sum(sum(Pflow)')*Sb*10^3; % in kW 
Qtotallosses=sum(sum(Qflow)')*Sb*10^3; % in kVAr 

  
Pflow_nom=Pflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 
Qflow_nom=Qflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 

  
P12=Pflow_nom(1,2); 
P23=Pflow_nom(2,3); 
P34=Pflow_nom(3,4); 
P45=Pflow_nom(4,5); 

  
Q12=Qflow_nom(1,2); 
Q23=Qflow_nom(2,3); 
Q34=Qflow_nom(3,4); 
Q45=Qflow_nom(4,5); 

  
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 1 to 2: ' num2str(P12) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 2 to 3: ' num2str(P23) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 3 to 4: ' num2str(P34) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 4 to 5: ' num2str(P45) ' kW']); 
%  
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 1 to 2:   ' num2str(Q12) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 2 to 3:   ' num2str(Q23) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 3 to 4:   ' num2str(Q34) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 4 to 5:    ' num2str(Q45) ' kVAr']); 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Displayed answers %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P45]'; %kW 
Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P45]'-Ploss; 
Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q45]'; %kVAr 
% Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q45]'-Qloss; 

  
% Alternative way of displaying answers 
disp(['Voltage [V]:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Vnom(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Active power flow [kW]:']); 
for v=1:4 
    disp([num2str(Plf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Reactive power flow [kVAr]:']); 
for v=1:4 
    disp([num2str(Qlf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

 

Grid 3, Part 2, Zk, Isc3 and Ssc3 WITH gen 
[HinkeboMosse_Isc3_ParTrafo_5nodes_withGen.m] 
% Hinkebo Mosse with parallel Main transformers in Dye 
% with generator, 5 buses. Grid 3, Reference plan 3. 
% Impedance and 3-phase short-circuit current calculations. 
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% Introduction - define voltages and impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ub135=135;  %Rated base voltage (kV) 
% Background impedance on the 135 kV-side of the main transformer. 
ZDY=2.1+i*12.3; %in ohm 
% Internal impedance of the generator at Hinkebo Mosse. 
ZGHM=4+i*40; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Transformers modelled as impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
%Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
STDY=40;          %Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;         %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;           %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);     %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer reactance 
% ZTDY=R+i*X;           %transformer impedance, Ref. plan 1 
ZTDY=(R+i*X)/2;         %transformer impedance, Ref. plan 3 
                        %because of parallel main transformers with equal Z 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Line impedance and admittances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - NORRA HÖJA(NH) (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km, so here I multiply 
% by the length of the line/cable. 
% Note: There are two cables with the same "Name" but different 
% "beteckning". The uncommented impedance is from the cable with beteckning 
% "BLL 3x241-24" which is used in Ref. plan 2-4. 
% The commented impedance is from the cable with "beteckning" 
% "BLL 241/0", which is used in Ref. plan 1. 
% ZDYNH=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.231; 
ZDYNH=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.231; 

  
%%%%%%Line NORRA HÖJA - HARBERGET (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% ZNHHB=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.2287; 
ZNHHB=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.2287; 

  
%%%%%%Line HARBERGET - HINKEBO MOSSE (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% ZHBHM=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*0.5185; 
ZHBHM=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*0.5185; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCES FROM TOP %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Z1=ZDY; 
Z2=(ZDY+ZTDY)*(20/135)^2; 
Z3=Z2+ZDYNH; 
Z4=Z3+ZNHHB; 
Z5=Z4+ZHBHM; 
Zp=[Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCES FROM BOTTOM %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% "back" for "backwards" 
Zback5=ZGHM; 
Zback4=Zback5+ZHBHM; 
Zback3=Zback4+ZNHHB; 
Zback2=Zback3+ZDYNH; 
Zback1=(Zback2*(135/20)^2+ZTDY); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% PARALLEL IMPEDANCE CALCULATIONS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% "par" stands for impedances in parallel 
Z1par=Z1*Zback1/(Z1+Zback1); 
Z2par=Z2*Zback2/(Z2+Zback2); 
Z3par=Z3*Zback3/(Z3+Zback3); 
Z4par=Z4*Zback4/(Z4+Zback4); 
Z5par=Z5*Zback5/(Z5+Zback5); 

  
Zpar=[Z1par Z2par Z3par Z4par Z5par]; 
Rpar=real(Zpar); 
Xpar=imag(Zpar); 
Zpar_abs=abs(Zpar); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 15-16. 
% The 1.1 is the voltage factor used for calculating the maximum Isc. 
Isc3=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1 Isc3(v)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zpar_abs(v)); end 
for v=[2:5] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zpar_abs(v)); end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ssc3=zeros(1,5); 
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for v=1:5 
    Ssc3(v)=3*Zpar_abs(v)*Isc3(v)^2/1.1; 
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANSWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Impedance, short-circuit current and short-circuit apparent power 

  
% in a format that's easier to copy to Excel: 
Rpar_ans=Rpar'; 
Xpar_ans=Xpar'; 
Zpar_ans=Zpar_abs'; 
Isc3=Isc3'; 
Ssc3=(Ssc3/10^6)'; 
% disp(['MVA']) 

  
% Alternative way of displaying answers 
disp(['Resistance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Rpar(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Reactance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Xpar(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Impedance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Zpar_abs(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Short-circuit current [A]:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Isc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Short-circuit power [MVA]:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

 

Grid 3, Part 2, Zk, Isc3 and Ssc3 without gen  
[HinkeboMosse_Isc3_ParTrafo_5nodes_withoutGen.m] 
% Hinkebo Mosse with parallel Main transformers in Dye 
% withOUT generator, 5 buses. Grid 3, Reference plan 3. 
% Impedance and 3-phase short-circuit current calculations. 
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% Introduction - define voltages and impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ub135=135;  % Rated base voltage (kV) 
% Background impedance on the 135 kV-side of the main transformer. 
ZDY=2.1+i*12.3; % in ohm 
% Internal impedance of the generator at Hinkebo Mosse. 
ZGHM=4+i*40;    % in ohm 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Transformers modelled as impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
%Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
STDY=40;          %Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;         %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;           %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);     %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer reactance 
ZTDY=(R+i*X)/2;         %transformer impedance 
                        %divided by two b/c of parallel main transformers 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%Line impedance and admittances%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - NORRA HÖJA(NH) (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km, so here I multiply 
% by the length of the line/cable. 
% Note, there are two cables with the same "Name" but different 
% "beteckning". The active impedance is from the cable with "beteckning" 
% "BLL 3x241-24". The impedance that is commented if from the cable with 
% "beteckning" "BLL 241/0". 
% ZDYNH=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.231; 
ZDYNH=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.231; 

  
%%%%%%Line NORRA HÖJA - HARBERGET (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% ZNHHB=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.2287; 
ZNHHB=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.2287; 

  
%%%%%%Line HARBERGET - HINKEBO MOSSE (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% ZHBHM=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*0.5185; 
ZHBHM=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*0.5185; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCES FROM TOP %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Z1=ZDY; 
Z2=(ZDY+ZTDY)*(20/135)^2; 
Z3=Z2+ZDYNH; 
Z4=Z3+ZNHHB; 
Z5=Z4+ZHBHM; 
Zp=[Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5]; 

  
Rp=real(Zp); 
Xp=imag(Zp); 
Zp_abs=abs(Zp); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 15-16. 
% The 1.1 is the voltage factor used for calculating the maximum Isc. 
Isc3=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1 Isc3(v)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zp_abs(v)); end 
for v=[2:5] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zp_abs(v)); end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ssc3=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1:5 
    Ssc3(v)=3*Zp_abs(v)*Isc3(v)^2/1.1;   
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANSWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Impedance, short-circuit current and short-circuit apparent power 

  
% in a format that's easier to copy to Excel: 
Rpar_ans=Rp'; 
Xpar_ans=Xp'; 
Zpar_ans=Zp_abs'; 
Isc3=Isc3'; 
Ssc3=(Ssc3/10^6)'; 
% disp(['MVA']) 

  
% Alternative way of displaying answers 
disp(['Resistance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Rp(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Reactance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Xp(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Impedance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Zp_abs(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Short-circuit current [A]:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Isc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Short-circuit power [MVA]:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
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Grid 4, HM – 2 main transformers in series 

Grid 4, Part 1, Voltage and power flow calculations 
[HinkeboMosse_SeriesTrafo_PowerFlow.m] 
% Hinkebo Mosse - 2 main transformers in series 
% MV power flow calculations with production (generator) 
% Grid 4, Reference plan 4, Number of buses: 6 
% The loads have been added cumulatively to the primary side of 
% each MV/LV transformer, but not "upwards in the grid" because of the gen. 
% Default settings: 
% Idle losses of MVLV transformers not included and perhaps never should be 
% since this program only calculates the MV-level. (Idle losses for HVMV 
% trafo do not affect the particular answers that this program finds). 
% Tietos way of calculating the reactive powers is implemented. 
% Ysh of lines set to zero (but can be included if wanted). 
% To include or not to include the power flow losses in the answers can be 
% chosen in the answers section below. See the parameters Plf and Qlf. 

  
% Most of the theory can be found in the course-book "Static 
% Analysis of Power Systems" (SAPS), printed in August 2010 by KTH and  
% authored by Lennart Söder and Merhdad Ghandhari. 

  
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%% Per unit calculations and preparations for the Y-bus matrix %%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Begin by defining the base values: 
% Base Power for the different voltage levels in the system 
Sb=1; % Base power (MVA) for the system 
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system (kV) 
Ub135=135; 
Ub20=20; 
Ub11=11; 
% Base impedences 
Zb135=(Ub135^2)/Sb; Zb20=(Ub20^2)/Sb; Zb11=(Ub11^2)/Sb; 
% Create a vector consisting of the base voltages for the system's buses: 
UbHM=[Ub135 Ub11 Ub20 Ub20 Ub20 Ub20]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%Transformation into per unit (pu)%% 
%%pu value= true value/base value  %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Transformers modelled as impedances. Here calculated into per unit 

values. 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
% Dye 1 (DY1) HV/MV station 
STDY1=40;        % Rated power (MVA) transformer 1 in Dye 
Pk=112.1;        % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;    % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY1*1000);                 % transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY1);               % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);               % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY1);               % transformer reactance 
ZTDY1pu=(R+i*X)/Zb135;               % transformer impedance in per unit 
% Idle power losses in trafo in pu for bus 1: This value only affects 
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% PD1 and PG1; answers found by this program are not affected. 
PDY1idle_pu=20.6*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 

  
STDY2=40;        % Rated power (MVA) transformer 2 in Dye 
Pk=112.1;        % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;    % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY2*1000);                % transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub11^2/STDY2);               % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);              % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub11^2/STDY2);               % transformer reactance 
ZTDY2pu=(R+i*X)/Zb11;               % transformer impedance in per unit 
PDY2idle_pu=20.6*10^3/(Sb*10^6);    % idle power losses of trafo in pu 

  
% Idle losses from the MV/LV transformers are seemingly not included in 
% PG's calculations (conclusion drawn from looking at different answers). 
% Norra Höja (NH) MV/LV Substation 
PNHidle_pu=0;%0.52*10^3/(Sb*10^6); % idle power losses in trafo in pu 
%Harberget (HB) MV/LV Substation 
PHBidle_pu=0;%1.2*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  % idle power losses in trafo in pu 
%Hinkebo Mosse (HM) Substation 
PHMidle_pu=0;%0.78*10^3/(Sb*10^6); % idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%% Line impedance and admittance %%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - NORRA HÖJA(NH) (BLL 3x241-24/BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% Z_DYNHpu=impedance for the line in per unit 
% Z_DYNHpu=(resistance+i*w*reactance)*km/Zb 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km 
% Note: There are two cables with the same "Name" but different 
% "beteckning". The uncommented impedance is from the cable with 
% beteckning "BLL 3x241-24", used in Reference plans 2-4. 
% The commented impedance is from the cable with beteckning "BLL 241/0", 
% used in Reference plan 1. 
% ZDYNHpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.231/Zb20; 
ZDYNHpu=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.231/Zb20; 
% Despite their short lengths or if the lengths were changed, the lines  
% could have been modelled as medium-long lines, IF there is a value for  
% the capacitance in the cable catalogue file.  
% The cable with beteckning "BLL 3x241-24" has no value for Ysh. 
% Admittance for the line=i*omega*capacitancPerKm in micro-F*km/2*Zb20 
% The line capacitance is given in micro-fahrad per km, uF/km. 
% Divided by 2 because the pi-model of a line divides the admittance for 
% the whole line into two equal parts "belonging" to the respective buses. 
% Multiplying by the base impedance is the same thing as dividing by the  
% base admittance. 
% Ysh_DYNH=i*0.0120000001043*1.231 % from cable with beteckning "BLL 241/0" 
% ysh_DYNH=Ysh_DYNH/2  % pi-model states that only half belongs to each bus 
% ysh_DYNHpu = ysh_DYNH/Yb20 = ysh_DYNH*Zb20,  
% Or all in one step: 
yshDYNHpu=0;%i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*1.231/2*Zb20; 

  
%%%%%%Line NORRA HÖJA - HARBERGET (BLL 3x241-24/BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% ZNHHBpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.2287/Zb20;% Ref. plan 1 
ZNHHBpu=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.2287/Zb20;  % Ref. plan 4 
yshNHHBpu=0;%i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*1.2287/2*Zb20; % Non-zero value 
% from Ref. plan 1 and "BLL 241/0". 
%%%%%%Line HARBERGET - HINKEBO MOSSE (BLL 3x241-24/BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% ZHBHMpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*0.5185/Zb20;% BLL 241/0 
ZHBHMpu=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*0.5185/Zb20;  % BLL 3x241-24 
yshHBHMpu=0;%i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*0.5185/2*Zb20; % BLL 241/0 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Y-bus matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Now the Y-bus matrix is put together. The loads are not included since 
% they are accounted for later. The diagonal elements of Y-bus matrix 
% consist of capacitances and impedances of lines and transformer 
% impedances converted into admittances. I.e. the sum of all admittances  
% connected to bus k. The code is prepared for if the user would 
% want to use the pi-model for the line (because of inclusion of Ysh). 
Y11=1/ZTDY1pu; 
Y22=1/ZTDY1pu+1/ZTDY2pu; 
Y33=1/ZTDY2pu+1/ZDYNHpu+yshDYNHpu;%transformer 1 @Dye & line Dye-Norra Höja 
Y44=1/ZDYNHpu+yshDYNHpu+1/ZNHHBpu+yshNHHBpu; 
Y55=1/ZNHHBpu+yshNHHBpu+1/ZHBHMpu+yshHBHMpu; 
Y66=1/ZHBHMpu+yshHBHMpu; 

  
% Y-bus for the Norra Höja, Harberget & Hinkebo Mosse - branch from Dye, 
% only MV level. In the non-diagonal elements of the matrix, the value 
% inserted is the negative admittance between bus j and k. 
Ybus=[Y11 -1/ZTDY1pu 0 0 0 0; 
      -1/ZTDY1pu Y22 -1/ZTDY2pu 0 0 0; 
      0 -1/ZTDY2pu Y33 -1/ZDYNHpu 0 0; 
      0 0 -1/ZDYNHpu Y44 -1/ZNHHBpu 0; 
      0 0 0 -1/ZNHHBpu Y55 -1/ZHBHMpu; 
      0 0 0 0 -1/ZHBHMpu Y66]; 

   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Summation of the loads %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 1)Norra Höja (NH), 2)Harberget (HB) 3)Hinkebo Mosse (HM) 
% No cumulative addition on the MV-level because of the generator in Ns HM. 
% If this generator is removed, cumulative addition needs to take place 
% since there are no parallel lines in the grid. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1) NORRA HÖJA %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[velander]=velanderkonstanter(); 
% Retrieves, from the file velanderkonstanter.m, a 71*4 matrix containing  
% the following and stores it under the namne "velander":  
% Column 1: the group number 
% Column 2: cos(phi) 
% Column 3: k1 
% Column 4: k2 

  
% Information on the load is found by right-klicking on the substation or 
% service point and clicking om "Energy Usage Information, sum..." in PG: 
Hoeja_kod=[100 200 710 460 636]; % group code numbers for loads under NH 
Hoeja_W=[40 45 70 40 55]*1000; % Annual energy consumption in MWh 

  
% pos (below) is just a matrix containing the power factor and velander  
% constants for the different groups/types of loads and on which row in the 
% file/matrix "velanderkonstanter.m" this information can be found. 
pos=zeros(5,4); 
for v=1:5 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == Hoeja_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
pos; 
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% Velander's equation, peak active powers for load 1 in kW. 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29.  
for v=1:5 
    P1NH(v)=pos(v,3)*Hoeja_W(v); 
    P2NH(v)=pos(v,4)^2*Hoeja_W(v); 
end; clear v; 
PNHtot=sum(P1NH)+sqrt(sum(P2NH)); % Active power in NH 

  
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus, i.e. all the  
% loads on the LV-side of the trafo. Theory received by email from Tieto. 
Pk1NH=sum(P1NH); 
Pk2NH=sum(P2NH); 
phiNH=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1:5 
    phiNH(v)=pos(v,2)*P1NH(v)/Pk1NH; 
end; clear v; 
pos; 
phiNH_tot=sum(phiNH); 
SNH=PNHtot/phiNH_tot; 
QNHtot=sqrt(SNH^2-PNHtot^2); %Reactive power in NH 

  
% % In order to find the reactive power according to Velander's equations 
% % for multiple types of loads, one must find the reactive energy (Wr) 
% % for each group first. This is then used for cumulative addition of the 
% % loads as we "go up the grid". 
% % For this, I use Velander's formula "backwards". v = number of loads 
% for v=1:5 
%     PNH(v)=pos(v,3)*Hoeja_W(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(Hoeja_W(v)); % Active power 
%     SNH(v)=PNH(v)/pos(v,2); % Apparent power for each load type 
%     QNH(v)=sqrt(SNH(v)^2-PNH(v)^2); % Reactive power for each load type 
% %   To find the reactive energy: 
% %   

http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=p%3D%28k_1%29*w%2B%28k_2%29*sqrt%28w%2

9 
%     WrNH(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QNH(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QNH(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2);%reactive energy, MVArh 
% end; clear v; 
%  
% for v=1:5 
%     Q1NH(v)=pos(v,3)*WrNH(v); 
%     Q2NH(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrNH(v);  
% end; clear v; 
% QNHtot=sum(Q1NH)+sqrt(sum(Q2NH)); % Reactive power in NH 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 2) HARBERGET %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Harberget_kod=624;  % group code numbers for the load under Harberget 
Harberget_W=1600*1000;   % Annual energy consumption, 1600 MWh 
clear pos; 
pos=zeros(1,4); 
pos(1)=find(velander == Harberget_kod); 
pos(2)=velander(pos(1),2); 
pos(3)=velander(pos(1),3); 
pos(4)=velander(pos(1),4); 
pos; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load 1 in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29 
PHB=pos(3)*Harberget_W+pos(4)*sqrt(Harberget_W); 
SHB=PHB/pos(2); 
QHB=sqrt(SHB^2-PHB^2); 
% Velander's equation backwards, as above: 
WrHB=(2*pos(3)*QHB-sqrt(4*pos(3)*pos(4)^2*QHB... 
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    +pos(4)^4)+pos(4)^2)/(2*pos(3)^2); 

  
PHBtot=PHB; 
QHBtot=QHB; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3) HINKEBO MOSSE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% group code numbers for loads under Hinkebo Mosse: 
Hinkebo_kod=[630 309 990 600 924 635 961 622 941 710 626]; 
% Annual energy consumption in MWh. W = energi, HM = Hinkebo Mosse 
WHM=[78.2 8 200 56 30 27 14 55 60 40 30]*1000; 
pos=zeros(11,4); 
for v=1:11 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == Hinkebo_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
pos; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29-30.  
for v=1:11 
    P1HM(v)=pos(v,3)*WHM(v); 
    P2HM(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WHM(v); 
end; clear v; 
PHMtot=sum(P1HM)+sqrt(sum(P2HM)); % Active power 

  
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus, i.e. 
% all the loads "downstream" the bus added cumulatively up to this point. 
% Theory received by email from Tieto. 
Pk1HM=sum(P1HM); 
Pk2HM=sum(P2HM); 
phiHM=zeros(1,11); 
for v=1:11 
    phiHM(v)=pos(v,2)*P1HM(v)/Pk1HM; 
end; clear v; 
phiHM_tot=sum(phiHM); 
SHM=PHMtot/phiHM_tot; 
QHMtot=sqrt(SHM^2-PHMtot^2); % Reactive power 

  
% % Old approach to find the reactive power: 
% % Velander backwards to get the reactive energy. 
% for v=1:11 
%     PHM(v)=pos(v,3)*WHM(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(WHM(v)); % Active power 
%     SHM(v)=PHM(v)/pos(v,2);  % Apparent power for each load type 
%     QHM(v)=sqrt(SHM(v)^2-PHM(v)^2); % Reactive power for each load type 
%     WrHM(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QHM(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QHM(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2); %Reactive energy, HM 
% end; clear v; 
% % Velander forward (regular) to get the reactive power 
% for v=1:11 
%     Q1HM(v)=pos(v,3)*WrHM(v); 
%     Q2HM(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrHM(v); % Reactive power 
% end; clear v; 
% QHMtot=sum(Q1HM)+sqrt(sum(Q2HM)); 
%  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Net production in each bus %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%Given constants calculated in p.u. 
% 1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
U1=135/Ub135; 
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theta1=0; %Chosen angle 
PD1=PDY1idle_pu;            % Idle power loss in trafo seen as load/demand 
QD1=0;                      % No power demand in this bus 
%2 Dye 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG2=0; 
PD2=PDY2idle_pu;            % Idle power loss in trafo seen as load/demand 
QG2=0; 
QD2=0; 
%3 Dye 3 (PQ-bus) 
PG3=0; PD3=0; QG3=0; QD3=0; 
%4 Norra Höja (PQ-bus) 
PG4=0;                                  % No power generation 
PD4=PNHtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6)+PNHidle_pu;   % P.u. power demand of the load 
QG4=0; % No power generation            % and idle power loss in trafo 
QD4=QNHtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); % Per unit reactive power demand of the load 
%5 Harberget (PQ-bus) 
PG5=0;                                  % No power generation 
PD5=PHBtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6)+PHBidle_pu;   % P.u. power demand of the load 
QG5=0; % No power generation            % and idle power loss in trafo 
QD5=QHBtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); % Per unit reactive power demand of the load 
%6 Hinkebo Mosse (PQ-bus) 
%Power from generator - 998, Kraftstationer, 2MWprod/1MWbasevalue-->2 p.u. 
PG6=2/Sb;                  % Per unit active power demand of the load 
PD6=PHMtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6)+PHMidle_pu;   % P.u. power demand of the load 
QG6=0; % No power generation            % and idle power loss in trafo 
QD6=QHMtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); % Per unit reactive power demand of the load 

  
% Calculate net productions 
% 1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
% 2 Dye 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD2=PG2-PD2; 
QGD2=QG2-QD2; 
% 3 Dye 3 (PQ-bus) 
PGD3=PG3-PD3; 
QGD3=QG3-QD3; 
% 4 Norra Höja (PQ-bus) 
PGD4=PG4-PD4; 
QGD4=QG4-QD4; 
% 5 Harberget (PQ-bus) 
PGD5=PG5-PD5; 
QGD5=QG5-QD5; 
% 6 Hinkebo Mosse (PQ-bus) 
PGD6=PG6-PD6; 
QGD6=QG6-QD6; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Power flow set-up and execution %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Initial estimates 
theta2=0; U2=1; 
theta3=0; U3=1; 
theta4=0; U4=1; 
theta5=0; U5=1; 
theta6=0; U6=1; 

  
% tole=0.002; % Not used yet. The idea is that once abs(delta_P)<tole 
              % then the while-loop below is terminated. Tis not used since 
              % the loop already gives an accuracy of greater than this. 
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nbus=6;       % number of buses 
n_pq_pu=5;    % Number of PQ and PU buses (in this case, all are PQ) 
bus1=1;bus2=2;bus3=3;bus4=4;bus5=5;bus6=6; 
iter=0; 
VOLT=[U1;U2;U3;U4;U5;U6]; 
Ang=[theta1;theta2;theta3;theta4;theta5;theta6]; 

  
% Conductance and susceptance extracted and to be used later: 
G=real(Ybus); 
B=imag(Ybus); 
% Starts a while-loop that will iterate 10 times 
while iter < 10 
    % disp(['Iteration no.: ' num2str(iter + 1)]); 
    % Step 2a (SAPS, eq. 8.43): 
    for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
    end 
    end 
    PP; 
    QQ; 
    P=sum(PP'); % Injected active power into each bus 
    Q=sum(QQ'); % Injected reactive power into each bus 

  
    % Step 2b: Calculating the difference between the net production and  
    % the injected power for each bus. SAPS, eq (8.46) 
    PGD=[PGD2;PGD3;PGD4;PGD5;PGD6]; 
    QGD=[QGD2;QGD3;QGD4;QGD5;QGD6]; 
    deltaP=PGD-P([2 3 4 5 6])'; % not for slack-bus 
    deltaQ=QGD-Q([2 3 4 5 6])'; % not for PU-buses and slack-bus 

  
    % Step 3: Calculating the jacobian. SAPS, eq (8.50-8.51) 
    for m=1:nbus 
         for n=1:nbus 
             if m==n, 
                 H(m,m)=-Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 N(m,m)=P(m)+G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 J(m,m)=P(m)-G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 L(m,m)=Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
             else 
                 H(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 N(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 J(m,n)=-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 L(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
             end 
         end 
     end 

  
     % Delete unwanted variables to make the jacobian matrix fit together 
     H(bus1,:)=[]; H(:,bus1)=[]; % remove row and column of the slack bus 
     N(bus1,:)=[];  % remove row refering to the slack bus 
     N(:,bus1)=[];  % remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(bus1,:)=[];  % remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(:,bus1)=[];  % remove row refering to the slack bus 
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     L(bus1,:)=[]; L(:,bus1)=[]; % remove row and column refering to the  
                                 % slack bus and PU-bus 

  
     % The jacobian matrix can now be put together: 
     JAC=[H N; J L]; 

  
     % Step 4: Calculate [delta_theta delta_U/U]-transposed,SAPS, eq (8.52) 
     DX = inv(JAC)*[deltaP;deltaQ]; 
     delta_theta=DX(1:n_pq_pu);          
     delta_U=DX(n_pq_pu+1:length(DX)); 

  
     % Step 5: Update U and theta, SAPS, eq (8.53) 
     iter=iter+1; 
     % the voltage angles at all buses except bus 1 are updated: 
     Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6])=... 
         Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6])+delta_theta; 
     % the voltages at all buses except bus 1 are updated: 
     VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6])=... 
         VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6]).*(1+delta_U); 

  
end % ends the while-loop 

  
% Step FINAL: Calculate the generated power in the slack bus (and the  
% PU-buses if they had existed) with the latest voltages and angles. 
for m=1:nbus 
     for n=1:nbus    
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
     end 
end 
P=sum(PP'); 
Q=sum(QQ'); 
% Find the power generation in slack and PU-busses, eq. 8.44, SAPS: 
PG1=P(bus1)+PD1; 
QG1=Q(bus1)+QD1; 

  
% disp('Answers, power production in bus 1 [kW & kVAr]: '); 
P1prod=PG1*Sb*10^3; 
Q1prod=QG1*Sb*10^3; 

  
Vnom=VOLT.*UbHM'; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Step FINAL, cont'd, Calculate the POWER FLOWS, eq. 8.38-8.39 in SAPS. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Begin with creating the B_not matrix, which is a matrix consiting of the 
% admittances between the buses (set to zero by default in this grid). 
Bo=zeros(6,6); 
Bo(3,4)=yshDYNHpu/j; 
Bo(4,3)=Bo(3,4); 
Bo(4,5)=yshNHHBpu/j; 
Bo(5,4)=Bo(4,5); 
Bo(5,6)=yshHBHMpu/j; 
Bo(6,5)=Bo(5,6); 
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% POWER FLOW CALCULATIONS 
for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        if m==n 
            Pflow(m,m)=0; 
            Qflow(m,m)=0; 
        else 
            Pflow(m,n)=-G(m,n)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
            Qflow(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)*(B(m,n)-Bo(m,n))-(VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))+B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n)))); 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
% Active Power losses, SAPS, eq. 8.41. 
Ploss12=Pflow(1,2)+Pflow(2,1); % Losses in main transformer Dye 
Ploss23=Pflow(2,3)+Pflow(3,2); 
Ploss34=Pflow(3,4)+Pflow(4,3); % Losses across power line betw. Dye & NH 
Ploss45=Pflow(4,5)+Pflow(5,4); 
Ploss56=Pflow(5,6)+Pflow(6,5); 
Ploss=[Ploss12 Ploss23 Ploss34 Ploss45 Ploss56]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
%Reactive power losses 
Qloss12=Qflow(1,2)+Qflow(2,1); 
Qloss23=Qflow(2,3)+Qflow(3,2); 
Qloss34=Qflow(3,4)+Qflow(4,3); 
Qloss45=Qflow(4,5)+Qflow(5,4); 
Qloss56=Qflow(5,6)+Qflow(6,5); 
Qloss=[Qloss12 Qloss23 Qloss34 Qloss45 Qloss56]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Undisplayed answers %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ptotallosses=sum(sum(Pflow)')*Sb*10^3; % in kW 
Qtotallosses=sum(sum(Qflow)')*Sb*10^3; % in kVAr 

  
Pflow_nom=Pflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 
Qflow_nom=Qflow*Sb*10^3; % kVAr 

  
P12=Pflow_nom(1,2); 
P23=Pflow_nom(2,3); 
P34=Pflow_nom(3,4); 
P45=Pflow_nom(4,5); 
P56=Pflow_nom(5,6); 

  
Q12=Qflow_nom(1,2); 
Q23=Qflow_nom(2,3); 
Q34=Qflow_nom(3,4); 
Q45=Qflow_nom(4,5); 
Q56=Qflow_nom(5,6); 

  
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 1 to 2: ' num2str(P12) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 2 to 3: ' num2str(P23) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 3 to 4: ' num2str(P34) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 4 to 5: ' num2str(P45) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 5 to 6: ' num2str(P56) ' kW']); 
%  
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% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 1 to 2:   ' num2str(Q12) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 2 to 3:   ' num2str(Q23) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 3 to 4:   ' num2str(Q34) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 4 to 5:    ' num2str(Q45) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 5 to 6:    ' num2str(Q56) ' kVAr']); 

  

  
% Voltages 
% for v=1:5 
%     disp(['Voltage at bus ' num2str(v) ': ' num2str(Vnom(v)) ' kV']); 
% end, clear v; 
% deg=Ang*(180/pi); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Displayed answers %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
Vnom_V=Vnom*10^3; 
% Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P45 P56]'; 
Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P45 P56]'-Ploss; 
Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q45 Q56]'; 
% Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q45 Q56]'-Ploss; 

  
% Alternative way of displaying answers 
disp(['Voltage [V]: ']); 
for v=1:6 
    disp([num2str(Vnom_V(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Active power flow [kW]:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Plf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Reactive power flow [kVAr]:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Qlf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

 

Grid 4, Part 2, Zk, Isc3 and Ssc3 WITH gen  
[HinkeboMosse_SeriesTrafo_Isc_withGen.m] 
% Hinkebo Mosse - MV ONLY with generator, 5 buses, Grid 4, Ref. plan 4 
% Impedance additions, 3-phase short-circuit current, and  
% 3-phase short-circuit power calculations. 
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% Introduction - define voltages and impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  % Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub11=11;    % Rated base voltage (kV) 

  
% Background impedance on the 135 kV-side of the main transformer. 
ZDY=2.1+i*12.3; %in ohm 
% Background impedance of the generator at Hinkebo Mosse. 
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ZGHM=4+i*40; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Transformers modelled as impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
% Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
STDY=40;         % Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;        % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;           % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);     % transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %  transformer reactance 
ZTDY1=R+i*X;            % transformer impedance 

  
STDY2=40;        % Rated power (MVA) transformer 2 in Dye 
Pk=112.1;        % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;           % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY2*1000);    % transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub11^2/STDY2);   % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub11^2/STDY2);   % transformer reactance 
ZTDY2=R+i*X;            % transformer impedance 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%Line impedance and admittances%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - NORRA HÖJA(NH) (BLL 3x241-24 or BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km, so here I multiply 
% by th length of the line/cable. 
% Note, there are two cables with the same "Name" in the cable catalogue,  
% but with different "beteckning". 
% The uncommented impedance is from the cable with beteckning 
% "BLL 3x241-24" which is used in Reference plans 2-4. 
% The commented impedance is from the cable with beteckning 
% "BLL 241/0" which is used in Reference plan 1. 
% BLL 3x241-24 is used/uncommented, since this is what PG apparently uses. 
ZDYNH=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.231; 
% ZDYNH=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.231; 

  
%%%%%%Line NORRA HÖJA - HARBERGET (BLL 3x241-24 or BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZNHHB=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.2287; 
% ZNHHB=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.2287; 

  
%%%%%%Line HARBERGET - HINKEBO MOSSE (BLL 3x241-24 or BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZHBHM=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*0.5185; 
% ZHBHM=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*0.5185; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCES FROM TOP %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Z1=ZDY; 
Z2=(ZDY+ZTDY1)*(11/135)^2; 
Z3=(Z2+ZTDY2)*(20/11)^2; 
Z4=Z3+ZDYNH; 
Z5=Z4+ZNHHB; 
Z6=Z5+ZHBHM; 
Zp=[Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCES FROM BOTTOM %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% "back" for "backwards" 
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Zback6=ZGHM; 
Zback5=Zback6+ZHBHM; 
Zback4=Zback5+ZNHHB; 
Zback3=Zback4+ZDYNH; 
Zback2=Zback3*(11/20)^2+ZTDY2; 
Zback1=Zback4*(135/11)^2+ZTDY1; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% PARALLEL IMPEDANCE CALCULATIONS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% "par" stands for impedances in parallel 
Z1par=Z1*Zback1/(Z1+Zback1); 
Z2par=Z2*Zback2/(Z2+Zback2); 
Z3par=Z3*Zback3/(Z3+Zback3); 
Z4par=Z4*Zback4/(Z4+Zback4); 
Z5par=Z5*Zback5/(Z5+Zback5); 
Z6par=Z6*Zback6/(Z6+Zback6); 

  
Zpar=[Z1par Z2par Z3par Z4par Z5par Z6par]; 
Rpar=real(Zpar); 
Xpar=imag(Zpar); 
Zpar_abs=abs(Zpar); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 15-16. 
% The 1.1 is the voltage factor used for calculating the maximum Isc. 
Isc3=zeros(1,6); 
Isc3(1)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zpar_abs(1)); 
Isc3(2)=1.1*11*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zpar_abs(2)); 
for v=[3:6] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zpar_abs(v)); end 

  
% A couple of lines to test to see if short-circuit calculations result 
% in the same answers as PG if PG's impedances are used: 
% Zpar_abs=[Zpar_abs(1) Zpar_abs(2) 40.93 40.75 40.47 40.2]; 
% Zpar_abs=[Zpar_abs(1) Zpar_abs(2) Zpar_abs(3) 2.857 3.263 3.434]; 
% for v=[3:6] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zpar_abs(v)); end 
% % The following line of code brings us close to the answer PG presents: 
% for v=[3:6] Isc3(v)=1.1*11*10^3/(Zpar_abs(v)); end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ssc3=zeros(1,6); 
for v=1:6 
    Ssc3(v)=3*Zpar_abs(v)*Isc3(v)^2/1.1; 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANSWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Impedance, short-circuit current, and short-circuit apparent power 
% in a format that's easier to copy to Excel: 
Rpar_ans=Rpar'; 
Xpar_ans=Xpar'; 
Zpar_ans=Zpar_abs'; 
Isc3=Isc3'; 
Ssc3=(Ssc3/10^6)'; 
% disp(['MVA']) 

  
% Alternative way of displaying answers 
disp(['Resistance:']); 
for v=1:6 
    disp([num2str(Rpar(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Reactance:']); 
for v=1:6 
    disp([num2str(Xpar(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
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disp(['Impedance:']); 
for v=1:6 
    disp([num2str(Zpar_abs(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Short-circuit current [A]:']); 
for v=1:6 
    disp([num2str(Isc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Short-circuit power [MVA]:']); 
for v=1:6 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

 

Grid 4, Part 2, Zk, Isc3 and Ssc3 without gen  
[HinkeboMosse_SeriesTrafo_Isc_withoutGen.m] 
% Hinkebo Mosse - MV ONLY without generator, 5 buses, Grid 4, Ref. plan 4 
% Impedance additions, 3-phase short-circuit current, and  
% 3-phase short-circuit power calculations. 
% No generator, i.e. impedances between HM and Dye NOT in parallel 
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% Introduction - define voltages and impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ub135=135;  % Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub11=11;    % Rated base voltage (kV) 

  
% Background impedance on the 135 kV-side of the main transformer. 
ZDY=2.1+i*12.3; %in ohm 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Transformers modelled as impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
% Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
STDY=40;         % Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;        % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;           % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);     % transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   % transformer reactance 
ZTDY1=R+i*X;            % transformer impedance 

  
STDY2=40;        % Rated power (MVA) transformer 2 in Dye 
Pk=112.1;        % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;           % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY2*1000);    % transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub11^2/STDY2);   % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub11^2/STDY2);   % transformer reactance 
ZTDY2=R+i*X;            % transformer impedance 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%% Line impedance and admittances %%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - NORRA HÖJA(NH) (BLL 3x241-24/BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
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% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km, so here I multiply 
% by th length of the line/cable. 
% Note, there are two cables with the same "Name" in the cable catalogue,  
% but with different "beteckning". 
% The uncommented impedance is from the cable with beteckning 
% "BLL 3x241-24" which is used by PG in Reference plans 2-4. 
% The commented impedance is from the cable with beteckning 
% "BLL 241/0" which is used in Reference plan 1. 
% BLL 3x241-24 is used/uncommented, since this is what PG apparently uses. 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km, so here I multiply 
% by the length of the line/cable. 
ZDYNH=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.231;   %BLL 3x241-24 
% ZDYNH=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.231; %BLL 241/0 

  
%%%%%%Line NORRA HÖJA - HARBERGET (BLL 3x241-24/BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZNHHB=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.2287;   %BLL 3x241-24 
% ZNHHB=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.2287; %BLL 241/0 

  
%%%%%%Line HARBERGET - HINKEBO MOSSE (BLL 3x241-24/BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
ZHBHM=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*0.5185;   %BLL 3x241-24 
% ZHBHM=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*0.5185; %BLL 241/0 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCE ADDITION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Z1=ZDY; 
Z2=(ZDY+ZTDY1)*(11/135)^2; 
Z3=(Z2+ZTDY2)*(20/11)^2; 
Z4=Z3+ZDYNH; 
Z5=Z4+ZNHHB; 
Z6=Z5+ZHBHM; 
Zp=[Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6]; 

  
Rp=real(Zp); 
Xp=imag(Zp); 
Zp_abs=abs(Zp); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 15-16. 
% The 1.1 is the voltage factor used for calculating the maximum Isc. 
Isc3=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1 Isc3(v)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zp_abs(v)); end 
for v=2 Isc3(v)=1.1*11*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zp_abs(v)); end 
for v=[3:6] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zp_abs(v)); end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ssc3=zeros(1,6); 
for v=1:6 
    Ssc3(v)=3*Zp_abs(v)*Isc3(v)^2/1.1; 
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANSWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Impedance, short-circuit current, and short-circuit apparent power 
% In a format that's easier to copy to Excel: 
Rpar_ans=Rp'; 
Xpar_ans=Xp'; 
Zpar_ans=Zp_abs'; 
Isc3=Isc3'; 
Ssc3=(Ssc3/10^6)'; 
% disp(['MVA']) 

  
% Alternative way of displaying answers 
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disp(['Resistance:']); 
for v=1:6 
    disp([num2str(Rp(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Reactance:']); 
for v=1:6 
    disp([num2str(Xp(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Impedance:']); 
for v=1:6 
    disp([num2str(Zp_abs(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Short-circuit current [A]:']); 
for v=1:6 
    disp([num2str(Isc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Short-circuit power [MVA]:']); 
for v=1:6 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
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Grid 5, HM – 3-winded main transformer 

Grid 5, Part 1, Voltage and power flow calculations 
[HinkeboMosse3lindad_PowerFlow.m] 
% Hinkebo Mosse - 3 winded main transformer, Grid 5, Reference plan 2 
% MV power flow and voltage calculations on one path through  
% a 3-winded transformer with a generator in Ns HM. 
% NUMBER OF BUSES: 5 
% Background impedance at HV feeder point is not included in power flow 
% calulations. I.e., there is no voltage drop before the HV feeder point 
% so the voltage is a fixed 135 kV. 
% The generator is placed so that power is injected directly into bus 5. 
% Default settings: 
% Idle losses of MVLV transformers not included and perhaps never should be 
% since this program only calculates the MV-level. (Idle losses for HVMV 
% trafo do not affect the particular answers that this program finds 
% because they are placed in the HV feeder point, prim. side of trafo.) 
% Tietos way of calculating the reactive powers implemented. 
% Ysh of lines set to zero (but can be included if wanted). 
% To include losses or not, see two different Plfs and Qlfs in the answers 
% section. 

  
% Most of the theory can be found in the course-book "Static 
% Analysis of Power Systems" (SAPS), printed in August 2010 by KTH and  
% authored by Lennart Söder and Merhdad Ghandhari. 

  
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%% Per unit calculations and preparations for the Y-bus matrix %%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% For base value theory, se SAPS chapter 6. 
% Begin by defining the base values: 
Sb=1; % Base Power (MVA) for the different voltage levels in the system 
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  % Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    % Rated base voltage (kV) 
% Base impedences 
Zb135=(Ub135^2)/Sb; Zb20=(Ub20^2)/Sb; 
% Create a vector consisting of the base voltages for the system's buses: 
UbHM=[Ub135 Ub20 Ub20 Ub20 Ub20]; 
% Create a vector consisting of the base impedances: 
ZbHM=[Zb135 Zb20 Zb20 Zb20 Zb20]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%Transformation into per unit (pu):%% 
%%pu value= true value/base value   %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Transformers modeled as impedances. Here calculated into pu values. 
% Theory found in Tieto-Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, section 3.5.1 

  
%Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
% Also:  
%   1/ 2/ 3 
% 135/20/11 
Sn1=40;         % Rated power (MVA) of winding 1 in transformer Dye 
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Sn2=36;         % Rated power (MVA) of winding 2 in transformer Dye 
Sn3=4;          % Rated power (MVA) of winding 3 in transformer Dye 
Pk12=53.5;      % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Pk13=95.9;      % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Pk23=32.9;      % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr12=12.6/100; % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Zkr13=11.7/100; % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Zkr23=3.4/100;  % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 

  
Rkr12=Pk12/(Sn1*1000);              % transformer relative resistance 
R12=Rkr12*(Ub135^2/Sn1);            % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr12^2-Rkr12^2);          % transformer relative reactance 
X12=Xkr*(Ub135^2/Sn1);              % transformer reactance 
ZTDY12pu=(R12+i*X12)/Zb135;         % transformer impedance in per unit 

  
Rkr13=Pk13/(Sn2*1000);              % transformer relative resistance 
R13=Rkr13*(Ub135^2/Sn2);            % transformer resistance 
Xkr13=sqrt(Zkr13^2-Rkr13^2);        % transformer relative reactance 
X13=Xkr13*(Ub135^2/Sn2);            % transformer reactance 
ZTDY13pu=(R13+i*X13)/Zb135;         % transformer impedance in per unit 

  
Rkr23=Pk23/(Sn3*1000);              % transformer relative resistance 
R23=Rkr23*(Ub20^2/Sn3);             % transformer resistance (NOTE: UNSURE 

OF WHICH VOLTAGE TO CHOOSE HERE) 
Xkr23=sqrt(Zkr23^2-Rkr23^2);        % transformer relative reactance 
X23=Xkr23*(Ub20^2/Sn3);             % transformer reactance  (NOTE: UNSURE 

OF WHICH VOLTAGE TO CHOOSE HERE) 
ZTDY23pu=(R23+i*X23)/Zb135;         % transformer impedance in per unit 

  
Z1=(ZTDY12pu+ZTDY13pu-ZTDY23pu)/2;  % eq. (34) 
Z2=(ZTDY12pu+ZTDY23pu-ZTDY13pu)/2;  % eq. (35) 
Z3=(ZTDY13pu+ZTDY23pu-ZTDY12pu)/2;  % eq. (36) 

  
% Impedance for the path through part 1 and 2 of the transformer can now be 
% calculated by using eq.(37). 
ZTDYpu=Z1+Z2; 
PDYidle_pu=16.3*10^3/(Sb*10^6);     % idle Ploss in trafo through part 1&2 
                                    % 16.3 kW 
% Idle losses from the MV/LV transformers are seemingly not included in 
% PG's calculations (conclusion drawn from looking at different answers). 
%Norra Höja (NH) MV/LV Substation 
PNHidle_pu=0;%0.52*10^3/(Sb*10^6); %idle power losses in trafo in pu 
%Harberget (HB) MV/LV Substation 
PHBidle_pu=0;%1.2*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  %idle power losses in trafo in pu 
%Hinkebo Mosse (HM) Substation 
PHMidle_pu=0;%0.78*10^3/(Sb*10^6); %idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%% Line impedance and admittance %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - NORRA HÖJA(NH) (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% Z_DYNHpu=impedance for the line in per unit 
% Z_DYNHpu=(resistance+i*w*reactance)*km/Zb 
% Both the resistance and reactance are given in ohms/km 
% Note: There are two cables with the same "Name" but different 
% "beteckning". The uncommented impedance is from the cable with 
% beteckning BLL 3x241-24, used in Reference plans 2-4. 
% The commented impedance is from the cable with beteckning BLL 241/0, 
% used in Reference plan 1. 
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% ZDYNHpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.231/Zb20; % BLL 241/0 
% % From cable with beteckning BLL 3x241-24: 
ZDYNHpu=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.231/Zb20;   % BLL 3x241-24 

  
% The line capacitance is given in micro-fahrad per km, uF/km. 
% Admittance for the line=i*omega*capacitancPerKm in micro-F*km/2*Zb20 
% Divided by 2 because the pi-model of a line divides the admittance for 
% the whole line into two equal parts "belonging" to the respective buses. 
% Multiplying by the base impedance is the same thing as dividing by the  
% base admittance. 

  
% Ysh is only used when the lines are modelled as  
% medium-long lines, and here the lines are so short so they are  
% modelled as short lines. Because of this and because it seems like PG  
% does not include Ysh either (Matlab answers become more wrong), Ysh is 
% simply set to zero. Also, the Ysh-value for the "BLL 3x241-24"-cable is 
% given as zero in the cable catalogue file. 

  
% If the lines, dispite their short lengths, had been modelled as  
% medium-long lines, the calculations could have been carried out in the 
% following three steps, IF there is a value for the capacitance in the 
% cable catalogue file: 
% Ysh_DYNH=i*0.0120000001043*1.231 % from cable with beteckning "BLL 241/0" 
% ysh_DYNH=Ysh_DYNH/2  % Part of model where only half belongs to each bus 
% ysh_DYNHpu = ysh_DYNH/Yb20 = ysh_DYNH*Zb20,  
% Or all in one step: 
yshDYNHpu=0;%i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*1.231/2*Zb20; %BLL 241/0 if incl. 

  
%%%%%%Line NORRA HÖJA - HARBERGET (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% ZNHHBpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.2287/Zb20;% Ref. plan 1 
ZNHHBpu=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.2287/Zb20;  % Ref. plan 4 
yshNHHBpu=0;%i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*1.2287/2*Zb20; % Non-zero value 
                                                        % from Ref. plan 1 
                                                        % and BLL 241/0 
%%%%%%Line HARBERGET - HINKEBO MOSSE (BLL 241/0)%%%%%%% 
% ZHBHMpu=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*0.5185/Zb20;% BLL 241/0 
ZHBHMpu=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*0.5185/Zb20;  % BLL 3x241-24 
yshHBHMpu=0;%i*w*0.0120000001043*10^(-6)*0.5185/2*Zb20; % BLL 241/0 if incl 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Y-bus matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Now the Y-bus matrix is put together. The loads are not included since 
% they are accounted for later. The diagonal elements of Y-bus matrix 
% consist of capacitances and impedances of lines and transformer 
% impedances, converted into admittances. I.e., the sum of all admittances  
% connected to bus k. The pi-model is used for the lines. 
Y11=1/ZTDYpu; 
Y22=1/ZTDYpu+1/ZDYNHpu+yshDYNHpu; %transformer at Dye & line Dye-Norra Höja 
Y33=1/ZDYNHpu+yshDYNHpu+1/ZNHHBpu+yshNHHBpu; 
Y44=1/ZNHHBpu+yshNHHBpu+1/ZHBHMpu+yshHBHMpu; 
Y55=1/ZHBHMpu+yshHBHMpu; 

  
% Y-bus for the Norra Höja, Harberget & Hinkebo Mosse - branch from Dye 
% Only MV level. In the non-diagonal elements of the matrix, the value 
% inserted is the negative admittance between bus j and k. 
Ybus=[Y11 -1/ZTDYpu 0 0 0; 
      -1/ZTDYpu Y22 -1/ZDYNHpu 0 0; 
      0 -1/ZDYNHpu Y33 -1/ZNHHBpu 0; 
      0 0 -1/ZNHHBpu Y44 -1/ZHBHMpu; 
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      0 0 0 -1/ZHBHMpu Y55]; 

   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Summation of the loads %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 1)Norra Höja (NH), 2)Harberget (HB) och 3)Hinkebo Mosse (HM) 
% No cumulative addition on the MV-level because of the generator in Ns HM. 
% If this generator is removed, cumulative addition needs to take place 
% since there are no parallel lines in the grid. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1) NORRA HÖJA %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[velander]=velanderkonstanter(); 
% Retrieves, from the file velanderkonstanter.m, a 71*4 matrix containing  
% the following and stores it under the namne "velander":  
% Column 1: the group number 
% Column 2: cos(phi) 
% Column 3: k1 
% Column 4: k2 

  
% Information on the load is found by right-klicking on the substation or 
% service point and clicking om "Energy Usage Information, sum..." in PG. 
Hoeja_kod=[100 200 710 460 636]; % Group code numbers for loads under NH 
Hoeja_W=[40 45 70 40 55]*1000;   % Annual energy consumption in MWh 

  
% pos (below) is just a matrix containing the power factor and velander  
% constants for the different groups/types of loads and on which row in the 
% file/matrix "velanderkonstanter.m" this information can be found. 
pos=zeros(5,4); 
for v=1:5 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == Hoeja_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 

  
% Velander's equation, peak active powers for load 1 in kW. 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29.  
for v=1:5 
    P1NH(v)=pos(v,3)*Hoeja_W(v); 
    P2NH(v)=pos(v,4)^2*Hoeja_W(v); 
end; clear v; 
PNHtot=sum(P1NH)+sqrt(sum(P2NH)); % Active power in NH 

  
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus, i.e. all the  
% loads on the LV-side of the trafo. Theory received by email from Tieto. 
Pk1NH=sum(P1NH); 
Pk2NH=sum(P2NH); 
phiNH=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1:5 
    phiNH(v)=pos(v,2)*P1NH(v)/Pk1NH; 
end; clear v; 
pos; 
phiNH_tot=sum(phiNH); 
SNH=PNHtot/phiNH_tot; 
QNHtot=sqrt(SNH^2-PNHtot^2); % Reactive power in NH 

  
% % To find the reactive power according to Velander's equations for 
% % multiple types of loads, one must find the reactive energy (Wr) 
% % for each group first. This is then used for cumulative addition of the 
% % loads as we "go up the grid". 
% % For this, I use Velander's formula "backwards". v = number of loads 
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% for v=1:5 
%     PNH(v)=pos(v,3)*Hoeja_W(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(Hoeja_W(v)); % Active power 
%     SNH(v)=PNH(v)/pos(v,2); % Apparent power for each load type 
%     QNH(v)=sqrt(SNH(v)^2-PNH(v)^2); % Reactive power for each load type 
% %   To find the reactive energy: 
% %   

http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=p%3D%28k_1%29*w%2B%28k_2%29*sqrt%28w%2

9 
%     WrNH(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QNH(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QNH(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2);%reactive energy, MVArh 
% end; clear v; 
%  
% for v=1:5 
%     Q1NH(v)=pos(v,3)*WrNH(v); 
%     Q2NH(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrNH(v);  
% end; clear v; 
% QNHtot=sum(Q1NH)+sqrt(sum(Q2NH)); % Reactive power in NH 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 2) HARBERGET %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Harberget_kod=624;  % group code number for the load under Harberget 
Harberget_W=1600*1000;   % Annual energy consumption, 1600 MWh 
clear pos; 
pos=zeros(1,4); 
pos(1)=find(velander == Harberget_kod); 
pos(2)=velander(pos(1),2); 
pos(3)=velander(pos(1),3); 
pos(4)=velander(pos(1),4); 
pos; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load 1 in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29 
PHB=pos(3)*Harberget_W+pos(4)*sqrt(Harberget_W); 
SHB=PHB/pos(2); 
QHB=sqrt(SHB^2-PHB^2); 
% Velander's equation backwards, as above: 
WrHB=(2*pos(3)*QHB-sqrt(4*pos(3)*pos(4)^2*QHB... 
    +pos(4)^4)+pos(4)^2)/(2*pos(3)^2); 

  
PHBtot=PHB; 
QHBtot=QHB; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3) HINKEBO MOSSE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% group code numbers for loads under Hinkebo Mosse: 
Hinkebo_kod=[630 309 990 600 924 635 961 622 941 710 626]; 
% Annual energy consumption in MWh. W = energi, HM = Hinkebo Mosse 
WHM=[78.2 8 200 56 30 27 14 55 60 40 30]*1000; 
pos=zeros(11,4); 
for v=1:11 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == Hinkebo_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
pos; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29-30.  
for v=1:11 
    P1HM(v)=pos(v,3)*WHM(v); 
    P2HM(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WHM(v); 
end; clear v; 
PHMtot=sum(P1HM)+sqrt(sum(P2HM)); % Active power 
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% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus, i.e. 
% all the loads "downstream" the bus added cumulatively up to this point. 
% Theory received by email from Tieto. 
Pk1HM=sum(P1HM); 
Pk2HM=sum(P2HM); 
phiHM=zeros(1,11); 
for v=1:11 
    phiHM(v)=pos(v,2)*P1HM(v)/Pk1HM; 
end; clear v; 
phiHM_tot=sum(phiHM); 
SHM=PHMtot/phiHM_tot; 
QHMtot=sqrt(SHM^2-PHMtot^2); % Reactive power 

  
% % Velander backwards to get the reactive energy. 
% for v=1:11 
%     PHM(v)=pos(v,3)*WHM(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(WHM(v)); % Active power 
%     SHM(v)=PHM(v)/pos(v,2);  % Apparent power for each load type 
%     QHM(v)=sqrt(SHM(v)^2-PHM(v)^2); % Reactive power for each load type 
%     WrHM(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QHM(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QHM(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2); %Reactive energy, HM 
% end; clear v; 
% % Velander forward (regular) to get the reactive power 
% for v=1:11 
%     Q1HM(v)=pos(v,3)*WrHM(v); 
%     Q2HM(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrHM(v); % Reactive power 
% end; clear v; 
% QHMtot=sum(Q1HM)+sqrt(sum(Q2HM)); 
%  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Net production in each bus %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Given constants first convertedd into pu 
% 1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
U1=135/Ub135; 
theta1=0;                   % Chosen angle 
PD1=PDYidle_pu;             % Idle power loss in trafo seen as load/demand 
QD1=0;                      % No power demand in this bus 
%2 Dye (PQ-bus) 
PG2=0; PD2=0; QG2=0; QD2=0;  
%3 Norra Höja (PQ-bus) 
PG3=0;                                  % No power generation 
PD3=PNHtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6)+PNHidle_pu;   % P.u. power demand of the load 
QG3=0; % No power generation            % and idle power loss in trafo 
QD3=QNHtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); %Per unit reactive power demand of the load 
%4 Harberget (PQ-bus) 
PG4=0;                                  % No power generation 
PD4=PHBtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6)+PHBidle_pu;   % P.u. power demand of the load 
QG4=0; % No power generation            % and idle power loss in trafo 
QD4=QHBtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6);   %Per unit reactive power demand of the load 
%5 Hinkebo Mosse (PQ-bus) 
%Power from generator - 998, Kraftstationer, 2MWprod/1MWbasevalue-->2 p.u. 
PG5=2/Sb; 
PD5=PHMtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6)+PHMidle_pu;   % P.u. power demand of the load 
QG5=0; % No power generation            % and idle power loss in trafo 
QD5=QHMtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); %Per unit reactive power demand of the load 

  
% Calculate net productions 
% 1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
% 2 Dye 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD2=PG2-PD2; 
QGD2=QG2-QD2; 
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% 3 Norra Höja (PQ-bus) 
PGD3=PG3-PD3; 
QGD3=QG3-QD3; 
% 4 Harberget (PQ-bus) 
PGD4=PG4-PD4; 
QGD4=QG4-QD4; 
% 5 Hinkebo Mosse (PQ-bus) 
PGD5=PG5-PD5; 
QGD5=QG5-QD5; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Power flow set-up and execution 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Initial estimates 
theta2=0; U2=1; 
theta3=0; U3=1; 
theta4=0; U4=1; 
theta5=0; U5=1; 

  
% tole=0.002; % Not used. The idea is that once abs(delta_P)<tole 
              % then the while-loop below is terminated. Tis not used since 
              % the loop already gives an accuracy of greater than this. 
nbus=5;       % number of buses 
n_pq_pu=4;    % Number of PQ and PU buses (in this case, all are PQ) 
bus1=1;bus2=2;bus3=3;bus4=4;bus5=5; 
iter=0; 
VOLT=[U1;U2;U3;U4;U5]; 
Ang=[theta1;theta2;theta3;theta4;theta5]; 

  
% Conductance and susceptance extracted and to be used later. 
G=real(Ybus); 
B=imag(Ybus); 
% Starts a while-loop that will iterate three times 
while iter < 4 
    % disp(['Iteration no.: ' num2str(iter + 1)]); 
    % Step 2a (SAPS, eq. 8.43): 
    for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
    end 
    end 
    PP; 
    QQ; 
    P=sum(PP'); % Injected active power into each bus 
    Q=sum(QQ'); % Injected reactive power into each bus 

  
    % Step 2b: Calculating the difference between the net production and  
    % the injected power for each bus. SAPS, eq (8.46) 
    PGD=[PGD2;PGD3;PGD4;PGD5]; 
    QGD=[QGD2;QGD3;QGD4;QGD5]; 
    deltaP=PGD-P([2 3 4 5])'; % not for slack-bus 
    deltaQ=QGD-Q([2 3 4 5])'; % not for PU-buses and slack-bus 
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    % Step 3: Calculating the jacobian. SAPS, eq (8.50-8.51) 
    for m=1:nbus 
         for n=1:nbus 
             if m==n, 
                 H(m,m)=-Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 N(m,m)=P(m)+G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 J(m,m)=P(m)-G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 L(m,m)=Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
             else 
                 H(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 N(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 J(m,n)=-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 L(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
             end 
         end 
     end 

  
     % Delete unwanted variables to make the jacobian matrix fit together 
     H(bus1,:)=[]; H(:,bus1)=[]; % remove row and column of the slack bus 
     N(bus1,:)=[];  % remove row refering to the slack bus 
     N(:,bus1)=[];  % remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(bus1,:)=[];  % remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(:,bus1)=[];  % remove row refering to the slack bus 
     L(bus1,:)=[]; L(:,bus1)=[]; % remove row and column refering to the  
                                 % slack bus and PU-bus 

  
     % The jacobian matrix can now be put together: 
     JAC=[H N; J L]; 

  
     % Step 4: Calculate [delta_theta delta_U/U]-transposed,SAPS, eq (8.52) 
     DX = inv(JAC)*[deltaP;deltaQ]; 
     delta_theta=DX(1:n_pq_pu);          
     delta_U=DX(n_pq_pu+1:length(DX)); 

  
     % Step 5: Update U and theta, SAPS, eq (8.53) 
     iter=iter+1; 
     % The voltage angles at all buses except bus 1 are updated: 
     Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5])=... 
         Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5])+delta_theta; 
      % the voltages at all buses except bus 1 are updated: 
     VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5])=... 
         VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5]).*(1+delta_U); 

  
end % ends the while-loop 

  
% Step FINAL: Calculate the generated power in the slack bus and the  
% PU-buses with the latest voltages and angles. 
for m=1:nbus 
     for n=1:nbus    
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
     end 
end 
P=sum(PP'); 
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Q=sum(QQ'); 
% Find the power generation in slack and PU-busses, eq. 8.44, SAPS: 
PG1=P(bus1)+PD1; 
QG1=Q(bus1)+QD1; 

  
% disp('Answers, power production in bus 1 [kW & kVAr]: '); 
P1prod=PG1*Sb*10^3; 
Q1prod=QG1*Sb*10^3; 

  
Vnom=VOLT.*UbHM'*10^3; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Step FINAL, cont'd, Calculate the POWER FLOWS, eq. 8.38-8.39 in SAPS. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Begin with creating the B_not matrix, which is a matrix consiting of the 
% admittances between the buses (set to zero by default in this grid). 
Bo=zeros(5,5); 
Bo(2,3)=yshDYNHpu/j; 
Bo(3,2)=Bo(2,3); 
Bo(3,4)=yshNHHBpu/j; 
Bo(4,3)=Bo(3,4); 
Bo(4,5)=yshHBHMpu/j; 
Bo(5,4)=Bo(4,5); 

  
%POWER FLOW CALCULATIONS 
for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        if m==n 
            Pflow(m,m)=0; 
            Qflow(m,m)=0; 
        else 
            Pflow(m,n)=-G(m,n)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
            Qflow(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)*(B(m,n)-Bo(m,n))-(VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))+B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n)))); 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
% Active Power losses, SAPS, eq. 8.41. 
Ploss12=Pflow(1,2)+Pflow(2,1); % Losses in main transformer Dye 
Ploss23=Pflow(2,3)+Pflow(3,2); % Losses across power line betw. Dye & NH 
Ploss34=Pflow(3,4)+Pflow(4,3); 
Ploss45=Pflow(4,5)+Pflow(5,4); 
Ploss=[Ploss12 Ploss23 Ploss34 Ploss45]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
% Reactive power losses 
Qloss12=Qflow(1,2)+Qflow(2,1); 
Qloss23=Qflow(2,3)+Qflow(3,2); 
Qloss34=Qflow(3,4)+Qflow(4,3); 
Qloss45=Qflow(4,5)+Qflow(5,4); 
Qloss=[Qloss12 Qloss23 Qloss34 Qloss45]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
Ptotallosses=sum(sum(Pflow)')*Sb*10^3; % in kW 
Qtotallosses=sum(sum(Qflow)')*Sb*10^3; % in kVAr 

  
Pflow_nom=Pflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 
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Qflow_nom=Qflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 

  
P12=Pflow_nom(1,2); 
P23=Pflow_nom(2,3); 
P34=Pflow_nom(3,4); 
P45=Pflow_nom(4,5); 

  
Q12=Qflow_nom(1,2); 
Q23=Qflow_nom(2,3); 
Q34=Qflow_nom(3,4); 
Q45=Qflow_nom(4,5); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Answers %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Voltages 
% for v=1:5 
%     disp(['Voltage at bus ' num2str(v) ': ' num2str(Vnom(v)) ' kV']); 
% end, clear v; 
% deg=Ang*(180/pi); 

  
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 1 to 2: ' num2str(P12) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 2 to 3: ' num2str(P23) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 3 to 4: ' num2str(P34) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 4 to 5: ' num2str(P45) ' kW']); 
%  
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 1 to 2:   ' num2str(Q12) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 2 to 3:   ' num2str(Q23) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 3 to 4:   ' num2str(Q34) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 4 to 5:    ' num2str(Q45) ' kVAr']); 

  
Vnom_kW=Vnom; 
% Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P45]'; 
Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P45]'-Ploss; 
Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q45]'; 
% Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q45]'-Qloss; 

  
% Alternative way of displaying answers 
disp(['Voltage:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Vnom_kW(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Active power flow [kW]:']); 
for v=1:4 
    disp([num2str(Plf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Reactive power flow [kVAr]:']); 
for v=1:4 
    disp([num2str(Qlf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

 

Grid 5, Part 2, Zk, Isc3 and Ssc3 WITH gen  
[HinkeboMosse3lindad_Isc3_withGen.m] 
% Hinkebo Mosse with 3-winded main transformer in Dye 
% With generator. 5 buses. Grid 5, Reference plan 2. 
% Impedance and 3-phase short-circuit current calculations. 
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clc; 
clear all; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% Introduction - define voltages and impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ub135=135;  %Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    %Rated base voltage (kV) 
% Ub04=0.4;   %Rated base voltage (kV) 

  
% Background impedance on the 135 kV-side of the main transformer. 
ZDY=2.1+i*12.3; %in ohm 
% ZDY=0;            %in ohm 
% Internal impedance of the generator at Hinkebo Mosse. 
ZGHM=4+i*40; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Transformer modelled as impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
% Dye (DY) Fs (primary substation) 
Sn1=40;         % Rated power (MVA) of winding 1 in transformer Dye 
Sn2=36;         % Rated power (MVA) of winding 2 in transformer Dye 
Sn3=4;          % Rated power (MVA) of winding 3 in transformer Dye 
Pk12=53.5;      % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Pk13=95.9;      % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Pk23=32.9;      % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr12=12.6/100; % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Zkr13=11.7/100; % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Zkr23=3.4/100;  % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 

  
Rkr12=Pk12/(Sn1*1000);              % transformer relative resistance 
R12=Rkr12*(Ub135^2/Sn1);            % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr12^2-Rkr12^2);          % transformer relative reactance 
X12=Xkr*(Ub135^2/Sn1);              % transformer reactance 
ZTDY12=(R12+i*X12);                 % transformer impedance in per unit 

  
Rkr13=Pk13/(Sn2*1000);              % transformer relative resistance 
R13=Rkr13*(Ub135^2/Sn2);            % transformer resistance 
Xkr13=sqrt(Zkr13^2-Rkr13^2);        % transformer relative reactance 
X13=Xkr13*(Ub135^2/Sn2);            % transformer reactance 
ZTDY13=(R13+i*X13);                 % transformer impedance in per unit 

  
Rkr23=Pk23/(Sn3*1000);              % transformer relative resistance 
R23=Rkr23*(Ub20^2/Sn3);             % transformer resistance (NOTE: UNSURE 

OF WHICH VOLTAGE TO CHOOSE HERE) 
Xkr23=sqrt(Zkr23^2-Rkr23^2);        % transformer relative reactance 
X23=Xkr23*(Ub20^2/Sn3);             % transformer reactance  (NOTE: UNSURE 

OF WHICH VOLTAGE TO CHOOSE HERE) 
ZTDY23=(R23+i*X23);                 % transformer impedance in per unit 

  
Z1=(ZTDY12+ZTDY13-ZTDY23)/2;  % eq. (34) 
Z2=(ZTDY12+ZTDY23-ZTDY13)/2;  % eq. (35) 
Z3=(ZTDY13+ZTDY23-ZTDY12)/2;  % eq. (36) 

  
% Impedance for the path through part 1 and 2 of the transformer can now be 
% calculated by using eq.(37). 
ZTDY=Z1+Z2; 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%% Line impedances and admittances %%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - NORRA HÖJA(NH) (BLL 3x241-24)%%%%%%% 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km, so here I multiply 
% by th length of the line/cable. 
% Note: there are 2 cables with the same "Name" but different "beteckning". 
% The uncommented impedance is from the cable with beteckning 
% "BLL 3x241-24", which is used in Reference plans 2-4. 
% The commented impedance is from the cable with beteckning 
% "BLL 241/0", which is used in Reference plan 1. 
% ZDYNH=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.231; %BLL 241/0 
ZDYNH=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.231;   %BLL 3x241-24 

  
%%%%%%Line NORRA HÖJA - HARBERGET (BLL 3x241-24)%%%%%%%%%% 
% ZNHHB=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.2287; %BLL 241/0 
ZNHHB=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.2287;   %BLL 3x241-24 

  
%%%%%%Line HARBERGET - HINKEBO MOSSE (BLL 3x241-24)%%%%%%% 
% ZHBHM=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*0.5185; %BLL 241/0 
ZHBHM=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*0.5185;   %BLL 3x241-24 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCES FROM TOP %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Z1=ZDY; 
Z2=(ZDY+ZTDY)*(20/135)^2; 
Z3=Z2+ZDYNH; 
Z4=Z3+ZNHHB; 
Z5=Z4+ZHBHM; 
Zp=[Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCES FROM BOTTOM %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% "back" for "backwards" 
Zback5=ZGHM; 
Zback4=Zback5+ZHBHM; 
Zback3=Zback4+ZNHHB; 
Zback2=Zback3+ZDYNH; 
Zback1=(Zback2*(135/20)^2+ZTDY); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% PARALLEL IMPEDANCE CALCULATIONS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% "par" stands for impedances in parallel 
Z1par=Z1*Zback1/(Z1+Zback1); 
Z2par=Z2*Zback2/(Z2+Zback2); 
Z3par=Z3*Zback3/(Z3+Zback3); 
Z4par=Z4*Zback4/(Z4+Zback4); 
Z5par=Z5*Zback5/(Z5+Zback5); 

  
Zpar=[Z1par Z2par Z3par Z4par Z5par]; 
Rpar=real(Zpar); 
Xpar=imag(Zpar); 
Zpar_abs=abs(Zpar); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 15-16. 
% The 1.1 is the voltage factor used for calculating the maximum Isc. 
Isc3=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1 Isc3(v)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zpar_abs(v)); end 
for v=[2:5] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zpar_abs(v)); end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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Ssc3=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1:5 
    Ssc3(v)=3*Zpar_abs(v)*Isc3(v)^2/1.1; 
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANSWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Impedance, short-circuit current and short-circuit apparent power 

  
% In a format that's easier to copy to Excel: 
Rpar_ans=Rpar'; 
Xpar_ans=Xpar'; 
Zpar_ans=Zpar_abs'; 
Isc3=Isc3'; 
Ssc3=(Ssc3/10^6)'; 
% disp(['MVA']) 

  
% Alternative way of displaying answers 
disp(['Resistance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Rpar(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Reactance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Xpar(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Impedance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Zpar_abs(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Short-circuit current [A]:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Isc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Short-circuit power [MVA]:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

 

Grid 5, Part 2, Zk, Isc3 and Ssc3 without gen  
[HinkeboMosse3lindad_Isc3_withoutGen.m] 
% Hinkebo Mosse with 3-winded main transformer in Fs Dye 
% withOUT generator, 5 buses. Grid 5, Reference plan 2. 
% Impedance and 3-phase short-circuit current calculations. 

  
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%% Introduction - define base voltages and impedances %%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ub135=135;  %Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    %Rated base voltage (kV) 
% Ub04=0.4;   %Rated base voltage (kV) 

  
% Background impedance on the 135 kV-side of the main transformer. 
ZDY=2.1+i*12.3; %in ohm 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Transformers modelled as impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
% Dye (DY) Fs (primary substation) 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
Sn1=40;         % Rated power (MVA) of winding 1 in transformer Dye 
Sn2=36;         % Rated power (MVA) of winding 2 in transformer Dye 
Sn3=4;          % Rated power (MVA) of winding 3 in transformer Dye 
Pk12=53.5;      % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Pk13=95.9;      % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Pk23=32.9;      % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr12=12.6/100; % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Zkr13=11.7/100; % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Zkr23=3.4/100;  % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 

  
Rkr12=Pk12/(Sn1*1000);              % transformer relative resistance 
R12=Rkr12*(Ub135^2/Sn1);            % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr12^2-Rkr12^2);          % transformer relative reactance 
X12=Xkr*(Ub135^2/Sn1);              % transformer reactance 
ZTDY12=(R12+i*X12);                 % transformer impedance in per unit 

  
Rkr13=Pk13/(Sn2*1000);              % transformer relative resistance 
R13=Rkr13*(Ub135^2/Sn2);            % transformer resistance 
Xkr13=sqrt(Zkr13^2-Rkr13^2);        % transformer relative reactance 
X13=Xkr13*(Ub135^2/Sn2);            % transformer reactance 
ZTDY13=(R13+i*X13);                 % transformer impedance in per unit 

  
Rkr23=Pk23/(Sn3*1000);              % transformer relative resistance 
R23=Rkr23*(Ub20^2/Sn3);             % transformer resistance (NOTE: UNSURE 

OF WHICH VOLTAGE TO CHOOSE HERE) 
Xkr23=sqrt(Zkr23^2-Rkr23^2);        % transformer relative reactance 
X23=Xkr23*(Ub20^2/Sn3);             % transformer reactance  (NOTE: UNSURE 

OF WHICH VOLTAGE TO CHOOSE HERE) 
ZTDY23=(R23+i*X23);                 % transformer impedance in per unit 

  
Z1=(ZTDY12+ZTDY13-ZTDY23)/2;        % eq. (34) 
Z2=(ZTDY12+ZTDY23-ZTDY13)/2;        % eq. (35) 
Z3=(ZTDY13+ZTDY23-ZTDY12)/2;        % eq. (36) 

  
% Impedance for the path through part 1 and 2 of the transformer can now be 
% calculated by using eq.(37). 
ZTDY=Z1+Z2; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%Line impedances and admittances%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - NORRA HÖJA(NH) (BLL 3x241-24)%%%%%%% 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km, so here I multiply 
% by th length of the line/cable. 
% Note: there are 2 cables with the same "Name" but different "beteckning". 
% The uncommented impedance is from the cable with beteckning 
% "BLL 3x241-24", which is used in Reference plans 2-4. 
% The commented impedance is from the cable with beteckning 
% "BLL 241/0", which is used in Reference plan 1. 
% ZDYNH=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.231; %BLL 241/0 
ZDYNH=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.231;   %BLL 3x241-24 

  
%%%%%%Line NORRA HÖJA - HARBERGET (BLL 3x241-24)%%%%%%% 
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% ZNHHB=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*1.2287; %BLL 241/0 
ZNHHB=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*1.2287;   %BLL 3x241-24 

  
%%%%%%Line HARBERGET - HINKEBO MOSSE (BLL 3x241-24)%%%%%%% 
% ZHBHM=(0.127000004053+i*0.280000001192)*0.5185; %BLL 241/0 
ZHBHM=(0.143999993801+i*0.330000013113)*0.5185;   %BLL 3x241-24 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCES FROM TOP %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Z1=ZDY; 
Z2=(ZDY+ZTDY)*(20/135)^2; 
Z3=Z2+ZDYNH; 
Z4=Z3+ZNHHB; 
Z5=Z4+ZHBHM; 
Zp=[Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5]; 

  
Rp=real(Zp); 
Xp=imag(Zp); 
Zp_abs=abs(Zp); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 15-16. 
% The 1.1 is the voltage factor used for calculating the maximum Isc. 
Isc3=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1 Isc3(v)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zp_abs(v)); end 
for v=[2:5] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zp_abs(v)); end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ssc3=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1:5 
    Ssc3(v)=3*Zp_abs(v)*Isc3(v)^2/1.1;   
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANSWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Impedance, short-circuit current and short-circuit apparent power 

  
% In a format that's easier to copy to Excel: 
Rpar_ans=Rp'; 
Xpar_ans=Xp'; 
Zpar_ans=Zp_abs'; 
Isc3=Isc3'; 
Ssc3=(Ssc3/10^6)'; 
% disp(['MVA']) 

  
% Alternative way of displaying answers 
disp(['Resistance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Rp(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Reactance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Xp(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Impedance:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Zp_abs(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Short-circuit current [A]:']); 
for v=1:5 
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    disp([num2str(Isc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Short-circuit power  [MVA]:']); 
for v=1:5 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
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Grid 6, Presterud MVMV 

Grid 6, Part 1, Voltage and power flow calculations 
[Presterud_PowerFlow.m] 
% Presterud MVMV, Grid 6, Reference plan 1 
% MV voltage and power flow calculations, 9 buses 
% Tietos way of calculating the reactive parts of the loads implemented. 
% Ysh not included (since short lines) but can be if comments are removed. 
% Generators at Oljedepån (MV) and Båtsman (LV-side) not used/disconnected. 
% To include losses or not, see two different Plfs and Qlfs in the answers 
% section. 

  
% Most of the theory can be found in the course-book "Static 
% Analysis of Power Systems" (SAPS), printed in August 2010 by KTH and  
% authored by Lennart Söder and Merhdad Ghandhari. 

  
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%% Per unit (pu) calculations and preparations for the Y-bus matrix %%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% For base value theory, se SAPS chapter 6. 
% Begin by defining the base values: 
% Base Power for the different voltage levels in the system 
Sb=10; %Base power (MVA) for the system 

  
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  %Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    %Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub11=11;    %Rated base voltage (kV) 

  
% Base impedences 
Zb135=Ub135^2/Sb; Zb20=Ub20^2/Sb; Zb11=Ub11^2/Sb; 

  
% Create a vector consisting of the base voltages for the system's buses: 
UbPR=[Ub135 Ub20 Ub20 Ub11 Ub11 Ub11 Ub11 Ub11 Ub11]; 
% Create a vector consisting of the base impedances for the system: 
ZbPR=[Zb135 Zb20 Zb20 Zb11 Zb11 Zb11 Zb11 Zb11 Zb11]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%Transformation into per unit (pu)%% 
%%pu value= true value/base value  %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Transformers modeled as impedances. Here calculated into pu values. 
% Theory found in Tieto-Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, section 3.5 
% Dye (DY) Fs (primary substation) 
%NOTE: The algorithm, that could be wrong. 
STDY=40;         %Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;        %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;           %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);     %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer reactance 
ZTDY=R+i*X;             %transformer impedance 
ZTDYpu=(R+i*X)/Zb135;   %transformer impedance in per unit 
PDYidle_pu=0;%20.6*10^3/(Sb*10^6);   %idle power losses in trafo in pu 
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% Presterud (PR) MV/MV station 
STPR=16;     %Rated power (MVA) of transformer at Presterud 
Pk=55;       %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=6/100;             %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STPR*1000);      %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STPR);     %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);   %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STPR);     %transformer reactance 
ZTPR=R+i*X;              %transformer impedance 
ZTPRpu=(R+i*X)/Zb20;     %transformer impedance in per unit 
PPRidle_pu=0;%8*10^3/(Sb*10^6);   %idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Line impedance and admittance %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Pie-model can be used for the lines. By default, however, they are 
% modeled as short lines (practically, this means Ysh is set to zero). 

  
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - Presterud (PR) (AXAL-TT 3x300/35)%%%%%%% 
% Z_DYPRpu=impedance for the line in per unit 
% Z_DYPRpu=(resistance+i*w*reactance)*km/Zb 

  
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km 
% Divided by 3 because of 3 parallell lines. 
ZDYPRpu=(0.10000000149+i*0.0850000008941)*4.228/3/Zb20; 
% The line capacitance is given in micro-fahrad per km, uF/km. 
yshDYPRpu=0;%i*w*0.469999998808*10^(-6)*4.228/2*3*Zb20; 
% =i*omega*capacitancPerKm in micro-F*km/2*Zb20 
% Divided by 2 because the pie-model of a line divides the admittance for 
% the whole line into two equal parts "belonging" to the respective buses. 
% Multiplied by 3 because each bus is connected to three lines. 
% Multiplying by the base impedance is the same thing as dividing by the  
% base admittance. 

  
%%%%%%Line PRESTERUD - BÅTSMAN (AXAL-TT 3x300/35)%%%%%%% 
ZPRBApu=(0.10000000149+i*0.0850000008941)*0.7378/Zb11; 
yshPRBApu=0;%i*w*0.469999998808*10^(-6)*0.7378/2*Zb11; 

  
%%%%%%Line PRESTERUD - CASCO (AXCE 3x1x240/25)%%%%%%% 
% Divided by 4 because of 4 parallell lines. 
ZPRCApu=(0.129999995232+i*0.0799999982119)*0.311/4/Zb11; 
yshPRCApu=0;%i*w*0.419999986887*10^(-6)*0.311/2*4*Zb11; 

  
%%%%%%Line PRESTERUD - HYBBLE (HY) (AXAL-TT 3x300/35)%%%%%%% 
% Divided by 2 because of 2 parallell lines. 
% Before the re-definition from TWO distances/sections - one with land 
% cables and one with sea cables - to ONE distance with only land cables: 
% ZPRHYpu=(0.10000000149+i*0.0850000008941)*(0.885+0.8395)/2/Zb11; 
% yshPRHYpu=0;%i*w*0.469999998808*10^(-6)*(0.885+0.8395)*Zb11; 
% After the re-definition (with distance slightly changed): 
ZPRHYpu=(0.10000000149+i*0.0850000008941)*(1.75)/2/Zb11; 
yshPRHYpu=0;%i*w*0.469999998808*10^(-6)*(1.75)*Zb11; 
% For the y_sh, "/2" and "*2" take each other out, see also yshDYPRpu. 
% I think the lenght of this line is changed to 1.75 km in PG, but the 
% latest PG answers have been wrong all over the place,  
% so I will keep the old length for now. 
% ZPRHYpu=(0.10000000149+i*0.0850000008941)*1.75/2/Zb11; 
% yshPRHYpu=0;%i*w*0.469999998808*10^(-6)*1.75*Zb11;  
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%%%%%%Line HYBBLE (HY) - OLJEDEPÅN (OL) (AXAL-TT 3x300/35)%%%%%%% 
ZHYOLpu=(0.10000000149+i*0.0850000008941)*1.129/Zb11; 
yshHYOLpu=0;%i*w*0.469999998808*10^(-6)*1.129/2*Zb11; 

  
%%%%%%Line OLJEDEPÅN (OL) - WINWIND (WW) (AXAL-TT 3x300/35)%%%%%%% 
ZOLWWpu=(0.10000000149+i*0.0850000008941)*1.2399/Zb11; 
yshOLWWpu=0;%i*w*0.469999998808*10^(-6)*1.2399/2*Zb11; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Y-bus matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Now the Y-bus matrix is put together. The loads are not included since 
% they are accounted for later. The diagonal elements of Y-bus matrix 
% consist of capacitances and impedances of lines and transformer 
% impedances, converted into admittances. I.e., the sum of all admittances  
% connected to bus k. The pi-model is used for the lines. 
Y11=1/ZTDYpu; 
Y22=1/ZTDYpu+1/ZDYPRpu+yshDYPRpu; %transformer @ Dye & line Dye-Presterud 
Y33=1/ZDYPRpu+yshDYPRpu+1/ZTPRpu; %line Dye-Presterud & transformer @ Prest 
Y44=1/ZTPRpu+1/ZPRBApu+yshPRBApu+1/ZPRCApu+yshPRCApu+1/ZPRHYpu+yshPRHYpu; 
Y55=1/ZPRBApu+yshPRBApu; 
Y66=1/ZPRCApu+yshPRCApu; 
Y77=1/ZPRHYpu+yshPRHYpu+1/ZHYOLpu+yshHYOLpu; 
Y88=1/ZHYOLpu+yshHYOLpu+1/ZOLWWpu+yshOLWWpu; 
Y99=1/ZOLWWpu+yshOLWWpu; 

  
% Y-bus for the Presterud - branch from Dye, MV level. 
% In the non-diagonal elements of the matrix, the value inserted 
% is the negative admittance between bus k and j. 
Ybus=[Y11 -1/ZTDYpu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
      -1/ZTDYpu Y22 -1/ZDYPRpu 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
      0 -1/ZDYPRpu Y33 -1/ZTPRpu 0 0 0 0 0; 
      0 0 -1/ZTPRpu Y44 -1/ZPRBApu -1/ZPRCApu -1/ZPRHYpu 0 0; 
      0 0 0 -1/ZPRBApu Y55 0 0 0 0; 
      0 0 0 -1/ZPRCApu 0 Y66 0 0 0; 
      0 0 0 -1/ZPRHYpu 0 0 Y77 -1/ZHYOLpu 0; 
      0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/ZHYOLpu Y88 -1/ZOLWWpu; 
      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/ZOLWWpu Y99]; 

   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Summation of the loads %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Addition in substations Båtsman (BA), Casco (CA), Hybble (HY), 
% Oljedepån (OL), and WinWind (WW). No cumulative addition on the MV-level 
% because of the parallel lines that causes the grid to be seen as meshed. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% BÅTSMAN %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Retrieves, from the file velanderkonstanter.m, a 71*4 matrix containing  
% the following and stores it under the namne "velander":  
% Column 1: the group number 
% Column 2: cos(phi) 
% Column 3: k1 
% Column 4: k2 
[velander]=velanderkonstanter(); 

  
BA_kod=[630 700 923 924 925 520 720 636]; % group code numbers for loads 
% Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh. W = energi, HY = Hybble 
% Information on the load is found by right-klicking on the substation or 
% service point and clicking om "Energy Usage Information, sum..." in PG. 
BA_W=[25 65 30 125 60 215 130 90]*1000; 
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% pos is just a matrix containing the power factor and velander constants 
% for the different groups/types of loads and on which row in the 
% file/matrix "velanderkonstanter.m" this information can be found. 
pos5=zeros(8,4); 
for v=1:8 
    pos5(v,1)=find(velander == BA_kod(v)); 
    pos5(v,2)=velander(pos5(v,1),2); 
    pos5(v,3)=velander(pos5(v,1),3); 
    pos5(v,4)=velander(pos5(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load 1 in kW. 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29. 
for v=1:8 
    P1BA(v)=pos5(v,3)*BA_W(v); 
    P2BA(v)=pos5(v,4)^2*BA_W(v); 
end; clear v; 
% Cumulative active power for loads from the LV-level that are placed as 
% one load on the MV-level. 
PBAtot=sum(P1BA)+sqrt(sum(P2BA)); % Active power in Båtsman 

  
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus, i.e. 
% all the loads "downstream" the bus added cumulatively up to this point. 
% Theory received by email from Tieto. The main idea is to find a power 
% factor from the different loads and then combined them into one, and from  
% that calculate the apparent and then reactive power. In other words, 
% How big of a part does each load play in this combined power factor and 
% out of the whole load? 
Pk1BA=sum(P1BA); % Pk2BA is used above, but not here. 
phiBA=zeros(1,8); 
for v=1:8 
    phiBA(v)=pos5(v,2)*P1BA(v)/Pk1BA; 
end; clear v; 
phiBA_tot=sum(phiBA); 
SBA=PBAtot/phiBA_tot; 
QBAtot=sqrt(SBA^2-PBAtot^2); % Reactive power for Båtsman 

  
% % % OLD code for calculating the reactive power in Oljedepån: 
% % In order to find the reactive power according to Velander's equations 
% % for multiple types of loads, one must find the reactive energy (Wr) 
% % for each group first. This is then used for cumulative addition of the 
% % loads as we "go up the grid". For this, I use Velander's formula  
% % "backwards". v = number of loads. Left here for comparison. 
% for v=1:8 
%     PBA(v)=pos5(v,3)*BA_W(v)+pos5(v,4)*sqrt(BA_W(v)); % Active power 
%     SBA(v)=PBA(v)/pos5(v,2);                         % Apparent power 
%     QBA(v)=sqrt(SBA(v)^2-PBA(v)^2);                 % Reactive power 
% %   

http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=p%3D%28k_1%29*w%2B%28k_2%29*sqrt%28w%2

9 
%     WrBA(v)=(2*pos5(v,3)*QBA(v)-sqrt(4*pos5(v,3)*pos5(v,4)^2*QBA(v)... 
%         +pos5(v,4)^4)+pos5(v,4)^2)/(2*pos5(v,3)^2);%Reactive energy,MVArh 
% end; clear v; 
%  
% % Velander, forwards to get the cumulative reactive power in the bus. 
% for v=1:8 
%     Q1BA(v)=pos5(v,3)*WrBA(v); 
%     Q2BA(v)=pos5(v,4)^2*WrBA(v); 
% end; clear v; clear pos; 
% % Cumulative reactive power for the loads in Ns: 
% QBAtot=sum(Q1BA)+sqrt(sum(Q2BA)); 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CASCO %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
CA_kod=990;        % group code numbers for the load under CASCO 
CA_W=70000*1000;   % Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 
pos6=zeros(1,4); 
pos6(1)=find(velander == CA_kod); 
pos6(2)=velander(pos6(1),2); 
pos6(3)=velander(pos6(1),3); 
pos6(4)=velander(pos6(1),4); 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load 1 in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29 
PCAtot=pos6(3)*CA_W+pos6(4)*sqrt(CA_W); % Active power for the load 
SCA=PCAtot/pos6(2); 
QCAtot=sqrt(SCA^2-PCAtot^2);            % Reactive power for the load 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% HYBBLE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% group code numbers for loads under HYBBLE: 
HY_kod=122;     % group code numbers for the load under HYBBLE 
HY_W=46*1000;   % Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 
pos7=zeros(1,4); 
pos7(1)=find(velander == HY_kod); 
pos7(2)=velander(pos7(1),2); 
pos7(3)=velander(pos7(1),3); 
pos7(4)=velander(pos7(1),4); 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load 1 in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29. 
PHYtot=pos7(3)*HY_W+pos7(4)*sqrt(HY_W); % Active power for the load 
SHY=PHYtot/pos7(2); 
QHYtot=sqrt(SHY^2-PHYtot^2);            % Reactive power for the load 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% OLJEDEPÅN %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
OL_kod=[990 122 630 700]; % group code numbers for loads under OLJEDEPÅN 
OL_W=[546.9 20 38.2 50]*1000; % Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 
pos8=zeros(4,4); 
for v=1:4 
    pos8(v,1)=find(velander == OL_kod(v)); 
    pos8(v,2)=velander(pos8(v,1),2); 
    pos8(v,3)=velander(pos8(v,1),3); 
    pos8(v,4)=velander(pos8(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load 1 in kW. 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29.  
for v=1:4 
    P1OL(v)=pos8(v,3)*OL_W(v); 
    P2OL(v)=pos8(v,4)^2*OL_W(v); 
end; clear v; 
% Cumulative active power for the loads in Ns: 
POLtot=sum(P1OL)+sqrt(sum(P2OL)); 

  
% Finding the reactive powers. Theory received by email from Tieto. 
Pk1OL=sum(P1OL); 
Pk2OL=sum(P2OL); 
phiOL=zeros(1,4); 
for v=1:4 
    phiOL(v)=pos8(v,2)*P1OL(v)/Pk1OL; 
end; clear v; phiOL; 
phiOL_tot=sum(phiOL); 
SOL=POLtot/phiOL_tot; 
QOLtot=sqrt(SOL^2-POLtot^2); 

  
% % Velander backwards to get the reactive energy. 
% % (Old/Previous way of calculating the reactive power) 
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% for v=1:4 
%     POL(v)=pos(v,3)*OL_W(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(OL_W(v)); % Ind. active powers 
%     SOL(v)=POL(v)/pos(v,2);                        % Ind. apparent powers 
%     QOL(v)=sqrt(SOL(v)^2-POL(v)^2);                % Ind. reactive powers 
% % http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=p%3D%28k_1%29*w%2B%28k_2%29*sqrt%2 
% %   8w%29 
%     WrOL(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QOL(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QOL(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2);%reaktiv energi, MVArh 
% end; clear v; 
% % Velander, forwards to get the cumulative reactive power in the bus. 
% for v=1:4 
%     Q1OL(v)=pos(v,3)*WrOL(v); 
%     Q2OL(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrOL(v); 
% end; clear v; clear pos; 
% % Cumulative reactive power for the loads in Ns: 
% QOLtot=sum(Q1OL)+sqrt(sum(Q2OL)); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% WINWIND %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
WW_kod=990;        % group code numbers for the load under WINWIND 
WW_W=35000*1000;   % Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 
pos9=zeros(1,4); 
pos9(1)=find(velander == WW_kod); 
pos9(2)=velander(pos9(1),2); 
pos9(3)=velander(pos9(1),3); 
pos9(4)=velander(pos9(1),4); 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load 1 in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29 
PWW=pos9(3)*WW_W+pos9(4)*sqrt(WW_W); 
SWW=PWW/pos9(2); 
QWW=sqrt(SWW^2-PWW^2); 
PWWtot=PWW; 
QWWtot=QWW; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Net production in each bus %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Given constants calculated into p.u. 
% 1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
U1=135/Ub135; 
theta1=0;                   % Chosen angle 
PD1=PDYidle_pu;             % Idle power loss of trafo if included above 
QD1=0;                      % No reactive power demand in this bus 
% 2 Dye 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG2=0; PD2=0; QG2=0; QD2=0; % No power demand or power generation 
% 3 Presterud 1 (PQ-bus) 
PG3=PPRidle_pu;             % Idle power loss of trafo if included above 
PD3=0; 
QG3=0; 
QD3=0; 
% 4 Presterud 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG4=0;                      % No active power generation in this bus 
PD4=0;                      % Per unit power demand of the load 
QG4=0;                      % No reactive power generation in this bus 
QD4=0;                      % Per unit react. power demand of the load 
% 5 Båtsman (PQ-bus) 
PG5=0;%70*10^3/(Sb*10^6);   % 70 kW production/1MWbasevalue=0.07 p.u.  
                            % (If you want to include it.) 
PD5=PBAtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  % Active power load in bus 5. 
QG5=0;                      % No reactive power generation in this bus 
QD5=QBAtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  % Reactive power load in bus 5. 
% 6 CASCO (PQ-bus) 
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PG6=0;                      % No active power generation in this bus 
PD6=PCAtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG6=0;                      % No reactive power generation in this bus 
QD6=QCAtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
% 7 Hybble (PQ-bus) 
PG7=0; 
PD7=PHYtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG7=0; 
QD7=QHYtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
% 8 Oljedepån (PQ-bus) 
PG8=0; 
PD8=POLtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG8=0; 
QD8=QOLtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
% 9 WinWind (PQ-bus) 
PG9=0; 
PD9=PWWtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG9=0; 
QD9=QWWtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 

  
% Calculate net productions 
% 1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
% 2 Dye 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD2=PG2-PD2; 
QGD2=QG2-QD2; 
% 3 Presterud 1 (PQ-bus) 
PGD3=PG3-PD3; 
QGD3=QG3-QD3; 
% 4 Presterud 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD4=PG4-PD4; 
QGD4=QG4-QD4; 
% 5 Båtsman (PQ-bus) 
PGD5=PG5-PD5; 
QGD5=QG5-QD5; 
% 6 CASCO (PQ-bus) 
PGD6=PG6-PD6; 
QGD6=QG6-QD6; 
% 7 Hybble (PQ-bus) 
PGD7=PG7-PD7; 
QGD7=QG7-QD7; 
% 8 Oljedepån (PQ-bus) 
PGD8=PG8-PD8; 
QGD8=QG8-QD8; 
% 9 WinWind (PQ-bus) 
PGD9=PG9-PD9; 
QGD9=QG9-QD9; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Power flow set-up and execution %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Initial estimates of voltages and voltage angles. 
theta2=0; U2=1; 
theta3=0; U3=1; 
theta4=0; U4=1; 
theta5=0; U5=1; 
theta6=0; U6=1; 
theta7=0; U7=1; 
theta8=0; U8=1; 
theta9=0; U9=1; 
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% tole=0.002; % Not used yet. The idea is that once abs(delta_P)<tole 
              % then the while-loop below is terminated. Tis not used since 
              % the loop already gives an accuracy of greater than this. 
nbus=9;       % number of buses 
n_pq_pu=8;    % Number of PQ and PU buses (in this case, all are PQ) 
bus1=1;bus2=2;bus3=3;bus4=4;bus5=5;bus6=6;bus7=7;bus8=8;bus9=9; 
iter=0; 
VOLT=[U1;U2;U3;U4;U5;U6;U7;U8;U9]; 
Ang=[theta1;theta2;theta3;theta4;theta5;theta6;theta7;theta8;theta9]; 

  
% Conductance and susceptance extracted and to be used later. 
G=real(Ybus); 
B=imag(Ybus); 
% Starts a while-loop that will iterate three times. SAPS, eq (8.43) 
while iter < 4 
    % disp(['Iteration no.: ' num2str(iter + 1)]); 
    % Step 2a (SAPS, eq. 8.43): 
    for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
    end 
    end 
    PP; 
    QQ; 
    P=sum(PP'); % Injected active power into each bus 
    Q=sum(QQ'); % Injected reactive power into each bus 

  
    % Step 2b: Calculating the difference between the net production and  
    % the injected power for each bus. SAPS, eq (8.46) 
    PGD=[PGD2;PGD3;PGD4;PGD5;PGD6;PGD7;PGD8;PGD9]; 
    QGD=[QGD2;QGD3;QGD4;QGD5;QGD6;QGD7;QGD8;QGD9]; 
    deltaP=PGD-P([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9])'; % not for slack-bus 
    deltaQ=QGD-Q([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9])'; % not for PU-buses and slack-bus 

  
    % Step 3: Calculating the jacobian. SAPS, eq (8.50-8.51) 
    for m=1:nbus 
         for n=1:nbus 
             if m==n, 
                 H(m,m)=-Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 N(m,m)=P(m)+G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 J(m,m)=P(m)-G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 L(m,m)=Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
             else 
                 H(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 N(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 J(m,n)=-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 L(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
             end 
         end 
     end 

  
     % Delete unwanted variables to make the jacobian matrix fit together 
     H(bus1,:)=[]; H(:,bus1)=[]; % remove row and column of slack bus 
     N(bus1,:)=[];  % remove row refering to the slack bus 
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     N(:,bus1)=[];  % remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(bus1,:)=[];  % remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(:,bus1)=[];  % remove row refering to the slack bus 
     L(bus1,:)=[]; L(:,bus1)=[]; % remove row and column refering to the  
                                 % slack bus and PU-bus 

  
     % The jacobian matrix can now be put together: 
     JAC=[H N; J L]; 

  
     % Step 4: Calculate [delta_theta delta_U/U]-transposed,SAPS, eq (8.52) 
     DX = inv(JAC)*[deltaP;deltaQ]; 
     delta_theta=DX(1:n_pq_pu);          
     delta_U=DX(n_pq_pu+1:length(DX)); 

  
     % Step 5: Update U and theta, SAPS, eq (8.53) 
     iter=iter+1; 
     % The voltage angles at all buses except bus 1 are updated: 
     Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8 bus9])=... 
         Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8 bus9])+delta_theta; 
      % The voltages at all buses except bus 1 are updated: 
     VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8 bus9])=... 
         VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8 bus9]).*(1+delta_U); 

  
end % ends the while-loop 

  
% Answer in degrees and nominal values for the voltage: 
deg=Ang*(180/pi); 
Vnom=VOLT.*UbPR'; 

  
% Step FINAL: Calculate the generated power in the slack bus and the  
% PU-buses with the latest voltages and angles. SAPS, eq (8.43) again: 
for m=1:nbus 
     for n=1:nbus    
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
     end 
end 
P=sum(PP'); 
Q=sum(QQ'); 
% Find the power generation in slack bus, SAPS, eq. 8.44: 
PG1=P(bus1)+PD1; 
QG1=Q(bus1)+QD1; 

  
% disp('Answers, power production in bus #1, slackbus, [kW & kVAr]: '); 
P1prod=PG1*Sb*10^3; 
Q1prod=QG1*Sb*10^3; 

  
% Step FINAL, cont'd, Calculate the power flows, eq. 8.38-8.39 
%I begin with creating the B_not matrix, which is a matrix consiting of the 
%admittances between the buses. 
Bo=zeros(9,9); 
Bo(2,3)=yshDYPRpu/j; 
Bo(3,2)=Bo(2,3); 
Bo(4,5)=yshPRBApu/j; 
Bo(5,4)=Bo(4,5); 
Bo(4,6)=yshPRCApu/j; 
Bo(6,4)=Bo(4,6); 
Bo(4,7)=yshPRHYpu/j; 
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Bo(7,4)=Bo(4,7); 
Bo(7,8)=yshHYOLpu/j; 
Bo(8,7)=Bo(7,8); 
Bo(8,9)=yshOLWWpu/j; 
Bo(9,8)=Bo(8,9); 

  
% Power flow calculations. SAPS, eq (8.38-8.39) 
for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        if m==n 
            Pflow(m,m)=0; 
            Qflow(m,m)=0; 
        else 
            Pflow(m,n)=-G(m,n)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
            Qflow(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)*(B(m,n)-Bo(m,n))-(VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))+B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n)))); 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
% Power flows 
Pflow_nom=Pflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 
Qflow_nom=Qflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 

  
% Retrieves the answers from the power flow matrices. 
% Prints the power flows between the respective buses if ";" is removed. 
P12=Pflow_nom(1,2); 
P23=Pflow_nom(2,3); 
P34=Pflow_nom(3,4); 
P45=Pflow_nom(4,5); 
P46=Pflow_nom(4,6); 
P47=Pflow_nom(4,7); 
P78=Pflow_nom(7,8); 
P89=Pflow_nom(8,9); 

  
Q12=Qflow_nom(1,2); 
Q23=Qflow_nom(2,3); 
Q34=Qflow_nom(3,4); 
Q45=Qflow_nom(4,5); 
Q46=Qflow_nom(4,6); 
Q47=Qflow_nom(4,7); 
Q78=Qflow_nom(7,8); 
Q89=Qflow_nom(8,9); 

  
% Active Power losses, SAPS, eq. 8.41. 
Ploss12=Pflow(1,2)+Pflow(2,1); % in main transformer Dye 
Ploss23=Pflow(2,3)+Pflow(3,2); % in line Dye-Presterud 
Ploss34=Pflow(3,4)+Pflow(4,3); 
Ploss45=Pflow(4,5)+Pflow(5,4); 
Ploss46=Pflow(4,6)+Pflow(6,4); 
Ploss47=Pflow(4,7)+Pflow(7,4); 
Ploss78=Pflow(7,8)+Pflow(8,7); 
Ploss89=Pflow(8,9)+Pflow(9,8); 
Ploss_nom=[Ploss12 Ploss23 Ploss34 Ploss45 Ploss46 Ploss47 Ploss78... 
    Ploss89]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
%Reactive power losses 
Qloss12=Qflow(1,2)+Qflow(2,1); 
Qloss23=Qflow(2,3)+Qflow(3,2); 
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Qloss34=Qflow(3,4)+Qflow(4,3); 
Qloss45=Qflow(4,5)+Qflow(5,4); 
Qloss46=Qflow(4,6)+Qflow(6,4); 
Qloss47=Qflow(4,7)+Qflow(7,4); 
Qloss78=Qflow(7,8)+Qflow(8,7); 
Qloss89=Qflow(8,9)+Qflow(9,8); 
Qloss_nom=[Qloss12 Qloss23 Qloss34 Qloss45 Qloss46 Qloss47 Qloss78... 
    Qloss89]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
% Losses, apparent power 
Sloss12=sqrt(Ploss12^2+Qloss12^2); 
Sloss23=sqrt(Ploss23^2+Qloss23^2); 
Sloss34=sqrt(Ploss34^2+Qloss34^2); 
Sloss45=sqrt(Ploss45^2+Qloss45^2); 
Sloss46=sqrt(Ploss46^2+Qloss46^2); 
Sloss47=sqrt(Ploss47^2+Qloss47^2); 
Sloss78=sqrt(Ploss78^2+Qloss78^2); 
Sloss89=sqrt(Ploss89^2+Qloss89^2); 

  
Ptotallosses=sum(sum(Pflow)')*Sb*10^3; 
Qtotallosses=sum(sum(Qflow)')*Sb*10^3; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Answers %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Voltages in V at the bus and power flows per distance/between the buses 
Vnom_V=[Vnom(1) Vnom(2) Vnom(3) Vnom(4) Vnom(5) Vnom(6) Vnom(7) Vnom(8)... 
     Vnom(9)]'*10^3; 
% Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P45 P46 P47 P78 P89]'; 
Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P45 P46 P47 P78 P89]'-Ploss_nom; 
Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q45 Q46 Q47 Q78 Q89]'; 
% Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q45 Q46 Q47 Q78 Q89]'-Qloss_nom; 

  
disp(['Voltage [V]']); 
for v=1:9 
    disp([num2str(Vnom_V(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Active power flow [kW]']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Plf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Reactive power flow [kVAr]']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Qlf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% % Other answers that might be of interest 
% % Angles of the voltages at the buses 
% deg=Ang*(180/pi); 
% % Losses per distance and total losses in the system 
% Ptotallosses=sum(sum(Pflow)')*Sb*10^6; 
% Qtotallosses=sum(sum(Qflow)')*Sb*10^6; 
% % Losses per distance/between the buses in watts 
% Sloss=([Sloss12 Sloss23 Sloss34 Sloss45 Sloss46 Sloss47... 
%         Sloss78 Sloss89]')*Sb*10^6; 
% disp(['Apparent power losses (kW)']); 
% for v=1:8 
%     disp([num2str(Sloss(v)/10^3)]); 
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% end, clear v; 

  
% Answers presented with more words. Note that these answers are unaffected 
% if Plf or Qlf are changed. 
% for v=1:8 
%     disp(['Voltage at bus ' num2str(v) ': ' num2str(Vnom(v)) ' kV']); 
% end, clear v; 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 1 to 2: ' num2str(P12) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 2 to 3: ' num2str(P23) '  kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 3 to 4: ' num2str(P34) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 4 to 5:   ' num2str(P45) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 4 to 6:  ' num2str(P46) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 4 to 7:  ' num2str(P47) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 7 to 8:  ' num2str(P78) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 8 to 9:  ' num2str(P89) ' kW']); 
%  
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 1 to 2:  ' num2str(Q12) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 2 to 3:  ' num2str(Q23) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 3 to 4:  ' num2str(Q34) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 4 to 5:   ' num2str(Q45) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 4 to 6:  ' num2str(Q46) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 4 to 7:  ' num2str(Q47) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 7 to 8:  ' num2str(Q78) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 8 to 9:  ' num2str(Q89) ' kVAr']); 

 

Grid 6, Part 2, Zk, Isc3 and Ssc3  
[Presterud_Impedance_Isc3.m] 
% Presterud MVMV, Grid 6, Reference plan 1. 
% Impedance and 3-phase short-circuit and power(Isc3 and Ssc3) calculations 
% Note that the LV generator in cable/connection box K32162 is disconnected 
% in these calculations. 9 buses. 

  
clc; 
clear all; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% Introduction - define voltages and impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  %Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    %Rated base voltage (kV) 

  
% Background impedance on the 135 kV-side of the main transformer. 
ZDY=2.1+i*12.3; %in ohm 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Transformer modelled as impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Transformers modelled as impedances. Here calculated into pu values. 
% Theory found in Tieto-Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, section 3.5. 
%Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
%NOTE: The algorithm 
STDY=40;         %Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;        %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;           %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);     %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  %transformer relative reactance 
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X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer reactance 
ZTDY=R+i*X;             %transformer impedance 

  
% Presterud (PR) MV/MV station 
STPR=16;     %Rated power (MVA) of transformer at Norra Höja 
Pk=55;         %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=6/100;             %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STPR*1000);      %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STPR);     %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);   %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STPR);     %transformer reactance 
ZTPR=R+i*X;              %transformer impedance 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%% Line impedances and admittances %%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - Presterud (PR) (AXAL-TT 3x300/35)%%%%%%% 
% % ZDYPR=(resistance+i*reactance)*km 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km 
% Divided by 3 because of 3 parallell lines. 
ZDYPR=(0.10000000149+i*0.0850000008941)*4.228/3; 

  
%%%%%%Line PRESTERUD - BÅTSMAN (AXAL-TT 3x300/35)%%%%%%% 
ZPRBA=(0.10000000149+i*0.0850000008941)*0.7378; 

  
%%%%%%Line PRESTERUD - CASCO (AXCE 3x1x240/25)%%%%%%% 
% Divided by 4 because of 4 parallell lines. 
ZPRCA=(0.129999995232+i*0.0799999982119)*0.311/4; 

  
%%%%%%Line PRESTERUD - HYBBLE (HY) (AXAL-TT 3x300/35)%%%%%%% 
% Divided by 2 because of 2 parallell lines. 
% Before the re-definition from two distances, one with land cables and 
% one with sea cables TO one distance with land cables: 
% ZPRHY=(0.10000000149+i*0.0850000008941)*(0.885+0.8395)/2; 
% The cables covering this distance have now been slightly altered in PG. 
% After the re-definition, the correct line of code should now be:  
ZPRHY=(0.10000000149+i*0.0850000008941)*(1.75)/2; 

  
%%%%%%Line HYBBLE (HY) - OLJEDEPÅN (OL) (AXAL-TT 3x300/35)%%%%%%% 
ZHYOL=(0.10000000149+i*0.0850000008941)*1.129; 

  
%%%%%%Line OLJEDEPÅN (OL) - WINWIND (WW) (AXAL-TT 3x300/35)%%%%%%% 
ZOLWW=(0.10000000149+i*0.0850000008941)*1.2399; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCES FROM TOP %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Z1=ZDY; 
Z2=(Z1+ZTDY)*(20/135)^2; 
Z3=Z2+ZDYPR; 
Z4=(Z3+ZTPR)*(11/20)^2; 
Z5=Z4+ZPRBA; 
Z6=Z4+ZPRCA; 
Z7=Z4+ZPRHY; 
Z8=Z7+ZHYOL; 
Z9=Z8+ZOLWW; 

  
Z_3ph=[Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Z7 Z8 Z9]; 
R=real(Z_3ph); 
X=imag(Z_3ph); 
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Z=abs(Z_3ph); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Isc3=zeros(1,9); 
for v=1 Isc3(v)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z(v)); end 
for v=[2:3] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z(v)); end 
for v=[4:9] Isc3(v)=1.1*11*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z(v)); end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ssc3=zeros(1,9); 
for v=1:9 
    Ssc3(v)=3*Z(v)*Isc3(v)^2/1.1;  
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANSWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
disp(['Resistance:']); 
for v=1:9 
    disp([num2str(R(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Reactance:']); 
for v=1:9 
    disp([num2str(X(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Impedance:']); 
for v=1:9 
    disp([num2str(Z(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% In order to round and avoid some digits/significant numbers, use this: 
Isc3=Isc3'; 
% Otherwise, the following is used: 
disp(['Isc3 [A]:']); 
for v=1:9 
    disp([num2str(Isc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% In order to round and avoid some significant numbers, remove semi-colon: 
Ssc3_MVA=(Ssc3/10^6)'; % Putting into MVA 
% Otherwise, the following is used: 
disp(['Ssc3 [MVA]: ']); 
for v=1:9 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3_MVA(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
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Grid 7, Drevsta MV 

Grid 7, Part 1, Voltage and power flow calculations 
[Drevsta_PowerFlow.m] 
% Drevsta - MV calculations with a loop, Grid 7, Reference plan 1 
% NUMBER OF BUSES: 9 
% Background impedance at HV feeder point is not included in power flow 
% calulations. I.e., there is no voltage drop before the HV feeder point 
% so the voltage is a fixed 135 kV. 

  
% Default settings: 
% Tietos way of calculating the reactive powers implemented. 
% Lines modelled as short lines. Thus, Y-shunts are set to zero (but  
% can be included if wanted). 
% As with most of the 9 grids, the Pflow answers are presented with 
% lossess subtracted. To include losses or not, see two different 
% Plfs and Qlfs in the answers section. 
% Idle losses for HVMV trafo do not affect the particular answers that this 
% program finds because they are placed in the HV feeder point, on the 
% primary side of trafo. 

  
% Most of the theory can be found in the course-book "Static 
% Analysis of Power Systems" (SAPS), printed in August 2010 by KTH and  
% authored by Lennart Söder and Merhdad Ghandhari. 

  
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%% Per unit calculations and preparations for the Y-bus matrix %%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Begin by defining the base values: 
% Base Power for the different voltage levels in the system 
Sb=10; %Base power (MVA) for the system 

  
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  %Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    %Rated base voltage (kV) 
% Base impedences 
Zb135=(Ub135^2)/Sb; Zb20=(Ub20^2)/Sb; 

  
% Create a vector consisting of the base voltages for the system's buses: 
UbHM=[Ub135 Ub20 Ub20 Ub20 Ub20 Ub20 Ub20 Ub20 Ub20]; 
% Create a vector consisting of the base impedances for the system: 
ZbHM=[Zb135 Zb20 Zb20 Zb20 Zb20 Zb20 Zb20 Zb20 Zb20]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%Transformation into per unit (pu)%% 
%%pu value= true value/base value  %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Transformers modelled as impedances. Also calculated into per unit values: 
% Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
STDY=40;         %Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;        %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;           %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);     %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  %transformer relative reactance 
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X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer reactance 
ZTDY=R+i*X;             %transformer impedance 
ZTDYpu=(R+i*X)/Zb135;   %transformer impedance in per unit 
PDYidle_pu=20.6*10^3/(Sb*10^6); %idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%% Line impedance and admittance %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% The code is prepared for the Pi-model to be used for the lines. But since 
% Ysh-parmeters are set to zero, the short line model is actually the one 
% being used. 

  
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - DREVSTA SÖDRA (DS) (AXAL-TT 3x95/25)%%%%%%% 
% Z_DYDSpu=impedance for the line in per unit 
% Z_DYDSpu=(resistance+i*w*reactance)*km/Zb 

  
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km 
% Divided by two since we have two parallell lines. 
ZDYDSpu=(0.319999992847+i*0.10000000149)*10/2/Zb20; 
% Ysh_DYDS=i*w*0.300000011921*10^(-6) 
% ysh_DYDS=Ysh_DYDS/2 
% ysh_DYDSpu = ysh_DYDS/Yb20 = ysh_DYDS*Zb20, or all in one step: 
% The line capacitance is given in micro-fahrad per km, uF/km. 
yshDYDSpu=0;%i*w*0.300000011921*10^(-6)*10*Zb20; 
% admittance for the line=i*omega*(capacitancPerKm in micro-F)*km*Zb20 
% Divided by 2 because the pi-model of a line divides the admittance for 
% the whole line into two equal parts "belonging" to the respective buses. 
% But since we are dealing with two parallel lines, we also multiply by 
% two. This is because half of the admittances from both lines "belong" to 
% the bus. In practice, the "/2" is removed. 
% Multiplying by the base impedance is the same thing as dividing by the  
% base admittance. 

  
%%%%%%Line DREVSTA SÖDRA (DS) - DREVSTA (DR) (AXAL-TT 3x95/25)%%%%%%% 
ZDSDRpu=(0.319999992847+i*0.10000000149)*0.3627/Zb20; 
yshDSDRpu=0;%i*w*0.300000011921*10^(-6)*0.3627/2*Zb20; 

  
%%%%%%Line DREVSTA (DR) - SÖDERMALM (SO)(AXAL-TT 3x95/25)%%%%%%% 
ZDRSOpu=(0.319999992847+i*0.10000000149)*0.6678/Zb20; 
yshDRSOpu=0;%i*w*0.300000011921*10^(-6)*0.6678/2*Zb20; 

  
%%%%%%Line SÖDERMALM (SO) - ÖSTERMALM (OS)(AXAL-TT 3x95/25)%%%%%%% 
ZSOOSpu=(0.319999992847+i*0.10000000149)*0.4237/Zb20; 
yshSOOSpu=0;%i*w*0.300000011921*10^(-6)*0.4237/2*Zb20; 

  
%%%%%%Line ÖSTERMALM (OS) - DREVSTA ÖSTRA (DO) (AXAL-TT 3x95/25)%%%%%%% 
ZOSDOpu=(0.319999992847+i*0.10000000149)*0.437/Zb20; 
yshOSDOpu=0;%i*w*0.300000011921*10^(-6)*0.437/2*Zb20; 

  
%%%%%%Line DREVSTA ÖSTRA (DO) - DREVSTA SÖDRA (DS) (AXAL-TT 3x95/25)%%%%%%% 
ZDODSpu=(0.319999992847+i*0.10000000149)*0.848/Zb20; 
yshDODSpu=0;%i*w*0.300000011921*10^(-6)*0.848/2*Zb20; 

  
%%%%%%Line DREVSTA ÖSTRA (DO) - SAMHALL (SA) (FXCEL 3x16/10-24)%%%%% 
ZDOSApu=(1.14999997616+i*0.143999993801)*0.0489/Zb20; 
yshDOSApu=0;%i*w*0.119999997318*10^(-6)*0.0489/2*Zb20; 

  
%Line DREVSTA ÖSTRA (DO) - KRHMNS SOTNINGSDISTRIKT (KS) (FXCEL 3x16/10-24)% 
ZDOKSpu=(1.14999997616+i*0.143999993801)*0.089/Zb20; 
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yshDOKSpu=0;%i*w*0.119999997318*10^(-6)*0.089/2*Zb20; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Y-bus matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Now the Y-bus matrix is put together. The loads are not included since 
% they are accounted for later. The diagonal elements of Y-bus matrix 
% consist of capacitances and impedances of lines and transformer 
% impedances, converted into admittances. I.e., the sum of all admittances  
% connected to bus k. The pi-model is used for the lines. 
Y11=1/ZTDYpu; 
Y22=1/ZTDYpu+1/ZDYDSpu+yshDYDSpu; %transformer at Dye & line Dye-Drevsta S. 
Y33=1/ZDYDSpu+yshDYDSpu+1/ZDSDRpu+yshDSDRpu+1/ZDODSpu+yshDODSpu; 
Y44=1/ZDSDRpu+yshDSDRpu+1/ZDRSOpu+yshDRSOpu; 
Y55=1/ZDRSOpu+yshDRSOpu+1/ZSOOSpu+yshSOOSpu; 
Y66=1/ZSOOSpu+yshSOOSpu+1/ZOSDOpu+yshOSDOpu; 
Y77=1/ZOSDOpu+yshOSDOpu+1/ZDODSpu+yshDODSpu+1/ZDOSApu+yshDOSApu... 
    +1/ZDOKSpu+yshDOKSpu; 
Y88=1/ZDOSApu+yshDOSApu; 
Y99=1/ZDOKSpu+yshDOKSpu; 

  
% Y-bus for the Drevsta Industriområde branch 
% MV level. In the non-diagonal elements of the matrix, the value inserted 
% is the negative admittance between bus k and j. 
Ybus=[Y11 -1/ZTDYpu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
      -1/ZTDYpu Y22 -1/ZDYDSpu 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
      0 -1/ZDYDSpu Y33 -1/ZDSDRpu 0 0 -1/ZDODSpu 0 0; 
      0 0 -1/ZDSDRpu Y44 -1/ZDRSOpu 0 0 0 0; 
      0 0 0 -1/ZDRSOpu Y55 -1/ZSOOSpu 0 0 0; 
      0 0 0 0 -1/ZSOOSpu Y66 -1/ZOSDOpu 0 0; 
      0 0 -1/ZDODSpu 0 0 -1/ZOSDOpu Y77 -1/ZDOSApu -1/ZDOKSpu; 
      0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/ZDOSApu Y88 0; 
      0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/ZDOKSpu 0 Y99]; 

   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Summation of the loads %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% 1) Drevsta Södra (DS), 2)Drevsta(DR), 3)Södermalm (SO), 4)Östermalm (OS) 
% och 5) Drevsta Östra (DO) 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% DREVSTA SÖDRA %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[velander]=velanderkonstanter(); 
% Retrieves, from the file velanderkonstanter.m, a 71*4 matrix containing  
% the following and stores it under the namne "velander":  
% Column 1: the group number 
% Column 2: cos(phi) 
% Column 3: k1 
% Column 4: k2 

  
% Information on the loads are found by right-klicking on the substation or 
% service point and clicking om "Energy Usage Information, sum..." in PG. 
DS_kod=[990 710 720 721 700 636];%group code numbers for the loads 
DS_W=[800 80 140 22 70 80]*1000; %Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 
                                 %sum=1192MWh 
% pos is just a matrix containing the power factor and velander constants 
% for the different groups/types of loads and on which row in the 
% file/matrix/table "velanderkonstanter.m" this information can be found. 
pos=zeros(6,4); 
for v=1:6 
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    pos(v,1)=find(velander == DS_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW.  
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29.  
for v=1:6 
    P1DS(v)=pos(v,3)*DS_W(v); 
    P2DS(v)=pos(v,4)^2*DS_W(v); 
end; clear v; 
% Cumulative active power for the loads in Ns: 
PDStot=sum(P1DS)+sqrt(sum(P2DS)); % Active power 

  
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus, i.e. 
% all the loads "downstream" the bus added cumulatively up to this point. 
% Theory received by email from Tieto. The main idea is to find a new power 
% factor for the different loads combined in order to then calculate the  
% apparent and then reactive power. How big of a part each load plays in 
% this power factor is the key and is discovered in the for-loop. 
Pk1DS=sum(P1DS); 
% Pk2DS=sum(P2DS); % Used above to find P, but not used here. 
phiDS=zeros(1,6); 
for v=1:6 
    phiDS(v)=pos(v,2)*P1DS(v)/Pk1DS; 
end; clear v; 
phiDS_tot=sum(phiDS); 
SDS=PDStot/phiDS_tot; 
QDStot=sqrt(SDS^2-PDStot^2); % Reactive Power found. 

  
% % % OLD code for calculating the reactive power in Oljedepån: 
% % In order to find the reactive power according to Velander's equations 
% % for multiple types of loads, one must find the reactive energy (Wr) 
% % for each group first. This is then used for cumulative addition of the 
% % loads as we "go up the grid". Left here for comparison. 
% % For this, I use Velander's formula "backwards". v = number of loads 
% for v=1:6 
%     PDS(v)=pos(v,3)*DS_W(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(DS_W(v)); % Active power 
%     SDS(v)=PDS(v)/pos(v,2);                         % Apparent power 
%     QDS(v)=sqrt(SDS(v)^2-PDS(v)^2);                 % Reactive power 
% %   

http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=p%3D%28k_1%29*w%2B%28k_2%29*sqrt%28w%2

9 
%     WrDS(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QDS(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QDS(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2); % reactive energy, MVArh 
% end; clear v;  
%  
% % Velander, forwards to get the cumulative reactive power in the bus. 
% for v=1:6 
%     Q1DS(v)=pos(v,3)*WrDS(v); 
%     Q2DS(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrDS(v); 
% end; clear v; 
% % Cumulative reactive power for the loads in Ns: 
% QDStot=sum(Q1DS)+sqrt(sum(Q2DS)); % Reactive power 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% DREVSTA %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear pos; 
% Group code numbers for loads 
DR_kod=[630 631 622 636 600 941 500 700 605 710 626 610]; 
% Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 
DR_W=[38.2 15 198 65 40 30 18 90 33.9 383 20 36]*1000; 
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pos=zeros(12,4); 
for v=1:12 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == DR_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW.  
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29.  
for v=1:12 
    P1DR(v)=pos(v,3)*DR_W(v); 
    P2DR(v)=pos(v,4)^2*DR_W(v); 
end; clear v; 
PDRtot=sum(P1DR)+sqrt(sum(P2DR)); % Active power 

  
% Finding the reactive Powers according to Tieto: 
Pk1DR=sum(P1DR); 
% Pk2DR=sum(P2DR); % Used to find P above, but not used here. 
phiDR=zeros(1,12); 
for v=1:12 
    phiDR(v)=pos(v,2)*P1DR(v)/Pk1DR; 
end; clear v; 
phiDR_tot=sum(phiDR); 
SDR=PDRtot/phiDR_tot; 
QDRtot=sqrt(SDR^2-PDRtot^2); % Reactive power found. 

  
% % (Previous way of calculating the reactive power:) 
% % Velander backwards to get the reactive energies. 
% for v=1:12 
%     PDR(v)=pos(v,3)*DR_W(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(DR_W(v)); % Active power 
%     SDR(v)=PDR(v)/pos(v,2);                         % Apparent power 
%     QDR(v)=sqrt(SDR(v)^2-PDR(v)^2);                 % Reactive power 
% %   

http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=p%3D%28k_1%29*w%2B%28k_2%29*sqrt%28w%2

9 
%     WrDR(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QDR(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QDR(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2);%reactive energy,DR,MVArh 
% end; clear v; 
%  
% % Velander, forwards to get the cumulative reactive power in the bus 
% for v=1:12 
%     Q1DR(v)=pos(v,3)*WrDR(v); 
%     Q2DR(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrDR(v); 
% end; clear v; 
% QDRtot=sum(Q1DR)+sqrt(sum(Q2DR)) % Reactive power 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% SÖDERMALM %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear pos; 
% Group code numbers for the loads 
SO_kod=[131 210 600 626 100 630 201 901 133 520 200 500 961 962 132]; 
% Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 
SO_W=[29 45 40 28 353 42.8 75 25 26 110 339 27 40 290 76]*1000; 
% sumW=1545.8 MWh 
pos=zeros(15,4); 
for v=1:15 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == SO_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW.  
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% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29.  
for v=1:15 
    P1SO(v)=pos(v,3)*SO_W(v); 
    P2SO(v)=pos(v,4)^2*SO_W(v); 
end; clear v; 
PSOtot=sum(P1SO)+sqrt(sum(P2SO)); % Active power 

  
% Finding the reactive Powers according to Tieto. 
Pk1SO=sum(P1SO); 
phiSO=zeros(1,15); 
for v=1:15 
    phiSO(v)=pos(v,2)*P1SO(v)/Pk1SO; 
end; clear v; 
phiSO_tot=sum(phiSO); 
SSO=PSOtot/phiSO_tot; 
QSOtot=sqrt(SSO^2-PSOtot^2); % Reactive power found. 

  
% % % (Previous way of calculating the reactive power:) 
% % Velander backwards to get the reactive energies. 
% for v=1:15 
%     PSO(v)=pos(v,3)*SO_W(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(SO_W(v)); % Active power 
%     SSO(v)=PSO(v)/pos(v,2);                         % Apparent power 
%     QSO(v)=sqrt(SSO(v)^2-PSO(v)^2);                 % Reactive power 
% %   

http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=p%3D%28k_1%29*w%2B%28k_2%29*sqrt%28w%2

9 
%     WrSO(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QSO(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QSO(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2);%reactive energy,SO,MVArh 
% end; clear v; 
%  
% % Velander, forwards to get the cumulative reactive power in the bus 
% for v=1:15 
%     Q1SO(v)=pos(v,3)*WrSO(v); 
%     Q2SO(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrSO(v); 
% end; clear v; 
% QSOtot=sum(Q1SO)+sqrt(sum(Q2SO)) % Reactive power in Ns Södermalm 
% clear v; clear pos; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ÖSTERMALM %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 % Group code numbers for the loads 
OS_kod=[100 133 120 122 123 201 110 520 130 200 132 961 111 963 605 962]; 
% Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 
OS_W=[163 41 84.3 78 82 84 441 200 384 251 206 15 197 160 70 86]*1000; 
% sumW=2542.3 MWh 
pos=zeros(16,4); 
for v=1:16 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == OS_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW.  
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29. 
for v=1:16 
    P1OS(v)=pos(v,3)*OS_W(v); 
    P2OS(v)=pos(v,4)^2*OS_W(v); 
end; clear v; 
% Cumulative active power for the loads in Ns 
POStot=sum(P1OS)+sqrt(sum(P2OS)); % Active power 

  
% Finding the reactive Powers according to Tieto. 
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Pk1OS=sum(P1OS); 
phiOS=zeros(1,16); 
for v=1:16 
    phiOS(v)=pos(v,2)*P1OS(v)/Pk1OS; 
end; clear v; 
phiOS_tot=sum(phiOS); 
SOS=POStot/phiOS_tot; 
QOStot=sqrt(SOS^2-POStot^2); % Reactive power found. 

  
% % (Previous way of calculating the reactive power:) 
% % Velander backwards to get the reactive energies. 
% % NOTE: POS vs. pos 
% for v=1:16 
%     POS(v)=pos(v,3)*OS_W(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(OS_W(v)); % Active power 
%     SOS(v)=POS(v)/pos(v,2);                         % Apparent power 
%     QOS(v)=sqrt(SOS(v)^2-POS(v)^2);                 % Reactive power 
% %   

http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=p%3D%28k_1%29*w%2B%28k_2%29*sqrt%28w%2

9 
%     WrOS(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QOS(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QOS(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2);%reactive energy,OS,MVArh 
% end; clear v; 
%  
% % Velander, forwards to get the cumulative reactive power in the bus 
% for v=1:16 
%     Q1OS(v)=pos(v,3)*WrOS(v); 
%     Q2OS(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrOS(v); 
% end; clear v; clear pos; 
% QOStot=sum(Q1OS)+sqrt(sum(Q2OS)) % Reactive power in Ns Östermalm 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% DREVSTA ÖSTRA %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
DO_kod=[605 400 720]; % Group code numbers for the loads 
DO_W=[22.3 26.4 40]*1000; % Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 
% sumW=88.7 
pos=zeros(3,4); 
for v=1:3 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == DO_kod(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
pos; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW.  
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29. 
for v=1:3 
    P1DO(v)=pos(v,3)*DO_W(v); 
    P2DO(v)=pos(v,4)^2*DO_W(v); 
end; clear v; 
% Cumulative active power for the loads in Ns 
PDOtot=sum(P1DO)+sqrt(sum(P2DO)); % Active power 

  
% Finding the reactive Powers according to Tieto. 
Pk1DO=sum(P1DO); 
phiDO=zeros(1,3); 
for v=1:3 
    phiDO(v)=pos(v,2)*P1DO(v)/Pk1DO; 
end; clear v; 
phiDO_tot=sum(phiDO); 
SDO=PDOtot/phiDO_tot; 
QDOtot=sqrt(SDO^2-PDOtot^2); % Reactive power found. 
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% % % (Previous way of calculating the reactive power:) 
% % Velander backwards to get the reactive energies. 
% for v=1:3 
%     PDO(v)=pos(v,3)*DO_W(v)+pos(v,4)*sqrt(DO_W(v)); % Active power 
%     SDO(v)=PDO(v)/pos(v,2);                         % Apparent power 
%     QDO(v)=sqrt(SDO(v)^2-PDO(v)^2);                 % Rective power 
% %   

http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=p%3D%28k_1%29*w%2B%28k_2%29*sqrt%28w%2

9 
%     WrDO(v)=(2*pos(v,3)*QDO(v)-sqrt(4*pos(v,3)*pos(v,4)^2*QDO(v)... 
%         +pos(v,4)^4)+pos(v,4)^2)/(2*pos(v,3)^2);%reactive energy,DO,MVArh 
% end;  
%  
% % Velander, forwards to get the cumulative reactive power in the bus 
% for v=1:3 
%     Q1DO(v)=pos(v,3)*WrDO(v); 
%     Q2DO(v)=pos(v,4)^2*WrDO(v); 
% end; clear v; clear pos; 
% QDOtot=sum(Q1DO)+sqrt(sum(Q2DO)) % Reactive power 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% SAMHALL (SA) %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
SA_kod=990;  % Group code numbers for the load 
SA_W=250*1000;   % Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 
pos=zeros(1,4); 
pos(1)=find(velander == SA_kod); 
pos(2)=velander(pos(1),2); 
pos(3)=velander(pos(1),3); 
pos(4)=velander(pos(1),4); 
pos; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load 1 in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29 
PSA=pos(3)*SA_W+pos(4)*sqrt(SA_W); 
SSA=PSA/pos(2);                     % Apparent power 
QSA=sqrt(SSA^2-PSA^2); 
PSAtot=PSA;                         % Active power 
QSAtot=QSA;                         % Reactive power 
clear pos; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% KRHMNS SOTNINGSDISTRIKT %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
KS_kod=990;  % group code numbers for the load 
KS_W=178*1000;   % Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 
pos=zeros(1,4); 
pos(1)=find(velander == KS_kod); 
pos(2)=velander(pos(1),2); 
pos(3)=velander(pos(1),3); 
pos(4)=velander(pos(1),4); 
pos; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load 1 in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29 
PKS=pos(3)*KS_W+pos(4)*sqrt(KS_W); 
SKS=PKS/pos(2);                     % Apparent power 
QKS=sqrt(SKS^2-PKS^2); 
PKStot=PKS;                         % Active power 
QKStot=QKS;                         % Reactive power 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Net production in each bus %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Given constants calculated in p.u. 
% 1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
U1=135/Ub135; 
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theta1=0;                   % Chosen angle 
PD1=PDYidle_pu;             % Idle power loss in trafo seen as load/demand 
QD1=0;                      % No reactive power demand in this bus 
% 2 Dye 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG2=0; PD2=0; QG2=0; QD2=0; % No power demand or power generation 
% 3 Drevsta Södra (PQ-bus) 
PG3=0;                      % No power generation 
PD3=PDStot*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  % Per unit power demand of the load 
QG3=0;                      % No power generation 
QD3=QDStot*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  % Per unit reactive power demand of the load  
% 4 Drevsta (PQ-bus) 
PG4=0; 
PD4=PDRtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG4=0; 
QD4=QDRtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
% 5 Södermalm (PQ-bus) 
PG5=0; 
PD5=PSOtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG5=0; 
QD5=QSOtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
% 6 Östermalm (PQ-bus) 
PG6=0; 
PD6=POStot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG6=0; 
QD6=QOStot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
% 7 Drevsta Östra (PQ-bus) 
PG7=0; 
PD7=PDOtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG7=0; 
QD7=QDOtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
% 8 Samhall (PQ-bus) 
PG8=0; 
PD8=PSAtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG8=0; 
QD8=QSAtot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
% 9 Krhmns Sotningsdistrikt (PQ-bus) 
PG9=0; 
PD9=PKStot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG9=0; 
QD9=QKStot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 

  
% Calculate net productions 
% 1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
% 2 Dye 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD2=PG2-PD2; 
QGD2=QG2-QD2; 
% 3 Drevsta Södra (PQ-bus) 
PGD3=PG3-PD3; 
QGD3=QG3-QD3; 
% 4 Drevsta (PQ-bus) 
PGD4=PG4-PD4; 
QGD4=QG4-QD4; 
% 5 Södermalm (PQ-bus) 
PGD5=PG5-PD5; 
QGD5=QG5-QD5; 
% 6 Östermalm (PQ-bus) 
PGD6=PG6-PD6; 
QGD6=QG6-QD6; 
% 7 Drevsta Östra (PQ-bus) 
PGD7=PG7-PD7; 
QGD7=QG7-QD7; 
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% 8 Samhall (PQ-bus) 
PGD8=PG8-PD8; 
QGD8=QG8-QD8; 
% 9 Krhmns Sotningsdistrikt (PQ-bus) 
PGD9=PG9-PD9; 
QGD9=QG9-QD9; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Power flow set-up and execution 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Initial estimates 
theta2=0; U2=1; 
theta3=0; U3=1; 
theta4=0; U4=1; 
theta5=0; U5=1; 
theta6=0; U6=1; 
theta7=0; U7=1; 
theta8=0; U8=1; 
theta9=0; U9=1; 

  
% tole=0.002; % Not used yet. The idea is that once abs(delta_P)<tole 
              % then the while-loop below is terminated. Tis not used since 
              % the loop already gives an accuracy of greater than this. 
nbus=9;       % number of buses 
n_pq_pu=8;    % Number of PQ and PU buses (in this case, all are PQ) 
bus1=1;bus2=2;bus3=3;bus4=4;bus5=5;bus6=6;bus7=7;bus8=8;bus9=9; 
iter=0; 
VOLT=[U1;U2;U3;U4;U5;U6;U7;U8;U9]; 
Ang=[theta1;theta2;theta3;theta4;theta5;theta6;theta7;theta8;theta9]; 

  
% Conductance and susceptance extracted and to be used later. 
G=real(Ybus); 
B=imag(Ybus); 
% Starts a while-loop that will iterate three times 
while iter < 10 
    % disp(['Iteration no.: ' num2str(iter + 1)]); 
    % Step 2a (SAPS, eq. 8.43): 
    for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
    end 
    end 
    PP; 
    QQ; 
    P=sum(PP'); % Injected power into each bus 
    Q=sum(QQ'); 

  
    % Step 2b: Calculating the difference between the net production and  
    % the injected power for each bus. SAPS, eq (8.46) 
    PGD=[PGD2;PGD3;PGD4;PGD5;PGD6;PGD7;PGD8;PGD9]; 
    QGD=[QGD2;QGD3;QGD4;QGD5;QGD6;QGD7;QGD8;QGD9]; 
    deltaP=PGD-P([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9])'; % not for slack-bus 
    deltaQ=QGD-Q([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9])'; % not for PU-buses and slack-bus 

  
    % Step 3: Calculating the jacobian. SAPS, eq (8.50-8.51) 
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    for m=1:nbus 
         for n=1:nbus 
             if m==n, 
                 H(m,m)=-Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 N(m,m)=P(m)+G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 J(m,m)=P(m)-G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 L(m,m)=Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
             else 
                 H(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 N(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 J(m,n)=-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 L(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
             end 
         end 
     end 

  
     % Delete unwanted variables in order to make the jacobian fit together 
     H(bus1,:)=[]; H(:,bus1)=[]; % remove row and column  
                                 % refering to the slack bus 
     N(bus1,:)=[];  % remove row refering to the slack bus 
     N(:,bus1)=[];  % remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(bus1,:)=[];  % remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(:,bus1)=[];  % remove row refering to the slack bus 
     L(bus1,:)=[]; L(:,bus1)=[]; % remove row and column refering to the  
                                 % slack bus and PU-bus 

  
     % The jacobian matrix can now be put together: 
     JAC=[H N; J L]; 

  
     % Step 4: Calculate [delta_theta delta_U/U]-transposed,SAPS, eq (8.52) 
     DX = inv(JAC)*[deltaP;deltaQ]; 
     delta_theta=DX(1:n_pq_pu);          
     delta_U=DX(n_pq_pu+1:length(DX)); 

  
     % Step 5: Update U and theta, SAPS, eq (8.53) 
     iter=iter+1; 
     % The voltage angles at all buses except bus 1 are updated: 
     Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8 bus9])=... 
         Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8 bus9])+delta_theta; 
      %the voltages at all buses except bus 1 are updated: 
     VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8 bus9])=... 
        VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8 bus9]).*(1+delta_U); 

  
end % ends the while-loop 

  
% Step FINAL: Calculate the generated power in the slack bus and the  
% PU-buses with the latest voltages and angles. 
for m=1:nbus 
     for n=1:nbus    
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
     end 
end 
P=sum(PP'); 
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Q=sum(QQ'); 
% Find the power generation in slack and PU-busses, eq. 8.44: 
PG1=P(bus1)+PD1; 
QG1=Q(bus1)+QD1; 

  
% disp('Answers, power production in bus 1 [kW & kVAr]: '); 
P1prod=PG1*Sb*10^3; 
Q1prod=QG1*Sb*10^3; 

  
deg=Ang*(180/pi); 
Vnom=VOLT.*UbHM'; 
% If you want to have the bus number displayed beside the voltage. 
Vnom_buses=[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9; Vnom']'; 

  
% Step FINAL, cont'd, Calculate the power flows, SAPS, eq. 8.38-8.39 
% I begin with creating the B_not matrix, which is a matrix consiting of 

the 
% admittances between the buses. Since Ysh is not included in the line 
% characteristics/definition, the whole matrix Bo remains a zero-matrix. 
Bo=zeros(9,9); 
Bo(2,3)=yshDYDSpu/j; Bo(3,2)=Bo(2,3); 
Bo(3,4)=yshDSDRpu/j; Bo(4,3)=Bo(3,4); 
Bo(4,5)=yshDRSOpu/j; Bo(5,4)=Bo(4,5); 
Bo(5,6)=yshSOOSpu/j; Bo(6,5)=Bo(5,6); 
Bo(6,7)=yshOSDOpu/j; Bo(7,6)=Bo(6,7); 
Bo(7,8)=yshDOSApu/j; Bo(8,7)=Bo(7,8); 
Bo(7,9)=yshDOKSpu/j; Bo(9,7)=Bo(7,9); 
Bo(7,3)=yshDODSpu/j; Bo(3,7)=Bo(7,3); 

  
% power flow calculations 
for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        if m==n 
            Pflow(m,m)=0; 
            Qflow(m,m)=0; 
        else 
            Pflow(m,n)=-G(m,n)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
            Qflow(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)*(B(m,n)-Bo(m,n))-(VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))+B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n)))); 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
Pflow_nom=Pflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 
Qflow_nom=Qflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 

  
% Powers between the respective buses. 
P12=Pflow_nom(1,2); 
P23=Pflow_nom(2,3); 
P34=Pflow_nom(3,4); 
P45=Pflow_nom(4,5); 
P56=Pflow_nom(5,6); 
P76=Pflow_nom(7,6); 
P78=Pflow_nom(7,8); 
P79=Pflow_nom(7,9); 
P37=Pflow_nom(3,7); 

  
Q12=Qflow_nom(1,2); 
Q23=Qflow_nom(2,3); 
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Q34=Qflow_nom(3,4); 
Q45=Qflow_nom(4,5); 
Q56=Qflow_nom(5,6); 
Q76=Qflow_nom(7,6); 
Q78=Qflow_nom(7,8); 
Q79=Qflow_nom(7,9); 
Q37=Qflow_nom(3,7); 

  
% Active Powerlosses, SAPS, eq. 8.41. 
Ploss12=Pflow(1,2)+Pflow(2,1); % Losses in main transformer Dye 
Ploss23=Pflow(2,3)+Pflow(3,2); % Losses in line between Dye and Norra Höja 
Ploss34=Pflow(3,4)+Pflow(4,3); 
Ploss45=Pflow(4,5)+Pflow(5,4); 
Ploss56=Pflow(5,6)+Pflow(6,5); 
Ploss76=Pflow(6,7)+Pflow(7,6); 
Ploss78=Pflow(7,8)+Pflow(8,7); 
Ploss79=Pflow(7,9)+Pflow(9,7); 
Ploss37=Pflow(7,3)+Pflow(3,7); 
% Back to nominal values, kW 
Ploss_nom=[Ploss12 Ploss23 Ploss37 Ploss78 Ploss79 Ploss76 Ploss34 

Ploss45... 
    Ploss56]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
% Reactive powerlosses 
Qloss12=Qflow(1,2)+Qflow(2,1); 
Qloss23=Qflow(2,3)+Qflow(3,2); 
Qloss34=Qflow(3,4)+Qflow(4,3); 
Qloss45=Qflow(4,5)+Qflow(5,4); 
Qloss56=Qflow(5,6)+Qflow(6,5); 
Qloss76=Qflow(6,7)+Qflow(7,6); 
Qloss78=Qflow(7,8)+Qflow(8,7); 
Qloss79=Qflow(7,9)+Qflow(9,7); 
Qloss37=Qflow(7,3)+Qflow(3,7); 
% Back to nominal values, kVAr 
Qloss_nom=[Qloss12 Qloss23 Qloss37 Qloss78 Qloss79 Qloss76 Qloss34 

Qloss45... 
    Qloss56]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
% Losses, apparent power 
Sloss12=sqrt(Ploss12^2+Qloss12^2); 
Sloss23=sqrt(Ploss23^2+Qloss23^2); 
Sloss34=sqrt(Ploss34^2+Qloss34^2); 
Sloss45=sqrt(Ploss45^2+Qloss45^2); 
Sloss56=sqrt(Ploss56^2+Qloss56^2); 
Sloss76=sqrt(Ploss76^2+Qloss76^2); 
Sloss78=sqrt(Ploss78^2+Qloss78^2); 
Sloss79=sqrt(Ploss79^2+Qloss79^2); 
Sloss37=sqrt(Ploss37^2+Qloss37^2); 
% Back to nominal values, kW and kVAr 
Ptotallosses=sum(sum(Pflow)')*Sb*10^3; 
Qtotallosses=sum(sum(Qflow)')*Sb*10^3; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Answers %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%NOTE the order of the elements in the following answers. They are, as it 
%seems, "jumbled", and that is because of the order in which the answers in 
%the PG Excel files are presented. 
Vnom_V=[Vnom(1) Vnom(2) Vnom(3) Vnom(4) Vnom(7) Vnom(8) Vnom(9) Vnom(5)... 
    Vnom(6)]'*10^3; 
% Plf=[P12 P23 P37 P78 P79 P76 P34 P45 P56]'; 
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Plf=[P12 P23 P37 P78 P79 P76 P34 P45 P56]'-Ploss_nom; 
Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q37 Q78 Q79 Q76 Q34 Q45 Q56]'; 
% Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q37 Q78 Q79 Q76 Q34 Q45 Q56]'-Qloss_nom 

  
% Alternative way of displaying answers 
disp(['Voltage [V]']); 
for v=1:9 
    disp([num2str(Vnom_V(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Active power flow [kW]: ']); 
for v=1:9 
    disp([num2str(Plf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Reactive power flow [kVAr]: ']); 
for v=1:9 
    disp([num2str(Qlf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  

  
% Other answers that might be of interest 
% Angles of the voltages at the buses 
deg=Ang*(180/pi); 
% Losses per distance and total losses in the system 
Ptotallosses=sum(sum(Pflow)')*Sb*10^6; 
Qtotallosses=sum(sum(Qflow)')*Sb*10^6; 
% Losses per distance/between the buses 
Sloss=([Sloss12 Sloss23 Sloss37 Sloss78 Sloss79 Sloss76... 
        Sloss34 Sloss45 Sloss56]')*Sb*10^6; 

  
% Alternative way of presenting answers: 
% for v=1:8 
%     disp(['Voltage at bus ' num2str(v) ': ' num2str(Vnom(v)) ' kV']); 
% end, clear v; 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 1 to 2: ' num2str(P12) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 2 to 3: ' num2str(P23) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 3 to 4:  ' num2str(P34) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 4 to 5:  ' num2str(P45) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 5 to 6:  ' num2str(P56) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 7 to 6:  ' num2str(P76) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 7 to 8:   ' num2str(P78) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 7 to 9:   ' num2str(P79) ' kW']); 
% disp(['  Active power flow from bus 3 to 7:  ' num2str(P37) ' kW']); 
%  
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 1 to 2:  ' num2str(Q12) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 2 to 3:  ' num2str(Q23) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 3 to 4:  ' num2str(Q34) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 4 to 5:  ' num2str(Q45) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 5 to 6:   ' num2str(Q56) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 7 to 6:  ' num2str(Q76) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 7 to 8:    ' num2str(Q78) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 7 to 9:    ' num2str(Q78) ' kVAr']); 
% disp(['Reactive power flow from bus 3 to 7:  ' num2str(Q37) ' kVAr']); 

 

Grid 7, Part 2, Zk, Isc3 and Ssc3 
[Drevsta_Impedance_Isc3.m] 
% Drevsta - MV calculations with a loop, Grid 7, Reference plan 1 
% Impedance and short circuit current calculations. 
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% NUMBER OF BUSES: 9 
clc; 
clear all; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% Introduction - define voltages and impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  %Rated base voltage (kV) 

  
% Background impedance on the 135 kV-side of the main transformer. 
ZDY=2.1+i*12.3; %in ohm 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Transformer modelled as impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory found in Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, 12-01-09, p. 11. 
% Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
STDY=40;         %Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;        %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;           %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);     %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   %transformer reactance 
ZTDY=R+i*X;             %transformer impedance 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Line impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
%%%%%%Line DYE(DY) - DREVSTA SÖDRA (DS) (AXAL-TT 3x95/25)%%%%%%% 
% ZDYDS=(resistance+i*reactance)*km 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km. 
% Divided by two since we have two parallell lines. 
ZDYDS=(0.319999992847+i*0.10000000149)*10/2; 

  
%%%%%%Line DREVSTA SÖDRA (DS) - DREVSTA (DR) (AXAL-TT 3x95/25)%%%%%%% 
ZDSDR=(0.319999992847+i*0.10000000149)*0.3627; 

  
%%%%%%Line DREVSTA (DR) - SÖDERMALM (SO)(AXAL-TT 3x95/25)%%%%%%% 
ZDRSO=(0.319999992847+i*0.10000000149)*0.6678; 

  
%%%%%%Line SÖDERMALM (SO) - ÖSTERMALM (OS)(AXAL-TT 3x95/25)%%%%%%% 
ZSOOS=(0.319999992847+i*0.10000000149)*0.4237; 

  
%%%%%%Line ÖSTERMALM (OS) - DREVSTA ÖSTRA (DO) (AXAL-TT 3x95/25)%%%%%%% 
ZOSDO=(0.319999992847+i*0.10000000149)*0.437; 

  
%%%%%%Line DREVSTA ÖSTRA (DO) - DREVSTA SÖDRA (DS) (AXAL-TT 3x95/25)%%%%%%% 
ZDODS=(0.319999992847+i*0.10000000149)*0.848; 

  
%%%%%%Line DREVSTA ÖSTRA (DO) - SAMHALL (SA) (FXCEL 3x16/10-24)%%%%% 
ZDOSA=(1.14999997616+i*0.143999993801)*0.0489; 

  
%Line DREVSTA ÖSTRA (DO) - KRHMNS SOTNINGSDISTRIKT (KS) (FXCEL 3x16/10-24)% 
ZDOKS=(1.14999997616+i*0.143999993801)*0.089; 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCES FROM TOP %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Z1=ZDY; 
Z2=(ZDY+ZTDY)*(20/135)^2; 
Z3=Z2+ZDYDS; 
% The section in loop: 
Z4=Z3+(ZDSDR)*(ZDODS+ZOSDO+ZSOOS+ZDRSO)/(ZDSDR+ZDODS+ZOSDO+ZSOOS+ZDRSO); 
Z5=Z3+(ZDSDR+ZDRSO)*(ZDODS+ZOSDO+ZSOOS)/(ZDSDR+ZDRSO+ZDODS+ZOSDO+ZSOOS); 
Z6=Z3+(ZDSDR+ZDRSO+ZSOOS)*(ZDODS+ZOSDO)/(ZDSDR+ZDRSO+ZSOOS+ZDODS+ZOSDO); 
Z7=Z3+(ZDSDR+ZDRSO+ZSOOS+ZOSDO)*(ZDODS)/(ZDSDR+ZDRSO+ZSOOS+ZOSDO+ZDODS); 
Z8=Z7+ZDOSA; 
Z9=Z7+ZDOKS; 

  
% Order changed because of the way the answers are presented by PG in one 
% of the calculation. PG may not always display the answers in the same 
% order however. 
Z=[Z1; Z2; Z3; Z4; Z7; Z8; Z9; Z5; Z6]; 
R=real(Z); 
X=imag(Z); 
Z_3ph=abs(Z); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Isc3=zeros(1,9); 
for v=1 Isc3(v)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
for v=[2:9] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ssc3=zeros(1,9); 
for v=1:9 
    Ssc3(v)=3*Z_3ph(v)*Isc3(v)^2/1.1;  
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANSWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
disp(['Resistance:']); 
for v=1:9 
    disp([num2str(R(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Reactance:']); 
for v=1:9 
    disp([num2str(X(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Impedance:']); 
for v=1:9 
    disp([num2str(Z_3ph(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% In order to round the answer slightly, one can present answers like so: 
% Isc3=Isc3'  
% Otherwise, the following can be used: 
disp(['Isc3 [A]:']); 
for v=1:9 
    disp([num2str(Isc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
Ssc3=(Ssc3/10^6); 
% In order to round the answer slightly, one can present answers like so: 
% Ssc3=Ssc3'  
% Otherwise, the following can be used: 
disp(['Ssc3 [MVA]:']); 
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for v=1:9 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  

  
%For display in MATLAB promt 
% for v=1:9 
%     disp(['Resistance at bus ' num2str(v) ': ' num2str(R(v)) ' ohms']); 
% end, clear v; 
%  
% for v=1:9 
%     disp(['Reactance at bus ' num2str(v) ': ' num2str(X(v)) ' ohms']); 
% end, clear v; 
%  
% for v=1:9 
%     disp(['Impedance at bus ' num2str(v) ': ' num2str(Z_3ph(v)) ' 

ohms']); 
% end, clear v; 
%  
% for v=1:9 
%     disp(['3-phase short-circuit current at bus ' num2str(v) ': '... 
%         num2str(Isc3(v)) ' A']); 
% end, clear v; 
%  
% for v=1:9 
%     disp(['3-phase short-circuit power at bus ' num2str(v) ': '... 
%         num2str(Ssc3(v)) ' MVA']); 
% end, clear v; 
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Grid 8, Lugnet MVLVLV 

Grid 8, Part 1a, Voltage and power flow calculations 
[Lugnet_11Buses_PowerFlow.m] 
%Lugnet MVLVLV, Grid 8, Reference plan 1 
%NUMBER OF BUSES: 11 
%File to calculate characteristics of the Lugnet/Eriksbol/Picasso (LEP) 
%branch from Dye station. The index "b" stands for the "base value".  
%Background impedance at HV feeder point is not included in power flow 
%calulations. I.e., there is no voltage drop before the HV feeder point 
%so the voltage is a fixed 135 kV. 
%Default settings: 
%Idle losses of MVLV transformers not included. (Idle losses for the HVMV 
%trafo do not affect the particular answers that this program finds 
%because they are placed in the HV feeder point, prim. side of trafo.) 
%Tietos way of calculating the reactive powers implemented. 
%The three loads have been added together cumulatively in buses 9 and 4 
%Ysh of lines set to zero (but can be included if wanted). 
%To include losses or not, see two different Plfs and Qlfs in the answers 
%section. 
%Sp = service point 

  
%Most of the theory can be found in the course-book "Static 
%Analysis of Power Systems" (SAPS), printed in August 2010 by KTH and  
%authored by Lennart Söder and Merhdad Ghandhari. 

  
clear all; 
clc 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%% Per unit calculations and preparations for the Y-bus matrix %%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%For base value theory, se SAPS chapter 6. 
%Base Powers for the different voltage levels in the system 
Sb=10; % Base power (MVA) for the system 

  
%Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  % Rated voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    % Rated voltage (kV) 
Ub1=1;      % Rated voltage (kV) 
Ub04=0.4;   % Rated voltage (kV) 

  
%Base impedences 
Zb135=(Ub135^2)/Sb; 
Zb20=(Ub20^2)/Sb; 
Zb1=(Ub1^2)/Sb; 
Zb04=(Ub04^2)/Sb; 

  
%Create a vector consisting of the base voltages for the system's buses. 
UbLEP=[Ub135 Ub20 Ub20 Ub1 Ub1 Ub04 Ub04 Ub1 Ub04 Ub04 Ub04]; 
%Create a vector consisting of the base impedances for the system: 
ZbLEP=[Zb135 Zb20 Zb20 Zb1 Zb1 Zb04 Zb04 Zb1 Zb04 Zb04 Zb04]; 
%Create a vector consisting of the base currents for the system: 
%IbLEP=[Ib135 Ib135 Ib20 Ib20 Ib1 Ib1 Ib04 Ib04 Ib1 Ib04 Ib04 Ib04]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%Transformation into per unit (pu)%% 
%%pu value= true value/base value  %% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%% Transformers modeled as impedances %%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Theory: Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, p.11, issue 2012-01-09 
%Also: section 8.4.3 in SAPS, Step 1A: 
%Dye Fs: 
STDye=40;         %Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;         %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;     %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDye*1000);                  %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDye);                %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);                %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDye);                %transformer reactance 
ZTDyepu=(R+i*X)/Zb135;;               %transformer impedance in per unit 
% ZTDyepu=0.0000000001+i*0.0000000001;%test 
PDye_idle_pu=0;%20.6*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  %idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
%Lugnet Ns 
STLugnet=0.1;    %Rated power (MVA) transformer Lugnet 
Pk=1.8;          %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=3.9/100;     %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STLugnet*1000);                 %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STLugnet);                %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);                  %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STLugnet);                %transformer reactance 
ZTLugnetpu=(R+i*X)/Zb20;;               %transformer impedance in per unit 
%ZTLugnetpu=0.0000000001+i*0.0000000001;%test 
P_Lugnet_idle_pu=0;%0.25*10^3/(Sb*10^6);%idle power losses in trafo in pu 
                                        %(250 W in Lugnet trafo) 
%Eriksbol Ns 
STEriksbol=0.05; %Rated power (MVA) transformer Eriksbol 
Pk=0.782;        %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=3.8/100;     %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STEriksbol*1000);               %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub1^2/STEriksbol);               %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);                  %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub1^2/STEriksbol);               %transformer reactance 
ZTEriksbolpu=(R+i*X)/Zb1;               %transformer impedance in per unit 
%ZTEriksbolpu=0.0000000001+i*0.0000000001;%transformer impedance in pu 
P_Eriksbol_idle_pu=0;%0.09*10^3/(Sb*10^6);%idle losses in trafo in pu 
                                          %(90 W in Eriksbol trafo) 
%Picasso Ns 
STPicasso=0.05;  %Rated power (MVA) transformer Picasso 
Pk=0.782;        %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=3.8/100;     %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STPicasso*1000);                %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub1^2/STPicasso);                %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);                  %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub1^2/STPicasso);                %transformer reactance 
ZTPicassopu=(R+i*X)/Zb1;                %transformer impedance in per unit 
%ZTPicassopu=0.0000000001+i*0.0000000001;%transformer impedance in pu 
%Zkr_test=abs(ZTPicassopu)*Zb1; 
P_Picasso_idle_pu=0;%0.09*10^3/(Sb*10^6);%idle power losses in trafo in pu 
                                         %(90 W in Picasso trafo) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%% Line impedance and admittance %%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Pi-model can be used for the lines. By default, however, they are 
%modeled as short lines (practically, this means Ysh is set to zero). 
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%%%%%%DYE - LUGNET (ALMGSI 99/0)%%%%%%% 
%Impedance: 
ZDLpu=(0.310000002384+i*0.34999999404)*2.0292/Zb20; 
%Z_DLpu=impedance for the line in per unit 
%Z_DLpu=(resistance+i*inductiv reactance)*km/Zb 
%Admittance in many steps: 
%Ysh_DL=i*w*0.00999999977648*2.0292 
%ysh_DL=Ysh_DL/2 
%ysh_DLpu = ysh_DL/Yb20 = ysh_DL*Zb20 
%Admittance in one step: 
yshDLpu=0;%i*w*0.00999999977648*10^(-6)*2.0292/2*Zb20; 
%Admittance for the line=i*capacitancPerKm in micro-F*km/2*Zb20 
%Divided by 2 because the pi-model of a line divides the admittance for 
%the whole line into two equal parts "belonging" to the respective buses. 
%Multiplying by the base impedance is the same thing as dividing by the  
%base admittance. 

  
%%%%%%Line Lugnet-Eriksbol (ALUS 4*50)%%%%%%% 
% Impedance: 
ZLEpu=(0.639999985695+i*0.0799999982119)*0.2929/Zb1; 
%Admittance: 
%Line admittance for the ALUS 4*50 is zero according to the file 
%"Ledningar.xls". The line of code for the ysh for the other lines is 
%omitted since the value is zero in the Excel file. 
yshLEpu=0; 

  
%%%%%%Line Eriksbol-Sp (ALUS 4*50)%%%%%%% 
ZESppu=(0.639999985695+i*0.0799999982119)*0.0184/Zb04; 

  
%%%%%%Line Lugnet-Picasso (ALMGSI 99/99)%%%%%%% 
ZLPpu=(0.310000002384+i*0.34999999404)*1.2/Zb1; 

  
%%%%%%Line Picasso-Villa Villekulla (N1XE 4*25)%%%%%%% 
ZPVVpu=(1.20000004768+i*0.0799999982119)*0.2/Zb04; 

  
%%%%%%Line Picasso-Kiosken (AKKJ 4x50/15)%%%%%%% 
ZPKpu=(0.639999985695+i*0.0799999982119)*0.4/Zb04; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Y-bus matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Theory: SAPS chapter 7. And Step 1b in section 8.4.3 in SAPS. 
%Diagonal elements of Y-bus matrix 
%The elements consist of loads impedances, capacitances and impedances of 
%lines, and transformer impedances converted into admittances. I.e. the 
%sum of all admittances connected to bus k. 
Y11=1/ZTDyepu; 
Y22=1/ZTDyepu+1/ZDLpu+yshDLpu;           %trafo Dye & line Dye-Lugnet 
Y33=1/ZDLpu+yshDLpu+1/ZTLugnetpu; 
Y44=1/ZTLugnetpu+1/ZLPpu+1/ZLEpu+yshLEpu;%trafo Lugnet,line Lugnet-Picasso, 
                                         %and line Lugnet-Eriksbol 
Y55=1/ZLEpu+yshLEpu+1/ZTEriksbolpu; 
Y66=1/ZTEriksbolpu+1/ZESppu; 
Y77=1/ZESppu;                        %line Eriksbol-Sp (service point/load) 
Y88=1/ZLPpu+1/ZTPicassopu; 
Y99=1/ZTPicassopu+1/ZPVVpu+1/ZPKpu;%trafo Picasso & linesPicasso-VV/Kiosken 
Y1010=1/ZPVVpu; 
Y1111=1/ZPKpu; 

  
%Y-bus for the Lugnet-Eriksbol-Picaso (LEP) branch from Dye 
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%In the non-diagonal elements of the matrix, the value inserted is the 
%negative admittance between (btw) bus k and j. 
YLEP=[Y11 -1/ZTDyepu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
      -1/ZTDyepu Y22 -1/ZDLpu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
      0 -1/ZDLpu Y33 -1/ZTLugnetpu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
      0 0 -1/ZTLugnetpu Y44 -1/ZLEpu 0 0 -1/ZLPpu 0 0 0; 
      0 0 0 -1/ZLEpu Y55 -1/ZTEriksbolpu 0 0  0 0 0; 
      0 0 0 0 -1/ZTEriksbolpu Y66 -1/ZESppu 0 0 0 0; 
      0 0 0 0 0 -1/ZESppu Y77 0 0 0 0; 
      0 0 0 -1/ZLPpu 0 0 0 Y88 -1/ZTPicassopu 0 0; 
      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/ZTPicassopu Y99 -1/ZPVVpu -1/ZPKpu; 
      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/ZPVVpu Y1010 0; 
      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/ZPKpu 0 Y1111]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Load calculation %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[velander]=velanderkonstanter(); 
%Retrieves, from the file velanderkonstanter.m, a 71*4 matrix containing  
%the following and stores it under the namne "velander":  
%Column 1: the group number 
%Column 2: cos(phi) 
%Column 3: k1 
%Column 4: k2 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Bus 7 (Sp, service point) %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
code7=450;  %Group code number for load 
W7=90*1000; %Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=KWh @bus7,Sp@Eriksbol 
%pos is just a matrix containing the power factor and velander constants 
%for the different groups/types of loads and on which row in the 
%file/matrix "velanderkonstanter.m" this information can be found. 
pos7=zeros(1,4); 
pos7(1)=find(velander == code7); 
pos7(2)=velander(pos7(1),2); 
pos7(3)=velander(pos7(1),3); 
pos7(4)=velander(pos7(1),4); 

  
%Velander's equation, peak powers for load 1 in kW: 
%ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29 
P7=pos7(3)*W7+pos7(4)*sqrt(W7); 
S7=P7/pos7(2); 
Q7=sqrt(S7^2-P7^2); 

  
%Preparing for cumulative addition, taking the 1st part of Velander's eq.: 
Pk1_7=pos7(3)*W7; 
Pk2_7=pos7(4)^2*W7; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Bus 10 (Villa Villekulla) %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
code10=626;   %Group code numbers for the load Villa Villekulla 
W10=45*1000;  %Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=KWh 
pos10=zeros(1,4); 
pos10(1)=find(velander == code10); 
pos10(2)=velander(pos10(1),2); 
pos10(3)=velander(pos10(1),3); 
pos10(4)=velander(pos10(1),4); 
%Velander's equation, peak powers for the load in kW: 
%ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29 
P10=pos10(3)*W10+pos10(4)*sqrt(W10); 
S10=P10/pos10(2); 
Q10=sqrt(S10^2-P10^2); 
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%Preparing for cumulative addition, taking the 1st part of Velander's eq.: 
Pk1_10=pos10(3)*W10; 
Pk2_10=pos10(4)^2*W10; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Bus 11 (Kiosken) %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
code11=636;   %Group code numbers for the load Kiosken 
W11=48*1000;  %Annual energy consumption in MWh 
pos11=zeros(1,4); 
pos11(1)=find(velander == code11); 
pos11(2)=velander(pos11(1),2); 
pos11(3)=velander(pos11(1),3); 
pos11(4)=velander(pos11(1),4); 
pos11; 
%Velander's equation, peak powers for the load in kW: 
%ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29 
P11=pos11(3)*W11+pos11(4)*sqrt(W11); 
S11=P11/pos11(2); 
Q11=sqrt(S11^2-P11^2); 

  
%Preparing for cumulative addition, taking the 1st part of Velander's eq.: 
Pk1_11=pos11(3)*W11; 
Pk2_11=pos11(4)^2*W11; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Cumulative addition %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Villa Villekulla och Kiosken added cumulatively %%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Cumulative power from loads VV and K at bus 9. Theory provided by Tieto. 
Pk1_9=Pk1_10+Pk1_11; 
Pk2_9=Pk2_10+Pk2_11; 
P9cumul = Pk1_9 + sqrt(Pk2_9);    %Cumulative active power 
phi9=zeros(1,2); 
phi9(1)=pos10(2)*Pk1_10/Pk1_9;    %how big of a part each load plays 
phi9(2)=pos11(2)*Pk1_11/Pk1_9;    %how big of a part each load plays 
phi9_tot=sum(phi9);               %Combined new power factor for both loads 
S9cumul=P9cumul/phi9_tot; 
Q9cumul=sqrt(S9cumul^2-P9cumul^2);%Cumulative reactive power 

  
%The loads added individually must also be found: 
P9ind=P10+P11; 
Q9ind=Q10+Q11; 
%Thus, that which will be added as a production in bus 9 (PG9) is: 
P9net=P9ind-P9cumul; 
Q9net=Q9ind-Q9cumul; 

  
%%%%%% Villa Villekulla, Kiosken, and Eriksbol added cumulatively %%%%%%%%% 
Pk1_4 = Pk1_10 + Pk1_11 + Pk1_7; 
Pk2_4 = Pk2_10 + Pk2_11 + Pk2_7; 
P4cumul = Pk1_4 + sqrt(Pk2_4);    %Cumulative active power 
phi4=zeros(1,3); 
phi4(1)=pos10(2)*Pk1_10/Pk1_4; 
phi4(2)=pos11(2)*Pk1_11/Pk1_4; 
phi4(3)=pos7(2)*Pk1_7/Pk1_4; 
phi4_tot=sum(phi4);               %Combined new power factor for all 3loads 
S4cumul=P4cumul/phi4_tot; 
Q4cumul=sqrt(S4cumul^2-P4cumul^2);%Cumulative reactive power 

  
%The loads added individually must also be found: 
P4ind=P10+P11+P7; 
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Q4ind=Q10+Q11+Q7; 

  
%Hence, that which will be added as a production in bus 4 (PG4) is the 
%following. I am unsure if "-P9net" and "-Q9net" should be included in  
% the equations below. They probably should be, but they pull the Matlab 
% answers further away from PG's answers, so they are left out for now. 
P4net=P4ind-P4cumul;%-P9net; 
Q4net=Q4ind-Q4cumul;%-Q9net; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Net production in each bus %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%First find the Power generation and demands in the buses. 
%Step 1b, cont'd, section 8.4.3 in SAPS. 
%1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
U1=135/Ub135;  
theta1=0; 
PD1=PDye_idle_pu;       %transformer idle losses 
QD1=0; 
%2 Dye 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG2=0; PD2=0; QG2=0; QD2=0; 
%3 Lugnet 1 (PQ-bus) 
PG3=0; 
PD3=P_Lugnet_idle_pu;   %transformer idle losses 
QG3=0; 
QD3=0; 
%4 Lugnet 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG4=P4net*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
PD4=0; 
QG4=Q4net*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QD4=0; 
%5 Eriksbol 1 (PQ-bus) 
PG5=0; 
PD5=P_Eriksbol_idle_pu; %transformer idle losses 
QG5=0; 
QD5=0; 
%6 Eriksbol 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG6=0; PD6=0; QG6=0; QD6=0; 
%7 Sp (PQ-bus) 
PG7=0; 
PD7=P7*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG7=0; 
QD7=Q7*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
%8 Picasso 1 (PQ-bus) 
PG8=0; 
PD8=P_Picasso_idle_pu; %transformer idle losses 
QG8=0; 
QD8=0; 
%9 Picasso 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG9=P9net*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
PD9=0; 
QG9=Q9net*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QD9=0; 
%10 Sp, Villa Villekulla (PQ-bus) 
PG10=0; 
PD10=P10*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG10=0; 
QD10=Q10*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
%11 Sp, Kiosken (PQ-bus) 
PG11=0; 
PD11=P11*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
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QG11=0; 
QD11=Q11*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 

  
%Now calculate the net productions where possible depending on bus type: 
%1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
%2 Dye 3 (PQ-bus) 
PGD2=PG2-PD2; 
QGD2=QG2-QD2; 
%3 Lugnet 1 (PQ-bus) 
PGD3=PG3-PD3; 
QGD3=QG3-QD3; 
%4 Lugnet 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD4=PG4-PD4; 
QGD4=QG4-QD4; 
%5 Eriksbol 1 (PQ-bus) 
PGD5=PG5-PD5; 
QGD5=QG5-QD5; 
%6 Eriksbol 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD6=PG6-PD6; 
QGD6=QG6-QD6; 
%7 Sp 1 (PQ-bus) 
PGD7=PG7-PD7; 
QGD7=QG7-QD7; 
%8 Picasso 1 (PQ-bus) 
PGD8=PG8-PD8; 
QGD8=QG8-QD8; 
%9 Picasso 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD9=PG9-PD9; 
QGD9=QG9-QD9; 
%10 Villa Villekulla  (PQ-bus) 
PGD10=PG10-PD10; 
QGD10=QG10-QD10; 
%11 Kiosken (PQ-bus) 
PGD11=PG11-PD11; 
QGD11=QG11-QD11; 

  
%For the calculations below, the real and imaginary part of the Ybus  
%matrix must be found: 
G=real(YLEP); 
B=imag(YLEP); 

  
%Step 1c, SAPS section 8.4.3 
%Initial estimates. 
%All PQ buses are estimated to have the same initial voltage and voltage 
%angle as the slack bus. 
theta2=0;  U2=1; 
theta3=0;  U3=1; 
theta4=0;  U4=1; 
theta5=0;  U5=1; 
theta6=0;  U6=1; 
theta7=0;  U7=1; 
theta8=0;  U8=1; 
theta9=0;  U9=1; 
theta10=0; U10=1; 
theta11=0; U11=1; 

  
nbus=11;     %Number of buses 
n_pq_pu=10;  %Number of PQ and PU buses (in this case, all are PQ) 
bus1=1; bus2=2; bus3=3; bus4=4; bus5=5; bus6=6; bus7=7; bus8=8; bus9=9; 
bus10=10; bus11=11; 
iter=0; 
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VOLT=[U1;U2;U3;U4;U5;U6;U7;U8;U9;U10;U11]; 
Ang=[theta1; theta2; theta3; theta4; theta5; theta6; theta7; theta8; ... 
    theta9; theta10; theta11]; 

  
%Starts a while-loop that will iterate a number of times 
while iter < 10 
        %disp(['Iteration no.: ' num2str(iter + 1)]); 
        %Step 2a, calculation injected power into each bus by eq. 8.43. 
        for m=1:nbus 
        for n=1:nbus 
            PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
            QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        end 
        end 
%     PP; 
%     QQ; 
    P=sum(PP'); 
    Q=sum(QQ'); 

     
    %Step 2b: Calculating the difference between the net production and  
    % the injected power for each bus. SAPS, eq (8.46) 
    PGD=[PGD2;PGD3;PGD4;PGD5;PGD6;PGD7;PGD8;PGD9;PGD10;PGD11]; 
    QGD=[QGD2;QGD3;QGD4;QGD5;QGD6;QGD7;QGD8;QGD9;QGD10;QGD11]; 
    deltaP=PGD-P([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11])'; %not for slack-bus 
    deltaQ=QGD-Q([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11])'; %not for PU-buses and 
                                                  %slack-buses 

  
    %Step 3: Calculating the jacobian. SAPS, eq (8.50-8.51) 
    for m=1:nbus 
         for n=1:nbus 
             if m==n, 
                 H(m,m)=-Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 N(m,m)=P(m)+G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 J(m,m)=P(m)-G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 L(m,m)=Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
             else 
                 H(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 N(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 J(m,n)=-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 L(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
             end 
         end 
     end 

  
     %Delete unwanted variables to make the jacobian matrix fit together 
     H(bus1,:)=[]; H(:,bus1)=[]; %remove row and column of the slack bus 
     N(bus1,:)=[];  %remove row refering to the slack bus 
     N(:,bus1)=[];  %remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(bus1,:)=[];  %remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(:,bus1)=[];  %remove row refering to the slack bus 
     L(bus1,:)=[]; L(:,bus1)=[]; %remove row and column refering to the  
                                 %slack bus and PU-bus 

      
     %The jacobian matrix can now be put together: 
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     JAC=[H N; J L]; 

  
     %Step 4: Calculate [delta_theta delta_U/U]-transposed, SAPS, eq (8.52) 
     DX = inv(JAC)*[deltaP;deltaQ]; 
     delta_theta=DX(1:n_pq_pu);          
     delta_U=DX(n_pq_pu+1:length(DX)); 

  
     %Step 5: Update U and theta 
     %the voltage angles at all buses except bus 1 are updated: 
     Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8 bus9 bus10 bus11])=... 
  Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8 bus9 bus10 bus11])+delta_theta; 
      %the voltages at all buses except bus 1 are updated: 
     VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8 bus9 bus10 bus11])=... 
  VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8 bus9 bus10 bus11]).*(1+delta_U); 
   iter=iter+1; 
end %ends the while-loop 

  
%Step FINAL: Calculate the generated power in the slack bus and the 
%PU-buses with the latest voltages and angles. 
for m=1:nbus 
     for n=1:nbus    
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
     end 
end 
P=sum(PP'); 
Q=sum(QQ'); 
%Find the power generation in slack and PU-busses, eq. 8.44, SAPS: 
PG1=P(bus1)+PD1; 
QG1=Q(bus1)+QD1; 
%disp('Answers, power production in bus 1: ')  % in kW and kVAr 
P1prod=PG1*Sb*10^3; 
Q1prod=QG1*Sb*10^3; 

  
%Step FINAL, cont'd, Calculate the POWER FLOWS, eq. 8.38-8.39 
%I begin with creating the B_not matrix, which is a matrix consiting of the 
%admittances between the buses. Since the short line model is used, the 
%B_not matrix simply becomes a zero matrix. 
Bo=zeros(11,11); 
Bo(2,3)=yshDLpu/j; 
Bo(3,2)=Bo(2,3); 

  
%Power flow calculations 
for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        if m==n 
            Pflow(m,m)=0; 
            Qflow(m,m)=0; 
        else 
            Pflow(m,n)=-G(m,n)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
            Qflow(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)*(B(m,n)-Bo(m,n))-(VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))+B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n)))); 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
%Power flows 
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Pflow_nom=Pflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 
Qflow_nom=Qflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 

  
%Powers from bus k to bus j. 
P12=Pflow_nom(1,2); 
P23=Pflow_nom(2,3); 
P34=Pflow_nom(3,4); 
P45=Pflow_nom(4,5); 
P56=Pflow_nom(5,6); 
P67=Pflow_nom(6,7); 
P48=Pflow_nom(4,8); 
P89=Pflow_nom(8,9); 
P910=Pflow_nom(9,10); 
P911=Pflow_nom(9,11); 

  
Q12=Qflow_nom(1,2); 
Q23=Qflow_nom(2,3); 
Q34=Qflow_nom(3,4); 
Q45=Qflow_nom(4,5); 
Q56=Qflow_nom(5,6); 
Q67=Qflow_nom(6,7); 
Q48=Qflow_nom(4,8); 
Q89=Qflow_nom(8,9); 
Q910=Qflow_nom(9,10); 
Q911=Qflow_nom(9,11); 

  
%Active Powerlosses, SAPS, eq. 8.41. 
Ploss12=Pflow(1,2)+Pflow(2,1); % Losses in main transformer Dye 
Ploss23=Pflow(2,3)+Pflow(3,2); 
Ploss34=Pflow(3,4)+Pflow(4,3); 
Ploss45=Pflow(4,5)+Pflow(5,4); 
Ploss56=Pflow(5,6)+Pflow(6,5); 
Ploss67=Pflow(6,7)+Pflow(7,6); 
Ploss48=Pflow(4,8)+Pflow(8,4); 
Ploss89=Pflow(8,9)+Pflow(9,8); 
Ploss910=Pflow(9,10)+Pflow(10,9); 
Ploss911=Pflow(9,11)+Pflow(11,9); 
Ploss=[Ploss12 Ploss23 Ploss34 Ploss45 Ploss56 Ploss67 Ploss48... 
    Ploss89 Ploss910 Ploss911]'*Sb*10^3; % kW 

  
%Reactive powerlosses 
Qloss12=Qflow(1,2)+Qflow(2,1); 
Qloss23=Qflow(2,3)+Qflow(3,2); 
Qloss34=Qflow(3,4)+Qflow(4,3); 
Qloss45=Qflow(4,5)+Qflow(5,4); 
Qloss56=Qflow(5,6)+Qflow(6,5); 
Qloss67=Qflow(6,7)+Qflow(7,6); 
Qloss48=Qflow(4,8)+Qflow(8,4); 
Qloss89=Qflow(8,9)+Qflow(9,8); 
Qloss910=Qflow(9,10)+Qflow(10,9); 
Qloss911=Qflow(9,11)+Qflow(11,9); 
Qloss=[Qloss12 Qloss23 Qloss34 Qloss45 Qloss56 Qloss67 Qloss48... 
    Qloss89 Qloss910 Qloss911]'*Sb*10^3; % kVAr 

  
%Losses, apparent power 
Sloss12=sqrt(Ploss12^2+Qloss12^2); 
Sloss23=sqrt(Ploss23^2+Qloss23^2); 
Sloss34=sqrt(Ploss34^2+Qloss34^2); 
Sloss45=sqrt(Ploss45^2+Qloss45^2); 
Sloss56=sqrt(Ploss56^2+Qloss56^2); 
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Sloss67=sqrt(Ploss67^2+Qloss67^2); 
Sloss48=sqrt(Ploss48^2+Qloss48^2); 
Sloss89=sqrt(Ploss89^2+Qloss89^2); 
Sloss910=sqrt(Ploss910^2+Qloss910^2); 
Sloss911=sqrt(Ploss911^2+Qloss911^2); 
Sloss=[Sloss12 Sloss23 Sloss34 Sloss45 Sloss56 Sloss67 Sloss48... 
    Sloss89 Sloss910 Sloss911]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
%Which can also be calculated by: 
Ptotallosses=sum(sum(Pflow)')*Sb; 
Qtotallosses=sum(sum(Qflow)')*Sb; 
Stotallosses=sum(Sloss); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Answers %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
deg=Ang*(360/(2*pi)); 
Vnom=(VOLT.*UbLEP')*10^3; %To get the answer in volts like PG presents 
%The following line of code is b/c PG displays LV answers in phase voltage 
for v=[4:11] Vnom(v)=Vnom(v)/sqrt(3); end, clear v; 

  
%Power flow in kW and kVAr in matrix form. Position kj in the matrix 
%corresponds to the power flow from bus k to bus j. 
Pflow_nom; 
Qflow_nom; 

  
%Power flow in kW 
%Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P45 P56 P67 P48 P89 P910 P911]'; 
Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P45 P56 P67 P48 P89 P910 P911]'-Ploss; 
Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q45 Q56 Q67 Q48 Q89 Q910 Q911]'; 
%Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q45 Q56 Q67 Q48 Q89 Q910 Q911]'-Qloss; 

  
%Alternate way of presenting the answers: 
disp(['Voltage']); 
for v=1:11 
    disp([num2str(Vnom(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Active power flow:']); 
for v=1:10 
    disp([num2str(Plf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Reactive power flow:']); 
for v=1:10 
    disp([num2str(Qlf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

 

Grid 8, Part 1b, Voltage and power flow calculations with PU-

buses 
[Lugnet_11Buses_LoadFlow_PUnodes.m] and [Lugnet_3Buses_LoadFlow.m] 
%Lugnet MVLVLV, Grid 8, Reference plan 1 
%NUMBER OF BUSES: 11 

  
%Voltage results are taken from an MV-only calculation 
%(Lugnet_3Buses_LoadFlow.m) 
%and placed as fixed values for buses 1, 2, and 3.  
%These buses thus become PU-buses. 

  
%File to calculate characteristics of the Lugnet/Eriksbol/Picasso (LEP) 
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%branch from Dye station. The index "b" stands for the "base value".  
%Background impedance at HV feeder point is not included in power flow 
%calulations. I.e., there is no voltage drop before the HV feeder point 
%so the voltage is a fixed 135 kV. 
%Default settings: 
%Idle losses of MVLV transformers not included. (Idle losses for the HVMV 
%trafo do not affect the particular answers that this program finds 
%because they are placed in the HV feeder point, prim. side of trafo.) 

  
%Tietos way of calculating the reactive powers implemented. 
%The three loads have been added together cumulatively in nodes 9 and 4 
%Ysh of lines set to zero (but can be included if wanted). 
%To include losses or not, see two different Plfs and Qlfs in the answers 
%section. 
%Sp = service point 

  
%Most of the theory can be found in the course-book "Static 
%Analysis of Power Systems" (SAPS), printed in August 2010 by KTH and  
%authored by Lennart Söder and Merhdad Ghandhari. 

  
clear all; 
clc 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%% Per unit calculations and preparations for the Y-bus matrix %%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%For base value theory, se SAPS chapter 6. 
%Base Powers for the different voltage levels in the system 
Sb=10; % Base power (MVA) for the system 

  
%Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  % Rated voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    % Rated voltage (kV) 
Ub1=1;      % Rated voltage (kV) 
Ub04=0.4;   % Rated voltage (kV) 

  
%Base impedences 
Zb135=(Ub135^2)/Sb; 
Zb20=(Ub20^2)/Sb; 
Zb1=(Ub1^2)/Sb; 
Zb04=(Ub04^2)/Sb; 

  
%Create a vector consisting of the base voltages for the system's buses. 
UbLEP=[Ub135 Ub20 Ub20 Ub1 Ub1 Ub04 Ub04 Ub1 Ub04 Ub04 Ub04]; 
%Create a vector consisting of the base impedances for the system: 
ZbLEP=[Zb135 Zb20 Zb20 Zb1 Zb1 Zb04 Zb04 Zb1 Zb04 Zb04 Zb04]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%Transformation into per unit (pu)%% 
%%pu value= true value/base value  %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%% Transformers modeled as impedances %%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Theory: Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, p.11, issue 2012-01-09 
%Also: section 8.4.3 in SAPS, Step 1A: 
%Dye Fs: 
STDye=40;         %Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;         %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
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Zkr=10.9/100;     %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDye*1000);                  %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDye);                %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);                %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDye);                %transformer reactance 
ZTDyepu=(R+i*X)/Zb135;;               %transformer impedance in per unit 
% ZTDyepu=0.0000000001+i*0.0000000001;%test 
PDye_idle_pu=0;%20.6*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  %idle power losses in trafo in pu 

  
%Lugnet Ns 
STLugnet=0.1;    %Rated power (MVA) transformer Lugnet 
Pk=1.8;          %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=3.9/100;     %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STLugnet*1000);                 %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STLugnet);                %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);                  %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STLugnet);                %transformer reactance 
ZTLugnetpu=(R+i*X)/Zb20;;               %transformer impedance in per unit 
%ZTLugnetpu=0.0000000001+i*0.0000000001;%test 
P_Lugnet_idle_pu=0;%0.25*10^3/(Sb*10^6);%idle power losses in trafo in pu 
                                        %(250 W in Lugnet trafo) 
%Eriksbol Ns 
STEriksbol=0.05; %Rated power (MVA) transformer Eriksbol 
Pk=0.782;        %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=3.8/100;     %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STEriksbol*1000);               %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub1^2/STEriksbol);               %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);                  %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub1^2/STEriksbol);               %transformer reactance 
ZTEriksbolpu=(R+i*X)/Zb1;               %transformer impedance in per unit 
%ZTEriksbolpu=0.0000000001+i*0.0000000001;%transformer impedance in pu 
P_Eriksbol_idle_pu=0;%0.09*10^3/(Sb*10^6);%idle losses in trafo in pu 
                                          %(90 W in Eriksbol trafo) 
%Picasso Ns 
STPicasso=0.05;  %Rated power (MVA) transformer Picasso 
Pk=0.782;        %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=3.8/100;     %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STPicasso*1000);                %transformer relativ resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub1^2/STPicasso);                %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);                  %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub1^2/STPicasso);                %transformer reactance 
ZTPicassopu=(R+i*X)/Zb1;                %transformer impedance in per unit 
%ZTPicassopu=0.0000000001+i*0.0000000001;%transformer impedance in pu 
%Zkr_test=abs(ZTPicassopu)*Zb1; 
P_Picasso_idle_pu=0;%0.09*10^3/(Sb*10^6);%idle power losses in trafo in pu 
                                         %(90 W in Picasso trafo) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%% Line impedance and admittance %%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Pi-model can be used for the lines. By default, however, they are 
%modeled as short lines (practically, this means Ysh is set to zero). 

  
%%%%%%DYE - LUGNET (ALMGSI 99/0)%%%%%%% 
%Impedance: 
ZDLpu=(0.310000002384+i*0.34999999404)*2.0292/Zb20; 
%Z_DLpu=impedance for the line in per unit 
%Z_DLpu=(resistance+i*inductiv reactance)*km/Zb 
%Admittance in many steps: 
%Ysh_DL=i*w*0.00999999977648*2.0292 
%ysh_DL=Ysh_DL/2 
%ysh_DLpu = ysh_DL/Yb20 = ysh_DL*Zb20 
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%Admittance in one step: 
yshDLpu=0;%i*w*0.00999999977648*10^(-6)*2.0292/2*Zb20; 
%Admittance for the line=i*capacitancPerKm in micro-F*km/2*Zb20 
%Divided by 2 because the pi-model of a line divides the admittance for 
%the whole line into two equal parts "belonging" to the respective nodes. 
%Multiplying by the base impedance is the same thing as dividing by the  
%base admittance. 

  
%%%%%%Line Lugnet-Eriksbol (ALUS 4*50)%%%%%%% 
% Impedance: 
ZLEpu=(0.639999985695+i*0.0799999982119)*0.2929/Zb1; 
%Admittance: 
%Line admittance for the ALUS 4*50 is zero according to the file 
%"Ledningar.xls". The line of code for the ysh for the other lines is 
%omitted since the value is zero in the Excel file. 
yshLEpu=0; 

  
%%%%%%Line Eriksbol-Sp (ALUS 4*50)%%%%%%% 
ZESppu=(0.639999985695+i*0.0799999982119)*0.0184/Zb04; 

  
%%%%%%Line Lugnet-Picasso (ALMGSI 99/99)%%%%%%% 
ZLPpu=(0.310000002384+i*0.34999999404)*1.2/Zb1; 

  
%%%%%%Line Picasso-Villa Villekulla (N1XE 4*25)%%%%%%% 
ZPVVpu=(1.20000004768+i*0.0799999982119)*0.2/Zb04; 

  
%%%%%%Line Picasso-Kiosken (AKKJ 4x50/15)%%%%%%% 
ZPKpu=(0.639999985695+i*0.0799999982119)*0.4/Zb04; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Y-bus matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Theory: SAPS chapter 7. And Step 1b in section 8.4.3 in SAPS. 
%Diagonal elements of Y-bus matrix 
%The elements consist of loads impedances, capacitances and impedances of 
%lines, and transformer impedances converted into admittances. I.e. the 
%sum of all admittances connected to node k. 
Y11=1/ZTDyepu; 
Y22=1/ZTDyepu+1/ZDLpu+yshDLpu;           %trafo Dye & line Dye-Lugnet 
Y33=1/ZDLpu+yshDLpu+1/ZTLugnetpu; 
Y44=1/ZTLugnetpu+1/ZLPpu+1/ZLEpu+yshLEpu;%trafo Lugnet,line Lugnet-Picasso, 
                                         %and line Lugnet-Eriksbol 
Y55=1/ZLEpu+yshLEpu+1/ZTEriksbolpu; 
Y66=1/ZTEriksbolpu+1/ZESppu; 
Y77=1/ZESppu;                        %line Eriksbol-Sp (service point/load) 
Y88=1/ZLPpu+1/ZTPicassopu; 
Y99=1/ZTPicassopu+1/ZPVVpu+1/ZPKpu;%trafo Picasso & linesPicasso-VV/Kiosken 
Y1010=1/ZPVVpu; 
Y1111=1/ZPKpu; 

  
%Y-bus for the Lugnet-Eriksbol-Picaso (LEP) branch from Dye 
%In the non-diagonal elements of the matrix, the value inserted is the 
%negative admittance between (btw) node k and j. 
YLEP=[Y11 -1/ZTDyepu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
      -1/ZTDyepu Y22 -1/ZDLpu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
      0 -1/ZDLpu Y33 -1/ZTLugnetpu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
      0 0 -1/ZTLugnetpu Y44 -1/ZLEpu 0 0 -1/ZLPpu 0 0 0; 
      0 0 0 -1/ZLEpu Y55 -1/ZTEriksbolpu 0 0  0 0 0; 
      0 0 0 0 -1/ZTEriksbolpu Y66 -1/ZESppu 0 0 0 0; 
      0 0 0 0 0 -1/ZESppu Y77 0 0 0 0; 
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      0 0 0 -1/ZLPpu 0 0 0 Y88 -1/ZTPicassopu 0 0; 
      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/ZTPicassopu Y99 -1/ZPVVpu -1/ZPKpu; 
      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/ZPVVpu Y1010 0; 
      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/ZPKpu 0 Y1111]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Load calculation %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[velander]=velanderkonstanter(); 
%Retrieves, from the file velanderkonstanter.m, a 71*4 matrix containing  
%the following and stores it under the namne "velander":  
%Column 1: the group number 
%Column 2: cos(phi) 
%Column 3: k1 
%Column 4: k2 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Node 7 (Sp, service point) %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
code7=450;  %Group code number for load 
W7=90*1000; %Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=KWh @node7,Sp@Eriksbol 
%pos is just a matrix containing the power factor and velander constants 
%for the different groups/types of loads and on which row in the 
%file/matrix "velanderkonstanter.m" this information can be found. 
pos7=zeros(1,4); 
pos7(1)=find(velander == code7); 
pos7(2)=velander(pos7(1),2); 
pos7(3)=velander(pos7(1),3); 
pos7(4)=velander(pos7(1),4); 

  
%Velander's equation, peak powers for load 1 in kW: 
%ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29 
P7=pos7(3)*W7+pos7(4)*sqrt(W7); 
S7=P7/pos7(2); 
Q7=sqrt(S7^2-P7^2); 

  
%Preparing for cumulative addition, taking the 1st part of Velander's eq.: 
Pk1_7=pos7(3)*W7; 
Pk2_7=pos7(4)^2*W7; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Node 10 (Villa Villekulla) %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
code10=626;   %Group code numbers for the load Villa Villekulla 
W10=45*1000;  %Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=KWh 
pos10=zeros(1,4); 
pos10(1)=find(velander == code10); 
pos10(2)=velander(pos10(1),2); 
pos10(3)=velander(pos10(1),3); 
pos10(4)=velander(pos10(1),4); 
%Velander's equation, peak powers for the load in kW: 
%ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29 
P10=pos10(3)*W10+pos10(4)*sqrt(W10); 
S10=P10/pos10(2); 
Q10=sqrt(S10^2-P10^2); 

  
%Preparing for cumulative addition, taking the 1st part of Velander's eq.: 
Pk1_10=pos10(3)*W10; 
Pk2_10=pos10(4)^2*W10; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Node 11 (Kiosken) %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
code11=636;   %Group code numbers for the load Kiosken 
W11=48*1000;  %Annual energy consumption in MWh 
pos11=zeros(1,4); 
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pos11(1)=find(velander == code11); 
pos11(2)=velander(pos11(1),2); 
pos11(3)=velander(pos11(1),3); 
pos11(4)=velander(pos11(1),4); 
pos11; 
%Velander's equation, peak powers for the load in kW: 
%ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29 
P11=pos11(3)*W11+pos11(4)*sqrt(W11); 
S11=P11/pos11(2); 
Q11=sqrt(S11^2-P11^2); 

  
%Preparing for cumulative addition, taking the 1st part of Velander's eq.: 
Pk1_11=pos11(3)*W11; 
Pk2_11=pos11(4)^2*W11; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Cumulative addition %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Villa Villekulla och Kiosken added cumulatively %%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Cumulative power from loads VV and K at node 9. Theory provided by Tieto. 
Pk1_9=Pk1_10+Pk1_11; 
Pk2_9=Pk2_10+Pk2_11; 
P9cumul = Pk1_9 + sqrt(Pk2_9);    %Cumulative active power 
phi9=zeros(1,2); 
phi9(1)=pos10(2)*Pk1_10/Pk1_9;    %how big of a part each load plays 
phi9(2)=pos11(2)*Pk1_11/Pk1_9;    %how big of a part each load plays 
phi9_tot=sum(phi9);               %Combined new power factor for both loads 
S9cumul=P9cumul/phi9_tot; 
Q9cumul=sqrt(S9cumul^2-P9cumul^2);%Cumulative reactive power 

  
%The loads added individually must also be found: 
P9ind=P10+P11; 
Q9ind=Q10+Q11; 
%Thus, that which will be added as a production in bus 9 (PG9)is: 
P9net=P9ind-P9cumul; 
Q9net=Q9ind-Q9cumul; 

  
%%%%%% Villa Villekulla, Kiosken, and Eriksbol added cumulatively %%%%%%%%% 
Pk1_4 = Pk1_10 + Pk1_11 + Pk1_7; 
Pk2_4 = Pk2_10 + Pk2_11 + Pk2_7; 
P4cumul = Pk1_4 + sqrt(Pk2_4);    %Cumulative active power 
phi4=zeros(1,3); 
phi4(1)=pos10(2)*Pk1_10/Pk1_4; 
phi4(2)=pos11(2)*Pk1_11/Pk1_4; 
phi4(3)=pos7(2)*Pk1_7/Pk1_4; 
phi4_tot=sum(phi4);               %Combined new power factor for all 3loads 
S4cumul=P4cumul/phi4_tot; 
Q4cumul=sqrt(S4cumul^2-P4cumul^2);%Cumulative reactive power 

  
%The loads added individually must also be found: 
P4ind=P10+P11+P7; 
Q4ind=Q10+Q11+Q7; 

  
%Hence, that which will be added as a production in bus 4 (PG4) is this: 
%Unsure if "-P9net" and "-Q9net" should be included in the equations below. 
%They probably should be. 
P4net=P4ind-P4cumul;%-P9net; 
Q4net=Q4ind-Q4cumul;%-Q9net; 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Net production in each node %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%First find the Power generation and demands in the buses. 
%Value for U2 and U3 found from an MV-calculation of LEP-branch (3 buses). 
%Step 1b, cont'd, section 8.4.3 in SAPS. 
%1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
U1=135/Ub135;  
theta1=0; 
PD1=PDye_idle_pu;       %transformer idle losses 
QD1=0; 
%2 Dye 2 (PU-bus) 
U2=19.9978591/Ub20; 
% U2=20/Ub20; %Calculations do not work if there is no voltage drop over 
% the transformer, since the calculations are based on the fact the the 
% voltages in different nodes are not the same. 
PG2=0; PD2=0; 
%QG2=0; QD2=0;  %Since PU-bus 
%3 Lugnet 1 (PU-bus) 
U3=19.9941121/Ub20; 
PG3=0; 
PD3=P_Lugnet_idle_pu;   %transformer idle losses (=0 by default) 
%QG3=0; QD3=0; %Since PU-bus 
%4 Lugnet 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG4=P4net*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
PD4=0; 
QG4=Q4net*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QD4=0; 
%5 Eriksbol 1 (PQ-bus) 
PG5=0; 
PD5=P_Eriksbol_idle_pu; %transformer idle losses 
QG5=0; 
QD5=0; 
%6 Eriksbol 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG6=0; PD6=0; QG6=0; QD6=0; 
%7 Sp (PQ-bus) 
PG7=0; 
PD7=P7*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG7=0; 
QD7=Q7*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
%8 Picasso 1 (PQ-bus) 
PG8=0; 
PD8=P_Picasso_idle_pu; %transformer idle losses 
QG8=0; 
QD8=0; 
%9 Picasso 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG9=P9net*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
PD9=0; 
QG9=Q9net*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QD9=0; 
%10 Sp, Villa Villekulla (PQ-bus) 
PG10=0; 
PD10=P10*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG10=0; 
QD10=Q10*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
%11 Sp, Kiosken (PQ-bus) 
PG11=0; 
PD11=P11*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG11=0; 
QD11=Q11*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
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%Now calculate the net productions where possible depending on bus type: 
%1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
%2 Dye 3 (PU-bus) 
PGD2=PG2-PD2; 
% QGD2=QG2-QD2; %Since PU-bus 
%3 Lugnet 1 (PU-bus) 
PGD3=PG3-PD3; 
% QGD3=QG3-QD3; %Since PU-bus 
%4 Lugnet 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD4=PG4-PD4; 
QGD4=QG4-QD4; 
%5 Eriksbol 1 (PQ-bus) 
PGD5=PG5-PD5; 
QGD5=QG5-QD5; 
%6 Eriksbol 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD6=PG6-PD6; 
QGD6=QG6-QD6; 
%7 Sp 1 (PQ-bus) 
PGD7=PG7-PD7; 
QGD7=QG7-QD7; 
%8 Picasso 1 (PQ-bus) 
PGD8=PG8-PD8; 
QGD8=QG8-QD8; 
%9 Picasso 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD9=PG9-PD9; 
QGD9=QG9-QD9; 
%10 Villa Villekulla  (PQ-bus) 
PGD10=PG10-PD10; 
QGD10=QG10-QD10; 
%11 Kiosken (PQ-bus) 
PGD11=PG11-PD11; 
QGD11=QG11-QD11; 

  
%For the calculations below, the real and imaginary part of the Ybus  
%matrix must be found: 
G=real(YLEP); 
B=imag(YLEP); 

  
%Step 1c, SAPS section 8.4.3 
%Initial estimates. 
%Voltage and voltage angle for PQ-buses and voltage angle 
%for PU-buses are given starting values equal to those of the slack bus. 
theta2=0; 
theta3=0; 
theta4=0;  U4=1; 
theta5=0;  U5=1; 
theta6=0;  U6=1; 
theta7=0;  U7=1; 
theta8=0;  U8=1; 
theta9=0;  U9=1; 
theta10=0; U10=1; 
theta11=0; U11=1; 

  
nbus=11;     %Number of nodes 
n_pq_pu=10;  %Number of PQ and PU nodes 
bus1=1; bus2=2; bus3=3; bus4=4; bus5=5; bus6=6; bus7=7; bus8=8; bus9=9; 
bus10=10; bus11=11; 
iter=0; 
VOLT=[U1;U2;U3;U4;U5;U6;U7;U8;U9;U10;U11]; 
Ang=[theta1; theta2; theta3; theta4; theta5; theta6; theta7; theta8; ... 
    theta9; theta10; theta11]; 
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%Starts a while-loop that will iterate a number of times 
while iter < 10 
        %disp(['Iteration no.: ' num2str(iter + 1)]); 
        %Step 2a, calculation injected power into each bus by eq. 8.43. 
        for m=1:nbus 
        for n=1:nbus 
            PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
            QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        end 
        end 
%     PP; 
%     QQ; 
    P=sum(PP'); 
    Q=sum(QQ'); 

     
    %Step 2b: Calculating the difference between the net production and  
    % the injected power for each bus. SAPS, eq (8.46) 
    PGD=[PGD2;PGD3;PGD4;PGD5;PGD6;PGD7;PGD8;PGD9;PGD10;PGD11]; 
    QGD=[QGD4;QGD5;QGD6;QGD7;QGD8;QGD9;QGD10;QGD11]; 
    deltaP=PGD-P([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11])'; %not for slack-bus 
    deltaQ=QGD-Q([4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11])'; %not for PU-buses and 
                                                  %slack-buses 

  
    %Step 3: Calculating the jacobian. SAPS, eq (8.50-8.51) 
    for m=1:nbus 
         for n=1:nbus 
             if m==n, 
                 H(m,m)=-Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 N(m,m)=P(m)+G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 J(m,m)=P(m)-G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 L(m,m)=Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
             else 
                 H(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 N(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 J(m,n)=-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 L(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
             end 
         end 
     end 

  
     %Delete unwanted variables to make the jacobian matrix fit together 
     H(bus1,:)=[]; H(:,bus1)=[]; %remove row and column of the slack bus 
     N(bus1,:)=[];  %remove row refering to the slack bus 
     N(:,[bus1 bus2 bus3])=[];  %remove column refering to the slack bus 
                                %and PU-bus 
     J([bus1 bus2 bus3],:)=[];  %remove column refering to the slack bus 
                                %and PU-bus 
     J(:,bus1)=[];  %remove row refering to the slack bus 
     L([bus1 bus2 bus3],:)=[]; %remove row and column refering to the  
                                 %slack bus and PU-bus 
     L(:,[bus1 bus2 bus3])=[]; %remove row and column refering to the  
                                 %slack bus and PU-bus 
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     %The jacobian matrix can now be put together: 
     JAC=[H N; J L]; 

  
     %Step 4: Calculate [delta_theta delta_U/U]-transposed, SAPS, eq (8.52) 
     DX = inv(JAC)*[deltaP;deltaQ]; 
     delta_theta=DX(1:n_pq_pu);          
     delta_U=DX(n_pq_pu+1:length(DX)); 

  
     %Step 5: Update U and theta 
     %the voltage angles at all nodes except node 1 are updated: 
     Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8 bus9 bus10 bus11])=... 
  Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8 bus9 bus10 bus11])+delta_theta; 
      %the voltages at all nodes except the slack bus are updated: 
     VOLT([bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8 bus9 bus10 bus11])=... 
  VOLT([bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8 bus9 bus10 bus11]).*(1+delta_U); 
   iter=iter+1; 
end %ends the while-loop 

  
%Step FINAL: Calculate the generated power in the slack bus and the 
%PU-buses with the latest voltages and angles. 
for m=1:nbus 
     for n=1:nbus    
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
     end 
end 
P=sum(PP'); 
Q=sum(QQ'); 
% %Find the power generation in slack and PU-busses, eq. 8.44, SAPS: 
% PG1=P(bus1)+PD1; 
% QG1=Q(bus1)+QD1; 
% %disp('Answers, power production in bus 1: ')  % in kW and kVAr 
% P1prod=PG1*Sb*10^3; 
% Q1prod=QG1*Sb*10^3; 

  
%Step FINAL, cont'd, Calculate the POWER FLOWS, eq. 8.38-8.39 
%I begin with creating the B_not matrix, which is a matrix consiting of the 
%admittances between the nodes. Since the short line model is used, the 
%B_not matrix simply becomes a zero matrix. 
Bo=zeros(11,11); 
Bo(2,3)=yshDLpu/j; 
Bo(3,2)=Bo(2,3); 

  
%Power flow calculations 
for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        if m==n 
            Pflow(m,m)=0; 
            Qflow(m,m)=0; 
        else 
            Pflow(m,n)=-G(m,n)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
            Qflow(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)*(B(m,n)-Bo(m,n))-(VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))+B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n)))); 
        end 
    end 
end 
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%Power flows 
Pflow_nom=Pflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 
Qflow_nom=Qflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 

  
%Powers from node k to node j. 
P12=Pflow_nom(1,2); 
P23=Pflow_nom(2,3); 
P34=Pflow_nom(3,4); 
P45=Pflow_nom(4,5); 
P56=Pflow_nom(5,6); 
P67=Pflow_nom(6,7); 
P48=Pflow_nom(4,8); 
P89=Pflow_nom(8,9); 
P910=Pflow_nom(9,10); 
P911=Pflow_nom(9,11); 

  
Q12=Qflow_nom(1,2); 
Q23=Qflow_nom(2,3); 
Q34=Qflow_nom(3,4); 
Q45=Qflow_nom(4,5); 
Q56=Qflow_nom(5,6); 
Q67=Qflow_nom(6,7); 
Q48=Qflow_nom(4,8); 
Q89=Qflow_nom(8,9); 
Q910=Qflow_nom(9,10); 
Q911=Qflow_nom(9,11); 

  
%Active Powerlosses, SAPS, eq. 8.41. 
Ploss12=Pflow(1,2)+Pflow(2,1); % Losses in main transformer Dye 
Ploss23=Pflow(2,3)+Pflow(3,2); 
Ploss34=Pflow(3,4)+Pflow(4,3); 
Ploss45=Pflow(4,5)+Pflow(5,4); 
Ploss56=Pflow(5,6)+Pflow(6,5); 
Ploss67=Pflow(6,7)+Pflow(7,6); 
Ploss48=Pflow(4,8)+Pflow(8,4); 
Ploss89=Pflow(8,9)+Pflow(9,8); 
Ploss910=Pflow(9,10)+Pflow(10,9); 
Ploss911=Pflow(9,11)+Pflow(11,9); 
Ploss=[Ploss12 Ploss23 Ploss34 Ploss45 Ploss56 Ploss67 Ploss48... 
    Ploss89 Ploss910 Ploss911]'*Sb*10^3; % kW 

  
%Reactive powerlosses 
Qloss12=Qflow(1,2)+Qflow(2,1); 
Qloss23=Qflow(2,3)+Qflow(3,2); 
Qloss34=Qflow(3,4)+Qflow(4,3); 
Qloss45=Qflow(4,5)+Qflow(5,4); 
Qloss56=Qflow(5,6)+Qflow(6,5); 
Qloss67=Qflow(6,7)+Qflow(7,6); 
Qloss48=Qflow(4,8)+Qflow(8,4); 
Qloss89=Qflow(8,9)+Qflow(9,8); 
Qloss910=Qflow(9,10)+Qflow(10,9); 
Qloss911=Qflow(9,11)+Qflow(11,9); 
Qloss=[Qloss12 Qloss23 Qloss34 Qloss45 Qloss56 Qloss67 Qloss48... 
    Qloss89 Qloss910 Qloss911]'*Sb*10^3; % kVAr 

  
%Losses, apparent power 
Sloss12=sqrt(Ploss12^2+Qloss12^2); 
Sloss23=sqrt(Ploss23^2+Qloss23^2); 
Sloss34=sqrt(Ploss34^2+Qloss34^2); 
Sloss45=sqrt(Ploss45^2+Qloss45^2); 
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Sloss56=sqrt(Ploss56^2+Qloss56^2); 
Sloss67=sqrt(Ploss67^2+Qloss67^2); 
Sloss48=sqrt(Ploss48^2+Qloss48^2); 
Sloss89=sqrt(Ploss89^2+Qloss89^2); 
Sloss910=sqrt(Ploss910^2+Qloss910^2); 
Sloss911=sqrt(Ploss911^2+Qloss911^2); 
Sloss=[Sloss12 Sloss23 Sloss34 Sloss45 Sloss56 Sloss67 Sloss48... 
    Sloss89 Sloss910 Sloss911]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
%Which can also be calculated by: 
Ptotallosses=sum(sum(Pflow)')*Sb; 
Qtotallosses=sum(sum(Qflow)')*Sb; 
Stotallosses=sum(Sloss); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Answers %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
deg=Ang*(360/(2*pi)); 
Vnom=(VOLT.*UbLEP')*10^3; %To get the answer in volts like PG presents 
%The following line of code is b/c PG displays LV answers in phase voltage 
for v=[4:11] Vnom(v)=Vnom(v)/sqrt(3); end, clear v; 

  
%Load flow in kW and kVAr in matrix form. Position kj in the matrix 
%corresponds to the power flow from bus k to bus j. 
Pflow_nom; 
Qflow_nom; 

  
%Load flow in kW 
%Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P45 P56 P67 P48 P89 P910 P911]'; 
Plf=[P12 P23 P34 P45 P56 P67 P48 P89 P910 P911]'-Ploss; 
Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q45 Q56 Q67 Q48 Q89 Q910 Q911]'; 
%Qlf=[Q12 Q23 Q34 Q45 Q56 Q67 Q48 Q89 Q910 Q911]'-Qloss; 

  
%Alternate way of presenting the answers: 
disp(['Voltage']); 
for v=1:11 
    disp([num2str(Vnom(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Active power load flow:']); 
for v=1:10 
    disp([num2str(Plf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Reactive power load flow:']); 
for v=1:10 
    disp([num2str(Qlf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

 

**************************************************************

**************************************************************

************************************************************** 
%Lugnet MVLVLV, Grid 8, Reference plan 1 
%NUMBER OF BUSES: 3 

  
% In this file, an MV-calculation is performed in order to 
% find the MV voltages for the first three nodes of Lugnet and therefore be 
% able to define bus 2 and 3 as PU-nodes. The answers are used in the file 
% Lugnet_11Buses_LoadFlow_PUnodes.m 

  
%File to calculate characteristics of the Lugnet/Eriksbol/Picasso (LEP) 
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%branch from Dye station. The index "b" stands for the "base value".  
%The voltage before the HV feeder point is fixed at 135 kV (Slack-bus). 
%Default settings: 
%Idle losses of MVLV transformers not included. (Idle losses of the HVMV 
%trafo do not affect the particular answers that this program finds 
%because they are placed in the HV feeder point, prim. side of trafo.) 

  
%Tietos way of calculating the reactive powers implemented. 
%To include grid losses or not in the answers, see the two different Plfs  
%and Qlfs in the answers-section. 
%Sp = service point 

  
%Most of the theory can be found in the course-book "Static 
%Analysis of Power Systems" (SAPS), printed in August 2010 by KTH, and  
%authored by Lennart Söder and Merhdad Ghandhari. 

  
clear all; 
clc 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%% Per unit calculations and preparations for the Y-bus matrix %%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%For base value theory, se SAPS chapter 6. 
%Base Powers for the different voltage levels in the system 
Sb=10; % Base power (MVA) for the system 

  
%Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  % Rated voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    % Rated voltage (kV) 

  
%Base impedences 
Zb135=(Ub135^2)/Sb; 
Zb20=(Ub20^2)/Sb; 

  
%Create a vector consisting of the base voltages for the system's buses. 
UbLEP=[Ub135 Ub20 Ub20]; 
%Create a vector consisting of the base impedances for the system: 
ZbLEP=[Zb135 Zb20 Zb20]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%Transformation into per unit (pu)%% 
%%pu value= true value/base value  %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%% Transformers modeled as impedances %%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Theory: Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, p.11, issue 2012-01-09 
%Also: section 8.4.3 in SAPS, Step 1A: 
%Dye Fs: 
STDye=40;         %Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;         %transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;     %transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDye*1000);                  %transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDye);                %transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);                %transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDye);                %transformer reactance 
ZTDyepu=(R+i*X)/Zb135;;               %transformer impedance in per unit 
% ZTDyepu=0.0000000001+i*0.0000000001;%test 
PDye_idle_pu=0;%20.6*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  %idle power losses in trafo in pu 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%% Line impedance and admittance %%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Pi-model can be used for the lines. By default, however, they are 
%modeled as short lines. Practically, this means Ysh is set to zero. 

  
%%%%%%DYE - LUGNET (ALMGSI 99/0)%%%%%%% 
%Impedance: 
ZDLpu=(0.310000002384+i*0.34999999404)*2.0292/Zb20; 
%Z_DLpu=impedance for the line in per unit 
%Z_DLpu=(resistance+i*inductiv reactance)*km/Zb 
%Admittance in many steps: 
%Ysh_DL=i*w*0.00999999977648*2.0292 
%ysh_DL=Ysh_DL/2 
%ysh_DLpu = ysh_DL/Yb20 = ysh_DL*Zb20 
%Admittance in one step: 
yshDLpu=0;%i*w*0.00999999977648*10^(-6)*2.0292/2*Zb20; 
%Admittance for the line=i*capacitancPerKm in micro-F*km/2*Zb20 
%Divided by 2 because the pi-model of a line divides the admittance for 
%the whole line into two equal parts "belonging" to the respective nodes. 
%Multiplying by the base impedance is the same thing as dividing by the  
%base admittance. 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Y-bus matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Theory: SAPS chapter 7. And Step 1b in section 8.4.3 in SAPS. 
%Diagonal elements of Y-bus matrix 
%The elements consist of loads impedances, capacitances and impedances of 
%lines, and transformer impedances converted into admittances. I.e. the 
%sum of all admittances connected to node k. 
Y11=1/ZTDyepu; 
Y22=1/ZTDyepu+1/ZDLpu+yshDLpu;           %trafo Dye & line Dye-Lugnet 
Y33=1/ZDLpu+yshDLpu; 

  
%Y-bus for the Lugnet-Eriksbol-Picaso (LEP) branch from Dye 
%In the non-diagonal elements of the matrix, the value inserted is the 
%negative admittance between (btw) node k and j. 
YLEP=[Y11 -1/ZTDyepu 0; 
      -1/ZTDyepu Y22 -1/ZDLpu; 
      0 -1/ZDLpu Y33]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Load calculation %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[velander]=velanderkonstanter(); 
%Retrieves, from the file velanderkonstanter.m, a 71*4 matrix containing  
%the following and stores it under the namne "velander":  
%Column 1: the group number 
%Column 2: cos(phi) 
%Column 3: k1 
%Column 4: k2 

  
code3=[450 626 636]; 
W3=[90 45 48]*1000; 
%pos is just a matrix (vector in this case) containing the power factor, 
%velander constants for the different groups/types of loads, and the row 
%number in the file/matrix "velanderkonstanter.m" where this information 
%can be found. It is just a coincidence that the bus number and number of 
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%loads coincide. 
pos=zeros(3,4); 
for v=1:3 
    pos(v,1)=find(velander == code3(v)); 
    pos(v,2)=velander(pos(v,1),2); 
    pos(v,3)=velander(pos(v,1),3); 
    pos(v,4)=velander(pos(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
pos; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW: 
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29-30.  
for v=1:3 
    P1(v)=pos(v,3)*W3(v); 
    P2(v)=pos(v,4)^2*W3(v); 
end; clear v; 
% Active powers from all loads of the LV grid under Ns Lugnet added  
% cumulatively up to bus 3: 
P3tot=sum(P1)+sqrt(sum(P2));  

  
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power 
Pk1=sum(P1); 
phi=zeros(1,3); 
for v=1:3 
    phi(v)=pos(v,2)*P1(v)/Pk1; 
end; clear v; 
phi; 
phi_tot=sum(phi);        % Combined power factor 
S3=P3tot/phi_tot; 
Q3tot=sqrt(S3^2-P3tot^2); % Reactive power at Ns Lugnet 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Net production in each node %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%First find the Power generation and demands in the buses. 
%Step 1b, cont'd, section 8.4.3 in SAPS. 
%1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
U1=135/Ub135;  
theta1=0; 
PD1=PDye_idle_pu;       %transformer idle losses 
QD1=0; 
%2 Dye 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG2=0; PD2=0; QG2=0; QD2=0; 
%3 Lugnet 1 (PQ-bus) 
PG3=0; 
PD3=P3tot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG3=0; 
QD3=Q3tot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 

  
%Now calculate the net productions where possible depending on bus type: 
%1 Dye 1 (Slack-bus) 
%2 Dye 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD2=PG2-PD2; 
QGD2=QG2-QD2; 
%3 Lugnet 1 (PQ-bus) 
PGD3=PG3-PD3; 
QGD3=QG3-QD3; 

  
%For the calculations below, the real and imaginary part of the Ybus  
%matrix must be found: 
G=real(YLEP); 
B=imag(YLEP); 
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%Step 1c, SAPS section 8.4.3 
%Initial estimates. 
%All PQ buses are estimated to have the same initial voltage and voltage 
%angle as the slack bus. 
theta2=0;  U2=1; 
theta3=0;  U3=1; 

  
nbus=3;     %Number of nodes 
n_pq_pu=2;  %Number of PQ and PU nodes (in this case, all are PQ) 
bus1=1; bus2=2; bus3=3; 
iter=0; 
VOLT=[U1;U2;U3]; 
Ang=[theta1; theta2; theta3]; 

  
%Starts a while-loop that will iterate a number of times 
while iter < 10 
        %disp(['Iteration no.: ' num2str(iter + 1)]); 
        %Step 2a, calculation injected power into each bus by eq. 8.43. 
        for m=1:nbus 
        for n=1:nbus 
            PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
            QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        end 
        end 
%     PP; 
%     QQ; 
    P=sum(PP'); 
    Q=sum(QQ'); 

     
    %Step 2b: Calculating the difference between the net production and  
    % the injected power for each bus. SAPS, eq (8.46) 
    PGD=[PGD2;PGD3]; 
    QGD=[QGD2;QGD3]; 
    deltaP=PGD-P([2 3])'; %not for slack-bus 
    deltaQ=QGD-Q([2 3])'; %not for PU-buses and slack buses 

  
    %Step 3: Calculating the jacobian. SAPS, eq (8.50-8.51) 
    for m=1:nbus 
         for n=1:nbus 
             if m==n, 
                 H(m,m)=-Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 N(m,m)=P(m)+G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 J(m,m)=P(m)-G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 L(m,m)=Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
             else 
                 H(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 N(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 J(m,n)=-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 L(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
             end 
         end 
     end 
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     %Delete unwanted variables to make the jacobian matrix fit together 
     H(bus1,:)=[]; H(:,bus1)=[]; %remove row and column of the slack bus 
     N(bus1,:)=[];  %remove row refering to the slack bus 
     N(:,bus1)=[];  %remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(bus1,:)=[];  %remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(:,bus1)=[];  %remove row refering to the slack bus 
     L(bus1,:)=[]; L(:,bus1)=[]; %remove row and column refering to the  
                                 %slack bus and PU-bus 

      
     %The jacobian matrix can now be put together: 
     JAC=[H N; J L]; 

  
     %Step 4: Calculate [delta_theta delta_U/U]-transposed, SAPS, eq (8.52) 
     DX = inv(JAC)*[deltaP;deltaQ]; 
     delta_theta=DX(1:n_pq_pu);          
     delta_U=DX(n_pq_pu+1:length(DX)); 

  
     %Step 5: Update U and theta 
     %the voltage angles at all nodes except node 1 are updated: 
     Ang([bus2 bus3])=... 
  Ang([bus2 bus3])+delta_theta; 
      %the voltages at all nodes except node 1 are updated: 
     VOLT([bus2 bus3])=... 
  VOLT([bus2 bus3]).*(1+delta_U); 
   iter=iter+1; 
end %ends the while-loop 

  
%Step FINAL: Calculate the generated power in the slack bus and the 
%PU-buses with the latest voltages and angles. 
for m=1:nbus 
     for n=1:nbus    
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
     end 
end 
P=sum(PP'); 
Q=sum(QQ'); 
%Find the power generation in slack and PU-busses, eq. 8.44, SAPS: 
PG1=P(bus1)+PD1; 
QG1=Q(bus1)+QD1; 
%disp('Answers, power production in bus 1: ')  % in kW and kVAr 
P1prod=PG1*Sb*10^3; 
Q1prod=QG1*Sb*10^3; 

  
%Step FINAL, cont'd, Calculate the POWER FLOWS, eq. 8.38-8.39 
%I begin with creating the B_not matrix, which is a matrix consiting of the 
%admittances between the nodes. Since the short line model is used, the 
%B_not matrix simply becomes a zero matrix. 
Bo=zeros(3,3); 
Bo(2,3)=yshDLpu/j; 
Bo(3,2)=Bo(2,3); 

  
%Power flow calculations 
for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        if m==n 
            Pflow(m,m)=0; 
            Qflow(m,m)=0; 
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        else 
            Pflow(m,n)=-G(m,n)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
            Qflow(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)*(B(m,n)-Bo(m,n))-(VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))+B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n)))); 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
%Power flows 
Pflow_nom=Pflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 
Qflow_nom=Qflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 

  
%Powers from node k to node j. 
P12=Pflow_nom(1,2); 
P23=Pflow_nom(2,3); 

  
Q12=Qflow_nom(1,2); 
Q23=Qflow_nom(2,3); 

  
%Active Powerlosses, SAPS, eq. 8.41. 
Ploss12=Pflow(1,2)+Pflow(2,1);% Losses in main transformer Dye 
Ploss23=Pflow(2,3)+Pflow(3,2);  
Ploss=[Ploss12 Ploss23]'*Sb*10^3; % kW 

  
%Reactive powerlosses 
Qloss12=Qflow(1,2)+Qflow(2,1); 
Qloss23=Qflow(2,3)+Qflow(3,2); 
Qloss=[Qloss12 Qloss23]'*Sb*10^3; % kVAr 

  
%Losses, apparent power 
Sloss12=sqrt(Ploss12^2+Qloss12^2); 
Sloss23=sqrt(Ploss23^2+Qloss23^2); 
Sloss=[Sloss12 Sloss23]'*Sb*10^3; 

  
%Which can also be calculated by: 
Ptotallosses=sum(sum(Pflow)')*Sb; 
Qtotallosses=sum(sum(Qflow)')*Sb; 
Stotallosses=sum(Sloss); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Answers %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
deg=Ang*(360/(2*pi)); 
Vnom=(VOLT.*UbLEP')*10^3; %To get the answer in volts like PG presents 

  
%Load flow in kW and kVAr in matrix form. Position kj in the matrix 
%corresponds to the power flow from bus k to bus j. 
Pflow_nom; 
Qflow_nom; 

  
%Load flow in kW 
%Plf=[P12 P23]'; 
Plf=[P12 P23]'-Ploss; 
Qlf=[Q12 Q23]'; 
%Qlf=[Q12 Q23]'-Qloss; 

  
%Alternate way of presenting the answers: 
disp(['Voltage']); 
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for v=1:3 
    disp([num2str(Vnom(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Active power load flow:']); 
for v=1:2 
    disp([num2str(Plf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Reactive power load flow:']); 
for v=1:2 
    disp([num2str(Qlf(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

 

Grid 8, Part 2, Zk, Zfor, Isc3, Ssc3, Isc1, Ssc1 
[Lugnet_11Buses_Isc.m] 
%% File to calculate characteristics of the Lugnet/Eriksbol/Picasso (LEP) 
%% branch from Dye station. Voltage levels: 135kV/20kV/1kV/0.4kV 
%% 3-phase resistance, reactance, and impedance 
%% 3-phase short-circuit currents and powers 
%% 1-phase short-circuit impedance 
%% 1-phase short-circuit currents and powers 
%% 11 buses 
%% Reference "SAPS" = Static Analysis of Power Systems by Lennart Söder and 
%% Mehrdad Ghandhari, August, 2010. 
clear all; 
clc 
% w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%% Introduction - define base voltages and impedances %%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% For base value theory, se SAPS chapter 6. 
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  % Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    % Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub1=1;      % Rated base voltage (kV) 

  
% Background impedance on the 135 kV-side of the main transformer. 
ZDY=2.1+i*12.3; % in ohm 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Transformers modelled as impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, p.11, issue 2012-01-09 
% Transformers modelled as impedances. Here calculated into pu values: 
% Dye Fs: 
STDye=40;        % Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;        % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;    % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDye*1000);                % transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDye);              % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);              % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDye);              % transformer reactance 
ZTDye=R+i*X;                        % transformer impedance 

  
% Lugnet Ns 
STLugnet=0.1;   % Rated power (MVA) transformer Lugnet 
Pk=1.8;         % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=3.9/100;    % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STLugnet*1000);             % transformer relative resistance 
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R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STLugnet);            % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);              % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STLugnet);            % transformer reactance 
ZTLugnet=R+i*X;                     % transformer impedance 

  
% Eriksbol Ns 
STEriksbol=0.05; % Rated power (MVA) transformer Eriksbol 
Pk=0.782;        % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=3.8/100;                % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STEriksbol*1000);   % transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub1^2/STEriksbol);   % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);      % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub1^2/STEriksbol);   % transformer reactance 
ZTEriksbol=R+i*X;           % transformer impedance 

  
% Picasso Ns 
STPicasso=0.05;  % Rated power (MVA) transformer Picasso 
Pk=0.782;        % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=3.8/100;                % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STPicasso*1000);    % transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub1^2/STPicasso);    % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);      % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub1^2/STPicasso);    % transformer reactance 
ZTPicasso=R+i*X;            % transformer impedance 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%% Line impedance and admittances %%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%Line Dye - Lugnet (ALMGSI 99/0), over-head line %%%%%%%%%% 
% Z_DLpu=(resistance+i*inductive reactance)*km 
ZDL=(0.310000002384+i*0.34999999404)*2.0292; 

  
%%%%%%Line Lugnet-Eriksbol (ALUS 4*50), cable %%%%%%% 
% Z_DL=(resistance+i*inductiv reactance)*km 
ZLE=(0.639999985695+i*0.0799999982119)*0.2929; 
ZLEg=(0.639999985695+i*0.0799999982119)*0.2929; 

  
%%%%%%Line Eriksbol-Sp Sörby (ALUS 4*50), cable %%%%%%% 
ZESp=(0.639999985695+i*0.0799999982119)*0.0184; 
ZESpg=(0.639999985695+i*0.0799999982119)*0.0184; 

  
%%%%%%Line Lugnet-Picasso (ALMGSI 99/99), over-head line %%%%%%% 
ZLP=(0.310000002384+i*0.34999999404)*1.2; 
ZLPg=0; %OBS! Not certain that PG calculates with this value. 

  
%%%%%%Line Picasso-Villa Villekulla (N1XE 4*25), cable %%%%%%% 
ZPVV=(1.20000004768+i*0.0799999982119)*0.2; 
ZPVVg=(1.20000004768+i*0.0799999982119)*0.2; 

  
%%%%%%Line Picasso-Kiosken (AKKJ 4x50/15), cable %%%%%%% 
ZPK=(0.639999985695+i*0.0799999982119)*0.4; 
ZPKg=(1.20000004768+i*0.0799999982119)*0.4; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCE ADDITION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
Z1=ZDY; 
Z2=(ZDY+ZTDye)*(20/135)^2; 
Z3=Z2+ZDL; 
Z4=(Z3+ZTLugnet)*(1/20)^2; 
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Z5=Z4+ZLE; 
Z6=(Z5+ZTEriksbol)*(0.4/1)^2; 
Z7=Z6+ZESp; 
Z8=Z4+ZLP; 
Z9=(Z8+ZTPicasso)*(0.4/1)^2; 
Z10=Z9+ZPVV; 
Z11=Z9+ZPK; 

  
Zp=[Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Z7 Z8 Z9 Z10 Z11]; 
Rp=real(Zp); 
Xp=imag(Zp); 
Z_3ph=abs(Zp); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, eq. 49-50. 
Isc3=zeros(1,11); 
for v=1 Isc3(v)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
for v=[2:3] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
for v=[4:5,8] Isc3(v)=1.1*1*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
for v=[6:7,9:11] Isc3(v)=1.1*0.4*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: the book Elkraftsystem 2, Liber, 1997, page 131 (equations for UC 
% and Sk) state that Ssc1=sqrt(3)*ULL*Isc1. 
% This can then be written to equal sqrt(3)*sqrt(3)*Z*Isc1*Isc1=3*Z*I^2 
% Divided by 0.9 to get the answers like PG's or, one can say, to remove  
% the effect of squaring it when squaring the Isc1. 
% Divided by 10^6 10^3 to get answers in MVA and kW like those from PG. 
Ssc3=zeros(1,11); 
% for v=[1:3] Ssc3(v)=3*Z_3ph(v)*Isc3(v)^2/10^6/1.1; end 
% for v=[4:5,8] Ssc3(v)=3*Z_3ph(v)*Isc3(v)^2/10^3/1.1; end 
% The following step is strange, but the "3/1.2*" is added since PG wrongly 
% uses 1 kV instead of 0.4 kV even after the LV/LV transformers. 
% I.e., 3/1.2=2.5 and 2.5*0.4=1 
% for v=[6:7,9:11] Ssc3(v)=3/1.2*3*Z_3ph(v)*Isc3(v)^2/10^3/1.1; end 

  
% Using the equation from Elkraftsystem 2 more directly produces the same 
% answer: 
for v=1 Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*135*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^6; end 
for v=[2:3] Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*20*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^6; end 
% In the two lines below, the "*10^3/10*3" is obviously unnecessary, 
% but is kept to show the train of thought. 
for v=[4:5,8] Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*1*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^3; end 
% In the following line, the voltage should be 0.4 kV, but PG wrongly uses 
% 1 kV also after the LV/LV transformers. But it uses the Isc3 that is  
% calculated with the 0.4 kV voltage... 
for v=[6:7,9:11] Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*1*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^3; end 

  
% Conclusion: It seems like PG uses 1 kV all the way down the line instead 
% of switching to 0.4 kV at the LV/LV transformers, when it comes to Ssc3. 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% FÖRIMPEDANS / 1-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT IMPEDANCE %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory in SS 424 14 05; section 8.2, eq. (8-1) & (8-2) and section 7.3,  
% eq. (7-4). See also Tieto - Network Calculation Engine chapter 3.5. 
% This section only considers the LV-section of the grid. 
% The first LV point is bus 4 where: 
% Z_Q+Z_T=Z3ph(4) (impedance in bus 4) 
% and R_0=real(ZTLugnet) (zero-sequence resistance.) since R_0=R_T 
RN4=(2*Rp(4)+real(ZTLugnet)*(1/20)^2)/3; 
Rfor4=RN4; % Because there is no ZMg and ZLg at the transformer 
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% *0.95 because the transformer is a DYN, see table on the bottom of  
% page 17, Svensk Standard, SS 424 14 05. 
% I.e., "+0.95*imag(ZTLugnet)" since X_0=0.95*X_T 
XN4=(2*Xp(4)+0.95*imag(ZTLugnet)*(1/20)^2)/3; 
Xfor4=XN4; % Because no ZMg and ZLg at the transformer 
Zfor4=Rfor4+i*Xfor4; 

  
Zfor5=Zfor4+ZLE+ZLEg; 
Zfor8=Zfor4+ZLP+ZLPg; % where ZLPg is zero according to the cable catalogue 

  
RN6=(2*Rp(6)+real(ZTEriksbol)*(0.4/1)^2)/3; 
% Same thing: 
% RN6=((2*Rp(5)+2*real(ZTEriksbol)+real(ZTEriksbol))*(0.4/1)^2)/3; 
Rfor6=RN6; 
XN6=(2*Xp(6)+0.95*imag(ZTEriksbol)*(0.4/1)^2)/3; 
% Same thing: 
% XN6=((2*Xp(5)+2*imag(ZTEriksbol)+0.95*imag(ZTEriksbol))*(0.4/1)^2)/3; 
Xfor6=XN6; 
Zfor6=Rfor6+i*Xfor6; 

  
Zfor7=Zfor6+ZESp+ZESpg; 

  
RN9=(2*Rp(9)+real(ZTPicasso)*(0.4/1)^2)/3; 
Rfor9=RN9; 
XN9=(2*Xp(9)+0.95*imag(ZTPicasso)*(0.4/1)^2)/3; 
Xfor9=XN9; 
Zfor9=Rfor9+i*Xfor9; 

  
Zfor10=Zfor9+ZPVV+ZPVVg; 
Zfor11=Zfor9+ZPK+ZPKg; 

  
Zfor=[Zfor4; Zfor5; Zfor6; Zfor7; Zfor8; Zfor9; Zfor10; Zfor11]; 
Rfor=real(Zfor); 
Xfor=imag(Zfor); 
Zfor_abs=abs(Zfor); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Only calculated for LV-buses 
% As a test to see if it is the impedance additions that are wrong, one can 
% use the Zfor presented in the Excel result-files: 
% Zfor_abs=[0.38849 0.67947 0.14508 0.16485 0.83364 0.17251 0.60903... 
%     0.86481]; 
% Line Dye - Lugnet, (ALMGSI 99/0), over-head line 
% Line Lugnet-Eriksbol,(ALUS 4*50), cable 
% Line Eriksbol-Sp Sörby, (ALUS 4*50), cable 
% Line Lugnet-Picasso, (ALMGSI 99/99), over-head line 
% Line Picasso-Villa Villekulla, (N1XE 4*25), cable 
% Line Picasso-Kiosken, (AKKJ 4x50/15), cable 

  
% Theory: SS 424 14 05, equation (8-1) and tables on pages 7 & 8. 
% All buses except for the service points (see below) are seen as being  
% inside a substation on a busbar, (Sw: skena). A busbar is in this context 
% seen as an overhead line and the voltage factor is therefore set to 0.9. 
Isc1=zeros(1,8); 
% For buses 4-5 and 8: 
for v=[1:2,5] 
    Isc1(v)=0.9*1*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zfor_abs(v)); 
end 
% For buses 6 and 9: 
for v=[3,6]  
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    Isc1(v)=0.9*0.4*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zfor_abs(v)); 
end 
% For buses 7, 10 and 11: 
% The voltage factor for cables is 0.85. These buses are service points 
% located at the end of CABLES and are therefore seen as having this 
% voltage factor. 
for v=[4,7:8] 
    Isc1(v)=0.85*0.4*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zfor_abs(v)); 
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: the book Elkraftsystem 2, Liber, 1997, page 131 (equations for UC 
% and Sk) state that Ssc1=sqrt(3)*ULL*Isc1. 
% This can then be written to equal sqrt(3)*sqrt(3)*Z*Isc1*Isc1=3*Z*I^2 
% Divided by 0.9 to get the answers like PGs or, one can say, to remove  
% the effect of squaring it when squaring the Isc1. 
% Divided by 10^3 to get answers in kW like PG. 
Ssc1=zeros(1,8); 
% For buses 4-6 and 8-9 because of voltage factor for overhead lines 
for v=[1:3,5:6] Ssc1(v)=3*Zfor_abs(v)*Isc1(v)^2/0.9/10^3; end 
% For buses 7 and 10-11 because of voltage factor for cables 
for v=[4,7:8] Ssc1(v)=3*Zfor_abs(v)*Isc1(v)^2/0.85/10^3; end 

  
% Using the equation from Elkraftsystem 2 more directly produces the same 
% answer. Again: For buses 4-5 and 8 in the first loop and then 6-7,& 9-11 
% Divided by 10^3 to get answers in kW like PG. 
% % For buses 4-5 and 8, (1 kV) 
% for v=[1:2,5] Ssc1(v)=sqrt(3)*10^3*Isc1(v)/10^3; end 
% % For buses 6-7 and 9-11, (0.4 kV) 
% for v=[3:4,6:8] Ssc1(v)=sqrt(3)*0.4*10^3*Isc1(v)/10^3; end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANSWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
disp(['Resistance:']); 
for v=1:11 
    disp([num2str(Rp(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Reactance:']); 
for v=1:11 
    disp([num2str(Xp(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Impedance:']); 
for v=1:11 
    disp([num2str(Z_3ph(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% To round and avoid some digits: 
% Isc3=Isc3'  
% Otherwise, the following can be used: 
disp(['Isc3 (A):']); 
for v=1:11 
    disp([num2str(Isc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% 3-phase short-circuit power Results: 
disp(['Ssc3: Bus 1-3 in MVAr and Bus 4-11 in kVAr.']); 
for v=1:3 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
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for v=4:11 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['1-phase short-circuit resistance, bus 4-11']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Rfor(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['1-phase short-circuit reactance, bus 4-11']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Xfor(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['1-phase short-circuit impedance (förimpedans), bus 4-11:']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Zfor_abs(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% To round and avoid some digits: 
% Isc1=Isc1'  
% Otherwise, the following can be used: 
disp(['Isc1 (A), bus 4-11:']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Isc1(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% To round and avoid some digits: 
% Ssc1=Ssc1'/10^3 
% 1-phase short-circuit power Results: 
disp(['Ssc1 (kVA), bus 4-11']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Ssc1(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

 

Grid 8, Part 2, Zk, Zfor, Isc3, Ssc3, Isc1, Ssc1, now with Tieto’s Isc1 
 [Lugnet_11Buses_Isc_TietoIsc1.m] 
% File to calculate characteristics of the Lugnet/Eriksbol/Picasso (LEP) 
% branch from Dye station. Voltage levels: 135kV/20kV/1kV/0.4kV 
% Reference plan 1, 11 buses 
% Resistance, reactance, and impedance 
% 3-phase short-circuit currents and powers 
% 1-phase short-circuit impedance 
% 1-phase short-circuit currents and powers 
% Reference "SAPS" = Static Analysis of Power Systems by Lennar Söder and 
% Mehrdad Ghandhari, August, 2010. 

  
% Isc1 calculated using Equation (54) on page 17 in Tieto - Network 
% Calculation Engine instead of the equation from SS 424 14 05. 
% Also, to harmonize with PG, the voltage used in calculating Isc1 for 
% buses 6, 7, and 9 is 1 kV. However, the Z3ph for these buses 
% use the correct 0.4 kV! 

  
clear all; 
clc 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% Introduction - define voltages and impedances %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% For base value theory, se SAPS chapter 6. 
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% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  % Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    % Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub1=1;      % Rated base voltage (kV) 

  
% Background impedance on the 135 kV-side of the main transformer. 
ZDY=2.1+i*12.3; % in ohm 

  
% Theory: Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, p.11, issue 2012-01-09 
% Transformers modelled as impedances. Here calculated into pu values: 
% Dye Fs: 
STDye=40;        % Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;        % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;               % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDye*1000);        % transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDye);      % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);      % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDye);      % transformer reactance 
ZTDye=R+i*X;                % transformer impedance 

  
% Lugnet Ns 
STLugnet=0.1;    % Rated power (MVA) transformer Lugnet 
Pk=1.8;          % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=3.9/100;                % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STLugnet*1000);     % transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STLugnet);    % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);      % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STLugnet);    % transformer reactance 
ZTLugnet=R+i*X;             % transformer impedance 

  
% Eriksbol Ns 
STEriksbol=0.05; % Rated power (MVA) transformer Eriksbol 
Pk=0.782;        % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=3.8/100;                % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STEriksbol*1000);   % transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub1^2/STEriksbol);   % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);      % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub1^2/STEriksbol);   % transformer reactance 
ZTEriksbol=R+i*X;           % transformer impedance 

  
% Picasso Ns 
STPicasso=0.05;  % Rated power (MVA) transformer Picasso 
Pk=0.782;        % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=3.8/100;                % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STPicasso*1000);    % transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub1^2/STPicasso);    % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);      % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub1^2/STPicasso);    % transformer reactance 
ZTPicasso=R+i*X;            % transformer impedance 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%% Line impedance and admittances %%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%% Line Dye - Lugnet (ALMGSI 99/0), over-head line %%%%%%%%%% 
% Z_DLpu=(resistance+i*inductive reactance)*km 
ZDL=(0.310000002384+i*0.34999999404)*2.0292; 

  
%%%%%% Line Lugnet-Eriksbol (ALUS 4*50), cable %%%%%%% 
% Z_LE=(resistance+i*inductiv reactance)*km 
ZLE=(0.639999985695+i*0.0799999982119)*0.2929; 
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ZLEg=(0.639999985695+i*0.0799999982119)*0.2929; 

  
%%%%%% Line Eriksbol-Sp Sörby (ALUS 4*50), cable %%%%%%% 
ZESp=(0.639999985695+i*0.0799999982119)*0.0184; 
ZESpg=(0.639999985695+i*0.0799999982119)*0.0184; 

  
%%%%%% Line Lugnet-Picasso (ALMGSI 99/99), over-head line %%%%%%% 
ZLP=(0.310000002384+i*0.34999999404)*1.2; 
ZLPg=0; % NOTE! Tis not certain that PG calculates with this value, but it 
% is what is what is displayed in the cable catalogue file. 

  
%%%%%% Line Picasso-Villa Villekulla (N1XE 4*25), cable %%%%%%% 
ZPVV=(1.20000004768+i*0.0799999982119)*0.2; 
ZPVVg=(1.20000004768+i*0.0799999982119)*0.2; 

  
%%%%%% Line Picasso-Kiosken (AKKJ 4x50/15), cable %%%%%%% 
ZPK=(0.639999985695+i*0.0799999982119)*0.4; 
ZPKg=(1.20000004768+i*0.0799999982119)*0.4; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCE ADDITION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Z1=ZDY; 
Z2=(ZDY+ZTDye)*(20/135)^2; 
Z3=Z2+ZDL; 
Z4=(Z3+ZTLugnet)*(1/20)^2; 
Z5=Z4+ZLE; 
Z6=(Z5+ZTEriksbol)*(0.4/1)^2; 
Z7=Z6+ZESp; 
Z8=Z4+ZLP; 
Z9=(Z8+ZTPicasso)*(0.4/1)^2; 
Z10=Z9+ZPVV; 
Z11=Z9+ZPK; 

  
Zp=[Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Z7 Z8 Z9 Z10 Z11]; 
Rp=real(Zp); 
Xp=imag(Zp); 
Z_3ph=abs(Zp); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, eq. 49-50. 
Isc3=zeros(1,11); 
for v=1 Isc3(v)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
for v=[2:3] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
for v=[4:5,8] Isc3(v)=1.1*1*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
for v=[6:7,9:11] Isc3(v)=1.1*0.4*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: the book Elkraftsystem 2, Liber, 1997, page 131 (equations for UC 
% and Sk) state that Ssc1=sqrt(3)*ULL*Isc1. 
% This can then be written to equal sqrt(3)*sqrt(3)*Z*Isc1*Isc1=3*Z*I^2 
% Divided by 1.1 to get the answers like PG's or, one can say, to remove  
% the effect of squaring it when squaring the Isc1. 
% Divided by 10^6 10^3 to get answers in MVA and kW like those from PG. 
Ssc3=zeros(1,11); 
% for v=[1:3] Ssc3(v)=3*Z_3ph(v)*Isc3(v)^2/10^6/1.1; end 
% for v=[4:5,8] Ssc3(v)=3*Z_3ph(v)*Isc3(v)^2/10^3/1.1; end 
% The following step is strange, but the "3/1.2*" is added since PG wrongly 
% uses 1 kV instead of 0.4 kV even after the LV/LV transformers. 
% I.e., 3/1.2=2.5 and 2.5*0.4=1 
% for v=[6:7,9:11] Ssc3(v)=3/1.2*3*Z_3ph(v)*Isc3(v)^2/10^3/1.1; end 
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% Using the equation from Elkraftsystem 2 more directly produces the same 
% answer: 
for v=1 Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*135*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^6; end 
for v=[2:3] Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*20*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^6; end 
% In the two lines below, the "*10^3/10*3" is obviously unnecessary, 
% but is kept to show the train of thought. 
for v=[4:5,8] Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*1*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^3; end 
% In the following line, the voltage should be 0.4 kV, but PG wrongly uses 
% 1 kV also after the LV/LV transformers. But it uses the Isc3 that is  
% calculated with the 0.4 kV voltage... 
for v=[6:7,9:11] Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*1*10^3*Isc3(v)/10^3; end 

  
% Conclusion: It seems like PG uses 1 kV for all LV-buses instead of 
% switching to 0.4 kV at the LV/LV transformers, when calculating Ssc3. 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% FÖRIMPEDANS / 1-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT IMPEDANCE %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory in SS 424 14 05; section 8.2, eq. (8-1) & (8-2) and section 7.3,  
% eq. (7-4). See also Tieto - Network Calculation Engine chapter 3.5. 
% This section only considers the LV-section of the grid. 
% The first LV point is bus 4 where: 
% Z_Q+Z_T=Z3ph(4) (impedance in bus 4) 
% and R_0=real(ZTLugnet) (zero-sequence resistance.) since R_0=R_T 
RN4=(2*Rp(4)+real(ZTLugnet)*(1/20)^2)/3; 
Rfor4=RN4; % Because there is no ZMg and ZLg at the transformer 
% *0.95 because the transformer is a DYN, see table on the bottom of  
% page 17, Svensk Standard, SS 424 14 05. 
% I.e., "+0.95*imag(ZTLugnet)" since X_0=0.95*X_T 
XN4=(2*Xp(4)+0.95*imag(ZTLugnet)*(1/20)^2)/3; 
Xfor4=XN4; % Because no ZMg and ZLg at the transformer 
Zfor4=Rfor4+i*Xfor4; 

  
Zfor5=Zfor4+ZLE+ZLEg; 
Zfor8=Zfor4+ZLP+ZLPg; % where ZLPg is zero according to the cable catalogue 

  
RN6=(2*Rp(6)+real(ZTEriksbol)*(0.4/1)^2)/3; 
% Can also be found like this: 
% RN6=((2*Rp(5)+2*real(ZTEriksbol)+real(ZTEriksbol))*(0.4/1)^2)/3; 
Rfor6=RN6; 
XN6=(2*Xp(6)+0.95*imag(ZTEriksbol)*(0.4/1)^2)/3; 
% Can also be found like this: 
% XN6=((2*Xp(5)+2*imag(ZTEriksbol)+0.95*imag(ZTEriksbol))*(0.4/1)^2)/3; 
Xfor6=XN6; 
Zfor6=Rfor6+i*Xfor6; 

  
Zfor7=Zfor6+ZESp+ZESpg; 

  
RN9=(2*Rp(9)+real(ZTPicasso)*(0.4/1)^2)/3; 
Rfor9=RN9; 
XN9=(2*Xp(9)+0.95*imag(ZTPicasso)*(0.4/1)^2)/3; 
Xfor9=XN9; 
Zfor9=Rfor9+i*Xfor9; 

  
Zfor10=Zfor9+ZPVV+ZPVVg; 
Zfor11=Zfor9+ZPK+ZPKg; 

  
Zfor=[Zfor4; Zfor5; Zfor6; Zfor7; Zfor8; Zfor9; Zfor10; Zfor11]; 
Rfor=real(Zfor); 
Xfor=imag(Zfor); 
Zfor_abs=abs(Zfor); 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Original way of calculating Isc1: 
% Only calculated for LV-buses 
% As a test to see if it is the impedance additions that are wrong, one can 
% use the Zfor presented in the Excel result-files: 
% Zfor_abs=[0.38849 0.67947 0.14508 0.16485 0.83364 0.17251 0.60903... 
%     0.86481]; 
% Line Dye - Lugnet, (ALMGSI 99/0), over-head line 
% Line Lugnet-Eriksbol,(ALUS 4*50), cable 
% Line Eriksbol-Sp Sörby, (ALUS 4*50), cable 
% Line Lugnet-Picasso, (ALMGSI 99/99), over-head line 
% Line Picasso-Villa Villekulla, (N1XE 4*25), cable 
% Line Picasso-Kiosken, (AKKJ 4x50/15), cable 

  
% Theory: SS 424 14 05, equation (8-1) and tables on pages 7 & 8. 
% All buses except for the service points (see below) are seen as being  
% inside a substation on a busbar, (Sw: skena). A busbar is in this context 
% seen as an overhead line and the voltage factor is therefore set to 0.9. 
% Isc1=zeros(1,8); 
% % For buses 4-5 and 8: 
% for v=[1:2,5] 
%     Isc1(v)=0.9*1*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zfor_abs(v)); 
% end 
% % For buses 6 and 9: 
% for v=[3,6]  
%     Isc1(v)=0.9*0.4*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zfor_abs(v)); 
% end 
% % For buses 7, 10 and 11: 
% % The voltage factor for cables is 0.85. These buses are service points 
% % located at the end of CABLES and are therefore seen as having this 
% % voltage factor. 
% for v=[4,7:8] 
%     Isc1(v)=0.85*0.4*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zfor_abs(v)); 
% end 

  
% New way of calculating Isc1: 
% Equation (54) on page 17 in the Tieto - Network calculation engine 
% is used instead of the equation from SS 424 15 05. In the report for this 
% thesis, the equation is labeled Equation 43. 

  
% Note again:  
% All buses except for the service points (see below) are seen as being  
% inside a substation on a busbar, (Sw: skena). A busbar is in this context 
% seen as an overhead line and the voltage factor is therefore set to 0.9. 
Isc1=zeros(1,8); 
% % For buses 4-5 and 8: 
Isc1(1)=sqrt(3)*0.9*1*10^3/sqrt((2*Rp(4)+real(ZTLugnet)*(1/20)^2)^2+... 
        (2*Xp(4)+0.95*imag(ZTLugnet)*(1/20)^2)^2); 
% Since the phase conductor's reactance, the phase conductor's zero  
% sequence reactance, and the reactance of neutral conductor are equal. 
% Similarly, the phase conductors resistance and the resistance of neutral 
% conductor are equal. Thus, we have: 
Isc1(2)=sqrt(3)*0.9*1*10^3/sqrt((2*Rp(4)+real(ZTLugnet)*(1/20)^2+... 
      3*0.2929*(2*0.639999985695))^2+... 
      (2*Xp(4)+0.95*imag(ZTLugnet)*(1/20)^2+0.2929*(6*0.0799999982119))^2); 
% Since the phase conductors zero sequence reactance and reactance of  
% neutral conductor are equal to zero in cable catalogue file, we have: 
Isc1(5)=sqrt(3)*0.9*1*10^3/sqrt((2*Rp(4)+real(ZTLugnet)*(1/20)^2+... 
        3*1.2*(0.310000002384+0))^2+... 
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        (2*Xp(4)+0.95*imag(ZTLugnet)*(1/20)^2+... 
            1.2*(2*0.34999999404))^2); 
% For buses 6 and 9: 
% Also, for buses 6, 7 and 9, the voltage should be 0.4 kV, but the answers 
% become much closer to PG's answers if 1 kV is used. But only for the 
% voltage and zero sequence impedance - not for the positive sequance 
% impedance. The latter remains at 0.4 kV (e.g. Rp(6)). 
Isc1(3)=sqrt(3)*0.9*1*10^3/sqrt(2*(Rp(6)+real(ZTEriksbol)*(1/1)^2)^2+... 
    (2*Xp(6)+0.95*imag(ZTEriksbol)*(1/1)^2)^2); 
Isc1(6)=sqrt(3)*0.9*1*10^3/sqrt(2*(Rp(9)+real(ZTPicasso)*(1/1)^2)^2+... 
    (2*Xp(9)+0.95*imag(ZTPicasso)*(1/1)^2)^2); 
% For buses 7, 10 and 11: 
% The voltage factor for cables is 0.85. The following buses are Sp:s are 
% located at the end of a CABLES and are therefore considered 0.85. 
Isc1(4)=sqrt(3)*0.85*1*10^3/sqrt((2*Rp(6)+real(ZTEriksbol)*(1/1)^2+... 
        3*0.0184*(2*0.639999985695))^2+... 
        (2*Xp(6)+0.95*imag(ZTEriksbol)*(1/1)^2+... 
            0.0184*(6*0.0799999982119))^2); 
% For some reason, PG seems to calculate only bus 10 and 11 in the 
% LV-network as 0.4 kV. 
Isc1(7)=sqrt(3)*0.85*0.4*10^3/sqrt((2*Rp(9)+real(ZTPicasso)*(0.4/1)^2+... 
        3*0.2*(2*1.20000004768))^2+... 
        (2*Xp(9)+0.95*imag(ZTPicasso)*(0.4/1)^2+... 
            0.2*(6*0.0799999982119))^2); 
% For this cable, Rl and R0 were different, but Xl, Xl0, and X0 were equal: 
Isc1(8)=sqrt(3)*0.85*0.4*10^3/sqrt((2*Rp(9)+real(ZTPicasso)*(0.4/1)^2+... 
        3*0.4*(0.639999985695+1.20000004768))^2+... 
        (2*Xp(9)+0.95*imag(ZTPicasso)*(0.4/1)^2+... 
            0.4*(6*0.0799999982119))^2); 
% Isc1'; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: the book Elkraftsystem 2, Liber, 1997, page 131 (equations for UC 
% and Sk) state that Ssc1=sqrt(3)*ULL*Isc1. 
% This can then be written to equal sqrt(3)*sqrt(3)*Z*Isc1*Isc1=3*Z*I^2 
% Divided by 0.9 to get the answers like PGs or, one can say, to remove  
% the effect of squaring it when squaring the Isc1. 
% Divided by 10^3 to get answers in kW like PG. 
Ssc1=zeros(1,8); 
% For buses 4-6 and 8-9 because of voltage factor for overhead lines 
for v=[1:3,5:6] Ssc1(v)=3*Zfor_abs(v)*Isc1(v)^2/0.9/10^3; end 
% For buses 7 and 10-11 because of voltage factor for cables 
for v=[4,7:8] Ssc1(v)=3*Zfor_abs(v)*Isc1(v)^2/0.85/10^3; end 

  
% Using the equation from Elkraftsystem 2 more directly produces the same 
% answer. Again: For buses 4-5 and 8 in the first loop and then 6-7,& 9-11 
% Divided by 10^3 to get answers in kW like PG. 
% % For buses 4-5 and 8 (1 kV) 
% for v=[1:2,5] Ssc1(v)=sqrt(3)*10^3*Isc1(v)/10^3; end 
% % For buses 6-7 and 9-11 (0.4 kV) 
% for v=[3:4,6:8] Ssc1(v)=sqrt(3)*0.4*10^3*Isc1(v)/10^3; end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANSWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
disp(['Resistance:']); 
for v=1:11 
    disp([num2str(Rp(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['Reactance:']); 
for v=1:11 
    disp([num2str(Xp(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
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disp(['Impedance:']); 
for v=1:11 
    disp([num2str(Z_3ph(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% To round and avoid some digits: 
% Isc3=Isc3'  
% Otherwise, the following can be used: 
disp(['Isc3 (A):']); 
for v=1:11 
    disp([num2str(Isc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% 3-phase short-circuit power Results: 
disp(['Ssc3: Bus 1-3 in MVAr and Bus 4-11 in kVAr.']); 
for v=1:3 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
for v=4:11 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['1-phase short-circuit resistance, bus 4-11']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Rfor(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['1-phase short-circuit reactance, bus 4-11']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Xfor(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['1-phase short-circuit impedance (förimpedans), bus 4-11:']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Zfor_abs(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% To round and avoid some digits: 
% Isc1=Isc1'  
% Otherwise, the following can be used: 
disp(['Isc1 (A), bus 4-11:']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Isc1(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% 1-phase short-circuit power Results: 
% To round and avoid some digits. 
% Ssc1=Ssc1'/10^3 
% Otherwise, the following can be used: 
disp(['Ssc1 (kVA), bus 4-11']); 
for v=1:8 
    disp([num2str(Ssc1(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
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Grid 9, Falla LV 

Grid 9, Part 1, Voltage and power flow calculations 
[Falla_Powerflow_8buses.m] 
% Falla - LV calculations with a loop, Grid 9, Reference plan 1 
% NUMBER OF BUSES: 8 
% Idle losses in transformer included 
% The index "b" stands for the "base value".  
% Tietos way of calculating the rective power is implemented in one bus. 
% The reactive powers for the other buses are not calculated cumulatively. 

  
% Most of the procedure is based on theory in the course-book "Static 
% Analysis of Power Systems" (SAPS), printed in August 2010 by KTH and  
% authored by Lennart Söder and Merhdad Ghandhari. 

  
clc; 
clear all; 
w=2*pi*50; % Frequency of the system 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%% Per unit calculations and preparations for the Y-bus matrix %%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% For base value theory, se SAPS chapter 6. 
% Begin by defining the base values: 
% Base Power for the different voltage levels in the system 
Sb=0.1; % Base power (MVA) for the system 

  
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub20=20;    % Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub04=0.4;   % Rated base voltage (kV 
% Base impedences 
Zb20=(Ub20^2)/Sb; Zb04=(Ub04^2)/Sb; 

  
% Create a vector consisting of the base voltages for the system's buses: 
UbFA=[Ub20 Ub04 Ub04 Ub04 Ub04 Ub04 Ub04 Ub04]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%Transformation into per unit (pu)%% 
%%pu value= true value/base value  %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Transformer modelled as an impedance in per unit: 
% Theory from Tieto - Network Calculatin Engine, p 11, section 3.5 
% Falla LV station 
% NOTE: The algorithm 
STFA=0.5;        % Rated power (MVA) transformer Falla 
Pk=4.5;          % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=4.5/100;                    % transformer relative impedance (in %) 
Rkr=Pk/(STFA*1000);             % transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STFA);            % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);          % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STFA);            % transformer reactance 
ZTFA=R+i*X;                     % transformer impedance 
ZTFApu=(R+i*X)/Zb20;            % transformer impedance in per unit 
PFAidle_pu=0.74*10^3/(Sb*10^6); % idle power losses in trafo in pu 
% Falla Ns: Sn=500kVA, Uk12=4.5% ,Pk12 = 4500W, P0 740W, DyN11 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%% Line impedance and admittance %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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%%%%%% Line Falla (T17514, FA) - K32093 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km 
% Z_FA93pu=impedance for the line in per unit 
% Z_FA93pu=(resistance+i*w*reactance)*km/Zb 
ZFA93pu=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.171/Zb04; 
% Specifications for this type of power line states an admittance of zero. 
% But in case the type of cable/line is switched, the code is still 
% prepared for that possibility: 
% ysh_pu=i*w*(capacitance per km, in micro-F/km)*10^(-6)*(km)/2*Zb; 
yshFA93pu=0; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32093 - K32095 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z9395pu=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.544/Zb04; 
ysh9395pu=0; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32095 - K32096 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z9596pu=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.5541/Zb04; 
ysh9596pu=0; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32096 - K32097 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z9697pu=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.3171/Zb04; 
ysh9697pu=0; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32097 - K32098 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z9798pu=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.2007/Zb04; 
ysh9798pu=0; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32098 - K32110 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z9810pu=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.362/Zb04; 
ysh9810pu=0; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32110 - Falla (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z10FApu=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.3724/Zb04; 
ysh10FApu=0; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Y-bus matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Now the Ybus matrix is put together. The loads are not included since 
% they are accounted for later. The diagonal elements of Y-bus matrix 
% consist of load impedances, capacitances and impedances of lines, and  
% transformer impedances, all converted into admittances. I.e. the sum of  
% all admittances connected to bus k. The pi-model is used for the lines, 
% even though this model is usually only used for medium-long lines.  
% This is just to prepare for the the possibility of useing the pi-model  
% if the company should want to calculate for medium-long lines in the  
% future. In the current case, the lines are very short and the short-line 
% model is used. Practically, this is done by setting the ysh-values to 
% zero. (For this particular cable, the value for the capacitance in the 
% cable catalogue file is zero anyway.) 
Y11=1/ZTFApu; 
Y22=1/ZTFApu+1/ZFA93pu+yshFA93pu+1/Z10FApu+ysh10FApu; 
Y33=1/ZFA93pu+yshFA93pu+1/Z9395pu+ysh9395pu; 
Y44=1/Z9395pu+ysh9395pu+1/Z9596pu+ysh9596pu; 
Y55=1/Z9596pu+ysh9596pu+1/Z9697pu+ysh9697pu; 
Y66=1/Z9697pu+ysh9697pu+1/Z9798pu+ysh9798pu; 
Y77=1/Z9798pu+ysh9798pu+1/Z9810pu+ysh9810pu; 
Y88=1/Z9810pu+ysh9810pu+1/Z10FApu+ysh10FApu; 

  
% In the non-diagonal elements of the matrix, the value inserted 
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% is the negative admittance between bus j and k. 
Ybus=[Y11 -1/ZTFApu 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
      -1/ZTFApu Y22 -1/ZFA93pu 0 0 0 0 -1/Z10FApu; 
      0 -1/ZFA93pu Y33 -1/Z9395pu 0 0 0 0; 
      0 0 -1/Z9395pu Y44 -1/Z9596pu 0 0 0; 
      0 0 0 -1/Z9596pu Y55 -1/Z9697pu 0 0; 
      0 0 0 0 -1/Z9697pu Y66 -1/Z9798pu 0; 
      0 0 0 0 0 -1/Z9798pu Y77 -1/Z9810pu; 
      0 -1/Z10FApu 0 0 0 0 -1/Z9810pu Y88]; 

   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Adding up the loads %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Since we are dealing with an LV-loop, there will be no cumulative 
% addition of the loads, except in bus 6, Cb K32097, where there is a  
% service point with 2 end users. 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Loads at Cable box K32093, bus 3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[velander]=velanderkonstanter(); 
% Retrieves, from the file velanderkonstanter.m, a 71*4 matrix containing  
% the following and stores it under the name "velander":  
% Column 1: the group number 
% Column 2: cos(phi) 
% Column 3: k1 
% Column 4: k2 
% Information on the loads are found by right-klicking on the substation or 
% service point and clicking om "Energy Usage Information, sum..." in PG. 
Cb93_kod=[120 120 120 450 100]; % Group code numbers for the loads 
Cb93_W=[15 19 19 40 15]*1000;   % Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 

  
% "pos" is a matrix containing the power factor and velander constants 
% for the different groups/types of loads and on which row in the 
% file/matrix/table "velanderkonstanter.m" this information can be found. 
pos3=zeros(5,4); 
for v=1:5 
    pos3(v,1)=find(velander == Cb93_kod(v)); 
    pos3(v,2)=velander(pos3(v,1),2); 
    pos3(v,3)=velander(pos3(v,1),3); 
    pos3(v,4)=velander(pos3(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW.  
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29.  
for v=1:5 
    P93(v)=pos3(v,3)*Cb93_W(v)+pos3(v,4)*sqrt(Cb93_W(v)); 
end; clear v; 
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus 
S93=zeros(1,5); Q93=zeros(1,5); S93cmplx=zeros(1,5); 
for v=1:5 
    S93(v)=P93(v)/pos3(v,2); 
    Q93(v)=sqrt(S93(v)^2-P93(v)^2); % Reactive Power found. 
end; clear v; 
% Find the total power demands in the bus: 
P93tot=sum(P93); 
Q93tot=sum(Q93); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Loads at Cable box K32095, bus 4 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% group code numbers for loads 
Cb95_kod=[100 460 440]; 
% Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 
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Cb95_W=[17 30 46]*1000; 
pos4=zeros(3,4); 
for v=1:3 
    pos4(v,1)=find(velander == Cb95_kod(v)); 
    pos4(v,2)=velander(pos4(v,1),2); 
    pos4(v,3)=velander(pos4(v,1),3); 
    pos4(v,4)=velander(pos4(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW.  
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29.  
for v=1:3 
    P95(v)=pos4(v,3)*Cb95_W(v)+pos4(v,4)*sqrt(Cb95_W(v)); 
end; clear v; 
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus 
S95=zeros(1,3); Q95=zeros(1,3); S95cmplx=zeros(1,3); 
for v=1:3 
    S95(v)=P95(v)/pos4(v,2); 
    Q95(v)=sqrt(S95(v)^2-P95(v)^2); % Reactive Power found. 
end; clear v; 
% Find the total power demands in the bus: 
P95tot=sum(P95); 
Q95tot=sum(Q95); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Loads at Cable box K32096, bus 5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Group code numbers for loads 
Cb96_kod=[401 460]; 
% Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 
Cb96_W=[45 30]*1000; 
pos5=zeros(2,4); 
for v=1:2 
    pos5(v,1)=find(velander == Cb96_kod(v)); 
    pos5(v,2)=velander(pos5(v,1),2); 
    pos5(v,3)=velander(pos5(v,1),3); 
    pos5(v,4)=velander(pos5(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW.  
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29.  
for v=1:2 
    P96(v)=pos5(v,3)*Cb96_W(v)+pos5(v,4)*sqrt(Cb96_W(v)); 
end; clear v; 
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus 
S96=zeros(1,2); Q96=zeros(1,2); S96cmplx=zeros(1,2); 
for v=1:2 
    S96(v)=P96(v)/pos5(v,2); 
    Q96(v)=sqrt(S96(v)^2-P96(v)^2); % Reactive Power found. 
end; clear v; 
% Find the total power demands in the bus: 
P96tot=sum(P96); 
Q96tot=sum(Q96); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Loads at Cable box K32097, bus 6 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Group code numbers for loads 
Cb97_kod=[100 450 100]; 
% Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 
Cb97_W=[16 4 14]*1000; 
pos6=zeros(3,4); 
for v=1:3 
    pos6(v,1)=find(velander == Cb97_kod(v)); 
    pos6(v,2)=velander(pos6(v,1),2); 
    pos6(v,3)=velander(pos6(v,1),3); 
    pos6(v,4)=velander(pos6(v,1),4); 
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end; clear v; 
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW.  
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29.  
P97(1)=pos6(1,3)*Cb97_W(1)+pos6(1,4)*sqrt(Cb97_W(1)); 
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus 
S97abs(1)=P97(1)/pos6(1,2); 
Q97(1)=sqrt(S97abs(1)^2-P97(1)^2); % Reactive Power found. 

  
% The following loop is not used since PG has multiple customers in Gatan 2 
% for v=2:3 
%   P97(v)=pos6(v,3)*Cb97_W(v)+pos6(v,4)*sqrt(Cb97_W(v)); 
%   % Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus 
%   S97abs(v)=P97(v)/pos6(v,2); 
%   Q97(v)=sqrt(S97abs(v)^2-P97(v)^2); % Reactive Power found. 
% end 

  
% I have two loads in the same service point, Sp Gatan 2. 
% PG seems to add them cumulatively, so so will I. 
% For active power: ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29-30. 
P1_Gatan2=zeros(1,2); 
P2_Gatan2=zeros(1,2); 
for v=1:2 
    P1_Gatan2(v)=pos6(v+1,3)*Cb97_W(v+1); 
    P2_Gatan2(v)=pos6(v+1,4)^2*Cb97_W(v+1); 
end; clear v; 
% Cumulative active power for the two loads in Sp Gatan 2: 
P97(2)=sum(P1_Gatan2)+sqrt(sum(P2_Gatan2)); % Active power in Sp Gatan 2 

  
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus: 
% Theory received by email from Tieto. The main idea is to find a new power 
% factor for the different loads combined and from that calculate the  
% apparent and then reactive power. First, though, how big of a part does  
% each load play in this power factor? This is discovered in the for-loop. 
Pk1_Gatan2=sum(P1_Gatan2); 
phi_Gatan2=zeros(1,2); 
for v=1:2 
    phi_Gatan2(v)=pos6(v+1,2)*P1_Gatan2(v)/Pk1_Gatan2; 
end; clear v; 
phi_Gatan2_tot=sum(phi_Gatan2); 
S97abs(2)=P97(2)/phi_Gatan2_tot; 
Q97(2)=sqrt(S97abs(2)^2-P97(2)^2); % Reactive power for Sp Gatan 2 

  
% Find the total power demands in the bus: 
P97tot=sum(P97); 
Q97tot=sum(Q97); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Loads at Cable box K32098, bus 7 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Group code numbers for loads 
Cb98_kod=[626 100]; 
% Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 
Cb98_W=[16 12]*1000; 
pos7=zeros(2,4); 
for v=1:2 
    pos7(v,1)=find(velander == Cb98_kod(v)); 
    pos7(v,2)=velander(pos7(v,1),2); 
    pos7(v,3)=velander(pos7(v,1),3); 
    pos7(v,4)=velander(pos7(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 

  
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW.  
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% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29.  
for v=1:2 
    P98(v)=pos7(v,3)*Cb98_W(v)+pos7(v,4)*sqrt(Cb98_W(v)); 
end; clear v; 
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus 
S98=zeros(1,2); Q98=zeros(1,2); S98cmplx=zeros(1,2); 
for v=1:2 
    S98(v)=P98(v)/pos7(v,2); 
    Q98(v)=sqrt(S98(v)^2-P98(v)^2); % Reactive Power found. 
end; clear v; 
% Find the total power demands in the bus: 
P98tot=sum(P98); 
Q98tot=sum(Q98); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Loads at Cable box K32110, bus 8 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Group code numbers for loads 
Cb110_kod=[100 100 450]; 
% Annual energy consumption in MWh*1000=kWh 
Cb110_W=[13 13 10]*1000; 
pos8=zeros(3,4); 
for v=1:3 
    pos8(v,1)=find(velander == Cb110_kod(v)); 
    pos8(v,2)=velander(pos8(v,1),2); 
    pos8(v,3)=velander(pos8(v,1),3); 
    pos8(v,4)=velander(pos8(v,1),4); 
end; clear v; 

  
% Velander's equation, peak powers for load in kW.  
% ABB Network Calculation Engine for PowerGrid, p.29.  
for v=1:3 
    P110(v)=pos8(v,3)*Cb110_W(v)+pos8(v,4)*sqrt(Cb110_W(v)); %Active power 
end; clear v; 
% Procedure to calculate the reactive power of the bus 
S110=zeros(1,3); Q110=zeros(1,3); S110cmplx=zeros(1,3); 
for v=1:3 
    S110(v)=P110(v)/pos8(v,2); 
    Q110(v)=sqrt(S110(v)^2-P110(v)^2); % Reactive Power found. 
end; clear v; 
% Find the total power demands in the bus: 
P110tot=sum(P110); 
Q110tot=sum(Q110); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Net production in each bus %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Given constants calculated in p.u. 
%1 Falla 1 (Slack-bus) 
U1=20/Ub20;                 % Voltage in per unit 
theta1=0;                   % Chosen angle in the slack bus 
PD1=PFAidle_pu;             % Idle power loss seen as a power demand 
QD1=0;                      % No reactive power demand in this bus 
%2 Falla 2 (PQ-bus) 
PG2=0; PD2=0; QG2=0; QD2=0; % No power demand or power generation 
%3 K32093(PQ-bus) 
PG3=0;                      % No active power demand in this bus 
PD3=P93tot*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  % per unit active power demand of the load 
QG3=0;                      % No reactive power demand in this bus 
QD3=Q93tot*10^3/(Sb*10^6);  % per unit reactive power demand of the load  
%4 K32095 (PQ-bus) 
PG4=0; 
PD4=P95tot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
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QG4=0; 
QD4=Q95tot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
%5 K32096 (PQ-bus) 
PG5=0; 
PD5=P96tot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG5=0; 
QD5=Q96tot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
%6 K32097 (PQ-bus) 
PG6=0; 
PD6=P97tot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG6=0; 
QD6=Q97tot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
%7 K32098 (PQ-bus) 
PG7=0; 
PD7=P98tot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG7=0; 
QD7=Q98tot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
%8 K32110 (PQ-bus) 
PG8=0; 
PD8=P110tot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 
QG8=0; 
QD8=Q110tot*10^3/(Sb*10^6); 

  
% Calculate net productions 
%1 Falla 1 (Slack-bus) 
%2 Falla 2 (PQ-bus) 
PGD2=PG2-PD2; 
QGD2=QG2-QD2; 
%3 K32093 (PQ-bus) 
PGD3=PG3-PD3; 
QGD3=QG3-QD3; 
%4 K32095 (PQ-bus) 
PGD4=PG4-PD4; 
QGD4=QG4-QD4; 
%5 K32096 (PQ-bus) 
PGD5=PG5-PD5; 
QGD5=QG5-QD5; 
%6 K32097 (PQ-bus) 
PGD6=PG6-PD6; 
QGD6=QG6-QD6; 
%7 K32098 (PQ-bus) 
PGD7=PG7-PD7; 
QGD7=QG7-QD7; 
%8 K32110 (PQ-bus) 
PGD8=PG8-PD8; 
QGD8=QG8-QD8; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Power flow set-up and execution %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Initial estimates 
theta2=0; U2=1; 
theta3=0; U3=1; 
theta4=0; U4=1; 
theta5=0; U5=1; 
theta6=0; U6=1; 
theta7=0; U7=1; 
theta8=0; U8=1; 

  
% tole=0.002; % Not used. The idea is that once abs(delta_P)<tole 
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              % then the while-loop below is terminated. Tis not used since 
              % the loop already gives an accuracy of greater than this. 
nbus=8;       % number of buses 
n_pq_pu=7;    % Number of PQ and PU buses (in this case, all are PQ) 
bus1=1;bus2=2;bus3=3;bus4=4;bus5=5;bus6=6;bus7=7;bus8=8;; 
iter=0; 
VOLT=[U1;U2;U3;U4;U5;U6;U7;U8]; 
Ang=[theta1;theta2;theta3;theta4;theta5;theta6;theta7;theta8]; 

  
% Conductance and susceptance extracted and to be used later. 
G=real(Ybus); 
B=imag(Ybus); 
% Starts a while-loop that will iterate three times 
while iter < 10 
    % disp(['Iteration no.: ' num2str(iter + 1)]); 
    % Step 2a (SAPS, eq. 8.43): 
    for m=1:nbus 
        for n=1:nbus 
            PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
            QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        end 
    end 
    P=sum(PP'); % Injected power into each bus 
    Q=sum(QQ'); 

  
    % Step 2b: Calculating the difference between the net production and  
    % the injected power for each bus. SAPS, eq (8.46) 
    PGD=[PGD2;PGD3;PGD4;PGD5;PGD6;PGD7;PGD8]; 
    QGD=[QGD2;QGD3;QGD4;QGD5;QGD6;QGD7;QGD8]; 
    deltaP=PGD-P([2 3 4 5 6 7 8])'; % not for slack-bus 
    deltaQ=QGD-Q([2 3 4 5 6 7 8])'; % not for PU-buses and slack-bus 

  
    % Step 3: Calculating the jacobian. SAPS, eq (8.50-8.51) 
    for m=1:nbus 
         for n=1:nbus 
             if m==n, 
                 H(m,m)=-Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 N(m,m)=P(m)+G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 J(m,m)=P(m)-G(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
                 L(m,m)=Q(m)-B(m,m)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m); 
             else 
                 H(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 N(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 J(m,n)=-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
                 L(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
             end 
         end 
     end 

  
     % Delete unwanted variables in order to make the jacobian fit together 
     H(bus1,:)=[]; H(:,bus1)=[]; % remove row and column  
                                 % refering to the slack bus 
     N(bus1,:)=[];  % remove row refering to the slack bus 
     N(:,bus1)=[];  % remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
     J(bus1,:)=[];  % remove column refering to the slack bus and PU-bus 
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     J(:,bus1)=[];  % remove row refering to the slack bus 
     L(bus1,:)=[]; L(:,bus1)=[]; % remove row and column refering to the  
                                 % slack bus and PU-bus 

  
     % The jacobian matrix can now be put together: 
     JAC=[H N; J L]; 

  
     % Step 4: Calculate [delta_theta delta_U/U]-transposed,SAPS, eq (8.52) 
     DX = inv(JAC)*[deltaP;deltaQ]; 
     delta_theta=DX(1:n_pq_pu);          
     delta_U=DX(n_pq_pu+1:length(DX)); 

  
     % Step 5: Update U and theta, SAPS, eq (8.53) 
     iter=iter+1; 
     % The voltage angles at all buses except bus 1 are updated: 
     Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8])=... 
         Ang([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8])+delta_theta; 
      % The voltages at all buses except bus 1 are updated: 
     VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8])=... 
        VOLT([bus2 bus3 bus4 bus5 bus6 bus7 bus8]).*(1+delta_U); 

  
end % ends the while-loop 

  
% Step FINAL: Calculate the generated power in the slack bus and the  
% PU-buses with the latest voltages and angles. 
for m=1:nbus 
     for n=1:nbus    
        PP(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-

Ang(n))+B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
        QQ(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-

B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
     end 
end 
P=sum(PP'); 
Q=sum(QQ'); 
% Find the power generation in slack and PU-busses, SAPS, eq. 8.44: 
PG1=P(bus1)+PD1; 
QG1=Q(bus1)+QD1; 

  
% disp('Answers, power production in bus 1 [kW & kVAr]: '); 
P1prod=PG1*Sb*10^3; 
Q1prod=QG1*Sb*10^3; 

  
% Step FINAL, cont'd, Calculate the power flows, SAPS, eq. 8.38-8.39 
% The B_not matrix is created first. It is a matrix consiting of the 
% admittances between the buses. If Ysh is not included in the line 
% characteristics/definition, the whole matrix Bo remains a zero-matrix. 
% Since we are only dealing with short lines, there is no line admittance, 
% hence Bo is a zero-matrix. 
Bo=zeros(8,8);  
% Power flow calculations: 
for m=1:nbus 
    for n=1:nbus 
        if m==n 
            Pflow(m,m)=0; 
            Qflow(m,m)=0; 
        else 
            Pflow(m,n)=-G(m,n)*VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)-VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n))-B(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))); 
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            Qflow(m,n)=VOLT(m)*VOLT(m)*(B(m,n)-Bo(m,n))-(VOLT(m)*VOLT(n)*(-

G(m,n)*sin(Ang(m)-Ang(n))+B(m,n)*cos(Ang(m)-Ang(n)))); 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Answer adjustment calculations %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
Pflow_nom=Pflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 
Qflow_nom=Qflow*Sb*10^3; % kW 

  
% Powers between the respective buses, from k to j 
% Normal approach: 
% P12=Pflow_nom(1,2); 
% P23=Pflow_nom(2,3); 
% P34=Pflow_nom(3,4); 
% P45=Pflow_nom(4,5); 
% P56=Pflow_nom(5,6); 
% P67=Pflow_nom(6,7); 
% P78=Pflow_nom(7,8); 
% P82=Pflow_nom(8,2); 
%  
% Q12=Qflow_nom(1,2); 
% Q23=Qflow_nom(2,3); 
% Q34=Qflow_nom(3,4); 
% Q45=Qflow_nom(4,5); 
% Q56=Qflow_nom(5,6); 
% Q67=Qflow_nom(6,7); 
% Q78=Qflow_nom(7,8); 
% Q82=Qflow_nom(8,2); 

  
% Powers between the respective buses, from jk instead of kj. 
% Included in case one want to have a look for the sake of understanding. 
% P12=Pflow_nom(2,1); 
% P23=Pflow_nom(3,2); 
% P34=Pflow_nom(4,3); 
% P45=Pflow_nom(5,4); 
% P56=Pflow_nom(6,5); 
% P67=Pflow_nom(7,6); 
% P78=Pflow_nom(8,7); 
% P82=Pflow_nom(2,8); 
%  
% Q12=Qflow_nom(2,1); 
% Q23=Qflow_nom(3,2); 
% Q34=Qflow_nom(4,3); 
% Q45=Qflow_nom(5,4); 
% Q56=Qflow_nom(6,5); 
% Q67=Qflow_nom(7,6); 
% Q78=Qflow_nom(8,7); 
% Q82=Qflow_nom(2,8); 

  
% Looking at PGs results in the short topological report, they present the 
% power flows as taking two ways from bus 2 to bus 5: via 8, 7 and 6; 
% and via 3 and 4. 
P12=Pflow_nom(1,2); 
P23=Pflow_nom(2,3); 
P34=Pflow_nom(3,4); 
P45=Pflow_nom(4,5); 
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P82=Pflow_nom(2,8); 
P78=Pflow_nom(8,7); 
P67=Pflow_nom(7,6); 
P56=Pflow_nom(6,5); 

  
Q12=Qflow_nom(1,2); 
Q23=Qflow_nom(2,3); 
Q34=Qflow_nom(3,4); 
Q45=Qflow_nom(4,5); 

  
Q82=Qflow_nom(2,8); 
Q78=Qflow_nom(8,7); 
Q67=Qflow_nom(7,6); 
Q56=Qflow_nom(6,5); 

  
% Considering the direction in which the power is actually flowing: One  
% can say that more power is being put into the sending bus than that  
% which is received in the other end. That which "disappears" along the 
% way is considered losses, also for the reactive power flows. The answers 
% that PG presents are without losses, so I will here extract the answers  
% from the receiving ends of the lines and present them as the answer for 
% the power flow between the two buses. This produces the same answers as 
% when taking the value in the sending end (as above) and then subtracting 
% the losses (as below). 
% An exception to this is P12 and Q12 which is not a power line 
% (but a transformer), and here PG seems to include the losses. Or there is 
% again something wrong with PG's way of calc. the trafo impedance, Z_T. 
% It is at least the case that the Matlab value for P12 is smaller than 
% the value presented in PG's transformer result file, both if the value 
% is retrieved from the receiving end or if the value is retrieved from  
% the sending end and the losses are subtracted (both ways give the same 
% answer). 
% P12=Pflow_nom(1,2)*(-1); 
% P23=Pflow_nom(3,2)*(-1); 
% P34=Pflow_nom(4,3)*(-1); 
% P45=Pflow_nom(5,4)*(-1); 
%  
% P82=Pflow_nom(8,2)*(-1); 
% P78=Pflow_nom(7,8)*(-1); 
% P67=Pflow_nom(6,7)*(-1); 
% P56=Pflow_nom(5,6)*(-1); 
%  
% Q12=Qflow_nom(1,2)*(-1); 
% Q23=Qflow_nom(3,2)*(-1); 
% Q34=Qflow_nom(4,3)*(-1); 
% Q45=Qflow_nom(5,4)*(-1); 
%  
% Q82=Qflow_nom(8,2)*(-1); 
% Q78=Qflow_nom(7,8)*(-1); 
% Q67=Qflow_nom(6,7)*(-1); 
% Q56=Qflow_nom(5,6)*(-1); 

  
% Active power losses, SAPS, eq. 8.41. 
Ploss12=Pflow(1,2)+Pflow(2,1); % Losses in main transformer Dye 
Ploss23=Pflow(2,3)+Pflow(3,2); % Losses in line between Dye and Norra Höja 
Ploss34=Pflow(3,4)+Pflow(4,3); 
Ploss45=Pflow(4,5)+Pflow(5,4); 
Ploss56=Pflow(5,6)+Pflow(6,5); 
Ploss67=Pflow(6,7)+Pflow(7,6); 
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Ploss78=Pflow(7,8)+Pflow(8,7); 
Ploss82=Pflow(8,2)+Pflow(2,8); 
Ploss=([Ploss82 Ploss78 Ploss67 Ploss56 Ploss23 Ploss34... 
         Ploss45]')*Sb*10^3; % [kW] 

  
% Reactive power losses 
Qloss12=Qflow(1,2)+Qflow(2,1); 
Qloss23=Qflow(2,3)+Qflow(3,2); 
Qloss34=Qflow(3,4)+Qflow(4,3); 
Qloss45=Qflow(4,5)+Qflow(5,4); 
Qloss56=Qflow(5,6)+Qflow(6,5); 
Qloss67=Qflow(6,7)+Qflow(7,6); 
Qloss78=Qflow(7,8)+Qflow(8,7); 
Qloss82=Qflow(8,2)+Qflow(2,8); 
Qloss=([Qloss82 Qloss78 Qloss67 Qloss56 Qloss23 Qloss34... 
         Qloss45]')*Sb*10^3; % [kVAr] 

  
% Apparent power losses 
Sloss12=sqrt(Ploss12^2+Qloss12^2); 
Sloss23=sqrt(Ploss23^2+Qloss23^2); 
Sloss34=sqrt(Ploss34^2+Qloss34^2); 
Sloss45=sqrt(Ploss45^2+Qloss45^2); 
Sloss56=sqrt(Ploss56^2+Qloss56^2); 
Sloss67=sqrt(Ploss67^2+Qloss67^2); 
Sloss78=sqrt(Ploss78^2+Qloss78^2); 
Sloss82=sqrt(Ploss82^2+Qloss82^2); 
% Apparent power losses per distance/between the buses [kVA] 
Sloss=([Sloss12 Sloss82 Sloss78 Sloss67 Sloss56 Sloss23 Sloss34... 
         Sloss45]')*Sb*10^3; 
% Total active and reacive losses: 
Ptotallosses=sum(sum(Pflow))*Sb*10^3; 
Qtotallosses=sum(sum(Qflow))*Sb*10^3; 

  
% To get the answer in volts instead of kV: 
Vnom=VOLT.*UbFA'*10^3; 
% Because PG displays LV answers in line-to-neutral voltage: 
Vnom=[Vnom(1); Vnom(2)/sqrt(3); Vnom(8)/sqrt(3); Vnom(7)/sqrt(3);... 
    Vnom(6)/sqrt(3); Vnom(5)/sqrt(3); Vnom(3)/sqrt(3); Vnom(4)/sqrt(3)]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Answers %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Note the order of the elements in the following answers. They are, as it 
% seems, "jumbled", and that is because of the order in which the answers 
% in the PG Excel files are presented. 
deg=Ang*(180/pi); 
% If you want to have the bus number displayed beside the voltage. 
Vnom_buses=[1 2 8 7 6 5 3 4; Vnom']'; 

  
disp(['Voltage of LV buses:']); 
for v=2:8 
    disp([num2str(Vnom(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% POWER FLOWS: 
Plf=[P82; P78; P67; P56; P23; P34; P45]-Ploss 
Qlf=[Q82; Q78; Q67; Q56; Q23; Q34; Q45] 
% Qlf=[Q82; Q78; Q67; Q56; Q23; Q34; Q45]-Qloss 
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% Angles of the voltages at the buses 
deg=Ang*(180/pi); 

 

Grid 9, Part 2, Zk, Zfor, Isc3, Ssc3, Isc1, Ssc1 
[Falla_Impedance_Isc.m] 
% Falla - LV calculations with a loop, Grid 9, Reference plan 1 
% Impedance, 3-phase and 1-phase short-circuit current calculations. 
% Index "sc" stands for "short-circuit" 
% Note that the following components are disconnected in these 
% calculations: MV generator in Falla, Cb K32094, and Ns Revsand 2. 

  
clc; 
clear all; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND DEFINITIONS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  % Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    % Rated base voltage (kV) 
ZDY=2.1+i*12.3; % Background impedance in ohm 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% TRANSFORMERS MODELLED AS IMPEDANCES %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, p.11, issue 2012-01-09 
% Transformers modelled as impedances. Here calculated into pu values: 

  
% Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
STDY=40;         % Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;        % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;           % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);     % transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   % transformer reactance 
ZTDY=R+i*X;             % transformer impedance 

  
% Falla (FA) MV/LV station 
STFA=0.5;      % Rated power (MVA) transformer Falla 
Pk=4.5;        % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=4.5/100;            % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STFA*1000);     % transformer relative resistance 
RFA=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STFA);  % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  % transformer relative reactance 
XFA=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STFA);  % transformer reactance 
ZTFA=RFA+i*XFA;         % transformer impedance 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% LINE IMPEDANCES %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%% Line Dye - Falla (AL 31/0-24) %%%%%%% 
ZDYFA=(0.920000017+i*0.389999986)*7.2164; 

  
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km 
% Z_FA93=impedance for the line in per unit 
% Z_FA93=(resistance+i*w*reactance)*km 
%%%%%% Line Falla (T17514) - K32093 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
ZFA93=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.171; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32093 - K32095 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z9395=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.544; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32095 - K32096 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z9596=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.5541; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32096 - K32097 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
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Z9697=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.3171; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32097 - K32098 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z9798=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.2007; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32098 - K32110 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z9810=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.362; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32110 - Falla (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z10FA=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.3724; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCE CALCULATIONS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MV/"background" impedances first (not presented in the final answers, 
% but still here for the sake of troubleshooting). 
Zminus1=ZDY; 
Zplusminuszero=(ZDY+ZTDY)*(20/135)^2; 
Z1=Zplusminuszero+ZDYFA; % Impedance up to the primary side of the 
                         % transformer. Tis correct according to PG. 
% The section of the grid that is in loop: 
Z2=ZTFA*(0.4/20)^2; 
Z3=Z2+(ZFA93)*(Z9395+Z9596+Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA)/(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+... 
    Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA); 
Z4=Z2+(ZFA93+Z9395)*(Z9596+Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA)/(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+... 
    Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA); 
Z5=Z2+(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596)*(Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA)/(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+... 
    Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA); 
Z6=Z2+(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+Z9697)*(Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA)/(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+... 
    Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA); 
Z7=Z2+(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+Z9697+Z9798)*(Z9810+Z10FA)/(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+... 
    Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA); 
Z8=Z2+(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+Z9697+Z9798+Z9810)*(Z10FA)/(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+... 
    Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA); 
Z=[Z2; Z8; Z7; Z6; Z5; Z3; Z4]; 
R=real(Z);      % finding the resistance 
X=imag(Z);      % finding the reactance 
Z_3ph=abs(Z);   % finding the impedance 

  
% To check if the code for the short-circuit currents and powers is 
% correct, PG's impedances can be used instead: 
% Z_3ph=[0.01445 0.10415 0.16576 0.1864 0.19921 0.05665 0.16331]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Isc3=zeros(1,7); 
% for v=1 Isc3(v)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
% for v=[2:9] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
for v=1:7 Isc3(v)=1.1*0.4*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: the book Elkraftsystem 2, Liber, 1997, page 131 (equations for UC 
% and Sk) state that Ssc1=sqrt(3)*ULL*Isc1. 
% This can then be written to equal sqrt(3)*sqrt(3)*Z*Isc1*Isc1=3*Z*I^2 
% Divided by 1.1 to get the answers like PGs or, one can say, to remove  
% the effect of squaring it when squaring the Isc1. 
% Divided by 10^3 to get answers in kVA like PG. 
Ssc3=zeros(1,7); 
% for v=1:7 Ssc3(v)=3*Z_3ph(v)*Isc3(v)^2/1.1/10^3; end 
% Using the equation from Elkraftsystem 2 more directly produces the same 
% answer. For buses 2-8. % Divided by 10^3 to get answers in kVA like PG. 
for v=1:7 Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*0.4*Isc3(v); end %*10^3/10^3=1, therefore omitted 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT IMPEDANCE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%         /FÖRIMPEDANS         %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: SS 424 14 05; section 8.2, eq. (8-1) & (8-2) and section 7.3,  
% eq. (7-4). See also Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, chapter 3.5. 
% This section only considers the LV-section of the grid. 
% The first LV point is bus 4 where: 
% Z_Q+Z_T=Z3ph(4) (impedance in bus 4) 
% and R_0=real(ZTLugnet) (zero-sequence resistance.) since R_0=R_T 
% *0.95 because the transformer is a DYN, see table on the bottom of  
% page 17, Svensk Standard, SS 424 14 05. 
% I.e., "+0.95*imag(ZTLugnet)" since X_0=0.95*X_T 
Z2for=(2*ZTFA+(real(ZTFA)+i*imag(ZTFA)*0.95))/3*(0.4/20)^2; 
Z3for=Z2for+(Z3-Z2)*2;   % since the impedance of the cable and the neutral 
                         % conductor are equal 
Z4for=Z2for+(Z4-Z2)*2; 
Z5for=Z2for+(Z5-Z2)*2; 
Z6for=Z2for+(Z6-Z2)*2; 
Z7for=Z2for+(Z7-Z2)*2; 
Z8for=Z2for+(Z8-Z2)*2; 

  
Zfor=[Z2for; Z8for; Z7for; Z6for; Z5for; Z3for; Z4for]; 
Rfor=real(Zfor);      % finding the resistance 
Xfor=imag(Zfor);      % finding the reactance 

  
for v=1:7 
    Zfor_abs(v)=abs(Rfor(v)+i*Xfor(v)); % finding the impedance 
end 

  
% To check if the code for the short-circuit currents and powers is 
% correct, PG's impedances can be used instead: 
% Zfor_abs=[0.0142 0.20049 0.32414 0.36551 0.39117 0.10448 0.31923]; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: SS 424 14 05, equation (8-1) and tables on pages 7 & 8. 
% All buses in this case are seen as being inside a substation or 
% cable box, on the "skena". A "skena" is in this context seen as an  
% overhead line and the power factor is therefore set to 0.9. 
Isc1=zeros(1,7); 
for v=1:7 Isc1(v)=0.9*0.4*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zfor_abs(v)); end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: the book Elkraftsystem 2, Liber, 1997, page 131 (equations for UC 
% and Sk) state that Ssc1=sqrt(3)*ULL*Isc1. 
% This can then be written to equal sqrt(3)*sqrt(3)*Z*Isc1*Isc1=3*Z*Isc1^2 
% Divided by 0.9 to get the answers like PGs or, one can say, to remove  
% the effect of squaring it when squaring the Isc1. 
% Divided by 10^3 to get answers in kW like PG. 
Ssc1=zeros(1,7); 
for v=1:7 Ssc1(v)=3*Zfor_abs(v)*Isc1(v)^2/0.9/10^3; end 

  
% Using the equation from Elkraftsystem 2 more directly produces the same 
% answers. For buses 2-8. 
% for v=[1:7] Ssc1(v)=sqrt(3)*0.4*10^3*Isc1(v)/10^3; end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANSWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
disp(['Resistance:']); 
for v=1:7 
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    disp([num2str(R(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Reactance:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(X(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Impedance:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Z_3ph(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% To round and avoid some digits: 
% Isc3=Isc3' 
% Otherwise, the following can be used: 
disp(['Isc3 [A]:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Isc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% To round and avoid some digits: 
% Ssc3=Ssc3' 
% Otherwise, the following can be used: 
disp(['Ssc3 [kVA]:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
disp(['1-phase short-circuit resistance:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Rfor(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['1-phase short-circuit reactance:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Xfor(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['1-phase short-circuit impedance (förimpedans):']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Zfor_abs(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% 1-phase short-circuit current results: 
% To round and avoid some digits: 
% Isc1=Isc1'  
% Otherwise, the following can be used: 
disp(['Isc1 (A), bus 2-8:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Isc1(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% 1-phase short-circuit power Results: 
disp(['Ssc1 (kVAr), bus 2-8']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Ssc1(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

 

Grid 9, Part 2, Isc1, Zk, Zfor, Isc3, Ssc3, Ssc1, Isc3 and Ssc3, with Tieto’s 

Isc1 
[Falla_Impedance_Isc_TietoIsc1.m] 
% Falla - LV calculations with a loop, Grid 9, Reference plan 1 
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% Impedance, 3-phase and 1-phase short-circuit current calculations. 
% Index "sc" stands for "short-circuit" 
% Note that the following components are disconnected in these 
% calculations: MV generator in Falla, Cb K32094, and Ns Revsand 2. 

  
% The point of this file is to make an attempt to use equation (54) 
% in the Tieto - Network Calculation Engine instead of the equaion 
% in SS 424 14 05. However, this is only done for bus 2 and 3.  
% When seen that these answers were way off, Isc1 was not calculated for 
% the rest of the buses using the new equation. 

  
clc; 
clear all; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND DEFINITIONS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Base voltages for the different voltage levels in the system 
Ub135=135;  % Rated base voltage (kV) 
Ub20=20;    % Rated base voltage (kV) 
ZDY=2.1+i*12.3; % Background impedance in ohm 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% TRANSFORMERS MODELLED AS IMPEDANCES %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, p.11, issue 2012-01-09 
% Transformers modelled as impedances. Here calculated into pu values: 

  
% Dye (DY) HV/MV station 
STDY=40;         % Rated power (MVA) transformer Dye 
Pk=112.1;        % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=10.9/100;           % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STDY*1000);     % transformer relative resistance 
R=Rkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  % transformer relative reactance 
X=Xkr*(Ub135^2/STDY);   % transformer reactance 
ZTDY=R+i*X;             % transformer impedance 

  
% Falla (FA) MV/LV station 
STFA=0.5;      % Rated power (MVA) transformer Falla 
Pk=4.5;        % transformer power loss at transformer nominal power [kW] 
Zkr=4.5/100;            % transformer relative impedance (in percent) 
Rkr=Pk/(STFA*1000);     % transformer relative resistance 
RFA=Rkr*(Ub20^2/STFA);  % transformer resistance 
Xkr=sqrt(Zkr^2-Rkr^2);  % transformer relative reactance 
XFA=Xkr*(Ub20^2/STFA);  % transformer reactance 
ZTFA=RFA+i*XFA;         % transformer impedance 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% LINE IMPEDANCES %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%% Line Dye - Falla (AL 31/0-24) %%%%%%% 
ZDYFA=(0.920000017+i*0.389999986)*7.2164; 

  
% Both the impedance and reactance are given in ohms/km 
% Z_FA93=impedance for the line in per unit 
% Z_FA93=(resistance+i*w*reactance)*km 
%%%%%% Line Falla (T17514) - K32093 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
ZFA93=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.171; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32093 - K32095 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z9395=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.544; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32095 - K32096 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z9596=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.5541; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32096 - K32097 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z9697=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.3171; 
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%%%%%% Line K32097 - K32098 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z9798=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.2007; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32098 - K32110 (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z9810=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.362; 

  
%%%%%% Line K32110 - Falla (ALUS 4x95) %%%%%%% 
Z10FA=(0.319999992847+i*0.0799999982119)*0.3724; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPEDANCE CALCULATIONS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MV/"background" impedances first (not used but still here for the sake  
% of troubleshooting) 
Zminus1=ZDY; 
Zplusminuszero=(ZDY+ZTDY)*(20/135)^2; 
Z1=Zplusminuszero+ZDYFA; % Impedance up to the primary side of the 
                         % transformer. Answer correct according to PG. 
% The section in loop: 
Z2=ZTFA*(0.4/20)^2; 
Z3=Z2+(ZFA93)*(Z9395+Z9596+Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA)/(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+... 
    Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA); 
Z4=Z2+(ZFA93+Z9395)*(Z9596+Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA)/(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+... 
    Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA); 
Z5=Z2+(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596)*(Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA)/(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+... 
    Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA); 
Z6=Z2+(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+Z9697)*(Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA)/(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+... 
    Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA); 
Z7=Z2+(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+Z9697+Z9798)*(Z9810+Z10FA)/(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+... 
    Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA); 
Z8=Z2+(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+Z9697+Z9798+Z9810)*(Z10FA)/(ZFA93+Z9395+Z9596+... 
    Z9697+Z9798+Z9810+Z10FA); 

  
% Put together in a a vector 
Z=[Z2; Z8; Z7; Z6; Z5; Z3; Z4]; 
R=real(Z);      % finding the resistance 
X=imag(Z);      % finding the reactance 
Z_3ph=abs(Z);   % finding the impedance 

  
% To check if the code for the short-circuit currents and powers is 
% correct, PG's impedances can be used: 
% Z_3ph=[0.01445 0.10415 0.16576 0.1864 0.19921 0.05665 0.16331]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Isc3=zeros(1,7); 
% for v=1 Isc3(v)=1.1*135*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
% for v=[2:9] Isc3(v)=1.1*20*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 
for v=1:7 Isc3(v)=1.1*0.4*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Z_3ph(v)); end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: the book Elkraftsystem 2, Liber, 1997, page 131 (equations for UC 
% and Sk) state that Ssc1=sqrt(3)*ULL*Isc1. 
% This can then be written to equal sqrt(3)*sqrt(3)*Z*Isc1*Isc1=3*Z*I^2 
% Divided by 1.1 to get the answers like PGs or, one can say, to remove  
% the effect of squaring it when squaring the Isc1. 
% Divided by 10^3 to get answers in kVA like PG. 
Ssc3=zeros(1,7); 
% for v=1:7 Ssc3(v)=3*Z_3ph(v)*Isc3(v)^2/1.1/10^3; end 
% Using the equation from Elkraftsystem 2 more directly produces the same 
% answer. For buses 2-8. % Divided by 10^3 to get answers in kVA like PG. 
for v=1:7 Ssc3(v)=sqrt(3)*0.4*Isc3(v); end %*10^3/10^3=1, therefore omitted 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1-PHASE SHORT-CIRCUIT IMPEDANCE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%         /FÖRIMPEDANS          %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: SS 424 14 05; section 8.2, eq. (8-1) & (8-2) and section 7.3,  
% eq. (7-4). See also Tieto - Network Calculation Engine, chapter 3.5. 
% This section only considers the LV-section of the grid. 
% The first LV point is bus 4 where: 
% Z_Q+Z_T=Z3ph(4) (impedance in bus 4) 
% and R_0=real(ZTLugnet) (zero-sequence resistance.) since R_0=R_T 
% *0.95 because the transformer is a DYN, see table on the bottom of  
% page 17, Svensk Standard, SS 424 14 05. 
% I.e., "+0.95*imag(ZTLugnet)" since X_0=0.95*X_T 
Z2for=(2*ZTFA+(real(ZTFA)+i*imag(ZTFA)*0.95))/3*(0.4/20)^2; 
% Z2for=ZTFA*(0.4/20)^2; %i.e. (2*ZTFA+ZTFA)/3*(0.4/20)^2 
% Z2=(real(ZTFA)+i*imag(ZTFA)*0.95)*(0.4/20)^2 
Z3for=Z2for+(Z3-Z2)*2;  % since the impedance of the phase conductor and  
                        % the neutral conductor are equal 
Z4for=Z2for+(Z4-Z2)*2; 
Z5for=Z2for+(Z5-Z2)*2; 
Z6for=Z2for+(Z6-Z2)*2; 
Z7for=Z2for+(Z7-Z2)*2; 
Z8for=Z2for+(Z8-Z2)*2; 

  
Zfor=[Z2for; Z8for; Z7for; Z6for; Z5for; Z3for; Z4for]; 
Rfor=real(Zfor);        % finding the resistance 
Xfor=imag(Zfor);        % finding the reactance 

  
for v=1:7 
    Zfor_abs(v)=abs(Rfor(v)+i*Xfor(v)); %finding the 1-phase sc impedance 
end 

  
% To check if the code for the short-circuit currents and powers is 
% correct, PG's impedances can be used: 
% Zfor_abs=[0.0142 0.20049 0.32414 0.36551 0.39117 0.10448 0.31923]; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: SS 424 14 05, equation (8-1) and tables on pages 7 & 8. 
% All buses in this case are seen as being inside a substation or 
% cable box, on the "skena". A "skena" is in this context seen as an  
% overhead line and the power factor is therefore set to 0.9. 
% Isc1=zeros(1,7); 
% for v=1:7 Isc1(v)=0.9*0.4*10^3/(sqrt(3)*Zfor_abs(v)); end 

  
% Here follows an attempt to use equation (54) in Tieto - Network 
% Calculation Engine instead of the equaion in SS 424 14 05. 

  
Isc1=zeros(1,7); 
% Isc1 for bus 2. Note that R(1) is the the pos.seq. resistance in bus 2. 
Isc1(1)=sqrt(3)*0.9*0.4*10^3/sqrt((2*R(1)+real(ZTFA)*(0.4/20)^2)^2+... 
        (2*X(1)+0.95*imag(ZTFA)*(0.4/20)^2)^2); 
% Since the phase conductors reactance, the phase conductors zero sequence  
% reactance, and the reactance of neutral conductor are equal. Similarly, 
% the phase conductors resistance and the resistance of the neutral 
% conductor are equal: 
% Lengths are calculated first using the equation for parallel impedances: 
% 

RLO93=0.171*2*0.319999992847*(0.544+0.5541+0.3171+0.2007+0.362+0.3724)*... 
%     2*0.319999992847/(0.171*2*0.319999992847+(0.544+0.5541+0.3171+... 
%                       0.2007+0.362+0.3724)*2*0.319999992847); 
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% 

XL93=0.171*6*0.0799999982119*(0.544+0.5541+0.3171+0.2007+0.362+0.3724)*... 
%     6*0.0799999982119/(0.171*2*0.0799999982119+(0.544+0.5541+0.3171+... 
%                       0.2007+0.362+0.3724)*6*0.0799999982119); 
% Isc1(2)=sqrt(3)*0.9*0.4*10^3/sqrt((2*R(1)+real(ZTFA)*(0.4/20)^2+... 
%     3*RLO93)^2+(2*X(1)+0.95*imag(ZTFA)*(0.4/20)^2+(XLO93))^2) 

  
% Find the "length" of the line to Cable box K32093, bus 3 
L93=0.171*(0.544+0.5541+0.3171+0.2007+0.362+0.3724)/... 
    (0.171+0.544+0.5541+0.3171+0.2007+0.362+0.3724); 
% Isc1 for bus 3. (Placed in position 6 in the vector to match other ans.) 
Isc1(6)=sqrt(3)*0.9*0.4*10^3/sqrt((2*R(1)+real(ZTFA)*(0.4/20)^2+... 
    3*L93*(2*0.319999992847))^2+... 
    (2*X(1)+0.95*imag(ZTFA)*(0.4/20)^2+L93*(6*0.0799999982119))^2); 

  
% Find the "length" of the line to Cable box K32095, bus 4 
L95=(0.171+0.544)*(0.5541+0.3171+0.2007+0.362+0.3724)/... 
    (0.171+0.544+0.5541+0.3171+0.2007+0.362+0.3724); 
% Isc1 for bus 4: 
Isc1(7)=sqrt(3)*0.9*0.4*10^3/sqrt((2*R(1)+real(ZTFA)*(0.4/20)^2+... 
    3*L95*(2*0.319999992847))^2+... 
    (2*X(1)+0.95*imag(ZTFA)*(0.4/20)^2+L95*(6*0.0799999982119))^2); 

  
% Calculate for the other buses here: 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
disp(['Isc1 [A]:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Isc1(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
break 
% Ends the program since the goal of this file was just to find Isc1 using 
% the equation from Tieto's Network calculation engine. 
% Below follows code from the file Falla_Impedance_Isc.m: 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT POWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Theory: the book Elkraftsystem 2, Liber, 1997, page 131 (equations for UC 
% and Sk) state that Ssc1=sqrt(3)*ULL*Isc1. 
% This can then be written to equal sqrt(3)*sqrt(3)*Z*Isc1*Isc1=3*Z*Isc1^2 
% Divided by 0.9 to get the answers like PGs or, one can say, to remove  
% the effect of squaring it when squaring the Isc1. 
% Divided by 10^3 to get answers in kW like PG. 
Ssc1=zeros(1,7); 
for v=1:7 Ssc1(v)=3*Zfor_abs(v)*Isc1(v)^2/0.9/10^3; end 

  
% Using the equation from Elkraftsystem 2 more directly produces the same 
% answer. For buses 2-8. % Divided by 10^3 to get answers in kW like PG. 
% for v=[1:7] Ssc1(v)=sqrt(3)*0.4*10^3*Isc1(v)/10^3; end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANSWERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
disp(['Resistance:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(R(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Reactance:']); 
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for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(X(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['Impedance:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Z_3ph(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% To round and avoid some digits: 
% Isc3=Isc3' 
% Otherwise, the following can be used: 
disp(['Isc3 [A]:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Isc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% To round and avoid some digits: 
% Ssc3=Ssc3' 
% Otherwise, the following can be used: 
disp(['Ssc3 [kVA]:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Ssc3(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% 1-phase answers: 
disp(['1-phase short-circuit resistance:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Rfor(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['1-phase short-circuit reactance:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Xfor(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
disp(['1-phase short-circuit impedance (förimpedans):']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Zfor_abs(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% 1-phase short-circuit current results: 
% To round and avoid some digits: 
% Isc1=Isc1'  
% Otherwise, the following can be used: 
disp(['Isc1 (A), bus 2-8:']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Isc1(v))]); 
end, clear v; 

  
% 1-phase short-circuit power results: 
disp(['Ssc1 (kVAr), bus 2-8']); 
for v=1:7 
    disp([num2str(Ssc1(v))]); 
end, clear v; 
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